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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
i.o INTRODUCTION
i.o ^COPE
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION PROGRAM ELEMENT PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN REQUIRE-
MENTS ARE DEFINED «Y A TWO VOLUME PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPEC IF1C AT I CM.
THIS VOLUME OF THE SPECIFICATION* VOLUME l» DEFINES THE GENERAL* OPER-
ATIONAL' DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION* AND SUBSYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR ThF
SOLAR POWERED MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM. THE REQUIREMENTS DEFINED
HEREIN APPLY TO THE SYSTEM (LEVFL u) AND SUBSYSTEM (LEVEL 5) LEVELS OF
THE PHASE 8 STUDY WITH DEFINITION DOWN TO THE THIRTY-SEVEN MAJOR ASSCP-
RLIES (LEVEL 6) THAT COMPRISE THE SEVEN FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEM GROUPINGS
OF THE SYSTEM. THIS SPECIFICATION APPLIES ONLY TO THE I N I T I A L STATION
SYSTEM. THE SYSTEM IS,HOWEVER* READILY ADAPTABLE TO A GROWTH CONFIGURATION
RY THE ADDITION OF A SHORT CORE MODULE AND TWC STATION MODULES. IN
ADDITION* THE 7*000 SQUARE FOOT SOLAR ARRAY PACKAGE MUST BE REPLACED RY A
10*000 SQUARE FOOT PACKAGE TO SATISFY GROWTH POWER NEEDS.
THE SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (SECTIONS 3.3.1 THRU 3.3.7) ARE THE RESULTS
OF TRADES AND ANALYSES CONDUCTED DURING THE STUDY. THE REQUIREMENTS
ALSO INCLUDE THE RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE.
VOLUME 2 OF THE SPECIFICATION DESCRIBES THE FCUR SYSTEMS OF THE MODULAR
SPACE STATION PROJECT AND OEFINFS THE INTERFACES BETWEEN THIS PROJECT AND
THE SHUTTLE PROJECT* THE TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE PROJECT AND AN
ARBITRARILY DEFINED EXPERIMENT PROJECT. THE EXPERIMENT PROJECT WAS SYN-
THESIZED FROM INTERNAL EXPERIMENTS* DETACHED RESEARCH AND APPLICATION
MODULES* AND ATTACHED RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULES SUCH THAT A SET OF
INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS ARE DEFINED WHICH WILL SUPPORT MULTIPLE COMBINATIONS
OF THESE ELEMENTS EXPECTED DURING THE MODULAR SPACE STATION MISSION.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
2.0 AppLlCA"LE DOCUMENTS
?.C APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
HQNOINGt ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTMNr, PROTECTION FOR AEKOSpAf,E
D ELECTROMAGNETIC CAPABILITY RECU I REMENTS » SYSTEMS AMENC I
I ELECTROMAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS* REQUIREMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT
- EXHIBIT C - STATEMENT OF WORK FOR PHASE B EXTENSION MODULAR SPACE
STATION PROGRAM DEFINITION
MSC-0369R - GUIDELINE AND CONSTRAINTS DOCLMENT MODULAR SPACE STATION
DEFINITION PHASF B HEV. 7
MSC-024R8
SD7I-20I
MSC-024B9
S07I-5I?-! INITIAL STATION SYSTEMS
MSC-02471
SD7I-2I7
MSC-02172
SD7I-2I9
MODULAR SPACE STATION EXTENSION PERIOD STUDY PLAN
MOHULAR SPACE STATION PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPEC IF 1C AT ICN
 
MOTULAR SPACE STATION PRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN - 7 VOLUMES
MODULAR SPACE STATION MASS PROPERTIES - MASS
MSC-0247U
S07I-22I
MSC-0217B
S071-222
MSC-02U77
SD7I-223
MSC-02479
SH7I-225
MOHULAR SPACE STATION SHUTTLE
INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
MODULAR SPACE STATION INTEGRATED GROUND OPERATIONS
MODULAR SPACE STATION PROGRAM OPERATIONS PLAN
MODULAR SPACE STATION PROGRAM MASTER PLAN
Msc-PA-o-67-13 NON-METALLIC MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS
MC 999-0058 APPROVAL OF NON-METALLIC MATERIALS FOR USE IN THE APOLLO
SPACECRAFT* RENERAL SPECIFICATION FOR
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
MSC-NA-n-fi«-I NONMETALLIC MATERIALS DESIGN GUIDELINES AND TEST DATA
HANDBOOK
MHB 7150.1 PRELIMINARY EDITION OE REFERENCE EARTH ORBITAL
ANH APPLICATIONS INVESTIGATIONS (BLUE BOOK) JAN. I97| -
8 VOLUMES
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE NBS» BUILDING SCIENCE SERIES
SMOKE AND GASES PRODUCED BY BURNING AIRCRAET INTERIOR
MATERIALS
SH7I-20R MODULAR SPACE STATION PHASE B DEFINITION - SHUTTLE MODEL
REVISED AND REISSUED JUNE 197 i.
MAOPI5-OI2 COMBUSTION RATE TESTING ON NON-METALLIC MATERIALS ( TM )
AND CONFIGURATIONS ( TC ) FOR MANNED SPACECRAFT
MAoei5-OI5 VACUUM STABILITY TESTING OF POL YMER 1 C M ATER I ALS FOR
SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE REPORT - POLYMERS FOR SPACECRAFT
APPLICATIONS SEPTEMBER I5t 1967
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MODULAR SPACE STATION . INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
1.i PERFORMANCE
3.1.1 CHARACTERISTICS
THE INITIAL MSS WILL BE A SEMI-PERMANENT CLUSTER OF MODULES* EACH OF
WHICH CAN BE TRANSPORTED TO AND PROM ORBIT IN THE CARGO BAY OF A SPACE
SHUTTLE. THE INITIAL MSS COMPLFXt WITH ALL ITS MODULES CONNECTED COMPRISES
A SPACE STATION CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING A CREW CF 6 AND PROVIDING AN EAPLY
BENEFIT RETURN EXPERIMENT PROGRAM FOR EXTENDED MISSION DURATIONS. IN IT-
SELF, THE INITIAL MSS SHALL RE SELF-SUFFICIENT WITHIN THE LIMITS OF ITS
CONSUMABLES <PROPELLANTS* FOODSTUFFS* CREW STAY TIME* ETC.).
A. CONFIGURATION (INITIAL STATION MSS COMPLEX)
CONFIGURATION - STATION MODULES SHALL BE LOCATED IN THE X-Z PLANE.
RAMS AND CARGO MODULES WILL RE LOCATED IN THE X-V PLANE.
REFER TO FIGURES 3.2.l«-!»2»3 FOR AXIS DEFINITION.
ELECTRICAL POWER - TWO DEGRFE OF FREEDOM SOLAR ARRAY
DUAL EGRESS - DUAL EGRESS SHALL BE PROVIDED. MODULES WHICH ARE
OCCUPIED GREATER THAN 2 PEMCENJ OF THE TOTAL CREW HOURS AVAILABLE PER
MONTH SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH DUAL SHIRTSLEEVE EGRESS FACILITIES.
PRESSURE ISOLATION - MINIMUM OF TWO SEPARATE PRESSURE HABITABLE VOLUMES
WITH INDEPENDENT LIFE SUPPQPT CAPABILITY AND PROVISIONS AND OTHER ESS-
ENTIAL SERVICES WILL BE PROVIDED AT EACH PANNED STAGE OF CLUSTER BUILD-
UP AND OPERATION.
CREW QUARTERS - PRIVATE CREW QUARTERS SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR THE NOMINAL
CREW (6) WITH DOUBLE OCCUPANCY CAPABILITY DURING CREW OVERLAP PERIODS.
THE CREW QUARTERS SHALL BE EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN THE TWO PRESSURE
HABITABLE VOLUMES.
PAM CAPABILITY - CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT TWO ATTACHED OR DETACHED RAMS
SHALL BE PROVIDED.
CARGO MODULE - ONE CARGO MODULE WILL BE REQUIRED FOR INITIAL
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY SUPPORT AND TWO ADDITIONAL CARGO MODULES TO
PROVIDE LOGISTIC SUPPORT.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.1.1
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MODULAR SPAcE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
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B. CONFIGURATION C MODULES )
LAUNCH WEIGHT - THF MSS SHUTTLE TRANSPORTED MODULE SHALL BE CONFIGURED
MOT TO EXCEED A TARGET HEIGHT OF 20*000 LBS FOR THOSE. MODULES REQUIRED
TO RENDEZVOUS. THE MODULES SHALL BE DESIGNED TO STRUCTURAL LOADS
RESULTING FROM A MAXIMUM WEIGHT OF 25*000 LBS.
EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS - THE MAXIMUM EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS OF THE MODULES
SHALL BE i« FEET IN DIAMETER AND 5B FEET IN LENGTH. MECHANISMS THAT
ARE .EXTERNAL BUT ATTACHED TO THE MODULE* SUCH AS HANDLING RINGS*
ATTACHMENTS FOR DEPLOYMENT* BERTHING MECHANISMS* STORAGE FITTINGS*
THRUSTERS* ETC.* SHALL BE CONTAINED AT LAUNCH WITHIN AN ENVELOPE 15
FEET IN DIAMETER AND so FEET IN LENGTH.
ARTIFICIAL G - MODULES ARE TO 8E ADAPTABLE TO AN ARTIFICIAL G
OPERATIONAL MODE WfTH M.MIMIIM REDESIGN.
ON - EACH MODULE SHALL BE NORMALLY LAUNCHED PRESSURIZED*
HOWEVER* THF SYSTEM SHALL BE CAPABLE OF ACCOMMODATING ANY MODULE THAT
BECOMES PEPRESSURIZED PRIOR TO DELIVERY TO THE STATION. MODULE HARD-
WARE SHALL BE CAPABLE OF SURVIVING REPEATED LOSS OF PRESSURE FOR UP TO
BO PAY-S PRIOR TO MANNING.
COMMONALITY - AS A GOAL* COMMON MODULE STRUCTURES* SYSTEMS* SUBSYS-
TEMS* AND ASSEMBLIES FOR SPACE STATION MCCULES SHOULD BE DEVELOPED.
COMMON REFERENCE - EACH MODULE SHALL BE DESIGNED AROUND A COMMON
REFERENCE. THAT REFERENCE SHALL BE SUCH THAT THE CREW AMD EQUIPMENT
IS ORIENTED ORTHOGONAL TO THE MODULE X-AXIS. AS A GOAL* ALL COMMON
MODULES WILL HAVE THE SAME DEFERENCE.
WINDOWS - THE OESIGN FOR WINDOWS SHALL STANDARDIZE ON THE MSC l«.75
INCH DIAMETER WINDOW ASSEMBLY SIZE EXCEPT FOR FLEXPORT HATCH WINDOWS
WHICH SHALL USE A U.O INCH DIAMETER SIZE.
FLOORS - STATION MODULES SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR LONGITUDINAL FLOORS
LOCATED IN THE X-Y PLANE ( +/-Y ) WITH RESPECT TO MODULE COORDINATES
( v-z PLANE WITH RESPECT TO STATION FLIGHT COORDINATES).
OPERATIONS
MANNING LEVEL - THF STATION MANNING LEVEL PROVISIONS SHALL BE FOR A
CREW OF 6 WITH CAPABILITY OF ADDITIONAL 6 MAN OVERLAP FOR UP TO 5 DAYS.
CREW OVERLAP SHALL BE PERMITTED ONLY WHEN A SHUTTLE IS IN THE NEAR
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.1.1
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 RFOUIREMF.NTS
VICINITY OF THE SPACE STATION.
CONSUMABLE RESERVE - CONSUMABLE RESERVE CAPABILITY SHALL BE 30 DAYS
REYCNO SCHEDULED RESUPPLY EXCEPT FOR BUILDUP.
BERTHING CAPABILITY - THF MODULAR SPACE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE CF
BERTHING WITH A SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER. SUITABLE ATTACH FITTINGS SHALL
«E PROVIDED TO ALLOW BERTHING USING ORBITEP MANIPULATORS. THE DESIGN
OF THE BERTHING PROVISIONS ^HALL BE ADAPTABLE F03 DIRECT DOCKING
CAPABILITY.
SHUTTLE LAUNCH FREOUENCV - THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH SPACING SHALL BE AT A
M I N I M U M OF 30 DAY INTERVALS WITH THE MAXIMUM INTERVAL LIMITED TO CREW
STAY TIME (WHEN MANNED).
EMERGENCY CREW RETURN - STATION EMERGENCY CREW TRANSFER WITHIN UR HOURS
OF EMERGENCY INITIATION SHALL BE ACCOMPLISHED.
EXPERIMENTS - THE INITIAL SPACE STATION SHALL INCLUDE A GENERAL PURPOSE
LABORATORY AND PROVISIONS FOR SUPPORT OF TWO ATTACHED 09 DETACHED
RAMS.
THE INITIAL SPACE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE or SUPPORTING SELECTED*
PARTlALt MODIFIED* OR COMBINED FPE»S FROM THE 1971 NASA BLUE BOOK.
RLUE BOOK EXPERIMENTS AND RAM^S ARE TO BE SCHEDULED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH STATION CAPABILITY. MODIFIED FP£(S WILL REQUIRE NASA APPROVAL.
FLIGHT MODE - THE INITIAL SPACE STATION SHALL NORMALLY FLY WITH A LOCAL
VERTICAL ORIENTATION. PROVISION SHALL BE PROVIDED TO FLY IN AN
INERTIAL ORIENTATION FOR SHOPT PERIODS.
ORBIT PROFILE - 5S DEGREE INCLINATION AT ALTITUDE BETWEEN ?<JQ TO 27Q
NAUTICAL MILES.
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS - THF I N I T I A L SPACE STATION SMALL HAVE THE
CAPACITY FOR INDEPENDENT OPFRATIONS WITH THE FULL CREW FOR A PERIOD OF
120 DAYS. THIS CAPACITY CA" BE INCLUDED IN THE CARGO MODULE.
RADIATION LIMITS - CREW RADIATION SHALL BE CONTAINED WITHIN THOSE
LIMITS SPECIFIED BY THE DESIGN MISSION RACIATION MODEL.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SFC 3.1.1
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - IMI T I A L STATI ON SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
ORGAN LIMIT DOSE (PEM)
DEPTH DAILY*
o.«
0.3
0.2
30
DAY
75
37
25
OUAR-
TERLY«*
105
•'5-2
15
YRLY
225
1 1 2
75
CAREER
1200
600
100
SKIN (O.IMM)
EYE (3.0MM)
HARROW (5.0CM )
• ONE YEAR AVERAGE
•• MAY BE ALLOWED FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE QUARTERS WITH six MONTHS
RESTRICTION FROM FURTHER EXPOSURE TO MAI N T A I N YEARLY LIMIT.
IPRADATION DIAGNOSTIC DEVICES FOR MEDICAL EXAMINATION/TREATMENT SHALL
RE SHIELDED SUCH THAT RAniA TION PROTECTION IS AFFORDED THE OPERATOR AND
INFLIGHT PERSONNEL OTHER THBN THE PATIENT. SHIELDING SHALL BE OF
SUCH DESIGN THAT FLIGHT CREW IN THE VICINITY OF OPERATING IRRADIATION
DEVICES WILL NOT ACCUMULATE A RADIATION OOSF» INCLUDING THE NATURAL
RAOlATION't GREAT ENOUGH TQ FXCEED THE PRECEDING RADIATION LIMITS.
BUILDUP - A MINIMUM OF TWO SEPARATE PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUMES WITH
INDEPENDENT LIFE SUPPORT CA°ABILITY AND PROVISIONS AND OTHER ESSENTIAL
SERVICES SHALL BE PROVIDED AT EACH MANNED STAGE OF CLUSTER BUILDUP AND
OPERATION.
WITH ANY SINGLE PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME INACTIVE AND INACCESSIBLE.
THE REMAINING PROVISIONS ANH HABITABLE FACILITIES SHALL BE ADEQUATE
TO SUSTAIN THE ENTIRE CREW FOR A MINIMUM CF <?*5 HOURS.
AT EACH PHASE OF THE ON-ORBIT BUILDUP. TNE CREH SHALL HAVE THE
CAPABILITY AND RESOURCES TO CHECKOUT AND VALIDATE THE OPERATIONAL AND
TECHNICAL ADEQUACY OF THE MODULAR CLUSTER FOR MISSION (BUILDUP)
CONTINUATION.
GROUND OPERATIONS - MANAGEMFNT OF LONG RANGE OVERALL MISSION PLANNING
FOR THE STATION SHALL 8E PERFORMED ON THE GROUND.
FVA/IVA - MORE THAN ONE MEANS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO PERMIT CREW INGRESS
AND EGRESS FOR EVA/IVA OPERATIONS. READY ACCESS TO AN EVA/IVA SUIT
STATION SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR ALL CREDIBLE EMERGENCY CONDITIONS.
PREMANNING - THE CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR MONITORING THE SPACE
STATION IN AN UNMANNED CONDITION TO CONFIRM THE EXISTANCE OF A
HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT. THE FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES OF CRITICAL LIFE
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SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
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SUSTAINING SUBSYSTEMS VERIFICATION CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY SHIRTSLEEVE
OR IVA INGRESS.
riATA TRANSMISSION - SYSTEM AND MISSION STATUS WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE
TRANSMITTED TO THE GROUND ON A REAL-TIME BASIS* BUT REAL-TIME
CAPABILITY SHALL EXIST.
COMMUNICATIONS - THE INITIAL SPACE STATION SHOULD PLAN FOR USE OF
SHARED RELAY SATELLITES TO »POVIDE NEARLY CONTINUOUS ACCESS DUPLEX
VOICE LINKS TO THE GROUND.
THE INITIAL SPACE STATION MMST PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS WITH GROUND
NETWORKS (SUCH AS THE MSFN)« AND OTHER COOPERATING SPACECRAFT (SUCH
AS THE SHUTTLE AND FREE-FLYfNG EXPERIMENT MODULES). THESE LINKS NEED
NOT BE CAPABLE OF SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION. INTERRUPTIONS AS LONG AS
5 HOURS IN COMMUNICATION WITH THE GROUND K'ETWORK ARE ACCEPTABLE.
WASTE DISPOSAL - SOL 10 WASTES WILL NOT BE DUMPED TO SPACE.
FIRST MODULE LAUNCH - JULY ]<w\
INITIAL STATION IOC - JANUARY 1982
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MODULAR SPACE SjAjinN - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
0. SUBSYSTEMS (GENERAL GUIDELINES)
1. ALL COMPONENTS ASSOCIATED WITH ENABLING THE CREW TO RECOGNIZE.
ISOLATE AND CORRECT CRITICAL SUBSYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS FOP A GIVEN SPACE
STATION MODULE SHALL BE LOCATED ONBOARD AND BE FUNCTIONALLY INDEPENDENT
OF GROUND SUPPORT AND EXTERNAL INTERFACES.
2. ONBOARD EQUIPMENT SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR CHECKOUTt MONITORING* WARN-
iNGt AND FAULT ISOLATION TO A LEVEL CONSISTENT WITH SAFETY AND WITH THE
IN-ORBIT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR APPROACH SELECTED. EMERGENCY CONTROL
AND REPAIR OF FAILURES OR DAMAGE WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED. AS A GOAL
THE OVERALL STATION OPERATIONS WILL NOT BE SUBSTANTIALLY DEGRADED BY
SELECTED REPAIR MODES.
3. THE SPACE STATION SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR EASE OF MANUFACTURE*
ASSEMBLY* INSPECTION, AND MAINTENANCE. INSOFAR AS PRACTICABLE* SPACE
STATION COMPONENT PARTS SHALL BE INTERCHANGEABLE OR REPLACEABLE.
WHEN PRACTICAL* MODULAR PACKAGING OF HARDWARE* INCLUDING MODIFICATIONS*
SHALL PROVIDE I NTERCHANGEABTL I TY.
tt. VEHICLE FLUID SYSTEMS AND THEIR SERVICING EQUIPMENT SHALL BE
DESIGNED TO PERMIT COMPLETE FLUSHING AND DRAINING DURING GROUND CHECK-
OUT.
5. AS A GOAL* NO ORIENTATION RESTRICTIONS WILL BE IMPOSED BY SUB-
SYSTEMS.
6. THE SPACE STATION WILL BE CAPABLE OF ACCOMMODATING A MIXED MALE-
FEMALE CREW.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.n REQUIREMENTS
3.1.1.1 MISSION PERFORMANCE
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION < MSS ) IS TO BE A GENERAL PURPOSE EARTH ORBITAL
FACILITY CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING THE CONDUCT OF A VARIETY OF SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS. THE INITIAL STATION, WHEN FINALLY CONFIGURED*
WILL HAVE THE CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT AT LEAST SIX (6) CREWMEN* HAVE A
GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY CAPABILITY, AND THE ABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE
TWO RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULES.
THE MSS IS CAPABLE OF OPERATING AT ALTITUDES PETWEEN 2UO AND 270
NAUTICAL MILES AT AN INCLINATION OF 55 DEGREES. SUBSYSTEM SIZING SHALL
BE BASED ON AN ORBITAL OPERATING ALTITUDE OF 2ttft NAUTICAL MILES WITH AN
ATMOSPHERE EQUIVALENT TO THE JAMUARY 1982 TWO SIGMA JACCHIA MEAN
ATMOSPHERE. SIZING TO THIS ALTITUDE PROVIDES THE STATION WITH THP
CAPABILITY OF OPERATING ACROSS THE SPECIFIED ALTITUDE SPECTRUM ALTHOUGH
RESUPPLY OF CONSUMABLES WILL BE LESS FREQUENT AT THE HIGHER ALTITUDES.
3.I.I.I.I GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS
3.I.I.I.I.I INITIAL STATION BUILDUP OPERATIONS
A. GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS AFFECTING OPERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
DURING BUILDUP ARE -
ENVIRONMENT - A SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT WILL RE PROVIDED WITHIN
HABITABLE AREAS FOR CREW ACTIVITIES DURING THE BUILDUP, ACTIVATION
PERIODS AND MODULE REPLACEMENT PERIODS.
B. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS DERIVED IN ORDER TO MEET PRECEDING GUIDELINES
AND CONSTRAINTS DURING BUILDUP ARE -
ON-ORBIT (UNMANNED OPERATIONS)
TELEMETRY AND TRACKING LINKS SHALL BE PROVIDED BETWEEN THE UNMANNED
MODULAR ASSEMBLY AND THE SHUTTLE AND/OR GROUND STATIONS WHICH PROVIDE
SUBSYSTEM STATUS AUTONOMOUSLY AND BY REMOTE COMMAND.
REMOTE CONTROL OF POWER* THERMAL* ATMOSPHERE* STABILIZATION AND ATTITUDE
ORIENTATION OF THE UNMANNED MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL BE PROVIDED.
REMOTE ACTIVATION or RENDEZVOUS AND BERTHING AIDS ONBOARD THE MODULAR
ASSEMBLY SHALL BE PROVIDED.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
ON-ORBIT ,< MANNED OPERATIONS)
MONITORING BY THE SHUTTLE OF HAZARDOUS MATER IALS/EGUIPMENT IN THE MODULE.
BEING DELIVERED TO OPRIT SHALL RE PROVIDED.
CAPABILITY TO CONNECT AND ASSEMBLE MODULES TO THE DESIRED CONFIGURATION
SHALL BE PROVIDED.
VERIFICATION OF* AND PROVISION FOR* A HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT ONBOAR.D. THE
MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL RE PROVIDED.
ACTIVATION AND SUBSEQUENT CHECKOUT OF THE OPERATIONAL INTEGRITY OF THE
MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL BE PROVIDED.
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS LINKS BETWEEN THE SHUTTLE AND MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL
BE PROVIDED.
3.i.i.i.i.2 INITIAL STATION ROUTINE OPERATIONS
A. THE PRINCIPAL GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS IMPACTING OPERATIONS
DURING THE ROUTINE OPERATIONS PHASE ARE -
MODULE OEACTIVATION/REPLACFMENT - PROVIDE THF CAPABILITY FOR MODULE
REPLACEMENT. :
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR - ALL NORMAL MAINTENANCE WILL BE PERFORMED
ON-OSBIT AT ESTABLISHED IFRU LEVELS.
NO ROUTINE PLAN FOR MODULE REPLACEMENT (BUT CAPABILITY AS AN UNPLANNED ,
EVENT WITH REDUCED OPERATIONS CAPABILITY EXISTS)* ALLOCATE FUNCTIONS TO
PERMIT MISSION CONTINUATION AT A REDUCED LEVEL DURING MODULE DEACTIVA-
TION/REPLACE*ENT.
3.I.I.I.2 MISSION OPERATIONS
THE MISSION OPERATIONS REQUIRED FOR MSS BUILDUP* ROUTINE* AND PERIODIC
OPERATIONS ARE DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION.
3.I.I.I.2.I BUILDUP OPERATIONS
A. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS
THE BUILDUP SEQUENCE SELECTED FOR THE INITIAL MSS CONSISTS OF 7 STEPS AND
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IS SUMMARIZED IN FIGURE 3.I.I.I.2.I - I. SINCE THE ASSEMBLY PERIOD IS
CONSTRAINED RY THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH FREQUENCY OF ONE EVERY THIRTY DAYS*
THE OVERALL BUILDUP TIME ASSOCIATED WITH THE SELECTED SEQUENCE REQUIRES
AT LEAST 180 DAYS. TABLE 3.I. I .I.2.I - I SUMMARIZES THE MODULES DESIGNA-
TION* NAME» AND MAJOR FUNCTIONS ALLOCATED TO IT.
CORE MODULE DELIVERY - ON DAY o THE INITIAL MODULE (CORE MODULE) is DELI-
VERED TO ORBIT BY THE SHUTTLE. IT TAKES APPROXIMATELY U HOURS FROM LAUNCH
FOP SHUTTLE ASCENT TO THE OPERATIONAL ALTITUDE. UPON REACHING THE DESIRED
ALTITUDE* THE CORF MODULE IS ACTIVATED IN THE SHUTTLE'S CARGO §AY. THIS
ACTIVATION INCLUDES ENERGIZING POWER BUSSES* ACTIVATING FUEL CELLSt
VERIFYING iss OPERATION* ECS COOLANT LOOP OPERATION* COMMUNICATIONS* IMU
OPERATIONS AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS. AFTER THE OPERATIONAL INTEGRITY OF THE
CORE MODULE'S SUBSYSTEMS HAVE BEEN VERIFIED* THE INTERFACES BETWEEN THE
MODULE AND THE SHUTTLE ARE DISCONNECTED. THE CORE MODULE IS THEN OEPtOYEP
OUT OF THE CARGO BAY BY THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR AND POSITIONED FOR FINAL
OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION PRIOR TO RELEASE. AFTER THE CORE MODULE HAS BEE*
DEPLOYED* THE SPECIAL TWO MAN CREW ABOARD THE SHUTTLE CONDUCTS A FINAL
RF LINK AND RENDEZVOUS AID(S ) CHECK OF THE MODULE* ENABLES THE CORE MODULE
RCS AND THEN RELEASES THE MODULE. AFTER SEPARATION* THE CORE MODULE'S RCS
SYSTEM WILL DAMP THE SEPARATION TRANSIENTS ANC UPON COMMANDS FROM THE
MODULE'S IMU* STABILIZE THE MODULE IN A GRAVITY GRADIENT ATTITUDE. UPON
COMPLETION OF THESE MANEUVERS* THE SHUTTLE SPECIAL CREW PREPARES THE CORE
MODULE FOR ITS QUIESCENT OPERATIONAL MODE. THIS INCLUDES SHUTTING DOWN
THE PCS AND G AND C SUBSYSTEMS BY REMOTE RF COMMANDS. THIS MODE WILL &E
MAINTAINED UNTIL THE MODULE IS AWAKENED AND ITS SUBSYSTEMS ACTIVATED PRIOR
TO THE NEXT MODULE DELIVERY* APPROXIMATELY 27 DAYS LATER. DURING THE
QUIESCENT OPERATIONAL PERIOD THE CORE MODULE WILL TRANSMIT ITS SUBSYSTEM
STATUS ONCE A DAY. AFTER VERIFYING THE FINAL OPERATIONAL STATUS OF THE
CORE MODULE* THE SHUTTLE WILL REMAIN ON-ORBIT AND STATION KEEP IN THE
VICINITY OF THE CORE MODULE FOR AT LEAST ONE CAY BEFORE RETURNING TO
EARTH. THIS WILL ENABLE THE CREW TO VISUALLY OBSERVE AND VERIFY THE
ATTITUDE STABILITY OF THE CORE MODULE.
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TABLE 3.I.I.I.2.1-1 *SS MODULF OES1RNATIONS
MODULE
DESIGNATION NAME MAJOR FUNCTIONS
CM-1
PM
SM-1
SM-2
SM-3
SM-4
CORE MODULE
POWER MODULE
CREW/CONTROL
ECS/LABS
ECS/LABS
CREW/CONTROL
EVA/1VA AIRLOCK, G&C, RCS, CMC'S, POWER GENERATION
& CONVERSION
SOLAR ARRAY, EMERGENCY HATCH
EXEC/COMMANDER STATEROOM, BACK-UP MEDICAL, CC NO. 1,
DATA ANALYSIS, PHOTO LAB, PERSONAL HYGIENE, 2 CREW
STATEROOMS, WASTE & WATER MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT
MECH. LAB, OPTICS/ELEC LAB, EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
AREA, NADIR AIRLOCK, AIR REVITALIZATION EQUIPMENT VOL 2
GALLEY, ZENITH AIRLOCK, PHYSICS/BIOMEDICAL LAB,
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS AREA, DINING & RECREATION, AIR
REVITALIZATIONVOL-1
EXEC/COMMANDER STATEROOM, 2 STATEROOMS, MEDICALS
CREW CARE, PERSONAL HYGIENE, WASTE & WATER MANAGEMENT
EQUIPMENT, CONTROL CENTER NO. 2
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MODULE
DELIVERED PRINCIPAL OPERATIONS
ORBITAL
CONFIGURATION
CORE
• ACTIVATE
•CHECKOUT
• DEPLOY
CORE
POWER
• REMOVE AND BERTH
ADAPTER
• ATTACH MANIPULATOR
TO CORE MODULE AND
BERTH TO ADAPTER
• REMOVE POWER MODULE
AND BERTH TO CORE
MODULE
• REBERTH CORE AND
POWER MODULE CLUSTER
TO ADAPTER
• DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER
POWER
FIGURE 3.I.|.I.2.1-1 INITIAL SPACE STATION BUILDUP SEQUENCE
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MODULE
DELIVERED PRINCIPAL OPERATIONS
RESULTANT
CONFIGURATION
SM-1
(CREW/
CONTROL)
• BERTH CORE AND POWER
MODULE CLUSTER .,
• REMOVE SM-1 AND BERTH
TO CORE MODULE
• PARTIALLY ACTIVATE SM-1
• PARTIALLY DEPLOY
SOLAR ARRAY (25%)
• DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER
CREW/CONTROL
SM-2
(ECS/LABS)
' BERTH MODULE CLUSTER
' REMOVE SM-2 AND
BERTH TO CORE MODULE
• PARTIALLY ACTIVATE SM-2
' DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER
ECS/LABS
SM-3
(ECS/LABS)
' BERTH MODULE CLUSTER
' REMOVE SM-3 AND
BERTH TO CORE MODULE
' PARTIALLY ACTIVATE SM-3
' DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER ECS/LABS
FIGURE 3.I.I.I.2.l-l INITIAL SPACE STATION BUILDUP SEQUENCE (CON»T)
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MODULE
DELIVERED PRINCIPAL OPERATIONS
RESULTANT
CONFIGURATION
SM-4
(CREW/
CONTROL)
CREW/CONTROL
• BERTH MODULE CLUSTER
• REMOVE SM-4 AND
BERTH TO CORE MODULE
•PARTIALLY ACTIVATE SM-4
• DEPLOY MODULE CLUSTER
CARGO
MODULE
• BERTH MODULE CLUSTER
•FULLY DEPLOY SOLAR
ARRAY
• REMOVE CARGO MODULE
AND BERTH TO CORE
MODULE
• FULLY ACTIVATE INI-
TIAL SPACE STATION
• DEPLOY INITIAL SPACE
STATION
•COMMENCE ROUTINE
SPACE STATION
OPERATIONS
FIGURE 3.1.3.1.2.1-1 INITIAL .rPACF FTATTOM BUILDUP (CON'T)
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 RFOUIREMENTS
POWER MODULE DELIVERY - ON CIAY so* THE POWER POODLE is LAUNCHEP. THE
POWER MODULE IS THE SECOND MODULE DELIVERED TC ORBIT. PRIOR TO LAUNCHING
THIS MODULE* GROUND STATIONS REMOTELY AWAKEN AND VERIFY THE OPERATIONAL
INTEGRITY OF THE ORBITING COPE MODULE SUBSYSTEMS. THIS INCLUDES ACTIVATION
OF THE CORE MODULE RCS* G AND C AND RENDEZVOUS AIDS. THE TIME REOUIREH
FROM LAUNCH UNTIL THE SHUTTLE ACCOMPLISHES ON-ORBIT RENDEZVOUS WITH THE
COPE MODULE CAN VARY FROM 4 UP TO 26 HOURS SINCE PHASING IS
REQUIRED BETWEEN THE SHUTTLE AND CORE MODULE. AFTER THE SHUTTLE
ACCOMPLISHES RENDEZVOUS WITH THF CORE MODULE* THE SHUTTLE/MSS ADAPTER IS
DISCONNECTED FROM THE CARGO RAY MOUNTS AND* BY USE OF THE SHUTTLE
MANIPULATOR* DEPLOYED AND BFPTHFO TO THE PASSENGER DOCKING PORT ON THE
SHUTTLE. THE SHUTTLE SPECIAL CPEW THEN COMMSNDS THE CORE MODULE TO MANTMN
A STABLE INERTIAL ATTITUDE PREPARATORY TO RETRIEVAL AND BERTHING. THE
SHUTTLE THEN CLOSES WITH THE COPE MODULE* THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR ATTACHES
TO THE CORE MODULE* THF MODULE PCS AND G AND C SUBSYSTEMS ARE DEACTIVATED
BY RF COMMANDS AND THE MODULE BERTHED TO THE ADAPTER. THE CORE MODULE
DOCKING PORT USED IS ON THE +7 AXIS NEAREST THE POWER MODULE/CORE MODULE
INTERFACE. FURTHER* THE CORE MODULE IS BERTHED SUCH THAT ITS LONGITUDINAL
AXIS IS ROTATED US DEGREES TO THE RIGHT OF SHUTTLE'S ROLL AXIS. THIS
UNIQUE BERTHING ORIENTATION IS USED TO MINIMIZE MANIPULATOR REACH REQUIRE-
MENTS DURING BERTHING OF THE POWER MODULE TO THE CORF MODULE. AFTER THE
CORE MODULE HAS BEEN BERTHED TO THE ADAPTER* THE COPE MODULE/ADAPTER
COMBINATION IS BERTHED TO THE SHUTTLE. THE ADAPTER IS PRESSURIZED*
UTILITY INTERFACES CONNECTED ANT THE CORE MOOUIE THEN REPRESSER!ZED TO
14.7 PS1A AND ITS ENVIRONMENT VERIFIED. THE POWEtf MODULE IS DISCONNECTED
FROM THE SHUTTLE CARGO BAY INTERFACES* THEN DEPLOYED AND BERTHED TO THE
+X-AXIS PORT ON THE CORE MODULE BY THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR. THE SPECIAL
CREW (2 MEN) ENTER THE COPE MODULE* CONNECT AND VERIFY THE POWER MODULE/
CORE MODULE INTERFACES AND CONFIGURE THE ASSEMBLY FOP DETACHED OPERATIONS
(POWER MODULE SUBSYSTEMS ARE NOT ACTIVATED AT THIS TIME). THE SPECIAL CREW
RETURNS TO THE SHUTTLE AND THE INTERFACES BETWEEN THE ADAPTER AND COPE
MODULE ARE DISCONNECTED. THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOP(S ) APE THEN USED TO
DETACH THE CM FROM THE ADAPTER. THE CORE/POWER MODULE ASSEMBLY ARE THEN
ROTATED TO A VERTICAL POSITION WITH RESPECT TO THE SHUTTLE'S PITCH PLANE*
AND THE CORE MODULE REBERTHED TO THE ADAPTER AT THE CORE MODULES*
-X AXIS PORT. THE ADAPTER ON THE -X AXIS PORT OF THE CORE MODULE WILL
REMAIN ON-ORBIT WITH THE ASSEMBLY AND is THE DESIGNATED SHUTTLE/MODULAR
ASSEMBLY BERTHING INTERFACE ^OS THE REMAINDER OF THE BUILDUP OPERATIONS AS
WELL AS FOR SUBSEQUENT ROUTINE OPERATIONS.
AFTER THE ADAPTER/CORE MODULE INTERFACE IS VERIFIED THE AOApTER/CORE
MODULE/ POWER MODULE ASSEMBLY IS DISCONNECTED FROM THE SHUTTLE AND
POSITIONED FOR FINAL OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION PRIOR TO RELEASE. THROUGH
RF LINK(S)* THE SPECIAL CREW CONDUCTS FINAL CHECKOUT AND ACTIVATION OF THE
*»"^»*»"»«»»* ^ •****^*«*^*«»*****WVWW^^*W«««BV*«»W«^«W**«^^W«*W*VWBB*AVMVM»MV»W****
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CM SUBSYSTEMS AND "HE MODULAR ASSEMBLY RELEASEH. AUTONOMOUSLY THE
SEPARATION TRANSIENTS ARE DAMPENED AND THE GRAVITY GRADIENT ATTITUDE POOE
ATTAINED BY THE CM SUBSYSTEMS. THE ASSEMBLY IS THEN CONFIGURED FOR
QUIESCENT OPERATIONS AND ITS SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL STATUS VERIFIED BY THE
SHUTTLE CREW PRIOR TO DEPARTURE AND EARTH RETURN. THIS MOOE IS MAINTAINED
UNTIL THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY IS AWAKENED AND ITS SUBSYSTEMS ACTIVATED PRIOS
TO THE NEXT MODULE DELIVERY* APPROXIMATELY ?fi DAYS LATER. AS BEFORE*
DURING QUIESCENT OPERATIONS* THF MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL TRANSMIT SUBSYSTEM
STATUS ONCE A DAY.
SM-I DELIVERY - SIXTY DAYS AFTER THE CORE MODULE IS LAUNCHED* THE
THIRD MODULE* SM-I* IS LAUNCHED. PRIOR TO LAUNCHING THIS MODULE* THE
ASSEMBLY SUBSYSTEMS OPERATIONAL STATUS IS VERIFIED. SINCE PHASING IS
REQUIRED* THE ELAPSED ASCENT TIME FROM LAUNCH TO RENDEZVOUS C*N VARY
FROM H TO 2B HOURS. AFTER THE SHUTTLE ACCOMPLISHES RENDEZVOUS* THE C
ASSEMBLY IS COMMANDED TO STABILIZE AND MAINTAIN ATTITUDE AND CONFIGURED FC3
BERTHING BY RF COMMANDS FROM THE SHUTTLE SPECIAL CREW. THE SHUTTLE THEN
CLOSES WITH THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY AND THE CM/PM IS RETRIEVED BY T^E
SHUTTLE'S MANIPULATORS ). THE ASSEMBLY'S RCS IS DEACTIVATED AND THE
ASSEMBLY BERTHED TO THE SHUTTLE'S PASSENGER BERTHING POST. FOP ALL STATION
MODULE* CARGO MODULE AND RAM DELIVERIES TO THE INTIAL STATlONt THE PERTHEP
ORIENTATION OF THE CORE MODULE V AND Z AXES ARE SKEWED «»5 DEGREE WITH
RESPECT TO THE LOGITUOINAL AXIS OF THE SHUTTLE. (THIS BERTHING
ORIENTATION IS USED TO MINIMIZE MANIPULATOR REACH REQUIREMENTS DURING
BERTHING OR UNBERTHING OF MODULES AS WELL AS TO PROVIDE MANIPULATOR ARM(AND ELBOW) CLEARANCE IN THE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF MODULES IN THE
CARGO BAY). THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY IS REPRESSURI ZED TO 14.7 PS1A AFTER THE
ADAPTER HAS BEEN PRESSURIZED AND INTERFACES CONNECTED IN THE SAME MANNER
AS WAS DONE PREVIOUSLY DURING POWER MODULE DELIVERY. AFTER VERIFICATION OF
THE CM/PM HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT* THE SPECIAL CREW ENTERS THE BERTHED
ASSEMBLY AND CONFIGURES IT FOR SM-I ATTACHMENT TO THE FORWARD *Z AXIS
PORT ON THE CM. THE SPECIAL CREW THEN ENTER THE BERTHED ASSEMBLY AND
CONFIGURE IT FOR SM-| ATTACHMENT TO THE FORWARD *Z AXIS PORT ON THE CH.
SM-I IS THEN DISCONNECTED FROM THE SHUTTLE BAY INTERFACES AND ROTATED OUT
OF THE CARGO BAY AND BERTHED TO THE DESIGNATED PORT ON THE CM BY THE
SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR. THE SPECIAL CREW ENTERS THE CM AND CM/SM-I
ELECTRICAL AND FLUID INTERFACE CONNECTIONS ARE ASSEMBLED AND A HABITABLE
ENVIRONMENT ESTABLISHED AND VERIFIED IN SM-I.
THE CREW ENTERS SM-I AND THE CONTROL CENTER IS ACTIVATED FOR MODULAR
ASSEMBLY SUBSYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT. THE SOLAR ARRAY PANELS ARE
DEPLOYED 25 PERCENT AND THEI& OPERATION AND ELECTRICAL POWER OUTPUT
CU.87IKW) VERIFIED AND PRIMARY POWER BUSSES ARE ENGAGED. PRIMARY POWER IS
THEN TRANSFERRED FPOM FUEL CELLS TO SOLAR ARRAY. THE ELECTROLYSIS UNITS
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(RCS AND FUEL CELLS) ARE ACTIVATED AND THE ASSEMBLY'S SUBSYSTEMS OPERATION
CHECKED OUT. THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY IS THEN CONFIGURED FOM FREE FLIGHT* THE
SHUTTLE/MODULAR ASSEMBLY INTERFACE DISCONNECTED1 AND THE ASSEMBLY DEPLOYED
AND POSITIONED FOR RELEASE fiV THE SHUTTLE'S MANIPULATOR. A FINAL
OPERABHITY CHECK ON THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY'S SUBSYSTEMS IS PERFORMED* THE
RCS ENABLED* THE SOLAR ARRAY PANELS UNINHIBITED AND THE ASSEMBLY RELEASED.
SEPARATION TRANSIENTS ARE DAMPENED AND A PRINCIPLE AXIS ATTITUDE FLIGHT
MODE ACCOMPLISHED AUTONOMOUSLY *Y THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY. THE PRINCIPAL
AXIS ATTITUDE WILL BE MAINTAINED FOR ?5 DAYS UNTIL THE NEXT SHUTTLE VlSjT
WHEN THE MODULE IS COMMANDED TO FLY AN X-POP INERTIAL ATTITUDE PRIOR TO
BERTHING. THE ASSEMBLY IS CONFIGURED FQR QUIESCENT OPERATIONS AND ITS
STATUS VERIFIED BY THE SHUTTLE CREW PRIOR TO DEPARTURE AND EARTH RETURN.
DURING THE UNMANNED QUIESCENT PFRIOO* THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL TRANSMIT
ITS SUBSYSTEM STATUS ONCE A DAY.
' , " .1
SM-2 DELIVERY — NINETY DAYS AFTrp THE CORE MOCULE IS LAUNCHED* THE FOURTH •
MODULE* SM-2* IS LAUNCHED. ASCFNT TIME FROM LAUNCH TO RENDEZVOUS MAY
VARY FROM 4 TO 26 HOURS S INCE PHASING WITH THE ORBITING MODULAR ASSEMBLY
IS REQUIRED. AFTER THE SHUTTLE ACCOMPLISHES RENDEZVOUS* THE MODULAR
ASSEMBLY IS COMMANDED TO ASSUME AND MAINTAIN AM X-POP INFRTIAL FLIGHT •
ATTITUDE* AND IS CONFIGURED FOR BERTHING* WHICH INCLUDES INHIBITING
THE SOLAR ARRAY PANELS. THE SHUTTLE THEN CLOSES WITH THE ASSEMBLY AND
THE ASSEMBLY IS RETRIEVED BY THE SHUTTLE'S MANIPULATORS. THE MOOULA>
ASSEMBLY'S RCS IS DEACTIVATED AND THE ASSEMBLY RERTHEH TO THE SHUTTLE'S
PASSENGER BERTHING PORT. THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY/SHUTTLE INTERFACED ) ARE
VERIFIED AND CM/PM/SM-I HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT ESTABLISHED. THE SPECIAL
CREW THEN ENTER THE 9ERTHEO ASSFMBLY AND CONFIGURE 1T FOR SM-? ATTACHMENT
TO THE AFT *Z AXIS PORT ON THE CM BY THE SHUTTLE'S MANIPULATOR. THE
SPECIAL CREW AGAIN ENTERS THE CM AND CM/SM-2 INTERFACE IS COMPLETED AND
A HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT ESTABLISHED AND VERIFIED IN SM-2. THE CREW ENTERS
SM-2 AND THE FLEXPORT IS EXTENDED AND CONNECTED TO THE FLEXPORT HAtCH
ON SM-l. THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY {CM/PM/SM-1/SM-2 ) IS CONFIGURED FOR FREE
FLIGHT* THE SHUTTLE/MODULAR ASSEMBLY INTERFACE DISCONNECTED AND THE
ASSEMBLY DEPLOYED AND POSITIONED FOR RELEASE RY THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR.
A FINAL OPERABILITY CHECK ON THF MODULAR ASSEMBLY'S SUBSYSTEMS is PER-
FORMED* THE RCS ENABLED* THE SOLAR ARRAY PANELS UNINHIBITED AND TMF
ASSEMBLY RELEASED. SEPARATION TRANSIENTS ARE THEN DAMPENED AND A PRINCIPAL
AXIS ATTITUDE FLIGHT MODE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY. THE
PRINCIPAL AXIS ATTITUDE WILL BE MAINTAINED FOR ?6 DAYS UNTIL THE NEXT
SHUTTLE VISIT. THE ASSEMBLY IS CONFIGURED FOR OUIESCENT OPERATIONS AND
ITS STATUS VERIFIED.BY THE SHUTTLE CREW PRIOR TO DEPARTURE AND EARTH
RETURN. ASI BEFOREI DURING THE UNMANNED QUIESCENT OPERATIONS PHASE* THE
MODULAR ASSEMBLY SHALL TRANSMIT ITS SUBSYSTEM STATUS ONCE A DAY.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
SM-3 DELIVERY - SM-3 IS THE FIFTH MODULE DELIVERED TO ORBIT AND IT IS
LAUNCHED 120 DAYS AFTER THE LAUMCH OF THE CORE MODULE. THE ASCENT*
AWAKENING RETRIEVAL* BERTHING* ATTACHMENT* INTERFACING* ETC.* OPERATIONS
ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE °REVIOUSLY DESCRIBED FOR SM-,? WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT
THE FLEXPORT EXTENSION AND CONNECTION is NOT ACCOMPLISHED UNTIL SM-I is
DELIVERED. SM-3 IS BERTHED TO THE FORWARD -Z AXIS PORT ON THE CO&E MODULE.
THE CM/PM/SM-I/SM-2/SM-3 ASSEMBLY WILL FLY A PRINCIPAL AXIS ATTITUDE MODE
DURING ITS QUIESCENT OPERATIONS PHASE WHICH LASTS FOR 26 DAYS AND SHALL
TRANSMIT ITS SUBSYSTEMS STATUS ONCE A DAY.
SM-a DELIVERY - SM-U IS THE SIXTH AND LAST OF THE STATION MODULES*
WHICH MAKE UP THE BASIC INITIAL *SS» T0 BF- DELIVERED. THIS MODULE IS
LAUNCHED 150 DAYS AFTER THE INITIAL LAUNCH OF THE CORE MODULE AND IS
ATTACHED TO THE AFT -Z AXIS PORT ON THE CORE MODULE. THE ASCENT*
RETRIEVAL* BERTHING* ETC.* OPERATIONS ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE PREVIOUSLY
DESCRIBED FOR SM-2 INCLUDING THE FLEXPORT EXTENSION AND ATTACHMENT
OPERATION BETWEEN SM-U AND SM-3. IN ADDITION. THE SECOND CONTROL CENTER*
SIMILAR. TO THAT ON SM-I IS ACTIVATED* CONNECTED TO THE DATA BUS AND
CHECKED OUT. THE UNMANNED MODULAR SPACE STATION MILL FLY A PRINCIPAL AXIS
ATTITUDE MODE DURING ITS QUIESCENT OPERATIONS PHASE WHICH LASTS FOR ?R RAYS
AND WILL TRANSMIT ITS SUBSYSTEM*? STATUS ONCE A DAY.
CARGO MODULE DELIVERY - ONE HUNHREO EIGHTY ( IPO1) HAYS AFTER THE LAUNCH OF
THE CM* THE FIRST CARGO MODULE AND INITIAL SIX ( *) MAN STATION CREW ARE
LAUNCHED (THE CREW IS LOCATED IN THE SHUTTLE FOR ASCENT TO ORBIT). AS
BEFORE* THE ASCENT TIME WILL TAKE FROM 4 TO ?fi HOURS* THE UNMANNED *SS
SUBSYSTEMS ARE STATUSED PRIOP TO SHUTTLE LAUNCH* AND SUBSEQUENT TO
RENDEZVOUS THE STATION IS COMMANDED TO AN X-PQP IMERTIAL MODE AND ITS
SOLAR ARRAY PANELS INHIBITED IN PREPARATION FOR RETRIEVAL AND BERTHING.
AFTER THE UNMANNED STATION IS RETRIEVED AND 5EPTHEO TO THE PASSENGER
BERTHING PORT OF THE SHUTTLE* THE SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACES ARE
VERIFIED AND A HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT VERIFIED IN THE STATION.
THE INITIAL MANNING CREW THEN ENTERS THE STATION. THF. SOLAR ARRAY PANELS
ARE FULLY DEPLOYED* BOTH CONTROL CENTERS FULLY ACTIVATED* AND ALL SUB-
SYSTEMS BROUGHT ONTO LINE AND CHECKED OUT. AFTER THE OPERATIONAL
INTEGRITY OF THE STATION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED* THE CARGO MODULE/SHUTTLE
CARGO BAY INTERFACES ARE DISCONNECTED* AND THE CARGO MODULE DEPLOYED AND
BERTHED TO THE STATION BY THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR. THE CARGO MODULE MAY
BE BERTHED TO EITHER OF THE FORWARD Y-AXIS (*CR-) PORTS. THE STATION/
CARGO MODULE INTERFACES ARE ?EC"RED AND THE SHUTTLE PREPARES FOR EARTH
RETURN. THE CARGO MODULE STAYS WITH THE STATION AND ACTS AS A SUPPLY
CENTER AS WELL AS PROVIDING A 95-HOUR EMERGENCY LIFE SUPPORT
CAPABILITY. THE SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACES ARF DISCONNECTED* THE SHUTTLE
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PERFORMS A SEPARATION MANEUVER FROM THE STATION AND CONFIGURES FOR
EARTH RETURN. AT THIS TIME* AP°POXIMATELY 1*5 DAYS AFTER THE LAUNCH OF
THE CM* THE STATION IS FULLY ASSEMBLED* ACTIVATED! MANNED AND CAPABLE OF
INITIATING ROUTINE OPERATIONS.
B. SHUTTLE ASCENT PROFILE
THE MSS RELIES UPON THE SHUTTLE FOR DELIVERY OF THE MODULES THAT
MAKE UP THE STATION. FIGURE 3.1.1.1.?.!-? DEPICTS THE SEQUENCE
OF EVENTS REQUIRED FOR DELIVERY OF THE FIRST STATION HOOULE (CORE
MODULE) AND ALL SUBSEQUENT SHUTTLE FLIGHT? KNOWN AS RFVISIT MISSIONS.
SINCE THERE is NO RENDEZVOUS REQUIRED FOR THE INITIAL CORE MODULE
(CM) LAUNCHt NO ORBIT PHASING IS REQUIRED. THIS RESULTS IN A TIME
OF ASCENT TO FINAL ORBIT CIRCULARIZATI ON CF APPROXIMATELY «l HOURS. ALL
SUBSEQUENT SHUTTLE LAUNCHES REQUIRE RENDEZVOUS WITH THE ON-ORBIT
MODULAR ASSEMBLY (STATION) AND REQUIRE TI*E FOR INTERMEDIATE (ioo NM )
ORBIT PHASING. CONSEOUENTLV, THE TIME FRCM LAUNCH TO RENDEZVOUS AND
CIRCULARIZAT10N VARIES FROM «.S TO 26.0 HOURS* DEPENDING U*»CN THE
PHASING ANGLE AT LAUNCH.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTF*
3.0
CORE MODULE DELIVERY
000:07:05 0:51:10 1:36:0 3:55:00
ES3 BOOSTER &ORBITER MAIN PROPULSION ASCENT BURN •
COAST FROM 50 TO 100 N Ml
Z3 CMS PROPULSION CIRCULARIZATION AT 100 N Ml
COAST AT 100 N Ml (>I/2 ORBIT)
ZJ OMS'PROPULSION MANEUVER TO DESIRED ALTITUDE
COAST TO DESIRED ALTITUDE
3 CIRCULARIZE AT ALTITUDE •
REVISIT MISSION
(270 N Ml REFERENCE)*
r
5MIN
TO
22.5
HRS
44:53 46:23 47:06
- _
:33
— -000:07:05 0:51:10
r777l BOOSTER & ORBITER MAIN PROPULSION ASCENT BURN
COAST FROM 50 TO 100 N Ml
QMS PROPULSION CIRCULARIZATION AT 100 N Ml
PHASING COAST (3/4 HR TO 22.5 HR)
OMS PROPULSION MANEUVER TO CORRECTIVE ALTITUDE
C3 COAST
Q NOMINAL COMBINED CORRECTIVE MANEUVER
D COAST TO 260 N Ml
0 CIRCULARIZATION AT 260 N Ml
HI! COAST TO TPI
• MISSION TASKS & EVENTS G TPI MANEUVER
WILL VARY DEPENDING UPON CZ3 COAST TO 270 N Ml
DESIRED ORBITAL ALTITUDE O RENDEZVOUS & CIRCULARIZATION
FIGURE 3.1.1.1.2.1-? MODULE DELIVERY SEQUENCE
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I NI T I AL STAT I ON SYSTEM
3.n REQUIREMENTS
r. ruNCTiONAL REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS GENERATED DUPING MSS BUILDUP ARE SUMMARIZED
IN THE TYPICAL DELIVERY OPERATIONS SEQUENCE DIAGRAM PRESENTED IN
FIGURE 3. I. I . I .2. 1-3. ALL OR PART OF THE FUNCTIONS LISTED ARE REQUIRED
DURING EACH STAGE OF BUILDUP WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE DELIVERY OF THE
INITIAL MODULEt THE CORE MOHULE. THE INITIAL DELIVERY IS UNIQUE IN
THAT THE CORE MODULE SUBSYSTEMS ARE ACTIVATED AND CHECKED OUT PRIQP
TO DEPLOYMENT AND WHILE THE MODULE IS IN THE SHUTTLE CARGO PAY. A
SPECIFIC SHUTTLE/CORE MOOULF INTERFACE IS REQUIRED TO ENABLE THE
SHUTTLE CREW TO ACTIVATE ANH SHUTDOWN SUBSYSTEMS IN THE CORE MODULE.
0. SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION
THE LEVEL OF SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION DURING EACH STAGE OF BUILDUP IS
LIMITED TO THAT REQUIRED FOP MISSION (BUILDUP) CONTINUATION.
FIGURE 3.1.1 .1.2. l-tt PRESENTS A TIME HISTORY Of SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION
DURING BUILDUP. FUNCTIONS SUCH AS C02 MANAGEMENT* WASTE MANAGEMENT*
ETC.* ARE NOT ACTIVATED UNTIL BUILDUP IS COMPLETE AND CONTINUOUS
MANNED OPERATIONS INITIATED. THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM ( RCS )
USAGE IS LIMITED IN THE FIRST TWO MODULE DELIVERIES TO THAT REQUIRED
FOR CONFIGURATION RETRIEVAL STABILIZATION. SUBSEQUENT QUIESCENT
USAGE OF THE RCS IS THAT REQUIRED FOR ORBIT MAKEUP* ATTITUDE CONTROL*
ETC. THE THIRD LAUNCH PROVIDES A FULL INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM CAPABILITY
PERMITTING ARRAY DEPLOYMENT* ATTITUDE CONTROL* AND ACTIVE THERMAL
CONTROL. DURING BUILDUP* THE SOLAR ARRAY PANELS ARE DEPLOYED ONLY ?5
PERCENT TO PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER PRIOR TO INITIAL MANNING. THE
ARRAYS ARE FULLY DEPLOYED ON INITIAL MANNING.
E. FLIGHT MODE
THE MODULAR ASSEMBLY FLIGHT MODE SELECTIONS USED DURING BUILDUP ARE
LIMITED BY THE OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY OF THE ON-ORfllT ASSEMBLY AND THE
CONSTRAINT TO MINIMIZE RCS "ROPELLANT EXPENDITURE. TABLE 3. I . I . I .?. I-?
LISTS THE SELECTED FLIGHT MHOES RELATIVE TO CONFIGURATION AND
OPERATIONAL PHASE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION
3.n
BERTH SM-1 TO CORE MODULESHUTTLE TO CLUSTER ASSEMBLY
STATIONKEEP WITH CLUSTER
ATTACH MANIPULATOR TO CORE MODULE
INHIBIT CORE MODULE RCS
BERTH CORE TO SHUTTLE (CORE -X AXIS PORT TO ADAPTER)
ESTABLISH SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
• REMOTE ACTIVATION
• CREW INGRESS (SUITED)
ATMOSPHERE CHECK FOR SHIRTSLEEVE OPS
UNCOVER <-Z (SM-ll CORE BERTHING PORT
CHECK TV CAMERA ALIGNMENT AT BERTHING PORT
CREW EGRESS TO SHUTTLE
CREW INGRESS STATION
(SHIRTSLEEVE)
ACQUIRE RENDEZVOUS ATTITUDE
ACTIVATE RENDEZVOUS AIDS
• SM-1/CORE INTERFACE
HOOKUP & VERIFICATION
SUBSYSTEM ACTIVATION & CHECKOUT
PRIMARY CONTROL, TRANSFER FROM CORE MODULE
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL (SM-1 RADIATORS)
DEPLOY SOLAR ARRAYS (PARTIAL)
VERIFY AUTOMATIC & MANUAL POSITIONING
TRANSFER FROM FUEL CELL TO PRIMARY POWER
CONFIGURE FOR UNMANNED OPS & SUBS RENDEZVOUS
. REDUCE SUBSYS OPS TO MIN REQ
DISCONNECT SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
CREW EGRESS TO SHUTTLE
• ORIENT SHUTTLE/STATION FOR SEPARATION
S HUTTLE/STATION SEPARATION
ACTIVATE STATION RCS TO DAMP SEP TRANSIENTS & TO
MAINTAIN ATTITUDE CONTROL
• DEACTIVATE FOR QUIESCENT OPERATIONS
• QUIESCENT (MINIMUM)
STATION OPERATIONS
FIGURE 3.I.I.1.2.1-3 DELIVERY SEQUENCE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
SUBSYSTEM/
MAJOR
ASSEMBLIES
EPS
SOLAR ARRAY
SECONDARY POWER
LIGHTING
ENERGY STORAGE
RCS
ENGINES
ECLSS
THERMAL CONTROL
C02 MANAGEMENT
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
WATER MANAGEMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT
HYGIENE
G&C
MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
RCS ELECTRONICS
ISS
COMMAND/CONTROL
DATA PROCESSING
COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATIONAL MODE
CORE
1 1
a
a
- -
, y^
POWER
a a
a a
_
>^^
'
;T^
CONTROL/
CREW
1 • . i
1
=«
o cr
:<%^
•w^-
ECS/LABS
=.
_J ^
;% .^
oT^
ECS/LABS
crrrn
Z3 CZ
r'f'13^-,vv^^ ^
'uu^^
CONTROL/
CREW
c=
ra cr
CREW/
CARGO
=
^3 C
J -~
t=:
n L~J~i t—>— i r-*—i i—1— i i-
1 1 - --
3.I.I.1.2.l-a SUBSVSTpM ACTIVATION RpOU
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 3.I.I.I.2.1-2 MSS FLIGHT MODE SELECTION
CONFIGURATION
CORE
CORE/POWER
CORE/POWER/SM-1
ABOVE +SM-2
ABOVE +SM-3
ABOVE +SM-4
QUIESCENT OPERATIONS
GRAVITY GRADIENT
GRAVITY GRADIENT
PRINCIPAL AXIS ;
RENDEZV./BERTH/UNBERTH
X-POP INERTIAL
-
SHUTTLE BERTHED
SHUTTLE PREFERRED
SHUTTLE PREFERRED
PRINCIPAL
SHUTTLE P
AXIS OR
REFERRED
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
F. ORBIT MAKEUP (BASED ON •> MEAN JACCHIA ATMOSPHERE JULY i9«i)
TO PRECLUDE OR9IT MAKEUP DURING THE INITIAL PHASES OF THE MOOULAP
SPACE STATION BUILDUP* THE CORE MODULE IS PLACED IN A ?72 NAUTICAL MILE
CIRCULAR QRBIT. DURING THE FOLLOWING QUIESCENT PERIOD AND WHILE THE
CORE IS IN A GRAVITY GRADIENT FLIGHT MODE* THE OP8 I T IS ALLOWED TO
DECAY. THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE INITIAL LAUNCHt THE SHUTTLE DELIVERS THE
POWER MODULE AND RENDEZVOUS WITH THE CORE MODULE AT 271 NAUTICAL fRES
ALTITUDE. AFTER ASSEMBLY* THE CORE MODULE/POWER MODULE ARE LEFT IN A
GRAVITY GRADIENT MODE AND THE ORBIT ALLOWED TO HECAY DURING THE
SECOND QUIESCENT PHASE. SIXTY DAYS AFTER THE CORE MODULE IS
INTO ORBIT* THE SHUTTLE DELIVERS SM-I ANO RENDEZVOUS WITH THE
ASSEMBLY* AT 270 NM ALTITUDE. AFTER SM-I MAS BEEN ATTACHED TO THE
MODULAR ASSEMBLY* THE ISS ACTIVATED* AND THE SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYED* THE
ASSEMBLY WILL FLY A MINIMUM PRQPELLANT FLIGHT MODE - PRINCIPAL AXIS
ORIENTATION - DURING THE SUBSEQUENT QUIESCENT PHASES. ORBIT MAKEUP IS
TO BE PERFORMED DURING THOSF PHASES AND WILL BE CONDUCTED IN CONJUNC-
TION WITH CMG OESATURATION.
3.1.1.1.2.2 ROUTINE OPERATIONS
ROUTINE OPERATIONS CONSTITUTE THE MAJOR PORTION OF THE MODULAR SPACE
STATION MISSION. ROUTINE OPERATIONS COMMENCE FOLLOWING FULL STATION
ACTIVATION AND INTIAL MANNING BY A SIX MAN CREW AND IS COMPLETED WHEN
OEACTIVATION ANO DISPOSITION OF THE STATION IS INITIATED. DURING THIS
MISSION PHASE* THE PRINCIPAL OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES ARE -
A. FPE OPERATIONS
FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT (FPE) OPERATIONS INCLUDE THE ROUTINE
DAY-TO-DAY SCIENTIFIC ANO ENGINEERING OPERATIONS NEEDED TO PERECR*
THE GENERIC EXPERIMENTS SPECIFIED BY THE NASA BLUE BOOK. THESE
OPERATIONS INVOLVE THE OPERATION AND CONTROL OF INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS
AND OF 'ATTACHED AND DETACHED RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULES (RAPS ).
B. FPE SUPPORT OPERATIONS
FPE SUPPORT OPERATIONS CONSIST OF THE CREW AND PRIMARY SUBSYSTEM
OPERATIONS DIRECTLY SUPPORTING THE EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
PRIMARY SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONS ARE PROVIDING EXPERIMENT ELECTRICAL
POWER* STABILITY AND CONTROL* ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND DATA HANDLING.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS
C. STATION OPERATIONS
STATION OPERATIONS INVOLVE THE FLIGHT, ADMINISTRATION/MANAGEMENT,
MAINTENANCE AND HOUSEKEEPING OPERATIONS UKICH INDIRECTLY SUPPORT THE
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS AND CPEW. PLIGHT OPERATIONS INCLUDE
COMMUNICATION* UTILITY SUBSYSTEM MANAGEMENT* MONITOR AMD WARNING* AND
INTEGRAL FLIGHT CONTROL. ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS INCLUDE
STATION COMMAND* DATA MANAGEMENT* LOGISTICS INVENTORY CONTROL ANf) CREW
CARE. HOUSEKEEPING OPERATIONS INCLUDE FOOD MANAGEMENT AND PREPARATION*
CLEANING* TRASH DISPOSAL AND CARGO HANDLING.
0. STATION FLIGHT MODE
STATION ATTITUDE FLIHT MOOES ARE PREDICATED ON EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS*
SUBSYSTEMS PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL INTERFACES WITH OTHER PROGRAM
ELEMENTS. THE NOMINAL FLIGHT MODE SELECTED FOR USE DURING ROTUINE
OPERATIONS IS AN X-POP/Z-LV/Y-OVV ATTITUDE. FIGURE 3. I . I .I.2.2-I
ILLUSTRATES THE STATION FLYING IN THE NOMINAL MODE AND SHOWS
ITS PRINCIPLE AXIS RELATIVE TO THE DIRECTION OF FLIGHT. TABLE
3.I.I.I.2.2-1 LISTS ADDITIONAL FLIGHT MODES SELECTED FOR DIFFERENT
STATION CONFIGURATIONS AND OPERATIONAL PHASES ENCOUNTERED DURING
ROUTINE OPERATIONS.
E. STATION ATTITUDE MANEUVERS
STATION ATTITUDE MANEUVERS CONSIST OF THE MANEUVERS REQUIRED TO MAKE
CHANGES IN THE ORIENTATION OF THE STATION. THE STATION WILL PRIMARILY
UTILIZE AN X-POP/Z-LV/Y-OVV ATTITUDE DURING ROUTINE OPERATIONS,
HOWEVER* THE STATION WILL BE REQUIRED TO CAHNGE TO AN X-POP INERTIAL
MODE FOR SPECIFIC OPERATIONS SUCH AS SHUTTLE RENDEZVOUS* BERTHING AND
OEBERTHING AND ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS. PROVISIONS FOR CONDUCTING
THESE MANEUVERS SHALL BE ACCOUNTED FOP IN TME STATION IMPULSE BUDGET.
THE REFERENCE 120-DAY STATION IMPULSE BUDGET CALLS FOR 47*750 LBS-SEC
WHICH PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY TO PERFORM A TYPICAL COMPLETE MANEUVER
CYCLE* I.E.* X-POP/Z-LV/Y-OVV TO X-POP INERTIAL TO X-POP/Z-LV/Y-OVV
ONCE EVERY SIX DAYS.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS
X-POP = X-AXIS PERPENDICULAR
TO ORBIT PLANE
Z-LV = Z-AXIS LOCAL VERTICAL
Y-OW = Y-AXIS OPPOSITE VELOCITY
VECTOR
X-POP/Z-LV/Y-OVV
SM-4
FLIGHT MODE
STATION MODULES ±Z
CARGO & RAM ± Y
SM-2
FIGURE 3.1.1.1.2.2-1 ROUTINE OPERATIONS - NOMINAL ATTITUDE FLIGHT
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 3.I.I.1.2.2-1 MSS FLIGHT MODE SELECTION OURING ROUTINE OPERATIONS
STATIONO)+CARGO (ISS)
ABOVE + RAM 1
ABOVE + RAM 2
GROWTH SPACE
STATION
NORMAL OPERATIONS
X-POPZ-L'VY-oW2)
RENDEZ./BERTH/UNBERTH
X-POP ItNlERTIAL
SHUTTLE BERTHED
PRINCIPA
SHUTTLE 1
L AXIS OR
'REFERRED
(1) STATION ~ CORE MODULE/POWER MODULE/SM-1/SM-2/SM-3/SM-4
(2) FLIGHT MODE IN INERTIAL ATTITUDE FOR ASTRONOMY OBSERVATIONS
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3.P REQUIREMENTS
F. ORBIT MAKEUP/CMR OESATURATION REQUIREMENTS
ORBIT MAKEUP INVOLVES THE MAKEUP MANEUVERS PERFORMED ANO IMPULSE
REQUIRED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR EARTH VIEWING*
ASTRONOMYt BIOLOGY* AND PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS. MAKEUP REQUIREMENTS ARE
BASED ON THE JACCHJA 240 NM ALTITUDE MODEL ATMOSPHERE SHOWN IN
FIGURE 3.I.1.1.2.2-?. SUBSYSTEM SIZING ANO (DESIGN TO) REQUIREMENTS
ARE BASED ON THE 20 MEAN ANMUAL AVERAGE DENSITY FOR FEBRUARY 198?.
ORBIT MAKEUP WILL NORMALLY RE CONDUCTED CONCURRENT WITH CMG OESATURA-
TION ANO HILL UTILIZE TWO RCS JETS IN THE STATION X-Z PLANE. THE
NOMINAL TIME BETWEEN CMG DESATURATION SHALL NOT BE LESS THAN
TWELVE (12) HOURS ANO VENTING QF OTHER GASES/LI QUIDS WILL BE
SCHEDULED DURING DESATURATI ON. THIS LATTER REQUIREMENT PROVIDES A
TEN (10) HOUR 'CLEAR* PERIO" FOR EARTH SURVEY AND ASTRONOMY
OBSERVATIONS ASSUMING TWO (?) HOURS WILL BE ADEQUATE FOR THE DISSIPA-
TION OF VENTED GASES/LIQUIDS.
G. SCLAR ARRAY ORIENTATION
THE STATION PRIMARY POWER SYSTEM UTILIZES A SOLAR ARRAY PANEL SYSTEM
WITH TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM. THIS SYSTEM PROVIDES THE MAXIMUM
AVAILABLE SOLAR POWER ANO IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE SELECTED
X-POP/Z-LV/Y-OVV NOMINAL ATTITUDE MODE. FIGURE .1.1.1.1.2.2-3 DEFINES
THE REQUIRED ORIENTATION TIME HISTORY RELATIVE TO THE STATIONS ORBIT
POSITION FOR THE X-PQP/Z-LV FLIGHT MODE.
H. DETACHED RAM OPERATION
DETACHED RAM MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS CONSIST OF THE RETRIEVAL* SERVICINGt
MAINTENANCE* REFURBISHING* AND DEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS INVOLVED IN THE
UTILIZATION OF DETACHED EXPERIMENT MODULES. FLIGHT OPERATIONS SUPPORT
PROVIDED BY THE STATION CONSISTS OF TRACKING* COMMUNICATION AND COMMAND
CONTROL. THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THE MODULES ARE REPOSITIONFO IS
DETERMINED BY THE RELATIVE POSITION HISTORIES AND OPERATIONAL
CONSTRAINTS. THE FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINT IS THAT THE
MODULE MUST NOT EXCEED A 450 NM MAXIMUM RANGE FROM THE STATION.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.0 REQUIREMENTS :
IX10" ' 4
I
o.
1 X 10,-15
1 X 10,-16
|\
(ALTITUDE = 240 N Ml)
(INCLINATION = 55 DEC)
/ANNUAL AVERAGE
+2CT
+2CTMEAN
(ANNUAL
AVERAGE)
NOMINAL
75
86
76
87
77
88
78
89
79
90
1 FEB82
YEAR
80 I 81 | 82 | 83 I 84 | 85 I 86 | 87 | 88
EIGHRE 3.I.|.l.2.2-2 ATMOSPHFPIc DENSITY
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3.0 RroUIREMFNTS
SOLAR ARRAY ORIENTATION
FIGURE 3.1. 1.1.2.2-3 SOLAR ARRAY
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3.P RFOUIREMENTS
3.I.I.I.2.3 PERIODIC OPERATIONS
PERIODIC OPERATIONS OCCUR CONCURRENTLY WITH ROUTINE OPERATIONS.
PERIODIC OPERATIONS ARE THOSE MAJOR ACTIVITIES WHICH OCCUR ON A
CYCLICAL! RECURRING* INTERMITTENT OR INFREQUENT BASIS. THEY INCLUDE
SUCH OPERATIONS AS -
A. LOGISTICS RESUPPLY
LOGISTICS RESUPPLY OPERATIONS ARE DEFINED AS THE FLIGHT OPERATIONS
NEEDED FOR THE DELIVERY AND RETURN OF CREWMEN AND CARGO TO AND FROM
THE STATION. THE FREQUENCY OF LOGISTIC FLIGHTS IS DICTATED BY THE
SUPPORT REOUIREMENTS (CONSUMABLES* SPARES* REPLACEMENTS* WASTE* DOWN
EXPERIMENT DATA AND CREW ROTATION) BUT IS ALWAYS LESS THAN 180 DAYS*
THE MAXIMUM CREW ROTATION INTERVAL. STATION OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF
BERTHING* CREW AND CARGO TRANSFER AND ATTITUDE AND STABILITY CONTROL
OPERATIONS.
IN THE LOGISTIC CONCEPT SELECTED FOR THE PSS* THE CARGO MODULE IS
EMPLOYED AS A SUPPLY CENTER* OR PANTRY* FOR STATION AND EXPERIMENT
CONSUMABLES* AS WELL AS PROVIDING THE LIFE SUPPORT CONSUMABLES FOR THE
96 HOUH EMERGENCY REQUIREMENT. IN THIS CONCEPT* A CARGO MODULE IS
REQUIRED CONTINUOUSLY ANP ONE IS ALWAYS BERTHED TO EITHER ONE OR THE
OTHER OF THE TWO FORWARD Y-7XIS PORTS ON THE CM.
A TYPICAL CARGO MODULE DEL I VERY/REPLACEMENT BEGINS WITH THE SHUTTLE
DELIVERY OF THE NEW CARGO MODULE TO THE VICINITY OF THE STATION. THE
STATION THEN TRANSFERS TO AND STABILIZES IN AN X-POP INERTIAL ATTITUDE
MODE AND THE SHUTTLE IS CLEARED TO INITIATE BERTHING OPERATIONS.
THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR ATTACHES TO THE STATION ADAPTER ON THE -X AXIS
CM PORT AND BERTHS THE STATION TO THE SHUTTLE PASSENGER PORT.
AFTER THE SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACES ARE VERIFIED* THE NEW STATION
CREW* IF ONE HAS BEEN BROUGHT UP* WILL EXIT THE CARGO MODULE AND ENTER
THE STATION THROUGH THE SHUTTLE. THE NEW CARGO MODULE SHUTTLE CARGO
BAY INTERFACES ARE DISCONNECTED AND THE MODULE LIFTED OUT OF THE BAY
AND BERTHED TO THE 'FREE* FORWARD Y-AXIS PORT ON THE CM BY THE
MANIPULATOR. THE USED CARGO MODULE/STATION INTERFACES ARE THEN
DISCONNECTED AND THE MODULE DETACHED AND STOWED IN THE SHUTTLE CARGO
BAY BY THE MANIPULATOR. AFTER THE USED CARGO MODULE/SHUTTLE INTERFACES
HAVE BEEN CONNECTED AND VERIFIED* THE SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACES ARE
DISCONNECTED AND THE SHUTTLE PREPARED FOR EARTH RETURN. IF A STATION
CREW IS BEING RETURNED TO EARTH* THE RETURNING CREW WILL EXIT THE
STATION THROUGH THE ADAPTER AND ENTER THE USED CARGO MODULE THROUGH THE
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SHUTTLE AFTER THE CARGO MODULE/SHUTTLE INTERFACES AND CARGO MODULE
HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED.
B. RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULE (RAM) CFLIVERY
RAM DELIVERY OPERATIONS INCLUDE THE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS NEEDED TO
DELIVER ATTACHED AND DETACHED RAMS TO THE STATION. THE TIMING OF THOSE
FLIGHTS KILL DEPEND ON THE ACTUAL EXPERIMENT PROGRAM SCHEDULE. STATION
OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF THOSE OPERATIONS INCLUDE COMMAND CONTROL*
BERTHING CONTROL AND ATTITUHE AND STABILITY CONTROL. A TYPICAL RAM
DELIVERY BEGINS WITH THE SHUTTLE DELIVERY OF THE RAM TO THE VICINITY
OF THE STATION. THE STATION THEN TRANSFERS TQ AND STABILIZES IN AN
X-POP INERTIAL ATTITUDE MODE AND THE SHUTTLE IS CLEARED TO INITIATE
BERTHING OPERATIONS. THE SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR ATTACHES TO THE STATION
ADAPTER ON THE -X AXIS CM PORT AND BERTHS THE STATION TO THE SHUTTLE
PASSENGER INGRESS/EGRESS PORT. AFTER THE SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACES
ARE CONNECTED* THE RAM IS LIFTED OUT OF TKE CARGO BAY AND BERTHED TO
THE DESIGNATED AFT Y AXIS PORT ON THE CM PY THE MANIPULATOR. IF KO
RAMS ARE TO BE RETURNED TQ EARTH OR REPLACED IN ORBIT* THE SHUTTLE IS
DETACHED AND SEPARATED FROM THE STATION AND BOTH ELEMENTS (STATION AND
SHUTTLE) ARE CONFIGURED FOR THEIR SUBSEQUENT RESPECTIVE MISSION PHASE.
IF A RAM IS TO BE RETURNED TO EARTH OR PLACED IN ORBIT* THE MANIPULATOR
OF THE ATTACHED SHUTTLE WILL LATCH ONTO THE DESIGNATED RAMi THE
STATION/RAM INTERFACES DISCONNECTED* AND THE RAM DETACHED AND STOUED
IN THE SHUTTLE CARGO. THE SHUTTLE/STATION INTERFACES ARE THEN DIS-
CONNECTED* THE SHUTTLE SEPARATED AND BOTH ELEMENTS CONFIGURED FOR
THEIR NEXT MISSION PHASE.
C. SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT
PLANNED OR UNPLANNED SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENTS MAY BE REQUIRED DURING
THE OPERATIONAL LIFE OF THE MSS. THE PRIMARY SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT
OPERATIONS CONSIST OF - A SHUTTLE LAUNCH TO DELIVER THE REPLACEMENT
ARRAY AND RETURN THE USED ARRAY! A POWER TRANSFER TO THE FUEL CELL
POWER SYSTEM! ELECTROLYSIS UNITS SHUTDOWN} FOLDING BACK (RETRACTIKG)
THE OLD ARRAY PANELS! DETACHMENT AND STOWAGE OF THE USED ARRAY!
ATTACHMENT OF THE NEW ARRAY TO THE BOOM! DEPLOYMENT OF THE NEW ARRAY
PANELS! TRANSFER OF POWER SOURCE FROM FUEL CELL TO SOLAR ARRAY! AND
ELECTROLYSIS UNITS ACTIVATION.
DURING SOLAR ARRAY REPLACEMENT! FUEL FOR FUEL CELL OPERATION AT AN
AVERAGE JO KW USABLE FOR FIVE DAYS MUST BE PROVIDED AS WELL AS A FIVE
DAY SUPPLY OF GASES FOR STATION ATMOSPHERIC MAKEUP AND «CS REQU1RMENTS.
ATTENDANT TANKS* PUMPS* AND LINES FOR STORING AND TRANSFERRING/PUMPING
• ••»»*»<»»^»»«»«»*»»"»""«**»» — »^ — ^ — •••••••^•••••• — •••»»•••••»»«•«•••••••••^ ••*
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.THE GASES TO THE STATION'S FUEL CELLS* ECS» AND RCS MUST ALSO BE PRO-
VIDED. THESE CONSUMALBES AND ASSOCIATED STORING AND TRANSFER EQUIP-
MENT WILL HE DELIVERED ON THE SAME LAUNCH THAT BRINGS UP THE NEW
SOLAR ARRAY.
THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS ATTENDANT WITH SOLAR ARRAY REMOVAL AND
REPLACEMENT ARE ILLUSTRATED IN. THE SEQUENCE QF SKETCHES IN FIGURE
3. I . I . I .,2.3-1 . THE SEQUENCF BEGINS AFTER THE SHUTTLE HAS REMOVED THE
BERTHING ADAPTER FROM -X AXIS STATION LOCATION AND HAS BERTHED TO THE
POWER BOOM (THE SOLAR ARRAYS HAVE BEEN RETRACTED AND FOLDED AND STATION
POWER IS OBTAINED FROM THE FUEL CELLS). THE OLD ARRAY IS SEPARATEE FRCM
THE POWER ROOM USING THE MANIPULATOR. THE SHUTTLE MOVES TO A STATION
KEEPING POSITION TO PERFORM THE ARRAY EXCHANGE SHOWN IN SKETCHES «
THROUGH 7. THE OLD ARRAY IS BERTHED TO THE FIXTURE AT THE END OF THE
CARGO BAY. THE NEW ARRAY IS POSITIONED ON THE BERTHING ADAPTER (SKETCH
5). PRIOR TO REBERTHING THF NEW A R R A Y TO THE STATION* THE LAUNCH
SijPPORT STRuCTijRE (WHICH SUPPORTS THE AR R A Y IN THE CARGO BAY) IS POVEO
FROM THE NEW ARRAY TO THE OLD ARRAY AS SMOWN IN SKETCH 6. THE OLD ARR A Y
IS THEN STOWED IN THE' CARGO RAY* WITH THE MANIPULATOR* THE POWER BOOM
OF THE STATION IS CAPTURED AND BERTHED TC THE NEW ARRAY. AFTER
SHUTTLE/ADAPTER SEPARATION* THE NEW SOLAR ARRAYS ARE UNFOLDED*
EXTENDED* AND ACTIVATED AND THE BERTHING ADAPTER IS REPLACED ON THE
CORE MODULE -X AXIS PORT.
D. SPACE STATION DISPOSITION
WHEN THE SPACE STATION is OF NO FURTHER USE* IT WILL BE RETURNED TO
EARTH BY THE SHUTTLE. RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULES WILL BE
RETURNED FIRST FOLLOWED BY A PLANNED DISASSEMBLY OF THE STATION IN THE
REVERSE SEQUENCE USED FOR BUILDUP. THE PRIMARY EXCEPTION TO THE
REVERSE SEQUENCE is THAT THE CARGO MODULE (FOR CRYOGENIC PROPELLANTS
OR GASES) WILL REMAIN ATTACHED TO THE CORE MODULE UNTIL ALL THE
STATION MODULES AND THE POWER MODULE ARE RETURNED. THE FINAL RETL'RN
SEQUENCE WILL BE - STATION MODULES* POWER MODULE* CARGO MODULE*- AND
CORE MODULE.
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(7) BERTHING
® TRANSFER STOWAGE 8) CAPTURE
BERTHING (jfl) CHECKOUT AND DEPLOYMENT (FT)
FIRURE 3.I.I.1.2.3-1 SOLAR A R R A Y / T U R R E T REPLACEMENT SEQUENCE
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3. I. I. I. 3 SYSTEM INTERFACES
3.1.1.1*3.1 PRE-MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT
THE PREMISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO
CHECKOUT INOIVinUAL MODULES (IN AS FLIGHT READY CONDITION AS PRACTICAL).
THE REMISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO
TRANSPORT INDIVIDUAL MODULES BY AIR.
THE PREMISSION OPERATIONS SUPPQPT SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO
VALIDATE THE COMPATIBILITY AND INTEGRATED OPERATION OF THE EIRST FOUR
FLIGHT MODULES (CORE MODULE* POWER MODULEf SM-I MODULE* AND SM-a MODULE ) TO
A LEVEL CONSISTANT WITH THE OVERALL TEST LOGIC.
THE INDIVIDUAL MODULES SHALL BE CAPABLE OF BEING TRANSPORTED WITH THEIR
LONGITUDINAL AXIS IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE BY A I R OR GROUND WITH A LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
3. I . I . I .3.2 MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT
THE MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE SITES* FACILITIES*
EQUIPMENT* AND SERVICES FOR THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTION* MANAGEMENT* PLANNING
AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT OF THE SPACE STATION MISSION.
A. MISSION MANAGEMENT SITE
THE MISSION MANAGEMENT SITE ( MMS ) SHALL PROVIDE THE MANAGEMENT AND THE
LONG PANCE PLANNING FUNCTION FOR THE SPACE STATION MISSION. THE FUNC-
TIONS OF MISSION PLANNING* FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT* LOGISTICS INVEN-
TORY MANAGEMENT* EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS AND PLANNING* AND EXPERIMENT OPER-
ATIONS MANAGEMENT SHALL BE PROVIDED »SY THIS SITE. THE MISSION MANAGE-
MENT SITE SHALL BE CO-LOCATED WITH THE GROUND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
SWITCHING CENTER. THE MISSION MANAGEMENT SITE SHALL PROVIDE -
i. MISSION PLANNING - MISSION PLANNING SHALL PROVIDE THE EXECUTIVE
FUNCTION OF THE MISSION OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEM BY INTEGRATING AND
CONTROLLING PLANS AND SCHEDULES FOR LAUNCH* RESUPPLYt AND CREW ROTA-
TION. THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE (THROUGH THE MISSION
SUPPORT SITES) THE OPERATIONAL STATUS* EXPERIMENT PROGRAM PROGRESS*
CONSUMABLES STATUS* AND CREW STATUS NECESSARY FOR THE CONDUCT OF THE
LONG-TERM MISSION PLANNING FUNCTION. THE SPACE STATION SHALL PROVIDE
THE CAPABILITY FOR SHORT-TERM* DAY-TO-DAY* SPACE STATION OPERATIONAL
SCHEDULING WITHIN THE RESOURCE LIMI TS ' PROVIDED BY THE SPACE STATION.
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2. FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT - FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SHALL
MAINTAIN EXECUTIVE CONTROL OF THE MISSION ANO INTEGRATES ANALYSES OF
SPACE STATION STATUS ANO EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT. IT ALSO
PROVIDES THE CENTRALIZED CONTROL OF COMMUNICATION WITH THE SPACE STA-
TION MISSION ELEMENTS. THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM SHALL PROVIOE (THROUGH
THE MISSION SUPPORT SITES) THE OPERATIONAL STATUS AND EXPERIMENT PRO-
GRAM PROGRESS.
3. LOGISTICS INVENTORY MANAGEMENT - ACTING ON THE PLANS ANO SCHEDULES
DEVELOPED ANO INTEGRATED BY MISSION PLANNING* LOGISTICS INVENTORY MAN-
AGEMENT SHALL PROVIDE THE EQUIPMENT* CONSUMABLES* SPARES* AND EXPER-
IMENTS NECESSARY FOR SPACE STATION MISSION CONTINUATION.
U. EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS PLANNING - EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS PLANNING
SHALL PROVIDE THE PROCEDURES* TIMELINE REQUIREMENTS* ANO SCHEDULING
REQUIREMENTS TO MISSION PLANNING FOR INTEGRATION INTO THE OVERALL MIS-
SION MANAGEMENT. THE SPACE STATION SHALL PROVIDE (THROUGH THE MISSION
SUPPORT SITES) THE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM PROGRESS* SIGNIFICANT EXPERIMENT
RESULTS AND/OR CONCLUSIONS* DEVIATIONS FROM EXPECTED EXPERIMENT RE-
SULTS* AND FUTURE (LONG TERM) EXPERIMENT SCHEDULING RECOMMENDATIONS.
NEAR-TERM (DAY-TO-DAY) EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS SCHEDULING SHALL BE PRO-
VIDED BY THE SPACE STATION WITHIN THE OVERALL MISSION SCHEDULING CON-
STRAINTS ANO THE SPACE STATION RESOURCE LIMITS.
5. EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT - THE CONTROL OF EXPERIMENT DATA
FLOW ANO PROCESSING SHALL HE PROVIDED BY EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS MANAGE-
MENT. IT SHALL PROVIDE THE ANALYSIS FUNCTION FOR ASSESSMENT OF EXPER-
IMENT PERFORMANCE BASED ON EXPERIMENT DATA PROVIDED BY THE SPACE STA-
TION THROUGH THE MISSION SUPPORT SITES AND IN THE FORM OF DOWN LOGIS-
TICS CARGO (DATA TAPES* SPECIMENS* FILMS* NOTES* ETC.).
8. MISSION SUPPORT SITES
THE MISSION SUPPORT SITES SHALL PROVIDE THE OPERATIONAL SUPPORT FOR
FLIGHT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT IN
COMMUNICATING WITH AND ACQUIRING DATA FROM FLIGHT ELEMENTS. MISSION
SUPPORT SITES SHALL INCLUDE THE TORS SYSTEM AND GROUND NETWORK* IN-
CLUDING THE SWITCHING CENTER.
I. TRACKING
(A) THE TRACKING SITES SHALL PROVIDE EPHEMERIS DATA FOR ALL FLIGHT
ELEMENTS OF THE SPACE STATION MISSION. TRACKING ACCURACY SHALL BE
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PROVIDED TO AN ACCURACY Of TBO.
(fl) THE SPACE STATION SMALL PROVIDE TRACKING AIDS TO PERMIT GRODNO
TRACKING AT SPACE STATION ALTITUDES UP TO 270 NH.
?. COMMUNICATIONS
(A) THE COMMUNICATION SITFS SHALL PROVICE THE ACQUISITION CONTROL*
DISPLAY* DATA PROCESSING AND RELAYING OF INFORMATION FROM THE FLIGHT
ELEMENTS AND PROVIDE RELAYING AND TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION TO THF
FLIGHT ELEMENTS.
C. CREW TRAINING SITES
THE CREW TRAINING SITES SHALL PROVIDE THE INDOCTRINATION, FAMILIARIZ-
ATION, AND PROCEDURAL PRACTICE REQUIRED FOR SPACE STATION CREU
1. OPERATIONS TRAINING SITES - THE OPERATIONS TRAINING SITES SHALL PRO-
VIDE TRAINING IN ORBITAL FLTGHT CONTROL* SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONS* ANC EXP-
ERIMENT OPERATIONS.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL ACCLIMATION SITES - THE ENVIRONMENT ACCLIMATION SITES
SHALL PROVIDE CREW TRAINING IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS TO BE ENCOUNT-
ERED DURING THE SPACE STATION MISSION.
3. I. I. I. 3. 3 CARGO MODULE SYSTEM
THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE THOSE SPACE STATION RELATED INTER-
FACES NECESSARY FOR THE TRANSFER OF CREW AND/CR CARGO FROM THE CARGO MODULE
TO THE SPACE STATION AND FROM THE SPACE STATION TO THE CARGO MODULE. THE
INTERFACES WHICH ARE REQUIRED BETWEEN THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM AND THE SPACE
STATION AFTER THE CARGO MODULE HAS BEEN BERTHED TO THE SPACE STATION CORE
MODULE ARE DEFINED IN THIS SECTION.
A. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE THE STORAGE CAPABILITY FOR
13=12 LRS/120 DAYS OF ECLSS RESUPPLY WATER. THE CAPABILITY WILL BE
PROVIDED FOR TRANSFER OF THE ECLSS RESUPPLY WATER FROM THE CARGO
MODULE SYSTEM TO THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM AT A PRESSURE OF 300 PSIA.
«. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE STORAGE CAPABILITY FOR THE
FOLLOWING TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF GASES TO SUPPORT SPACE STATION
ECLSS OPERATIONS -
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SUPPORT FUNCTION
EMERGENCY ECLSS
EMERGENCY EPS
EMERGENCY RcS
LEAKAGE MAKEUP
EVA RESUPPLY
GAS TYPE - OTY IK LBS
02
?22
1 60
22
128
H2
20
3
N2
985
INTERFACE
PRESSURE
PSI A
300
300
300
300
GREATER THAN |UQO
C. THE CARGO MODULE WILL PROVIDE ITS OWN REPRESSURIZATION GASES.
0. THE SPACE STATION SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO EQUALIZE THE PRES-
SURE BETWEEN THE SPACE STATION AND THE BERTHING PORT INTERFACE VOLUME
FOLLOWING BERTHING OF THE CARPO MODULE AND PRIOR TO OPENING THE SPACE
STATION HATCH.
E. THE CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO EQUALIZE THE PRESSURE BETWEEN
SPACE STATION AND THE CARGO MODULE PRIOR TO OPENING THE CARGO MODULE
HATCH.
F. THE CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO VERIFY THE HABITABILITY (PRESSUREt
TEMPERATURE AND CO? PARTIAL PRESSURE) OF THE CARGO MODULE PRIOR TO OPEN-
ING THE CARGO MODULE HATCH.
G. THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE CARGO MODULE ATMOSPHERIC
CONTROL WHEN THE CARGO MODULE IS BERTHED TO THE SPACE STATION. THE CARGO
MODULE SYSTEM INTERIOR WALL AND EQUIPMENT SURFACE TEMPERATURES SHALL BE
MAINTAINED BETWEEN 57 F AND 105 F. THE INTERIOR TEMPERATURE SHALL BE
MAINTAINED AT A NOMINAL 70 F.
H. THE CAPABILITY WILL BE PROVIDED TO CIRCULATE THE AIR WITHIN THE CARGO
MODULE BETWEEN IS AND 100 FEET PER MINUTE.
I. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL BE C*pA8LE CF OPERATING IN THE ENVIRON-
MENT IMPOSED BY THE RCS JETS LOCATED ON THE SPACE STATION CORE MODULE
SUCH THAT EXHAUST PLUME IMPINGEMENT ON THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM MAY OCCUR.
J. THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER FOR CARGO
MODULE INTERIOR LIGHTING? CIRCULATION FANS» ETC.
K. THE SPACE STATION/CARGO MODULE SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE AN INTERFACE FOR
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WATER COOLANT LINES FOR THERMAL CONTROL OF THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM.
L. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM AND SPACE STATION1 SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE DEVICES
FOR TRANSPORTING CREW AND/OR CARGO BETWEEN THE CARGO MODULE AND THE SPACE
STATION. THE TRANSPORT DEVICE SHALL BE CAPABLE OF ACCOMMODATING PACKAGES
UP TO TBO POUNDS.
M. THE CARGO MODULE AND SPACE STATION SYSTEKS SHALL PROVIDE CREW MOBILITY
AIDS IN THE FORM OF HANDHOLDS* GUIDE RAILS* AND OTHER DEVICES TO FACILI-
TATE CREW LOCOMOTIONt STABILIZATION» AND BRACING. THE MOBILITY AIDS
SHALL BE CAPABLE OF USE IN EITHER A SHIRTSLEEVE OR SUITED/PRESSURIZED
MODE OF OPERATION.
N. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE CREW RESTRAINT DEVICES SUCH AS
TETHERS/TETHER ATTACH FITTINGS* HARNESSES* BELTS AND STRAPS* VARIOUS FOOT
RESTRAINT DEVICES* AND ARTICULATED OR EXTENSIBLE MECHANICAL DEVICES FOR
BRACING AND STABILIZATION OR PREVENTION OF INADVERTENT DRIFT OF A CREW-
MEMBER IN A ZERO-G ENVIRONMENT. THESE DEVICES SHALL BE COMPATIBLE FOR
USE IN A SUITED/PRESSURIZED MODE OF OPERATION.
0. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE RADIATION DOSIMETERS TO MEASURE
AMBIENT RADIATION LEVELS IN THE CARGO MODULE AS WELL AS CUMULATIVE RADIA-
TION DOSAGE.
P. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE NORPAL AND EMERGENCY LIGHTING TO
SUPPORT CREW ACTIVITIES.
0. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE STORAGE CAPACITY FOR SPACE STA-
TION RESUPPLY EXPENDABLES AND SPARES. THE TYPES AND QUANTITIES ARE TBD.
R. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE ALARMS AND DISPLAYS TO ALERT THE
CREW TO THE PRESENCE OF A DANGEROUS OR POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS SITUATION.
THE NATURE OF THE DISPLAYS AND THE INFORMATION TO BE DISPLAYED IS TBO.
S. THE CARGO MODULE SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE TWO-WAY INTERCOMMUNICATION DE-
VICES COMPATIBLE WITH THE SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEM IMTERCOMMUMICATION SYS-
TEM. THE TYPES AND QUANTITIES ARE TBO.
T. THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM SMALL PROVIDE CAPABILITIES FOR MONITORING THE
STATUS OF AND CONTROLLING THE CARGO MODULE SUBSYSTEMS. THE TYPES AND
QUANTITIES OF DATA TO BE ACQUIRED* PROCESSED* DISTRIBUTER* ANALYZED* AND
STORED ARE TBO. .
U. THE CARGO MODULE WILL PPQVTOE THE CAPABILITY TO INTERFACE WITH SPACE
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STATION CLOSED CIRCUIT TV SYSTEM.
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3.I.I.2.I LOGISTICS CONSIDERATIONS
THE TOTAL LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS NECESSARY TO SUPPORT THE SPACE STATION
AND EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 3.1.1.2.1. APPROXIMATELY T9CO
POUNDS PER MONTH ARE REQUIRED FOR RASIC OPERATIONS OF THE INITIAL SPACE
STATION. BASED ON THE EXPERIMENT SCHEDULING* APPROXIMATELY I »000 POUNDS
PER MONTH ARE REQUIRED FOR OPERATIONS OF THE INITIAL SPACE STATION
EXPERIMENTS. THE EXPERIMENT LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS SHOWN ARE AN AVERAGE
VALUE OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOP CONSUMABLES AND EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT WHICH
HUST BE DELIVERED DURIMG THE OPFRATIOM OF THE SPACE STATION. AN ADDITIONAL
LOGISTICS REQUIREMENT IS IMPOSE" BY THE NEED FOP 02 AND N2 FOR E1ERGENCY
OPERATIONS. THE RESULTANT CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE
3. I.1.2.1 WHEHE THE LOWER LINE REPRESENTS THE CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR
BASIC STATION OPERATIONS AND THF UPPER LINE REPRESENTS THE TOTAL INCLUDING
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS.
3.1.1.2.2 MAINTENANCE
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SHALL BE 100 PERCENT MAINTAINABLE ON ORBIT
AS THE NOMINAL OPERATIONAL MODE WITH EXPENDABLES* SPARES* AND IFRU»S
SUPPLIED VIA CARGO MODULES. THE LOGISTICS SUPPORT REQUIRED SHALL BE AS
SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.1.1.?.! A30VE.
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LOGISTICS ITEM
CLOTHING
LINENS
GROOMING
MEDICAL
UTENSILS
FOOD
GASEOUS
STORAGE - O2
-N2
WATER
SPECIAL LIFE
SUPPORT LiOH
WATER MANAGEMENT
ATMOSPHERIC
CONTROL
CO2 MANAGEMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT
HYGIENE
SPARES
SUBTOTAL
AVERAGE EXPERIMENT
RESUPPLV
TOTAL 30-DAY AVERAGE
UP-DOWN EMERGENCY
(96 HRI n
H7
TOTAL EMERGENCY
RESUPPLY REQUIREMENT
ILB/30DAYSI
INITIAL
76
62
10
15
56
650
3
247
369
10
40
217
57
27
11
34
1884
1000
2884
404
23
427
§
6
5 5
o
O
O
STATION OPERATIONS
82|83]84|85|86|87|88|89|9o|9l|v2|93|94|95[96|97
YEAR
TABLF 3.1.1.2.1 AVEPAGE IOOISTIOS FIGURE 3.1.1.2.1 CUMUIATIVE LOGISTICS
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3.1.1.3 PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
3.1.1.3.i PERSONNEL ACTIVITY REOUIREMFNTS
THE RASIC CREW WORK DAY HAS BEE*' ESTABLISHED AS TEN HOURS. SIX PAYS PER
WEEK. OVERALL CREW FUNCTIONS ARE CONSIDERED IN TERMS OF EXPERIMENT?
EXPERIMENT SUPPORT. ANn STATION OPERATIONS. TAPLE 3.I.1.3.I IPENTIFIES
THESE FUNCTIONS.
TABLE 3.I.1.3. I CREW RELATED ON-ORBIT FUNCTIONS
CREW PERSONAL
ACTIVITIES
VEHICLE
OPERATIONS
EXPERIMENT
OPERATIONS (FPES)
CREW INTEGRATED
OPERATIONS
EATING
SLEEPING
EXERCISE
RECREATION AND
EDUCATION
PERSONAL HYGIENE
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
ADMINISTRATION AND
MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE
HOUSEKEEPING AND
SANITATION
EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
DATA COLLECTION
ANALYSIS
OBSERVATION
MEASUREMENT
FABRICATION AND
TEST
OPERATIONS APPLI-
CATION
EXPERIMENT
SUPPORT
INTEGRATED
CREW
ACTIVITIES
3.1.1.3.2 CREW SKILLS AND TRAINING
THE TWENTY-SEVEN IDENTIFIED CREW SKILLS AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH THE VARIOUS
DISCIPLINES REQUIRED BY MODULAR SPACE STATION MISSIONS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 3.1.1-3.2.
THE PROCESS BY WHICH DETAILED REQUIREMENTS ARE PROVIDED IS DEPENDENT ON MISSION .
AND OPERATIONS FUNCTIONS, THE CREW INTERFACE WITH THESE FUNCTIONS, AND THE MAN-
MACHINE TRADE DECISIONS MADE DURING DESIGN DEFINITION.
CREW TASKS AND SKILLS REQUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON MISSION AND OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONAL
ANALYSES AND ON HARDWARE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION REQUIREMENTS. THE CREW TASKS
ARE BROKEN DOWN INTO ELEMENTS OF WORK; AND FROM THESE DATA, THE TASKS AND ELEMENTS
ARE LOGICALLY GROUPED TO IDENTIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAINING, TRAINING EQUIPMENT,
GRAPHICS, COURSES, AND COURSE MATERIAL.
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TABLE 3
\ SKILLS
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
DISCIPLINE \
\
LIFE SCIENCES
ASTRONOMY
COMM/NAVIGATION
EARTH OBSERVATION
TECHNOLOGY
SPACE PHYSICS
MATERIALS SCIENCE
B
I
0
L
0
G
I
C
A
L
T
E
C
H
N
I
C
I
A
N
'
X
X
. !
M
I
C
R
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I
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I
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L
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C
X
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S
I
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0
G
I
S
X
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X
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E
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3.1.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
THIS SECTION CONTAINS A OESCPIPTJON OF THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM.
THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE MOHULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM TO OTHER SYS
WITHIN THE SPACE STATION PROJECT IS SHOWN IN THE SPECIFICATION TREE OF
FIGURE 3.1.2-1.
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3.1.2 cYsTM DEFINIT ION
MODULAR SPACE
STATION PROJECT
SPECIFICATION
DRL-66 VOL. 2
I
I •*• 1
| CARGO |
I MODULE SYSTEM I
| SPECIFICATION j
MODULAR SPACE
STATION SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION
DRL-66 VOL 1
I
I
_______ i
I
NASA PROGRAM/
PROJECT ELEMENTS
SPACE SHUTTLE
EXPERIMENTS
| ATTACHED RAM'S
DETACHED RAM'S
TDRS
| MISSION OPERATIONS I
| SUPPORT SYSTEM |
| SPECIFICATION J
I PRE-MISSION iOPERATIONS• V-TCIVM IV-HN3 I
•SUPPORT SYSTEM1
I SPECIFICATION I
I J I 1
FIGURE i.».2-f SPECIFICATION TREE
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3.1.2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM CONSISTS OF A CLUSTER OF FOUR COMMON
STATION MOouLESt TWO SPECIAL MODULES (CORE ANC POWER)* AND A CARGO MO
ARRANGED IN A CRUCIFORM CONFIGURATION AS SHOUiN' IN FIGURE 3. 1. 2.1-1 WITH
DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AS ^HOWN IN FIGUPF 3.1.2.1-2. EAC" MODULE OF
THE SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF BEING TRANS°ORTED TC AND FROM ORBIT INTERNAL TO
THE SPACE SHUTTLE FOR ON-ORBTT ASSEMBLY.
THE INITIAL STATION SYSTEM HAS THE CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT AT LEAST SIX CREW-
MEN* HAS A GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY (GPL) CAPABILITY* AND HAS THE AB I L I T Y
TO ACCOMMODATE TWO ATTACHED OR npTACHF.D RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULES.
THE GPL CAPABILITY INCLUDES TWO AIRLOCKS* ONE EARTH ORIENTED* AND THE
OTHER ZENITH ORIENTED.
THE MSS SYSTEM IS DESIGNED AND SIZED FOR OPERATION AT AN ALTITUDE OF
NAUTICAL MILES AND AN INCLINATION OF 55 DEGREES. THE BASIC FLIGHT MODE i«
AN X-AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBIT PLANE* THE Z-AXIS ALONG THE LOCAL
VERTICAL* AND THE Y-AXIS OPPOSITE TO THE VELOCITY VECTOR (X-POP* Z-LV*
Y-ovv). THIS MODE WILL BE FLOVJN AT ALL TIMES EXCEPT FOR SHORT PERIOD? OF
INERTIAL FLIGHT FOR SOLAR/STFLL«R VIEWING AND SHUTTLE APPROACH ANH BERTHING
UNBERTHING OPERATIONS. THE SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF OPERATING AT ALTITUDES
BETWEEN 2ao AND 270 NAUTICAL MILES AT AN INCLINATION OF 55 DEGREES IN
EITHER A LOCAL VERTICAL HOLD OR INERTIAL HOLD FLIGHT MODE* HOWEVER* THE
NOMINAL MISSION IS 270 NAUTICAL MILES* 55 DEGREE INCLINATION* WITH THE
ABOVE BASIC FLIGHT MODE.
ADDITIONAL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS ARE PRESENTED IN SUBSEQUENT PARAGRAPHS.
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SM-3 LAB/ECS
SM-4
CREW/CONTROL
CORE MODULE
SHUTTLE ADAPTER
SM-2 LAB/ECS
SM-1 CREW/CONTROL '.
K & S-BANO ANTENNAS
MODULES
• FOUR COMMON STATION MODULES
• TWO SPECIAL MODULES
• ONE CARGO MODULE
> ASSEMBLY/REPLACEMENT
• MANIPULATOR BERTHING OR
DIRECT DOCKING
• ON-ORBIT REPLACEMENT ANTENNA
PACKAGES, EXPERIMENT AIRLOCKS
& SOLAR ARRAY
OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION
WITH TWO ATTACHED RAMS
RAM1
RAU-2
FIGURE 3.I.2.1-1 SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION
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16 ) F T
80
73
FT
5 F
1
FT
— : i uu i- 1 -
T 6 IN.
-*- .xll
.
— 27 FT-^j
— 40 FT — ..
0
SM
-3
\ f
I 'C ) (
/ \
SM
-i
\
\
UUJ
nrnr
ASM
o-4
k )
< v ^SM
-2
•
58
5 1
T
~\
38
8
32 IN.
A -
FT
N.
116
FT
N.
Q[ [_] 13 FT SIN. ,
0
24FT -
2 IN.i
 M , j
^DOCKING \ (
FT 10 IN. <+- ffj "OlH-^Vv
"~~^-EVA/IVA CARGO'
AIRLOCK
w
\ NADIR ^ +
•M4.5IN.DlA f
WINDOWS (3)
RAM :
FIBURE 3.1.2.1-2 STATION DIMENSIONAL CHAPACTER1STICS
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3.I.?.2 SYSTEM MODULES ( EN'D ITEM LIST)
THE END ITEMS COMPRISING THE MOOULAR SPACE STATION CONSIST OF TWO SPECIAL
MODULES ANQ FOUR COMMON MODULES. THESE ARE DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING SUP-
PARAGRAPHS.
A. CORE MODULE
THE CORE MODULE IS an FEET LQMG BETWEEN BERTHING INTERFACES AND IS I?
FOOT 8 INCHES OUTSIDE DIAMETER. THE IS-FOOT-DMMETER ENVELOPE INTER-
SECTS THE EDGES OF THE SIDE-BERTHING PORTS CLUSTER. LIGHTWEIGHT SKIN
(O.OUO-1NCH ALUMINUM) AND STRINGER CONSTRUCTION IS UTILIZED. THE EIGHT
SIDE-BERTHING PORTS ARE SPACEH 20 FEET APAPT» WHICH ALLOWS A 5-FOOT
CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE STATION MODULES. THE FOUR SIDE PORTS ARE PROVIDE?
WITH THERMAL COVERS. THERMAL CONTROL OF THE VERTICAL PORTS IS PROVIDED
DURING BUILDUP WITH SPECIAL INSULATION PANELS.
THE INSTALLED SUBSYSTEMS ARE DISTRIBUTED BETWFEN THE V| AND V2 VOLUMES
SEPARATED BY THE EVA/IVA AIRLOCK. THE AIRLOCK PROVIDES AN EQUIVALENT
FLOOR OF APPROXIMATELY 5 FEET BY 7 FEET. ALL' OF THE HATCHES OPEN OUT-
WARD FROM THE AIRLOCK. THE EVA HATCH ( 40- IK'CH-H I AMETER CLEAR OPEMNG)
IS LOCATED AT A U5-OFGREE ANGLE WHICH PROVIDES THE MAXIMUM CLEARANCE
BETWEEN ATTACHED MODULES. THE G-C OPTICAL REFERENCE AND CMC'S ARE
LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE RAM BERTHING PORTS.
CERTAIN BUILDUP EQUIPMENT IS ACCOMMODATED SUCH AS THE ANTENNAS* THERMAL
CONTROL RADIATORS* RCS PROPELLANT* ANQ INITIAL POWER. ALL SUBSYSTEM
COMPONENTS ARE INSTALLED WITH ON-ORBIT SHIRTSLEEVE MAINTENANCE ACCOMMO-
DATIONS INCLUDING MAINTENANCE OF THE RCS ENGINE ASSEMBLIES. THE UTIL-
ITIES ROUTING THROUGHOUT THE MODULE FROM BERTHING PORT TO BERTHING PORT
AND END TO END OF THE MODULE ARE REDUNDANT AMD SEPARATED FOR DAKAGE
CONTAINMENT AND SAFETY.
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CORE MODULE
RCS ENGINE PODS •
VOLUME 1
H2, 02
ACCUMULATORS
CMC'S
EVA/IVA AIRLOCK
G&C OPTICAL REF
POWER GENERATION
& CONVERSION
' BERTHING
PORT
i MAX DIMENSIONS
LENGTH - 40 FT
D'lA - 15 FT
i MAIN UTILITY
DISTRIBUTION
WIRING
DUCTS
PLUMBING
REDUNDANT &
SEPARATED
DUAL VOLUME
SEPARATED FUNCTIONS
' LOW CREW OCCUPANCY
• CENTRALIZE GiC
RAM INTERFACE
ALIGNMENT
STABILITY
FIGURE 3.1.2.2-1 CORE MODULE
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8. POWER MODULE
THE POWER MODULE CONSISTS OF TWO ASSEMBLIES, A POWER BOOM AND A SOLAR
ARRAY. THE SOLA" ARRAY ASSEMBLY CONSISTS CF THE ARRAYS AND AN ORIENTA-
TION DRIVE ANH POWER TRANSFER MECHANISM. SHIRTSLEEVE MAINTENANCE OF
THE MECHANISMS IS PROVIDED. THE SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY IS REPLACEABLE ANH
UTILIZES THE STANDARD RERTHIMO PORT.
THE POWER BOOM IS «« INCHES OUTSIDE DIAMETER BY 37 FEET B INCHES LONG
AND 33 FEET 10 INCHES OVERALL LENGTH WITH THE ORIENTATION DRIVE AND
POWER TRANSFER MECHANISM ( OOAPT ) ATTACHED. T«F 88- 1 NCH-DI AMETE9 BOOM
ALLOWS TMF SOLAR ARRAY PANrLS TO STOUI WITHIN THE I S-FOOT-0 1 AMETFR SHUTTLE
PAYLOAO ENVELOPE. THE BOOM jc OF MONOCOOUE CONSTRUCTION UTILIZING
O.IU5-INCH THICK ALUMINUM WHICH INCREASES ITS STIFFNESS AND CONSEOUENTL Y
INCREASES THE NATURAL FREQUENCY OF THE TOTAL SPACE STATION ASSEMBLY.
HIGH-PRESSURE GAS STORAGE BOTTLES FOR REPDES?UR IZAT ION ARE PLACED IN THE
BOOM. SHIRTSLEEVE MAlNT£NANc r AND REPLACEMENT IS PROVIDED EVEN THOUGH
THE MODULE IS NORMALLY OPERATED UNPRESSUR I ZED.
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OVERALL LENGTH - 33 FT - 10 IN.
-DOCKING INTERFACE
ORIENTATION
DRIVE &
POWER
TRANSFER
T'ODAPT")
HIGH PRESSURE GAS
STORAGE TANKS
MONOCOQUE
STRUCTURE
FOLDED ARRAY PANELS
7000 FT?
FIGURE 3.1.2.2-2 POWER
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C. STATION MODULE FEATURES
ALL OF THE MODULES ARE 38 FEET ft INCHES LONG RETWEEN BERTHING INTERFACES
AND PROVIDE A 13-FOOT g-lNCH CLEAR INSIDE DIAMETER. THE EXTERNAL
FRAMES AND ATTACH POINTS EXTEMD TO 15 FEET. AN ACTIVE BERTHING PORT IS
PROVIDED AT THE CORE MODULE INTERFACE AND A PASSIVE PORT AT THE OTHER
END. THE INTERFACE PROVISIONS ACROSS THE BERTHING PORTS ARE IDENTML.
EACH MODULE CONTAINS FOUR MANIPULATOR SOCKETS FOR SHUTTLE DEPLOYMENT ANC
FOUR SHUTTLE BAY ATTACH FITTINGS. RAD I ATORS COVER THE EXTERIOR OF
THE CYLINDRICAL PORTION OF THF MODULES.
THE LONGITUDINAL FLOOR PROVIDES A SINGLE STRUCTURAL COMPONENT FOR
MOUNTING OF EQUIPMENT BOTH AROVE AND BELOW DECKS* G9EATLY SIMPLIFYING THE
MANUFACTURING INSTALLATION ANn DESIGN DETAIL*. THF LONGITUDINAL
ORIENTATION ALSO SIMPLIFIES OTHER GROUND OPERATIONS OF MODULE ASSEMBLY*
CHECKOUT* AND SHUTTLE INSTALLATION.
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UNIVERSAL STRUCTURE
COMMON LENGTH & DIAMETER^
TRUNNIONS (SHUTTLE PAYLOAD SUPPORT)
BERTHING INTERFACE
LONGITUDINAL FLOOR
MANIPULATOR SOCKETS
RADIATORS
• EQUIPMENT MOUNTING
• ABOVE & BELOW DECK
. LONGITUDINAL FLOOR-
SINGLE ORIENTATION
DIRECTION
• GROUND ACCESS
• ASSEMBLY
• INSTALLATION
• CHECKOUT
•SHUTTLE LOADING
• REFURBISHMENT
• LONGITUDINAL FLOOR- -
rpjX^ f^ -]r---[jPnHC^ -^ sr<^ \
FIGURE 3.1.2.2-3 STATION MOOf'LE FEATURES
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D. CREW/CONTROL STATION MODULES
THE TWO CREW/CONTROL MODULES* SM-I AND SM-tt* HAVE COMMON FUNCTIONAL
ALLOCATIONS AND EQUIPMENT LOCATION. EACH MODULE PERFORMS A SIMILAR
FUNCTION IN EACH OF THE TWO PRESSURE- ISOL ATABLE VOLUMES OE THE STATION.
WHERE BACKUP FUNCTIONS ARE PROVIDED* THEY ARE LOCATED IN SIMILAR AREAS
IN THE MODULE OF THE OPPOSITE VOLUME.
BOTH SM-I .AND SM-U CONTAIN A COMMANDER/EXECL TIVE TYPE STATEROOM AND TWO
CREW STATEROOMS IN A SPLIT-LE^EL ARRANGEMENT. CONTROL CENTERS «RE
LOCATED ON THE UPPER DECK OF' EACH MODULE OUTSIDE ,-THE STATEROOK. THE
PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITIES ARE IN SIMILAR LOCATION; HOWEVER* ONLY SM-I
CONTAINS A SHOWER. THE WASTE MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT IS LOCATED BELOW
DECK NEAR THE PERSONNEL HYGIENE FACILITY Tfl SIMPLIFY SEWAGE TRANSPORT AND
PROCESSING.
THE AREA ABOVE DECK IN SM-I CONTAINS THE EXPERIMENT DATA ANALYSIS EQUIP-
MENT* INCLUDING A DATA ANALYSTS CONTROL CONSOLE* A PHOTO-PROCESSING
LAR;» AND AN ISOTONIC EXERCISE AREA. THE EXERCISE ARFAS ARE ALSO EQUIPPED
TO SERVE AS A BACKUP MEDICAL FACILITY. THE AREA AflOVE DECK1 IN SM-4
CONTAINS THE PRIMARY MEDICAL <VNO CREW CARE FACILITIES.
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SM-1
COMMANDER/EXEC
ATEROOM
DATA ANALYSIS
V WASTE MANAGEMENT
EQUIPMENT
•EQUIPMENT MOUNTING
•LONGITUDINAL FLOOR-SINGLE
ORIENTATION DIRECTION
• COMMON MAINTENANCE &
SERVICE ACCESS & TRAFFIC
PATTERNS
•ACCOMMODATION COMMONALITY
• STATEROOMS
• CONTROL CENTERS
•HYGIENE
COMMANDER/EXEC
STATEROOM
MEDICAL &
CREW CARE
NPEHSONAL HYGIENE
SWASTE MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT
SM-4
FIGURE 3.».2.2-4 CREW/CONTROL STATION MODULFS
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E. LAP/ECS STATION MOOULES
TWO LAR/FCS MODULES* SM-? AND SM-3f ARE IN DIFFERENT ISOLATABLE
VOLUMES OF THE STATION. WHERE BACKUP FUNCTIONS APE PROVIDED* THEY APE
LOCATED IN SIMILAR AREAS I" THE MODULE OF TH'E OPPOSITE VOLUME.
THE LOWER DEC* AREA OF STATION MODULES SM-? AWf] -3 CONTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLIES FOR AIR REVI TAL I Z AT I ON (CO? MANAGEMENT AND
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL). COMMON INSTALLATION ARRANGEMENTS PROVIDE EASY
ACCESS FOR MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE. THE REMAINING LOWER DECK AREA IS
FOR STORAGE OF STATION AND EXPERIMENT SUPPLIES.
THE ABOVE-DECK AREA IN SM-? CONTAINS THE PRIMARY GALLEY/DINING AND
RECREATION AREAS AS WELL AS GENERAL-PURPOSE LABORATORY FACILITIES. THE
LA* CAPABILITY IS DESIGNED TO SUPPORT BOTH PHYSICS AND *IOMEOICAL E*PER-
MENTS. THE ABOVE-DECK AREA IN SM-2 CONTAINS PRIMARILY GENERAL-PURPOSE
LABORATORY INSTALLATIONS HOWEVER* A SMALL BACKUP GALLEY. IS INSTALLED AT
THE INBOARD END OF THE MODULE. GPL EQUIPMENT AMD AREAS FOR MECHANICAL*
ELECTRICAL. AND OPTICAL MAINTENANCE ARE PROVIDED.
A GENERAL-PURPOSE AIRLOCK IS ATTACHED TO THESE LAB MODULES. THE ONE ON
SM-2 POINTS TO NADIR ON SM-3 TO ZENITH. AN EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS AREA
AND AIRLOCK LOADING ACCESS SPACE IS PROVIDED IN EACH MODULE AT THE
AIRLOCK END.
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MECHANICAL
LAB
SM-2 EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS AREA
OPTICAL/ELECTRICAL LAB
AIR REVITALIZATION
EQUIPMENT - VOLUME 2
GALLEY
• ACCOMMODATION COMMONALITY
• LABS
SM-3
• EQUIPMENT MOUNTING
• LONGITUDINAL FLOOR - SINGLE
ORIENTATION DIRECTION
• COMMON MAINTENANCE &
SERVICE ACCESS & TRAFFIC PATTERNS
AIR REVITALIZATION
EQUIPMENT - VOLUME I
PHYSICS/
BIOMEDICAL
LAB
DINING &
RECREATION
FIGURE 3.1.2.2-5 LAB/ECS STATION MODULES
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1.1.2.3' STATION SUBSYSTEMS < SYSTEM ELEMENTS LIST)
THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM CONTAINS SEVEN FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS AS SHOWN IN
FIGURE 3. I.?. 3. THESE SUBSYSTEMS PROVIDE THE HARDWARE REQUIREO TO *EET
THE DETAILED PERFORMANCE AND OEMGN REOU IRE*ENTS SPEC IF I ED IN PARAGRAPHS
3.3.1 THROUGH .?.3. 7. A BRIE^ FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBSYSTEMS IS
•RESENTED IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS.
A. STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM
THE STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM PROVIDES THE SPACE: STATION
PRESSURE ENCLOSURE AS WELL AS THE LIVING AND WORKING QUARTERS CONTAINED
WITHIN THE STRUCTURE. IT PROVIDES FOR THE COUNTING OF ASSOCIATED
SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE AND THE GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY PROVISIONS ANO
PROVIDES STORAGE FACILITIES. IT ALSO PROVIDES BERTHING PORTS AND
MECHAMSMS FOR CREW AND EQUIPMENT TRANSFER.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM ,
THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM (ECLSS) PROVIDES
ESSENTIAL ATMOSPHERIC GASES. TEMPERATURE » PRESSURE* AND HUMIDITY
CONTRCL* FOOD STORAGE AND PREPARATION PROVISIONS* WATER AND WASTE
MANAGEMENT* ANO PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITIES AND MATERIALS FOR MODULAR
SPACE STATION OPERATION WITH A "CREW OP SIX. THE SUBSYSTEM M A I N T A I N S
THERMAL BALANCE OF THE MO.OULA& SPACE STATION AS WELL AS EMERGENCY
PEACTANT STORAGE FOR THE ELECTRICAL POWER AND REACTION CONTROL SUR-
SYSTEKS. IN ADDITION* SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT CAPABILITIES ARE PROVIDED
FOR EMERGENCY CONDITIONS.
C. ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
THE ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM SHALL STORE» GENERATE* REGULATEf CONTROL*
AND CONDITION ELECTRICAL POWEP REQUIRED BY THF MODULAR SPACE STATION FOR
THE FULL DURATION OF THE MISSION* INCLUDING BACKUP AND EMERGENCY
CONTINGENCIES (EXCEPT FOR EMERGENCY FUEL CELL REACTANTS WHICH ARE STORED
BY THE ECLSS). IN ADDITION, THE ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE
CAPABLE OF TRANSFERRING POWER TO DOCKED LOGISTICS VEHICLES AND RESEARCH
AND APPLICATIONS MODULES THROUGH ELECTRICAL INTERFACES. BESIDES POWER
DISTRIBUTION* THE ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM PROVIDES THE ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION WIRING OF ALL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES.
THE ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE TOR THE GENERAL LIGHTING
THROUGHOUT THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF THE ?9ACE STATION.
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL* STATION
.1.1.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION ;
MODULAR
SPACE STATION
SYSTEM -
STRUCTURAL-
AMD
MECHANICAL
SUBSYSTE/sA
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL LIFE
•SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEM
GUIDANCE.-.
AND CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM
ELECTRICAL
POWER
SUBSYSTEM
INFORMATION
SUBSYSTEM
CREYV AND .
.HABITABILITY
' SUBSYSTEM
REACTION--
CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM
FIGURE 3.1.2.3 STATION SUBSYSTEMS
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIF ICAT ION SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.1.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
0. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
THE GUIDANCE ANQ CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (G AND CJ DETERMINES THE ACTUAL AND
DESIRED STATION STATE VECTOR, PROVIDES STABLE ATTITUDE FOR THE CONDUCT CF
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS* AND PROVIDES COMMANDS TO THE REACTION CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM TO MANEUVER THE STATION TO THE DESIREO STATE VFCTOR.
E. REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM.
THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (TOGETHER WITH THE TORQUES SUPPLIED PY
THE CONTROL MOMENT GYROSCOPES) PROVIDES THE FORCES AND MOMENTS NECES-
SARY FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL OF THF. SPACE STATION AND THOSE FORCES REQUIRED
FOR ORBIT ALTITUDE MAINTENANCE.
F. INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM PROVIDES THE EFFECTIVE
ACQUISITION, PROCESSING, DISTRIBUTION, ANO ANALYSIS OF DATA. IT SERVES
MISSION PLANNING AND OPERATIONS SCHEDULING, COMMAND CONTROL, CHECKOUT,
MONITOR AND ALARM* CONFIGURATION CONTROL* INVENTORY CONTROL* FLIGHT
COMTRCL* DATA MANAGEMENT, SUPPORT BETWEEN MSS SUBSYSTEMS* THE GROUND
NETWORK* DOCKED VEHICLES (SPACE SHUTTLE* RAMS* AND CARGO MODULES)*
INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS AND THE PREW USING COMMUNICATIONS* DISPLAYS AND
CONTROLS* DATA PROCESSING* SOFTWARE* AND SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT.
G. CREW MABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM
THE CREW HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM SPECIFIES METABOLIC* ATMOSPHERIC* AND
HABITABILY CRITERIA AND PROVIDES FOOD SUPPLIES* CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
NECESSARY FOR CREW CONFORT* WELL BEING ANO SURVIVAL.
PROVIDES GENERAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDING TOOLS* MOBILITY
MASKS AND RADIATION MONITORING DEVICES FOR THF CREW.
EQUIPMENT IS PROVIDED FOR CREW RECREATION* EXERCISE*
THE SUBSYSTEM ALSO PROVIDES PRESSURE SUITS* PORTABLE
ANO RELATED EQUIPMENT FOR EVA/IVA OPERATIONS.
THE SUBSYSTEM
AIDES* EMERGENCY 02
IN ADDITION*
AND MEDICAL CARE.
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
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1.0
S T R U C T U R A L & M E C H A N I C A L S U B S Y S T E M
1 .1 P . IUMA.RY S T R U C T U R E
SIDEWALLS
BULKHEADS
FITTINGS ( T R U N N I O N )
AIRLOCK .
1 . 2 S E C O N D A R Y S T R U C T U R E
PARTITIONS
FLOORS
UTILITY DISTRIBUTION
DOORS/HATCHES
WINDOWS
CARGO HANDLING
FLEXPORTS
STORAGE
1 . 3 E N V I R O N M E N T A L S H I E L D
THERMAL SHIELD
MICROMETEOROID SHIEL3
RADIATION PROTECTION
1,1 B E R T H I N G
MATING RING/LATCHES
UTILITIES INTERFACES
1 , 5 G E N E R A L P U R P O S E L A B F U R N I S H I N G S
AIRLOCKS
MEDICAL/BIOLOGICAL AP.EA
PHYSICS AREA
DATA ANALYSIS AREA
OPTICAL SUPPLY & MAINTENANCE AREA
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE AREA
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING AREA
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE AREA
2^0
E N V I R O N M E N T A L C O N T R O L "Ll~F~E S U P P O R T S U B S Y S T E M
2,1 G A S E O U S S T O R A G E ( Gfc, \.
02 SUPPLY
N2 SUPPLY
H2 SUPPLY
PUMPDOWN
2,2
C0
M A N A G E M E N T
REMOVAL
2,8 S P E C ! AL -LI-FE S U P P O R T
CC REDUCTION
WATER ELECTROLYSIS
FIRE CONTROL
IVA SUPPORT
EVA/PLSS SUPPORT
2 , 3 A T M O S P H E R I C C O N T R O L
CIRCULATION
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
HUMIDITY CONTROL
PRESSURE CONTROL
CONTAMINANT CONTROL
2 A T H E R M A L C O N T R O L
INTERNAL COOLANT LOOP
RAM HX
WATER PUMP PKG
. COLDPLATES
HEAT REJECTION .LOOP
RADIATORS
FREON/WATER INTERCOOLER
FKEON PUMP PKG
FREON RESERVOIR
2.5 W A T E R M A N A G E ii E d T
WATER RECLAMATION
WATER STORAGE
PURITY CONTROL
2 . 6 W A S T E M A N A G E M E N T
FECAL COLLECTION
URINE COLLECTION
TRASH PROCESSING
2.7 H Y G I E N E
FULL BODY WASHING
PARTIAL BODY WASHING
HOUSEKEEPING
JLJL
E L E C T R I C A L P O W E R S U B S Y S T E M
3.1 P R I M A R Y P O W E R G E N E RAT I ON
SOLAR ARRAY
ORIENTATION DRIVE & POWER TRANSFER
3 . 2 S E C O N D A R Y P O W E R G E N E R A T I O N
FUEL CELLS **
3.3 E N E R G Y S T O R A G E
FUEL CELLS
ELECTROLYSIS UNIT
STORAGE TANKS
3,1- P O W E R C O N D I T I O N I N G
INVERTERS
REGULATORS
AUTOTRANSFORMERS
RECTIFIER - FILTER
5.5 D I S T R I B U T I O N , C O N T R O L & ,/ I R I N G
BUSES • -
WIRING
FEEDERS
EPS CONTROLS
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CONTACTORS
3.6 L I G H T I N G
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
** 0 IN SECONDARY POVIER GE:|ERATIOTION
{
1,1 I N £ R
STRAP DO;
IMU PREf
1,2 OPT I
HORIZON-
STAR TR;
SEXTANT/
OPTICAL
ALIGNMEN
1,3 R ' C S
JET DRIV
RCS PREP
1,1 M 0 M E
CONTROL
CMG PREP
1,5 C O M P
SOFTWARE
G U I D A N C E & C O N T R O L S U B S Y S T E M
HORIZON TRACKER (OPTICS & ELECTRONICS)ICS
 ^  '
OPTICAL REFERENCE PREPROCESSOR
R E A C T I 0£j: 0 N T R 0 L S U B S Y S T E M
5.1 P R O P EL LA NT A C C U M U L A T O R S
H2 ACCUMULATORS
02 ACCUMULATORS
VALVES
REGULATORS
5,3 E N G I N E S
ENGINES/MOUNTS
5 , 2 P R O P E L L A N T . F E E D - C O N T R O L S
I N F O R M A T I
6.1 D A T A P R O C E S S I N G
DATA BUS CONTROL
CENTRAL TIMING
CENTRAL PROCESSOR
REMOTE PROCESSOR
• RACU
BUILDUP DATA PROCESSOR
6.2 C 0 M M A N D / C 0 N T R 0 L AND M O N I T O R I N G
OPERATIONAL CONTROL CONSOLE
COWANDERS CONTROL CONSOLE
EMERGENCY GSC CONTROL
PORTABLE CONTROL UNIT
LOCAL MONITOR ALARM
MICROFILM PROJECTOR
SHUTTLE MOUNTED MONITOR
6 . 3 E X T E R N A L C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
KU BAND ANTENNA
Ku BAND ANTENNA MOUNTED ELECTRONICS
Ku BAND NON-INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS
S-BA.N'D ANTENNA
S-BAND TRANSPONDER
VHF ANTENNA
VHF TRANSPONDER
BUILDUP COMMUNICATIONS
6 , 1 I N T E R N A L C O M M U i U C A T I O N S
COMMUNICATIONS RACK
RECORDING UNITS
AUDIO VIDEO UNITS
HARD WIRi INTERCOM
SHUTTLE/I'DDULE INTERFACE UNIT
TV CAMERAS COLOR
TV CAMERAS B&1.-/
TV MONITORS COLOR
6,5 S O F T W A R E
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROFILM
PRINTER/FACSIMILE PAPER
C R E W H A B I T A B I L I T Y S U B S Y S T E M
7 . 1 - P E R S O N A L E Q U I P M E N T
CLOTHING/LINENSGROOMING AIDS
PERSONAL DOSIMETERS
7 , 2 G E N E R A L / E M E R G E N C Y E Q U I P M E N T .
TOOLS
PORTABLE LIGHTS
RADIATION DETECTION
EMERGENCY ®2 MSKS
PGA & SUPPORT
IVA UM3ILICALS
PLSS + OPS
MOBILITY AIDS & RESTRAINTS
FIRST AID KITS
F U R N I S H I N G S
SLEEPING RESTRAINTS/BUNKS
SEATING RESTRAINTS/CHAIRS
WORK SURFACES/DESKS
WORK SURFACES/TABLES
DINING SURFACE/TABLE
R E C R E A T I O N / E X E R C I S E / C R E W C A R E
ACTIVE RECREATION DEVICES
PASSIVE RECREATION DEVICES
ERGOMETER/ISOTONIC EQUIP
MEDICAL/DENTAL EQUIP
F O O D M A N A G E ME N T
SUPPLY
STORAGE
PREPARATION
SERVING AND CLEANUP
INVENTORY CONTROL
3.1.2.a F U N C T I O N A L H A R O W A R F
3.1.2
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Space Division
1.0 STRUCTURAL AND
MECHANICAL
1. PROVIDES LIVING AND WORK-
ING QUARTERS FOR CREW.
2. CONTAINS MOUNTING
PROVISIONS AND SERVES AS A
SHELTER FOR OTHER SPACE
STATION SUBSYSTEMS. '.
3. PROVIDES SHELTER FOR STOR-
AGE OF CONSUMABLES.
4. PROVIDES CAPABILITIES FOR
. ! OPTICAL ALIGNMENT AND
CONTROL OF APPROACHING
MODULES.
5. PROVIDES CAPABILITIES FOR
COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING
CARGO MODULES ATTACHED .
AND DETACHED EXPERIMENT
MODULES.
6. PROVIDES FOR SHIRTSLEEVE
TRANSFER OF CREW AND CARGO.
7. PROVIDES TEMPERATURE AND
HEAT LOAD CONTROL TO SUB-
SYSTEMS BY PASSIVE THERMAL
DESIGN TECHNIQUES.
8., PROVIDES MICROMETEOROID
. AND SOLAR RADIATION
SHIELDING.
9. PROVIDES CARGO HANDLING
AND TRANSPORT PROVISIONS.
10. CONTAINS GENERAL PURPOSE
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
(
3.0 EPS
1. STORES, GENERATES, REGULATES, CONTROLS, AND CONDITIONS ELECTRICAL POWER
REQUIRED BY THE SPACE STATION.
2. PROVIDES FOR THE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION WIRING OF ALL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES.
^^F North American Rockwell
3. PROVIDES FOR THE GENERAL LIGHTING NEEDS THROUGHOUT THE INTERIC AND EXTERIOR
OF THE SPACE STATION.
4. PROVIDES STRUCTURAL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THE MOUNTING AND ORIENTATION OF ',
THE SOLAR ARRAYS.
i
5. PROVIDES FOR THE MECHANIZATION OF THE SEQUENTIAL NEEDS OF THE CORE MODULE. I
(J <J <J
> > > GH2/GO
o
CM
i r
4.0 G&C
1. DETERMINE DESIRED STATE
VECTOR AND PROVIDES
COMMANDS TO MANEUVER
STATION TO STATE VECTOR.
2. PROVIDES A STABLE LOW ACCEL-
ERATION ATTITUDE CONTROL.
3. CONTROLS VEHICLE
DISTURBANCE AND
ORIENTATION.
CO
UJ
>0°
_| ^  ^ QJ
*UJ UJ |—UJ
 o ^  O 5
Sills
£-><
• 5 5 — U
— ) U ^j vi
5 uj p t/TZ
UJ UJ < £ ^
llfli3<s«
0 S
J Ji *„
5.0 RCS , GENERAL PURPOSE LABS
I
\ . PROVIDES FORCES AND ' 1 . PROVIDES BASIC EXPERIMENT
MOMENTS NECESSARY FOR 1 UTILITIES.
ATTITUDE CONTROL AND ORBIT I
. JET ON/OFF MAKEUP. I
* 1
1
1
1
^ a < zQS " > > ^L
rf j<— ^ ^ ~^ oc _r ^  5 ^ 5 in *^ _ .
^ P* ~7 ^ rt ~s ^ w Z *^* *s» U u i
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wF
1 PROVIDES ACQUISITION
11 00 >
X *o
d w
2 K •*
uj O /
3 C*
u. o O
2 £1
<>
| ^  ATMOSPHERE
 0 fl pf .„ AT
^
1 . PROVIDES ATMOSPHERIC GASES,
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE,
HUMIDITY CONTROL PROVI-
^
 H2° SIONS, WATER AND WASTE , H2|(^ MANAGfcMbNI AND PERSONAL
JN HYGIENE FACILITIES.
2. PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING.
WASTES ^ ., W
V M
i k
7
D
! 81
3 i
-T « -i
3 ' 2 2
— = H--
§ o oJ < o
^ ^s
 iri a
6.0 ISS :
p»nrp<;<;iNf; DiSTRiwiTinN AND ANALYSIS OF DATA.
t
TO SUBSYSTEMS O
COLDPLATES rO
_i
MOSPHERE p. _ _ ppcvy AMn HARITARII ITY
•" ' ' ~v
1. PROVIDES CREW EQUIPMENT.
2. PROVIDES FOOD AND
O FURNISHINGS,fy
V 3. PROVIDES FOR CREW RECREA-
TION, EXERCISE AND MEDICAL
CARE.
4. FOOD STORAGE AND
<VSTES PREPARATION
l\. >
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2. SERVES MISSION PLANNING AND OPERATIONS SCHEDULING, COMMAND CONTROL,
CHECKOUT, MONITOR AND ALARM, CONFIGURATION CONTROL, INVENTORY CONTROL,
FLIGHT CONTROL, DATA MANAGEMENT SUPPORT BETWEEN STATION SUBSYSTEMS, THE
GROUND NETWORK, SHUTTLE, AND DETACHED AND ATTACHED EXPERIMENT MODULES.
3.1.2.5 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK O T A G P A M SpAGE*020
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 7|-2|5-I
MODULAR SPACE STATION _ INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.1.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
3.1.2.6 FUNCTIONAL WEIGHT STATEMENT
MODULE DRY WEIGHT SUMMARY
WBS *
1
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5
5.1
5.2
5.3
6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
SUBTOT/
SUBSYSTEM/MAJOR ASSEM
MODULE WBS *
STRUCTURAL & MECHANICAL
PRIMARY STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE
ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD
BERTHING
GENERAL PURPOSE LAB FURNISH
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
GASEOUS STORAGE
CO2 MANAGEMENT
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
THERMAL CONTROL
WATER MANAGEMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT
HYGIENE
SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
ELECTRICAL POWER
PRIMARY POWER GEN
SECONDAY POWER GEN
ENERGY STORAGE
POWER CONDITIONING
DISTRIB. CONTROL & WIRING
LIGHTING
GUIDANCE 8c CONTROL
INERTIAL REFERENCE
OPTICAL REFERENCE
RCS ELECTRONICS
MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
COMPUTATION
REACTION CONTROL
PROPELLANT ACCUMULATOR
PROP FEED CONTROLS
ENGINES
INFORMATION
DATA PROCESSING
COMMAND/CONTROL & MONITOR
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE
CREWHABITABILITY
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
GENERAL/EMERG EQUIP
FURNISHINGS
RECRE ATION/EXER/CREW CARE
FOOD MANAGEMENT
VL (DRY WEIGHT!
CORE
01
12690
5742
3399
1119
2430
0
1619
42
4
750
681
20
0
0
122
3790
0
0
2449
379
776
186
1470
65
346
75
984
0
180
60
120
462
171
59
193
39
0
733
0
733
0
0
0
20944
POWER
02
3670
1878
410
582
800
0
849
765
0
84
0
0
0
0
0
7300
6676
0
985
0
115
24
0
0
116
91
4
0
21
0
125
0
125
0
0
0
12560
SM-1
03
101 GO
4700
3218
746
490
1006
3690
0
4
587
1969
638
86
370
36
1762
0
0
766
16
834
146
0
0
2740
692
478
849
641
80
503
0
145
220
138
0
18855
SM-2
04
12330
4700
3350
735
490
3055
3310
11
741
876
1570
23
0
27
62
545
0
0
0
16
383
146
0
153
88
65
134
64
40
0
30
0
233
0
145
0
0
88
16705
SM-3
05
10700
4700
3446
746
490
1318
3415
1 1
. 741
876
1570
23
79
53
62
545
0
0
0
16
383
146
0
153
88
65
161
64
40
0
57
0
1271
0
145
160
210
756
16245
SM-4
06
9490
4700
3378
746
490
176
3420
0
4
554
1969
638
163
56
36
1762
0
0
766
16
834
146
0
0
2640
692
478
749
641
80
990
0
145
206
639
0
18302
TOTAL
59040
26420
17201
4674
5190
5555
16303
829
1494
3727
7759
1342
328
506
318
16204
6676
0
4966
443
3325
794
1470
65
346
75
984
0
486
176
190
120
6253
1774
1099
1791
1429
160
3855
0
1438
586
987
344
103611
* WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE CODE
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N SD 71-2
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I M I T I AL STAT I ON SYSTEM
.1.1.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
3. I .2.7 FUNCTIONAL POWER STATEMENT
SUBSYSTEM/MAJOR ASSEMBLY
1.0;
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
3,0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7.0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
STRUCTURAL & MECHANICAL .
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
GASEOUS STORAGE
CO2 MANAGEMENT .
ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
THERMAL CONTROL
WATER MANAGEMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT
HYGIENE
SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
ELECTRICAL POWER
PRIMARY POWER GEN
SECONDARY POWER GEN
ENERGY STORAGE
POWER CONDITIONING
DISTRIB. CONTROLS WIRING
LIGHTING
GUIDANCE & CONTROL ;
INERTIAL REFERENCE
OPTICAL REFERENCE
RCS ELECTRONICS
MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
COMPUTATION
REACTION CONTROL
PROPELLANT ACCUMULATOR
PROPELLANT FEED CONTROLS
ENGINES
INFORMATION
DATA PROCESSING
COMMAND/CONTROL & MONITOR
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE
CREW HABITABILITY .'
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
.GENERAL/EMERG EQUIP.
FURNISHINGS =
RECREATION/EXER/CREW CARE
FOOD MANAGEMENT .
SUBTOTAL
CORE
0 .
489
52
• 2
415
20
380
380
487
145
195
3
144
13
13
372
360
6
6
0
1741
POWER
.. 0
: 5
5 '
0
0
0
138
135
1-
2
0
143
SM-1
0.
2349
2
251
1500
535
15
36
10
357
357
0
0
1229
554
442
98
135
0
3935
SM-2
0 ..
4109
.3229
866
4
10
383
383
0
: 0
196
180
12
.4
62
62
4750
SM-3
0
308
2
271
19
6
10
348
348
0
0
-272
180
' 12
80
424-
424
1352
SM-4
0
799
2
247
535
5
10
380
380
. 0
0
1557
609
475
175
298
10
10.
2746
TOTAL
0
8059
52
. 3237
2055
1500
1070
39
46
60
.1848
1848
487
13
'3
3764
2018
948
273
525
496
.. 10
' 486
l'4,667
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... , . P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE SPEC IFICMI ON SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STAT I ON SYSTEM
3.. I. 2 SYSTEM DEFINITION . .
^(^••••••••••^••^••WiMVMMVtaBAaBwaB^MMWKWMIK^^MMItMVVBV^W^^WB^'M^HWM^VVVV^^MV^aVMKM^Wfl— •«_•
3.1.2.« EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
THE MSS SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING SUPPORT CAPABILITY AT THE GPL AND/OR
THE RAM INTERFACES.
A. FLOOR AREA-GPL MED ICAL/«IOLOGICAL . ) * 177
PHYSICS (SHARED SERIALLY. . )
WITH MED/BIO 5 )
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE )
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC PAINT ) 273
OPTICAL SUPPLY-MAINTENANCE )
OATA ANALYSIS 177
PHOTO PROCESSING 33
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS I6U
TOTAL
» SHARED BUT NOT SIMULTANEOUSLY
fi. ELECTRICAL POWER - GPL AN" ATTACHEO RA*S
2U HOUR AVERAGE U.S KWATTS
PEAK POWFR SUSTAINED FCR ONE
HOUR OR ONE HOUR CUMULATIVE
TIME IN ANY 12 HOUR PERIOD 7.0 KWATTS
MAX SUSTAINED (« HR. CREW DAY ) S.29 KWATTS
NOTE'- SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY - 30 KWH ANY 24 HOUR PERIOD
C. CREW MANPOWER - GPL AND RAMS . .
DEDICATED T0; EXPERIMENTS . 35 HOURS PER DAY
D. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM - GPL AND RAMS
. . . . HABITABLE EXP. AREAS ! SHIRT SLEEVE ENVIRON
AIRLOCK (EXP) PRESS/DEPRESS
FREOUENCY 5 PER MO.
RAM PIIMPPOWN AND REPRESS EXP. PROVIDED
RAM LEAKAGE MAKEUP " ' I LB/DAY
^^ ^^ •^•••^ •^^ ^^ •^•^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ •^•^ ^^ •^••^ ^^ ••••^ •^ ^^ ••^ •^•^ ••^ ^^ ••^ ^^ •^^ ••^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 7I-2IS-I
MOnULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1. I.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
RAM ATMOS CIRCULATION AT
INTERFACE
ATMOS PRESS. CONTROL
HUMIDITY CONTROL (ABOVE CREW)
CONTAMINATION CONTROL
EXP. ATMOS. THERMAL LOAD
WATER COOLANT - GPL AND RAMS
POTABLE WATER FOR EXP.
WASTE MANAGEMENT
HYGIENE - EXP.
FOOD MGMT - EXP.
100 LBS/HOUR MAX
ia.7 PSIA
O.I LB/OAY
STATION EQUIVALENT
EXP. PROVIDED
4.5 KWATTS
35 L8S/OAY PAX
67 LBS/MO.
EXP. PROVIDED
EXP. PROVIDED
E. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL -
ATTITUDE HOLD
NADIR AND INERTIA «•/-
FINF POINTING «•/-
STABILITY
ANGULAR RATE LIMIT
FINE POINTING
INSTANT ATT. KNOWLEDGE
STATION POSITION EPHEMERIS
ALTITUDE */-
IN TRACK +/-
CROSS TRACK +/-
ORBITAL VELOCITY +/-
EXP ANGULAR IMPULSE
?<l HOUR AVE
EXPERIMENT TORQUE
OPERATIONAL ACCELERATIONS
CMC OESATURATION AND ORBIT
MAKEUP
BERTHING
0.5 DEC
O.I DEC FOR 30 MIN
0.05 OEG/SEC
0.01 OEG/SEC
0.10 OEG
1500 rT ( I SIGMA )
3flOO .FT ( I SIGMA )
2200 FT ( | SIGMA J
3.5 FT/SEC
lOtOOO FT-LB-SEC
100 FT-LB
F. INFORMATION
OUIESEMT - 6
- 2
SUBSYSTEM
HOURS
HOURS
CONTINUOUS
CONTINUOUS
I ,axio(-« )G MAX
FOR 140 SEC
a.OXIO(-2)G MAX
FOR 0.3 SEC
I0( -1 )G MAX
IOC-5)G MAX
COMMUNICATION - EXTERNAL
VOICE - FULL DUPLEX
EXP TLM - DRAM TO MSS
EXP TLM - MSS TO GROUND
a CHANNELS MAX
2 CHANNELS
i CHANNEL REALTIME
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3.1.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
EXP CONTROL - MSS TO DRAM
OIG1T A L TPXT/PACSIMILE
TV - R/H OR COLOR - MSS TO GNn
TV - n/U DRAM TO MSS
2 CHANNELS
| CHANNEL
1 CHANNEL
? CHANNELS
SIM°LEX
COMMUNICATION - INTERNAL
VOICE - PRIVATE/CONFERENCE/PA
CCTV - «/W OP COLOR
RECORD/PLAYBACK -
TRACKING - DRAMS
DATA PROCESSING
150 NM TO IOOO FT
DATA ACQUISITION
STORAGE
PROCESS
TBO CHANNELS
7 CHANNELS
AUnlO/VIDEO/OIGITAL
REAL TIME
«V- 500 FT/O.S FT/SEC
? MRPS
i ARCHIVE RECORDER
O.H CENTRAL
COMPUTER TBn
i .».?.8t i Mss pRovinEn GPL EXPFRIMENT SIIPPORT FUNCTIONS
MSS SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING EXPERIMENT SUPPORT FUNCTIONS AS PART
OF THE BASE GPL CONFIGURATION (CFE WITH MSS).
EXPERIMENT SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
NO NAME
AOIS ANALYSISfHYOROCARRON
AOI6 ANALYSIS* NITROGEN
A Q I 7 AIRLOCK PROVISION
COOS CELL COUNTING
C006 COLORIMETRY
C007 CYTOLOGICAL STAIN PREP
COOS CULTURING» BACTERIA
C0?2 CRYO STORAGE
CO?S CENTRIFUGE CLINICAL (GO)
ooia DATA RETRIEVAL/VIEWING
HQOI HISTOLOGY
L002 LIGHTINPt PHOTO AND TV
LOOS LYOPHILIZATION
AREA
RIOLOG1CAL/RIOMEOICAL
RIOLOGICAL/RIOMEDICAL
PHYSICS
RIOLOGICAL/BIOMEOICAL
MOLOGICAL/BIOMEOtCAL
BIOLOGICAL/BIOMEOICAL
RIOLOG1CAL/BIOMEOICAL
FLUin SYSTEMS TEST / PAINT
•UOLOGICAL/BIOMEOICAL
DATA ANALYSIS
flIOLOGICAL/BIOMEOICAL
OPTICAL SUPPLY / PAINT.
RIOLOSICAL/BIOMEDICAL
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1. I .2 SYSTEM DEFINITION
MOO I
M002
M003
MOOU
PC02
P003
POI i
POI 3
POI «
SOI 7
V004
MAINT. ANf]
HAINT. AND
KAINT. ANO
MAINT. ANH
CALIB.
CALTR.
CALIP.
CALIB.
MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL
OPTICAL
FLDln SYSTEM
- TNTPHOTOGRAPHY* CINE
PHOTOGRAPHY* STILL
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING
PRESERVATION, CULTURF ( "EFR IRED AT ION
PRESERVATION* CULTURE (OVEN)
SPECTROMETPY* WASS
STERILIZATION
VIEWING AIRLOCK WINDOW
MECHANICAL MAINT.
ELECTRICAL MAINT.
OPTICAL SUPPLY / MAINT.
FLUID SYSTEM TEST / M A I N T
OPTICAL SUPPLY / MAINT.
OPTICAL SUPPLY / MAINT.
PHOTO PROCESSING
H IOLOGICAL/BIOMEOICAL
BIOLOGICAL/BIOMEOICAL
PHYSICS
RIOLOGICAL/BIOMEDICAL
PHYSICS
EXPERIMENT FUNCTION
REFLECTOMETER* PORTABLE-MEASURING PHYSICS
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3.1.3 OPERABILITY
3.1.3.1 RELIABILITY
THE REDUNDANCY REQUIREMENTS UTILIZED FOR THE MSS SUBSYSTEMS ARE ESTABLISHED
KY THE APPLICATION OF THE FAILURE TOLERANCE CRITERIA AND ASSOCIATED F
DEFINITIONS. IN ADDITION TO THF F A I L U R E TOLERANCE C R I T E R I A * SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS ARE ESTABLISHED FOP THOSE AREAS THAT ARE CONSIHFRED UNIQUE
THE FOLLOWING TABLE DEFINES THE M I N I M U M ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF COMPONEKT
FAILURES WHICH MAY RESULT IN THE INDICATED OPERATIONAL MODE.
ALLOWABLE NUMBE" OF COMPONENT FAILURES
TO REACH OPERATIONAL MOPE
STATION OPERATION BUILD-UP
OPERATIONAL MODE (MANNFD) (UNMANNED)
NORMAL o o
NOMINAL I
DEGRADED ? I
EMERGENCY 3 ' 2
A. THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF OPERATING WITH ALL C R I T I C A L FUNCTIONS
PERFORMED WITHIN SPECIFIED VALUES FOLLOWING ONE COMPONENT FAILURE OR ANY
PORTION OF A SUBSYSTEM INACTIVE FOR MAINTENANCE. THIS CONDITION SHALL
CONTINUE UNTIL MAINTENANCE CAN BE PERFORMED.
B. THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF OPERATING WITH SOME CRITICAL FUNCTIONS
PERFORMED AT A REDUCED LEVELI BUT NOT BELOU THE LEVEL NECESSARY FOR CREU
SURVIVALt FOLLOWING ANY CREDIBLE COMBINATION OE TWO COMPONENT FAILURES CP
ONE COMPONENT FAILURE WITH ANY PORTION OF A SUBSYSTEM IN A C T I V E FOR M A I N -
TENANCE OR ANY CREDIBLE ACCIDFNT (E.G.* LOSS OF ANY PRESSURE ISOLATABLE
VOLUME). THIS CONDITION SHALL CONTINUE UNTIL MAINTENANCE CAN BE
PERFORMED. BUT NO MORE THAN 30 DAYS OR UNTIL A R R I V A L OF THE NEXT
SCHEDULED SHUTTLE.
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C. THE STATION SMALL BE CAPABLE OF CREW SURVIVAL FOR AT LEAST 9R HOURS TO
PERMIT RESTORATION OF OPERATIONS OR RESCUE CF THE CREW BY EMERGENCY
SHUTTLE FOLLOWING ANY CREDIBLF COMBINATION CF THREE COMPONENT FAILURES CR
ANY CREDIBLE COMBINATION OF 3 COMPONENT FAILURES AND PORTIONS 0^ A SUB-
SYSTFM INACTIVE FOR MAINTENANCE OR ANY CREDIBLE ACCIDENT (E.G.* LOSS OF
ANY PRESSURE ISOLATAPLE VOLUME) AND ANY SINGLE COMPONENT FAILURE.
P. THE STATION (DURING STATION BUILOUP-PREMANN ING > SHALL BE CAPABLE OF
BEING MANNED ( SHIRTSLEE VE OR T V A ) FOR PERFORMANCE OF MAINTENANCE ANf]
STATION ASSEMBLY TASKS FOLLOWING ANY ONE COMPONENT FAILURE. THIS
CAPABILITY SHALL CONTINUE UNTIL ARRIVAL OF THE NEXT SCHEDULED SHUTTLE.
E. THE STATION (DURING STATION BUILOUP-HREMANN ING ) SHALL BE CAPABLE OF
BEING MANNED (SHIRTSLEEVE OR T V A ) FOR AT LEAST <*e HOURS TO ACCOMMODATE
AN EMERGENCY SHUTTLE FLIGHT TO PERFORM MAINTENANCE FOLLOWING ANY TWC
COMPONENT FAILURES.
F. NON-TIME CRITICAL FUNCTIONS ULTIMATELY CRITICAL TO CREW SURVIVAL*
REQUIRE STANHBY REDUNDANCY AS A MINIMUM.
G. SUBSYSTEM OR COMPONENT FAILURES SHALL NOT PROPAGATE SEQUENTIALLY*
EQUIPMENT SHALL BE DESIGNED TO FAIL SAFE.
H. DESIGN APPLICATION OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND PARTS
SHALL PROVIDE APPROPRIATE DERATING AND CONTROLLED MARGINS OF PERFORMANCE
SUCH THAT* PERFORMANCE VARIABLES WILL NOT CAUSE UNACCEPTABLE SUBSYSTEM
INTERACTIONS RELATED TO LONG USEFUL LIFE REQUIREMENTS.
I. ALL CRITICAL LIFE LIMITED COMPONENTS AND SUBSYSTEMS SHALL BE DESIGNED
TO ALLOW GROUND AND ORBIT INSPECTION.
J. SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENTS SHALL PROVIDE
ACCESS FOR INSPECTION OF CRITICAL HARDWARE* INCLUDING PYROTECHNICS (ON
THE GROUND) AFTER DEVICE INSTALLATION.
K. HARDWARE DESIGN SHALL CONSIDER STATE OF THE ART FOR MATERIAL SELECTION
SUCH THAT WEAR* CORROSION* LUBRICANT DEPLETION* ETC.* WILL NOT DEGRADE
PERFORMANCE BEYOND SPECIFIED TOLERANCES FOR SUBSYSTEM OR STRUCTURAL
PERFORMANCE.
L. EQUIPMENT OR MATERIAL SENSITIVE TO CONTAMINATION SHALL BE HANDLED IN A
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT. FLUins AND MATERIALS SHALL BE COMPATIBLE WITH
THE COMBINED ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THEY ARE EMPLOYED. PROCESS SPECIFICA-
TIONS SHALL BE FORMULATED TO PRESCRIBE HANDLING AND APPLICATION METHODS.
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M. TIME CRITICAL FUNCTIONS AFFECTING CREW SURVIVAL REQUIRE AN ALTERNATIVE
MEANS OF PROVIDING THE FUNCTION. THIS ALTERNATE MORE MUST BE PROVIDER PY
ACTIVE REDUNDANCY* OR STANDBY REDUNDANCY AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATED L'PCN
FAILURE OF THE PRIME EQUIPMENT* OR BY OTHER EQUIPMENT PROVIDING NORMAL
OPERATION FOR A TIME PERIOD EWJAL TO A MAINTENANCE CYCLE PLUS A M A R G I N cc
SAFETY FOR MAINTENANCE DIFFICULTIES INCLUDING LACK OF ACCESS CUE TO
ISOLATION OF A DAMAGED MODULE.
N. NOTIFICATION OF LOSS OF ACTIVE REDUNDANCY FOR CRITICAL FUNCTIONS SHALL
RE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO TME INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM AND THE CREW.
o. REDUNDANT PATHS* SUCH AS FLUID LINES* ELECTRICAL W I R I N G * AND
CONNECTORS* SHALL BE LOCATED SO THAT AN EVENT WHICH DAMAGES ONE PATH IS
NOT LIKELY TO DAMAGE THE OTHE".
P. CONSERVATIVE FACTORS OF SAFFTY SHALL BE PROVIDED WHERE CRITICAL SINGLE
FAILURE POINT MODES OF OPERATION CANNOT BE ELIMINATED (PRESSURE VESSELS*
PRESSURE LINES* VALVES* ETC.).
0. ALL OF THE SUBSYSTEMS THAT INCORPORATE AN AUTOMATED FAIL/OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY WILL RE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE CREW NOTIFICATION AND DATA MANAGE-
MENT SYSTEM COGNIZANCE OF COMPONENT MALFUNCTION UNTIL THE ANOMALY HAS
BEEN CORRECTED. ,
R. ALL EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATED WTTH VENTING TO SPACE SHALL BE DESIGNED IN
SUCH A MANNER THAT A FAILURE HF ANY COMPONENT SHALL NOT RESULT IN THE
LOSS OF THE ATMOSPHERE FROM A PRESSURE VOLUME.
3.I.3.2 MAINT A I N A B I L I T Y
THE MAINTENANCE APPROACH ESTABLISHED FQR THE HSS IS I HO PERCENT ON ORBIT
MAINTENANCE AS A GOAL UTILIZING THE IN FLIGHT REPLACEABLE UNIT CONCEPT.
WHERE ON ORBIT REPLACEMENT A°PEARS IMPRACTICAL* REQUIREMENTS FOR LONG LIFE
ARE ESTABLISHED TO MINIMIZE THE NEED FOR MODULE RETURN. SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL SWITCHING TO REDUNDANT MODES ARE
PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION AS RELATED TO TIME CRITICAL AND NON-TIME CRITICAL
FAILURES TO PROCLUDE MAINTENANCE CRISIS.
A. IN THE DESIGN OF SUCH THINGS AS INSULATION PANELS* BERTHING PORT SEALS
AND RADIATOR PANELS* MATERIAL SELECTION SHALL AFFORD A USEFUL LIFE OF TEN
YEARS.
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B. THE MAXIMUM ENVELOPE SI7E TOR AN IFRU IS UO X 40 X 50 INCHES EXCEPT
IFRU»S ANO EXPENDABLES FOR CRITICAL FUNCTIONS WHICH MUST BE CAPABLE OP
PASSING THROUGH SECONDARY ACCESS HATCHES OF ?? x 2? x 50 INCHES.
C. IFRU'S WHICH ARE REQUIRED TO RE OPERATIONAL DURING VARIOUS PHASES OF
BUILDUP* REQUIRE CONSIDERATIONS FOR IVA MAINTENANCE (I.E.* PERFORMANCE OF
MAINTENANCE RY A PRESSURE SUITED CREWMAN).
0. IFRU'S WHICH ARE PART OF TIME CRITICAL FUNCTIONS SHALL ALLOW FOR TWO
CONSECUTIVE UNSUCCESSFUL REPAIRS BEFORE RESULTING IN A CRITICAL
CONDITION.
E. ISOLATION VALVES FOR JFPIJ REPLACEMENT SHALL BE KEPT TO A M I N I M U M
WHERE THE IFRII HAS A LOWER RAMDOM FAILURE RATF THAN THE ISOLATION VALVE
OR WHFRE REDUNDANT LOOPS CAN RF UTILIZED DURING MAINTENANCE.
F. A MINIMUM OF 0.5 HOURS SHALL BE ALLOWED FOP FAILURE DETECTION*
ISOLATION AND VERIFICATION FOLLOWING REPAIR, IN ADDITION TO THE ESTIMATED
REPAIR TIME» FOH EACH MAINTENANCE OR GROUP OF MAINTENANCE ACTIONS.
G. MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY MAY BF DEFERRED FOR A PERIOD OF 30 DAYS WME«E
LOST FUNCTIONS ARE NOT CRITICAL TO CREW SAFETY OR SPACE STATION SURVIVAL.
H. EQUIPMENT DETERMINED TO BE CRITICAL FOR CREW LIFE SUPPORT OR SPACE
STATION SURVIVAL REQUIRES ONBOARD SPARES.
1. REPLACEABLE UNITS SHALL BE DESIGNED SUCH THAT THE REMOVAL OF THE UNIT
DOES NOT DISTURB INTEGRAL STRUCTURE OF THE MODULE.
j. PRIMARY MODULE THERMAL INSULATION SHOULD BE DESIGNED AND INSTALLED IN
PANELS THAT CAN BE REMOVED AND REPLACED.
K. SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE SHALL NOT RESULT IN THE LOSS OF NORMAL SPACE
STATION OPERATIONS.
L. SPARE IFRU'S SHALL BE LOCATED AS CLOSE TC THE POINT OF INTENDED USE *S
PRACTICAL. CONSIDERATION MAY BE APPLIED TC DUPLICATE SPARES IN EACH
PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME.
M. IFRU'S SHALL NOT EXCEED 60 POUNDS WHERE POSSIBLE CI-G LIMIT FOR ONE
CREW MEMBER)* 120 POUNDS AS AN UPPER LIMIT (7ERO-G LIMIT FOR ONE CREW
MEMBER) WHERE PRACTICAL.
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N. WHERE RECONFIGURATION IS ANTICIPATED AT SOME FUTURE DATE*
INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED AND INCORPORATED BEFORE THE
FIRST LAUNCH OF THE MODULE.
o. PROVISIONS SHALL BE INCORPORATED FOR LIMITED CHECKOUT OF NEW REPLACE-
MENT ITEMS BEFORE BRINGING THF SUBSYSTEM BACK ON LINE.
P. CONSIDERATIONS SHALL BE GIVEN TO THE PLACEMENT OF APPROPRIATE SENSORS
FOR ALL ITEMS REQUIRING INSPECTION ON-ORBIT WHICH ARE INACCESSIBLE OR
REQUIRE FREQUENT TESTING.
0. UTILITY JUMPERS SHALL RE DESIGNED FOR A M I N I M U M USEFUL LIFE OF TEN
YEARS.
R. IF ALLOWABLE DOWNTIME i? AROUT TO EXPIRE* REPAIR ACTIVITY WILL TAKE
PRIORITY OVER SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
S. ATMOSPHERIC MAKE-UP SHOULD CONSIDER INCREASED STATION LEAKAGE DUE
TO PROGRESSIVE SEAL DEGRADATION.
T. WHERE CRITICAL FUNCTIONS A<?E INVOLVED* ECUIPMENT SPACE ALLOCATIONS
SHALL ALLOW FOR PERFORMANCE OF I VA MAINTENANCE.
U. EQUIPMENT SHALL BE OESIGNEP FOR ADJUSTMENTt MAINTENANCE* CALIBRATION.
REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT WITHOUT TOOLS WHERE PRACTICAL* STANDARD TOOLS
WHERE NECESSARY AND SPECIAL TOOLS WHERE ESSENTIAL. PRECISION ELEMENTS
WILL BE PROVIDED WITH SUITABLE GUIDES AND LOCKING DEVICES TO AID
REPLACEMENT.
V. EQUIPMENT WITH LIMITED LIFE COMPONENTS SHALL BE LOCATED FOR EASE OF
ACCESSIBILITY CONSIDERING PERIODIC INSPECTICN AND/OR REPLACEMENT
REQUIREMENTS. VEHICLE DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENT SHALL PROVIDE ACCESS FOR
INSPECTION* MAINTENANCE* OR REPAIR.
W. FOLLOWING A FAILURE IN A CRITICAL FUNCTION* AUTOMATIC SWITCHING
FOR REDUNDANCY IS REQUIRED IF IMPAIRMENT OF FUNCTION OCCURS IN ONE HOUR
OR LESS.
X. WHEN CRITICAL FUNCTIONS CAN BE PROVIDED FOR GREATER THAN ONE HOUR*
FOLLOWING A FAILURE* MANUAL SWITCHING FOR REDUNDANT MOOES IS ACCEPTABLE.
Y. CREW NOTIFICATION IS RFOIIIPEO FOR AUTOMATIC SWITCHING TO REDUNDANT
MOOES. SUBSEQUENT FAILURES WITHIN THE REDUNPANT FUNCTION REQUIRES
ADDITIONAL AND DIFFERENT NOTIFICATION.
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z. WHEN MANUAL SWITCHING is UTILIZER FOR CRITICAL FUNCTIONS* NOTIFICA-
TION OF FAILURE AND THAT CREW ACTION IS NECESSARY. IS REQUIRED.
AA. ELEMENTS OF MSS SUBSYSTEM^ SHALL BE DESIGNED SUCH THAT MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR CAN BE SCHEDULED WfTHIN THE CONSTRAINTS OF OTHER HIGH PRIORITY
CREW ACTIVITIES.
BB. DESIGN FEATURES OF THE INFLIGHT REPLACEMENT LEVEL OF SHUTTLE LAUNCHED
MODULES PHYSICAL IM PLACE INTERFACES* SMALL CONSIDER POTENTIAL WEAP AND
DAMAGE DUE TO MULTIPLE REPLACEMENTS.
CC. MSS DESIGN SHALL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING CONSIDERATIONS TO INSURE THE
HIGHEST PRACTICAL LEVEL OF CLrANLlNESS.
I. INACCESSIBLE AREAS WHERE DEBRIS AND FOREIGN M A T E R I A L CAN BECOME
LODGED* TRAPPED* OR HIDDEN SHALL BE AVOIDED.
?. PROTECTIVE COVERS SMALL BE PROVIDED TC PREVENT ENTRANCE OF DEBRIS
INTO INACCESSIBLE AREAS OR ACCESS PANELS SHALL WE PROVIDED FOR THE
REMOVAL OF DEBRIS FROM THES^ AREAS.
OD. MSS CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENTS SHALL PROVIDE ACCESS
FOR GROUND AND/OR ORBIT ACCESS FOR INSPECTION OF CRITICAL LIMITED LlEE
COMPONENTS AND HARDWARE* INCLUDING PYROTECHNICS AFTER DEVICE
INSTALLATION.
EE. THE SUBSYSTEMS AND THEIR LINE REPLACEABLE UNITS SHALL PE DESIGNED TC
MINIMIZE THE BREAKING OF ANY FUNCTIONAL FLIGHT CONNECTION OTHER THAN
THOSE REQUIRED FOR THE REMOVAL OF THE FAULTY UNIT ITSELF. RETEST
REQUIREMENTS SHALL NFCESSITATF ONLY RETEST OF THE REPLACED IFRU FOR ITS
PERFORMANCE WITHIN ITS SUBSYSTEM AND FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY
WITH INTERFACING SUBSYSTEMS.
FF. MSS FLUID SUBSYSTEMS AND THEIR SERVICING EQUIPMENT SHALL BE DESIGNED
TO PERMIT COMPLETE FLUSHING A^'D DRAINING DURING GROUND CHECKOUT. THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS SHALL BE SATISFIED AS A MINIMUM.
I. THE SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE FPEE FROM DEAOEt^DFO PIPING OR PASSAGES
THROUGH WHICH FLUSHING FLUIDS CANNOT BE MADE TO FLOW.
?. DRAIN POPTS SHALL BE LOCATED AT THE LOW POINTS IN THE SUBSYSTEM
GROUND CHECKOUT.
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W«VV WWW^A««WV»M»*«»M«««»«»**B**VW*MWW«»«AW«»»>*W*MW*««»««»«V^*~_VM«*««»V«VMVM V,
GG. POSITIVE MEASURES SHALL RF TAKEN TO PREVENT TMF INCORRECT
INSTALLATION OF ELUIO LINE CQMOONENTS WHOSE FUNCTION IS DEPENDENT ON
DIRECTION OF FLOW.
1. WHERE FEASIBLE* THE DESIGN OF THFSE FLUID LINF COMPONENT? SHALL
INCORPORATE END FITTINGS 0^ CONNECTORS WHOSE DIMENSIONS OR
CONFIGURATIONS WILL NOT PERMIT INCORRECT INSTALLATION OR SERVICING.
2. THE DIRECTION OF FLOW SHALL BE CLEARLY INDICATED WITH PERMANENT
MARKINGS ON THE EXTERIOR OF COMPONENTS ANP PARTS EVERY SIX INCHES ON
FLUID LINES.
3. SUBSYSTEM MEDIA SHALL RE IDENTIFIED BY ANODIZING OR OTHER PERMANENT
COLOR CODING ON THE EXTERIOR OF THE FLUID LINES/FITTINGS.
HH. GROUND SERVICING AMP TEST PORTS* NOT REClMRED TO FUNCTION INFLIGHT
SHALL BE DESIGNED TO PRECLUDE LEAKAGE IN FLIGHT. IF CAPS ARE USED.
MATERIAL SHALL BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE APPLICABLE MSS SUBSYSTEM AND THE
EXPECTED ENVIRONMENT.
II. EQUIPMENT OR MATERIAL SENSITIVE TO CONTAM INAT I DM SHALL BE HANDLED IK
A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT. FLUIDS AND MATERIALS SHALL BE COMPATIBLE '-UTw
THE COMBINED ENVIRONMENT IN WUJCH THEY ARE EMPLOYED. PROCESS
SPECIFICATIONS SHALL BE FORMULATED TO PRESCRIBE HANDLING AND APPLICATION
METHODS.
JJ. OPTIMIZE ARRANGEMENTS AND ACCESSIBILITY 0^ SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPOMFNT?
IN RELATIONSHIP TO FREQUENCY AND PRIORITY OF REPLACEMENT AND NATURE OF
MAINTENANCE FUNCTION TO BE ACCOMPLISHED. IFRIMS SMALL BE READILY
ACCESSIBLE WITH MI N I M U M DISTURBANCE OF OTHER MNITS.
3. I .1.3 USEFUL LIFE
THE SUBSYSTEMS SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR THE OPERATIONAL LIFE OF THE STATION*
WITH RESUPPLY OF CONSUMABLES AND REPLACEABLE ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT. THIS
OPERATIONAL LIFE MAY BE OPTAINEO THROUGH LONG-I. IFE DESIGN» AND IN-PLACE
REDUNDANCY FOR CRITICAL EOUIPMEMT WHOSE FAILURE COULD DISABLE THE 'SPACE
STATION OR IMPERIL THE CREW. ARE-SENS ITIVE MATERIALS WILL BE AVOIDED OP
PROTECTED FOR MINIMUM DEGRADATION. CONSIDERATION SHALL BE GIVEN TO STATE-
OF-THE-ART FOR MATERIAL SELECTION AND RELATED DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS. SUC"
THAT WEAROUT WILL NOT DEGRADE PFRFORMANCE BEYOND ACCEPTABLE TOLERANCECs>»
WITHIN SUBSYSTEM LIFE CYCLE PEOHIREMENTS.
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3.1.1.4 NATURAL.. ENVIRONMENT
SEE APPENDIX 10.3
THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXTREMES WHICH MAY PF ENCOUNTERED DURING GROUND
OPERATIPNS (TRANSPORTATION* CRO'i^n, HANDLING* STORAGE* ETC.) BY TME MOOULES
MODULE EQUIPMENT MAY BE PRoTfCTTO RY SUITABLE PACKAGING FoR TRANSPORTATION,
AND STORAGE* IE THESE ENVIRONMENTS EXCEED EQUIPMENT DESIGN.
3.1.3.5 TRANSPORTABILITY
3.1.3.5.1 SHUTTLE TRANSPORTABILITY
MODULES SHALL BE DESIGNED FOP E*PECTEO SHUTTLE INDUCFO AND NATURAL
ENVIRONMENTS FROM LAUNCH PREPARATION TO 09P I T A I. DEL I VERY . WHERE POSSIBLE*
STANDARD MODULE ATTACH POINTS SMALL RE UTILIZED. PACKAGES AND COMPONENTS
SHALL RE DESIGNED*- "WITH THE USE OE PROTECTIVE P ACKAR I NG/ I NSTALL ATI ONS »
DELIVERY TO ORBIT IN MSS MODULE** OP CARGO
3.1.3.5.2 GROUND HANDLING AND TRANSPORTABILITY
FULL DESIGN RECOGNITION SHALL Rr GIVEN' TO THE DURABILITY REQUIREMENT? OF
MSS EQUIPMENT AND SUBSYSTEMS DURING PREFLIGHT PREPARATION. WHENEVER
POSSIBLE* EQUIPMENTS SMALL BE DESIGNED TO RE TRANSPORTED BY COMMON CAR
WITH NORMAL PROTECTIVE DEVICFS. MODULES SHALL 3E DESIGNED TO BE
TRANSPORTED BY SPECIAL AIR AND RROUNO EQUIPMENT WITH LIMITED ADDITIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
3.1.3.6 HUMAN PERFORMANCE
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM SHALL BE DESIGNED TO INCORPORATE PHYSICAL
ARRANGEMENT AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN ENGINEERING DESIGN
CRITERIA TO PERMIT EASE OF OPERATION AND M A I N T E N A N C E WITHIN MQRMAL HUMAN
CAPABILITIES OE MUSCULAR EXERTION* VISUAL PERCEPTION* AND PHYSICAL DEXTER-
ITY. REQUIREMENTS FOR MANUAL OPERATIONS ACCESS* TOOL CLEARANCE* TUBING ANP
WIPE ROUTING* AND CONNECTOR IDENTIFICATION SHALL BE OBSERVED. EQUIPMENT
DESIGN SHALL MINIMIZE THE NEED FOR SPECIAL TCCLS OR PROCEDURES. MTL-STO-
|«72 SHALL BE USED AS A GUIDE TO ESTABLISH THE ABOVE HUMAN ENGINEERING
CRITERIA.
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3.1.1.7 SAFETY
SAFETY is A MANDATORY CONSIDERATION THROUGH TI-F TOTAL PROGRAM. AS A GOAL*
NO SINGLE MALFUNCTION OR CRFnlRLF COMBINATION OF MAi.FUNCT I ONS AND/OP
ACCIDENTS SHALL RESULT IN SEPIO"? INJURY TO PERSONNEL OR TO
ABANDONMENT OF THE SPACE STATIQM.
A. PROVISIONS SMALL BE MADE FOQ THE PROTECTION AND SURVIVAL OF THE UHOLE
CREU DURING SOLAP STORM ACTIVITY AS DEFINED PY THF OFSIGN MISSION
RADIATION MODEL CPARAGRAPH 3.1.3.1). THE R A D I A T I O N DOSACF LI^ITATICNS
OEFINEO IN PARAGRAPH 3. I. I. I. I. ft SHALL APPLY.
B. PERSONNEL ESCAPE ROUTES SHALL BE PROVIPFT IN ALL
SITUATIONS. A DESIGN GOAL SH«LL BE TO PROVIPF ALTFRNATF ESCAPE ROUTES
THAT CO NOT TE91INATE INTO A COMMON MODULE ARF4.
C. THE SPACE STATION SHALL HE OlVIflEO INTO AT LEAST TWO PRFSSURIZFT
ITAIILE VOLUMES SO THAT ANY OAMAGEG MQnilLE C»N BE ISOLATED AS REOUIR
ACCESSIBLE MODULES HILL BE EO"IPEO AND PROVISIOMEH SO THAT THE C"FW
SAFELY CONTINUE A OEGRAOEP MISSION AND TAKE CORRECTIVE ACTION TO EFTHFK
REPAIR OR REPLACE THE OAMAPEO IOOULE.
0. PROVISIONS ANO HARITARLE FACILITIES SHALL RF AHFOUATE TO SUSTAIN THE
ENTIRE CREw rCR A MINIMUM OF «g HOURS DURING AN EMERGENCY SITUATION R£-
OUIRING SHUTTLE RESCUE.
E. ATMOSPHERIC STORES AND SUBSYSTEM CAPACITY SUFFICIENT FOP ONE
REPRESSURIZATION SHALL BE MAINTAINED CM/AT TMF SPACE STATION CURING
NEO OPERATIONS TO INQEPEKOFNTLY SUPPLY FACH PRESSURIZED HABITABLE
RF °ROVinEn
SHALL BE
F. ACCESS TO FVA ANH IVA AIRLOCK SUIT STATICWS) SM/vLL
ALL CREDIBLE EMERGENCY CONHITIONS. AfRLOCK CMAMBFlfS)
TO PERMIT CREM ACCESS FQR EVA/IVA OPERATIONS.
S. TWO OR MORE SUITEP CREWMEN WILL PARTICIPATE IN ANY pppsSURF SUIT
ACTIVITY ANO RESCUE PROVISIONS WILL «5E PROVIDFn.
FOR
M. THE ATlMOSPHERF CONSTITIIFN'T^t INCLUDING HARMFUL AIRBORNE
COMTAPINANTS ANO DROPS MILL B^ MONITORET AKH CONTROLLED IN EACH
PRFSSURIZED HABITABLE VOLUME.
I. I IDENTIFIER MA7AROS SHALL B^ ELIMlNATEDt RFPIJCEO TO COMTROl LFH
OR SPECIFIED AS RESin-jAL HA7AROS.
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3.1.3 C'PERABILITY
J. c A P A RILITY SHALL RE PROVIDER FOR PERFORMING CRITICAL FUNCTIONS AT AN
EMERGENCY LEVFL UNTIL THE CREW CAN PE RrSCUEn, WITH ANY ONE PRESSURE
ISOLATABLE VOLUMF ANn THE SUPPLIES ANO EQUIPMENT WITHIN IT U N A V A I L A B L E .
IE THE CREW IS DIVIDED INTO TWO OR "ORE PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUMES
WHICH ARE NOT SHIRTSLEEVE CONNECTED* THEN EAT" OE THESE VOLUMES SHALL
PIE CAPABLE OE SUSTAINING THE WHOLE CREW. ELECTRICAL ANO FLUID LINES
IN THE AEEECTEO VOLUME REOUIRFn FOR C R I T I C A L FUNCTIONS SHALL PE PROTFCTED
AGAINST THE DEFECTS OF EXPLOSION* EIRE* VACUUM* AND CORROSION.
K. CAPABILITY SHALL PE PROVIDED FOP PERFORMING CRITICAL FUNCTIONS WITH
THE PORTION OF ANY ONE SUBSYSTEM IN ONE PRESSURE ISOLATA*LE VOLUME
INACTIVATED AS A RESULT OF AN ACCIDENT ANO A PORTION OF THE SUBSYSTEM
IN THE OTHER PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLU«E(S) INOPERTIVE FOR MAINTENANCE.
L. FOR THOSE MALFUNCTIONS AND/OR HAZARDS WHICH MAY »ESULT IN TI»<E-
CRITICAL EMERGENCIES* PROVISION SHALL BE MADE TOR THE AUTOMATIC
SWITCHING TO A SAFE MODE OF 0°FR,UION AND FO& CAUT'ON ANH W A R N I N G OF
PERSONNEL.
H. TWO OR MORE ENTRY/EGRESS PATHS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO AND FROM EVERY
MODULE* PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME* OR OTHER AREA WITH RESTRICTED
ACCESS. THE TWO PATHS SHALL °!E SEPARATED RY A I R T I G H T PARTITIONS* OR
SHALL BE AT LEAST 10 FEET APART, AND SHALL EACH LEAD TO AN AREA IN
WHICH THE CREW CAN SURVIVE UNTIL SHUTTLE RESCUE OR &ESUPPLY.
N. PROVISIONS SHALL RE MADE F"R DETECTING CO N T A I N I N G (I.E. CONFINING)
AND CONTROLLING fl.E. RESTORING TO A SAFE CONDITION) EMERGENCIES SUCH AS
FIRES* TOXIC CONTAMINATION, OEPRESSUR IZ AT I Or, » STRUCTURAL DAMAGE* ETC.
0. PRIMARY PRESSURE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS S*-'ALL BE VON-EL AMMABLE.
INTERIOR WALLS ANO SECONDARY STRUCTURE SHALL RE SELF-EXTINGuISHING.
P. ALL CONTINUOUS NONMETALLIC MATERIALS SHALL BE SELF-EXTINGUISHING IN
THE MOST SEVERE OXIOIZING ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH THEY WILL RE EXPOSED.
MEANS SHALL BF PROVIDED FOR FIREPROOF STORAGE OF MEDICAL SUP^LIE^*
MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES* FOOD* TISSUE* CLOTHING* TRASH, AND FOR OTHER K'ON-
SFLE-EXTINGUISHING ITEMS* WHrN THEY ARE NOT IN USE.
0. MATERIALS USED IN THE HABITABLE AREAS SHALL NOT OUTGAS TOXIC
CONSTITUENTS IN THE LOWEST PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH THEY WILL BE
EXPOSED.
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R. POTENTIALLY EXPLOSIVE CONTAINERS SUCH AS HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS OR
VOLATILE: GAS STORAGE CONTAINERS SHALL BE PLACED ^OUTSIDE or AND AS
REMOTELY AS POSSIBLE FROM PERSONNEL LIVING AND OPERATING QUARTERS.
WHEREVER POSSIBLE THE CONTAINERS SHALL BE ISOLATED AND PPOTECTER SO
THAT FAILURE OF ONE WILL NOT PROPAGATE TO OTHERS.
S. REDUNDANT EQUIPMENT* LINES* CABLES* AND UTILITY RUNS WHIC" ARE
CRITICAL FOR SAFETY OF PERSONNEL OR MISSION CONTINUATION SMALL EITHER
PE LOCATED ANP ROUTED IN SEPARATE COMPARTMENTS (I.E. SEPARATED BY A
STRUCTURAL WALL) OR SHALL RE °ROTECTED AGAINST FIRE* SMOKE*
CONTAMINATION! OVERPRESSURE* AND SHRAPNEL.
T. ALL WALLS. BULKHEADS* HATCHES AND SEALS UHOSE INTEGRITY is REQUIRED
TO M A I N T A I N PRESSURI 7 AT I ON SHALL BE READILY ACCESSIBLE FOR INSPECTI CM
AND REPAIR BY CREWMEN IN PRESSURIZED SUITS.
u. ALL EVA AMD UNPREssuRiZFO COMPARTMENT IVA SHALL *E CONDUCTED USING
THE •BUDDY SYSTEM*. THE BUDDY SYSTEM SHALL ALSO BE USED DURING SHIRT-
SLEEVE OPERATIONS IN HAZARDOUS AREAS.
V. A MARGIN OF CONSUMABLES SHALL BE PROVIDED ONBOARD* SUFFICIENT FOR
PERFORMING CRITICAL FUNCTIONS FOR °ie, HOURS AT A REDUCED LEVEL
FOLLOWING ANY CREDIBLE ACCIDENT WHICH RENDERS OME PRESSURE ISOLATABLE
COMPARTMENT UNAVAILABLE.
W. THE CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED ON THE SPACE STATION FOR THE
DETECTION OF MALFUNCTIONS AND/OR HA7ARDS* TRACING TO THE FAILED REPLACE-
ABLE UNIT AND THE DISPLAY OF INFORMATION TO THE CREW NECESSARY .
FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION.
X. RANGE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER AND THE AIR FORCE
EASTERN TEST RANGE SHALL APPLY. WAIVERS RECUIREO TO MEET MISSION
REQUIREMENTS WILL BE IDENTIFIED.
Y. AT LEAST TWO EGRESS PATHS SHALL BE AVAILABLE FROM EACH MODULE FOR
EMERGENCY EGRESS OF PERSONNEL DURING MANNED GROUND OPERATIONS.
z. EMERGENCY SUITS REQUIRED IN THE SPACE STATION CORE MODULE SHALL BE IK
READILY ACCESSIBLE LOCATIONS WITHIN EACH PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME.
AA. PROVISIONS SMALL BE MADE FOR EMERGENCY KEDlCAL TREATMENT FOR
DURATIONS COMPATIBLE WITH THE RESCUE PROVISIONS.
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3. I .3 OPERABILITY
RB. THE SAEE ENVIRONMENT AMP THE SAEF OPERATIONAL STATUS OP ACTIVATED
SURSYSTEMS WITHIN THE SPACE STATION SHALL PE VERIFIED PRIOR TO
PERSONNEL ENTRYt INITIALLY ANO PRIOR TO RE-ENTRY FOLLOWING TEMPORARY
STATION
CC. DEPLOYMENT AND INITIATION OE OPERATIONS CONSIDERED HAZARDOUS SMALL RE
CHECKED OUT EROM A SAEE LOCATION BEFORE EX°C«=INR CREWMEN TO THE
POTENTIAL HAZARDS.
no. ALL EVA SHALL BE CONDUCTED EITHER USING THE •BUDDY SYSTE*' OR WITH-
IN VISUAL RANGE OE A SUITED CREWMAN READY TC EVIT.
EE. PROVISION SHALL f»E MADE EDP THE RETURN CE A CREWMAN INCAPACITATED
WHILE PERFORMING EVA.
FF. PROVISIONS SHALL BE MADE FOR THE CONTAINMENT AND/OH DISPOSAL OF
TOXIC CONTAMINANTS.
GG. CONTAINMENT SHALL PE °ROVIOED FOR MATERIALS REQUIRING RETURN VIA THE
SHUTTLE TO PREVENT CONTAMINATION OE THE ENVIRONMENT AND REDUCE THE HAZARD
OE POTENTIAL FIRE ANO TOXIC CONDITIONS.
HH. TANKS USEO AS GAS ACCUMHL *TORS IN INHABITED AREAS SHALL «E DESIGNED
TO A FACTOR OF SAFETY OF U.fl AS A MINIMUM. TANK SUPPORTS SHALL BE
DESIGNED TO RESTRAIN THE TANK UNDER PROPULSIVE EFFECT OF RAPIDLY ESCAPING
GAS.
II. DESIGN PROVISIONS SHALL BE INCORPORATED TO PREVENT UNCONTROLLABLE
HATCH OPENING DUE TO PRESSURE DIFFERENTIALS.
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3.1.1.7.1 CREDIBLE ACCIDENTS
THF SPACE STATION SHALL BE DESIGNED AND OPER*TFO SO THAT CREW SURVIVAL
AND STATION SURVIVAL WILL BE ENSURED FOLLOWING THE ACCIDENTS DEFINED HERE-
WITH.
A. FIRE
A FIRE IN AN AREA CONTAINING ^UBSYSTEHS EQUIPMENT. ELECTRICAL WIRING
OR LABORATORY EQUIPMENT* WHICH DAMAGES AND PUTS OUT OF COMMISSION ALL
UNPROTECTED OPERATING EQUIPMENT IN A COMPARTMENT. A COMPARTMENT. FCR
THIS PURPOSE* IS A SPACE WHlc" CAN BE CLOSET OFF *Y POORS AND HATCHES.
BUT WHICH NEED NOT BE AIRTIGHT OR PRESSURE TIGHT. FLAME PROPAGATION
WILL PE CONFINED TO THE ONE COMPARTMENT. SUFFICIENT SMOKE/FUMES MLL BE
PRODUCED TO REQUIRE RAPID EVACUATION OF THE AFFECTED COMPARTMENT BY
PERSONNEL. PERSONNEL IN OTHEP AREAS WILL BE ABLE TO CONINTUE NORMAL
OPERATIONSt RUT WILL REQUIRE FACE MASKS TO FNTEP THE AFFECTED AREA. THE
OPENING OF HATCHES AND OTHFP OPENINGS TD THE AFFECTED AREA WILL BE
MINIMIZED FOR 21 HOURS* WHILE FUMES ARE PRESENT. ELECTRICAL CABLE*
SERVICE CONDUITSt PLUMBING LINES AND DUCTS ^AY TEMPORARILY BECOME
INOPERATIVE (E.G.* POWER WILL BE REMOVED FRCM ELECTRICAL CABLES* FLUID
TRANSFER WILL BE INTERRUPTED* ETC.) BUT WILL NOT BE AFFECTED BY THE
FIRE IF THEY WERE DESIGNED FOR FIRF PROTECTION AND WILL BE BROUGHT
ON-LINE AGAIN AFTER A SYSTEM CHECKOUT* WITHIN APPROXIMATELY AN wQL'P.
SIMILARLY* OPERATING EQUIPMENT SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR PROTECTION
FROM FIRE WILL HE TEMPORARILY INACTIVATED* BUT UIILL BE BROUGHT ON-LINE
AGAIN AFTER CHECKOUT.
6. MECHANICAL DAMAGE
MECHANICAL DAMAGE CAUSED BY A COLLISION INSIDE THE VEHICLE WITH LOOSE
OUT-OF-CONTROL MASSES. A MOMENTUM EOUIVALE*T TO A SO LB. MASS MQVING
AT 2 FT/SEC HILL BE INVOLVED. THE COLLISION MAY OCCUR WITH ANY EQUIP-
MENT WHICH IS EXPOSED TO A COLLISION PATH (UE.» NO INTERVENING EQUIP-
MENT) OF APPROXIMATELY FIVE FFET OR MORE* BL'T NOT TO PRIMARY STRUCTURE.
THE DAMAGE WILL BE CONFINED TO THE EQUIPMENT WITHIN A TWO FOOT RADIUS OF
THE IMPACT POINT. ALL EQUIPMENT* CABLES* FLUID LINES. DUCTS* ETC. WILL
BE DAMAGED AND PUT OUT OF COMMISSION UNTIL TMFY CAN BE REPA.I RFQ/RFPL ACEP
EXCEPT EQUIPMENT WHICH IS SPECIFICALLY ARMORED FOR PROTECTION AGAINST
COLLISION.
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C. EXPLOSION
AN EXPLOSION OF .02S Lfl TNT EQUIVALENT* RELEASING S3 BTU OF ENERGY IN
THE FORM OF HEAT, SHOCK WAVES AND KINETIC AND THERMAL ENERGY OF SHRAPNEL
DAMAGE WILL BE CONFINED TO ONF COMPARTMENT (SFE OEFINITION IN ITFK a>
AND WILL CONSIST OF OVERPRESSURE» HEATi SHRAPNF). AND ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMI-
NANTS. ALL EQUIPMENT IN THE COMPARTMENT HILL BE DAMAGED AND MAHE
INOPERATIVE* UNLESS ARMOR PI.ATFO FOR PROTECTION AGAINST THIS TYPE OF
EXPLOSION. THE EQUIPMENT WILL REQUIRE REP AIP/REPLACEMENT» DEPENDING ON
THE DAMAGE SUCH AN EXPLOSION CAN PRODUCE. FURTHER HAZARDS WHICH CAN
RESULT IN THE COMPARTMENT RY SUCH AN EXPLOSIOM, SUCH AS FIRE, ETC..
SHOULD ALSO RE CONSIDERED AS "ART OF THIS ACCIDENT. WALLS AND PRIMARY
STRUCTURE, OR EQUIPMENT OUTSIDE THE AFFECTED COMPARTMENT, WILL NOT BE
DAMAGED.
D. LOSS OF PRESSURIZATION
A LOSS OF PRESSURIZATION IN A MODULE CAUSED RY AN ACCIDENTAL PENETRATION
OF AN OUTSIDE WALL OR RULKHFAH, *Y A FAULTY RELIEF VALVE, OR BY A
LEAKING PRESSURE SEAL. THE TIME FROM DETECTION OF THE FAILURE TO
REACHING A NON-HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT WILL BE A P P R O X I M A T E L Y f T B O i
CORRESPONDING TO A •> \ /2 INCHES DIAMETER HOLE. THIS ACCIDENT MAY
REOUIRE EVACUATION OF THE AFFECTED PRESSURE ISOLATA8LE VOLUME AND THE
SUBSEOUENT DETECTION AND RFPATR OF THE SOURCE OF LEAKAGE BY TWO IVA
PERSONNEL. NO EQUIPMENT WILL RE DAMAGED RY THE ACCIDENT ITSELF. q»jT
SINCE THE WHOLE OF THE AFFFCfFD PRESSURE VOLUME MAY BE EXPOSED TO VACUUM
CONDITIONS, SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT MAY HAVE TO RE DEACTIVATED TO SURVIVE THE
PERIOD UNTIL REPRESSURI7ATION.
E. FLUID LEAKAGE
LEAKAGE OF ANY GAS OR LIQUID WHICH IS PRODUCED, STORED OR ROUTED
THROUGH THE PRESSURIZED AREAS OF THE VEHICLE* INCLUDING ANY CHEMICALS
USED OP THAT MAY BE PRODUCED IM EXPERIMENTS. THE LEAKAGE MAY OCCUR
AT ANY POINT THROUGH WHICH THE FLUID IS ROUTED. THE AMOUNT OF LEAKAGE
WILL VARY WITH THE PROVISIONS MADE FOR DETECTION AND WITH THE PROVISION
FOP STOPPING THE LEAKAGE (HUMPING THE FLUID OVERBOARD* SHUTTING OFF THE
PROCESS, TRANSFERRING TO ANOTHER TANKf ETC.). THIS QUANTITY SHOULD RE
DEFINED 'FOR FVERY POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FLUID ONBOARD. FOLLOWING
DETECTION, THE LEAKAGE MAY BE CONFINED TO THE AFFECTED AREA BY
RESTRICTING AIR CIRCULATION
 AMD PROVIDING A SLIGHT DUMP TO VACUUM IN
THAT AREA. DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT (E.G.* FROM CORROSION* ETC.) AND THE
POSSIBLE REQUIREMENT TO TEMPORARILY EVACUATE THE AREA MUST BE CONSIDERED
SEPARATELY FOP EACH ONROARD FLUID.
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F. COLLISION
A GRAZING COLLISION WITH ANOTue-R VEMICLF OR WITH SPACE HERRIS
D A M A G E S EQUIPMENT O I J T S I O E T HE S P A C E C R A F T * sucu AS PCS J E T S * R A D I A T O R S *
SOLAR PANELS* ANTENNAS* TANK'S* FLUID LINES* DOCKING *ECHANISMS» ETC.
THE COLLISION IS NOT SE^ER^ ENOUGH TO CAUSE A °ENETRATIQN OF P R I M A R Y
STRUCTURE* RUT MAY D A M A G E EXPOSED EQUIPMENT OVER <\ CIRCULAR AREA Cr
APPROXIMATELY THREE TOOT DIAMETER. THE OAHAHE WILL REQUIRE M A I N T E N A N C
RE PAIR/REPLACFKENT* TO RESTOPT TMF FUNCTION. IF THE EQUIO*ENT is NOT
MAINTAINARLE/PEPAIQARLE/RE PLACEAHLE« THE PA^ARF is TO BE REGARDED AS
PERMANENT. •
n. LOSS
THE LOSS OF ANY ONE HAN TH^OU^H INJURY* ILLNESS* OP OEATH. PROVISIONS
MUST PE MAPE FOR MEnICAL TREATMENT UNTIL HIS PFTUPN TO EARTH* AND FOR
CROSS-TRAINING TO Au.OU OTHER PERSONNEL T O - T A K F OVER DUTIES NECESS'RY
FOR CREW SAFETY.
H. FOOD OR WATER CONTAMINATION
BIOLOGICAL OR TOXIC CONTAMINATION' OF FOOD OR POTAHLE WATER SUPPLY.
ALL SIMILARLY PACKAGED FOOP STORFD IN ANY ONE *On«JI.E W'LL BE ASSUMpr
UNFIT TO EAT. SIMILARLY ALL POTABLE WATER IN CONNECTED TANKS WILL AL
RE ASSUMED TO*IC» THE WATER HOWF.VF.R «-AY RE REPROCESSEp THROUGH THE
WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM ANO THE TANKS DECONTAMINATED TO RENHER IT
POTABLE.
I. ACCIDENT IN A HATCH
THE LOSS OF ACCESS TO ANY ONE HATCH ASSEMBLY* DOOR OR OTHER
OR CARGO TRANSFER OPENING BECAUSE OF JAMMING OF THE MECHANIS"*
OPEN OR CLOSED* OR BECAUSE OF OBSTRUCTION RY CtRGO* OR BECAUSE OF A
LOCALIZED HAZARDOUS SITUATTONC FIRE* CHEMICAL SPILLAGE* ELECTRICAL
HA7ARO* ETC.). THE HAZARDOUS OR NON- ACCESS I RL E AREA MAY EXTEND OVER
A VOLUME OF AROUT 5 FT. X S FT. X S FT. AND RE SITUATED ANYWHERE WITHIN
5 FT. OF THE EDGE OF THE HATC^ OR OPENING.
TWOTHIS ACCIDENT IS NOT TO BE CONSIDERED CREDIRIF WHERE
METHODS FOR OPENING A HATCH H«VE REEN PROVIHFP ,\NP
PROVISIONS HAVE REEN TAKEN TO AVOID HAZARDOUS EQUIPMENT
OF THE HATCH.
INDEPENDENT
SPECIAL
IN THE V I C I N I T Y
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J. INCAPACITATED EVA OR IVA MAN
AN OUT-OF-CONTROL AND INC AP AC I TATED HAN PERFORM I NG EVA OR IVA. RESCUE
IS REOUIREP WITHIN 5 MINUTES BY A COMPANION AL9E A HY SU I TED ANC
CONDITIONED TO THE SUIT ATMOSPHERE* WHO IS W A I T I N G IN AN AIRLOCK OR IS
ALSO PERFORMING EVA OR IVA.
K. METEROID PENETRATION
D PENETRATION OF THE- P»IMARY STRUCTURE. THE RESULTS WILL BE
SIMILAR TO AN EXPLOSION* AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM c» RELEASING so BTU OF
ENERGY. SUCH A METEROID HAS A 10 (-1) PROBABILITY OF IMPACT IN 1C YEARS.
AND THE MFTEPOIn IS APPROXIMATELY 0.8 INS. IM DIAMETER. PHYSICAL
DAMAGE WILL BE CONFINED TO ONF COMPARTMENT (SEE DEFINITION IN ITEM A).
AND WILL CONSIST OF FINELY DIVIDED MOLTEN MIGH SPEFD SHWAPNFL (FROM
SPALLATION OF THE INNER WALL). ALL EQUIPMENT IN THE COMPARTMENT URL BE
DAMAGED AND MADE INOPERATIVE* UNLESS ARMOR PLATED FOP PROTECTION AGAINST
THIS TYPE OF SHRAPNEL. DAMAGED EQUIPMENT KILL REQUIRE EXTENSIVE Rr_ pAIR/
REPLACEMENT. FURTHER HAZARDS WHICH CAN RESLM T IN THE COMPARTMENT RY
SUCH AN ACCIDENT* SU^H AS FIRf, ETC.* SHOULF ALSO BE CONSIDERED AS PART
OF THIS ACCIDENT. THE RESULTING PENETRATITK OF THE PRESSURE MLL WILL PE
2 1/2 INCHES IN DIAMETER AND 'JILL CAUSE OPPRESSOR 1 7 AT I ON OF THE VEHICLE
TO AN UNSAFE LEVEL IN APPROXIMATELY < T8D >.
L. LOSS OF ELECTRICAL POWE°
LOSS OF THE AVAILABILITY OF ELECTRICAL POWER FROM LIKE POWER
SOURCES (ALL SOLAR PANELS* OR ALL FUEL CELLS* OR ALL BATTERIES) IN1 ONE
PRESSURE VOLUME OR ALL INVERTERS IN ONE VOLUME* AS THE RESULT OF AN
ACCIDENT AND/OR A SEQUENCE OF UNEXPECTED FAILURES. THE LOSS WILL BE
IMMEDIATE WITH NO ADVANCE WARMING.
M. ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION
ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINATION pY TOXIC OH OTHERWISE HAZARDOUS CONTAMINANTS
THAT WILL REQUIRE PERSONNEL EVACUATICN FROM ONE PRESSURE ISOLATABLE
VOLUME WITHIN TWO MINUTES OF HETECTION. THE AFFECTED VOLUME WILL REQUIRE
EITHER PURGING TO VACUUM AND SUBSEQUENT REPRFSSURIZATION* OR* IF THE
CONTAMINANT CAN RE REMOVED BY THE ECLSS* WILL REQUIRE PROCESSING CF THE
ATMOSPHERE FOR TWO DAYS TO RESTORE A HABITARI F ENVIRONMENT. THE OTHER
PRESSURE VOLUME WILL REMAIN HABITABLE.
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N. ELECTRICAL SMOCK .
ELECTRICAL SHOCK TO ANY ONF MAN WHILE PERFORM IMP, » A I NTENAN'CE OR WORKING
WITH ELECTRICAL OR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT OR EXPFRIMFNTS. THE SHOCK HAY
RESULT IN MOMENTARY (SECONDS TO MINUTES) LOSS OF PERFORMANCE C A P A B I L I T Y
BY THE MAN* TO IMJURV REQUIRING THE MAN'S EMERGENCY RETURN TO EARTH*
AND/OR LOSS OF LIFE.
0. HAZARD IN A DOCKED MODULE
A HAZARD APPEARING ON A DOCKER CARGO* EXPERIMENTS OR OTHER MODULE•
WHICH ARISES FRO*1 ANY QP THE ABOVE ACCIDENTS OCCURRING ON THE MODULE . AC
APPLICABLE. THE MODULE IS TO BE CONSIDERED AS A SEPARATE PRESSURE-
VOLUME FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF ISOLATION* CONTAINMENT AND CONTKCL.
IF REOUIREP* ACCESS TO A PEPR^SSURIZEO OR C O N T A M I N A T E D MODULE WILL BE
BY TWO IVA OR EVA PERSONNEL.
P. MODULE ABANDONMENT
A COMBINATION OF ACCIDENTS AND/OR EQUIPMENT nrnRAOATION REQUIRING ThE
RETURN.OF ANY ONE MODULE TO EARTH* FOR REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT. THE c"E*»
MUST OPERATE IN THE REMAINDER OF THE STATION AT A REDUCED LEVEL UNTIL
THE MODULE CAN BE REPLACED ON THE STATION.
Q. STATION ABANDONMENT
A COMBINATION OF ACCIDENTS AND/OR .SUBSYSTEMS DEGRADATION REQUIRING
THE ABANDONMENT OF THE STATION BY SOME OR ALL OF THE OCCUPYING'
PERSONNEL. SUCH ABANDONMENT WILL NOT BE A TIME-CRITICAL- EMERGENCY* BUT
A DELIBERATE ABANDONMENT PLANNED OVER A PERIOD OF DAYS TO MONTHS.
THE WORST DESIGN CASE IS'WHEN ONE OF THE SEPARATE PRESSURE VOLUMES KAS
BEEN EVACUATED AND SEALED OFF FOR UP TO 30 HAYS BECAUSE OF MAJOR
OR CONTAMINATION* AND ALL PERSONNEL ARE IN THE REMA1NING. VOLUMEi
FURTHERMORE? SUBSYSTEMS DEGRADATION IS NOW PFCOMING APPARENT IN THIS
VOLUME* RESULTING IN THE DECISION TO ABANDON* SUCH SUBSYSTEMS AS ARE
CAPABLE OF SURVIVAL MUST BE SFT IN. A PASSIVATED OR QUIESCENT MODE TC
ENSURE SAFE PERSONNEL ESCAPE AND TO M I N I M I Z E DAMAGE FOR POSSIBLF
REOCCUPATION AT A LATER DATE:.
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3.I.3.* DANGEWOUS MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
A. TOXIC FLUID CONTAINERS SHALL HE LOCATED IN UNPRFSSUH I 7EO VOLUMES t OR
SHALL BE DOUBLE CONTAINED WITH THE C A P A B I L I T Y OF DUMPING THE FLUlC TO
SPACE OR OFF-LOADING TO ANOTHFP DOUBLE C O M T A f N F ? t AND OF VENTING THE
SPACE BETWEEN THF TWO CONTAINERS.
B. ROUBLE CONTAINED TOXJc F(_inn CONTAINERS SMALL BE PROVIDED UjTM MEANS
TO DETECT LEAKAGE OF THE TOXIC FLUID INTO TI-E SPACE BETWEEN THE
COMTAINERSt AND WITH MEANS TO DETECT PENETRATION OF THE OUTSIDE
COMTAINEH.
c. MEANS SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR DETECTING A TOXIC ENVIRONMENT W I T H I M A
SPACE STATION MODULE CONTAINING TOXIC OR POTENTIALLY TOXIC FLUIDS.
0. SPECIAL PROTECTIVE GARMENT^ AND EQUIPMENT SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR
PERSONNEL WORKING NEAR POTENTIALLY TOXIC MSS ELEMENS DURING GROUND
HANDLING OR WORKING IN A TOXIC ENVIRONMENT.
F. CAPABILITY SHALL "E PROVIOFH TO PURGF OR DUMP TO SPACE A T O X I C A L L V
CONTAMINATED ATMOSPHERE IN A PRESSURIZED MOni'l.F.
E. HAZARDOUS FLUIDS OR MATERIALS WILL BF DPLB1..F CONTAINED DURING HANDLING
AND TRANSFER IN PRESSURIZED AREAS. CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO
VERIFY THE INTEGRITY OF HOTH CONTA I NERS BEECPE AND AFTER TRANSFER.
G. CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO VENT THE SPACE BETWEEN DOUBLE CALLED
CONTAINEWS FOR HAZARDOUS Fl.tJin HANDLING TO ?^ACE AND DUMPING THE FLUID TO
SPACE OR OFE-LOADlNG TO ANOTHFR CONTAINER.
H. PRCCEOURES SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR TRANSFERRING HAZARDOUS FLUIDS* OR
MATERIALS IN A PRESSURIZED AREA FROM A SINGLY PENETRATED DOUBLE CONTAINER
TO A STORAGE CONTAINER WITHOUT RELEASING FLUID OR MATERIAL TO THE MSS
I. DURING HANDLINR AND TRANSFER OF HA7AROOUS FLUIDS OR MATERIALS* NO
OTHER MANNED OPERATIONS SHALL BE PLANNED ALONG THE TRANSFER PATH.
j. THE PWESsuPESt TEMPERATURES, OR OTHER PARAMETERS WHICH INDICATE THE
STATUS OF HAZARDOUS FLUIDS OR MATERIALS SHALL BE VERIFIABLE.
K. TRANSFER LINES FOR HAZARDOUS FLUIDS SHALL BE LOCATED OUTSIDE THE
PRFSSURIZED VESSELS OR SHALL «F. DOUBLE WALLED U'lTH THE CAPABILITY OF
VENTING THE SPACE BETWEEN THE TWO CONTAINERS TO SPACE.
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3.1.1 OPERAB1LITY
3. I.3.9 INDUCED ENVIRONMENT
SEE APPENDIX I0.«
1. 1 ..1. 1C LIEE SUPPORT
THE SPACE STATION SYSTEM SHALL *E DESIGNED TO M A I N T A I N A CONTROLLED
HEALTHFUL AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT AND TO PROVIDE FOP THE SUSTENANCE AND
WELFARE OF PERSONNEL IN ACCOMPLISHING OPERATIONS* MAINTENANCE* AND
CONTROL TASKS. DETAILED REQUIREMENTS SHALL PE AS SPECIFIED IN THE
CREW HAPITABILITY SUBSYSTEM* PARAGRAPH 3.1.7.
3. I.3.I I THERMAL CONTROL
A. THE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SHALL SF DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THERMAL
BALANCE OF" THE S°ACE STATION.
R. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSFMfll.Y SHALL 3E DESIGNED TO OPERATE NORMALLY
IN A ?UO NMI., SS DEG INCLINATION* X-PQP* Z-LV FLIGHT MODE.
C. THE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SHALL LI M I T THE TEMPERATURE OF INTERIOR
WALLS OF PRESSURIZED VOLUMES TO A MI N I M U M OP s? DEG F AND A M A X I M U M OF
105 DEG F DURING MANNED OPERATIONS AND A M I N I M U M OF «0 DEC F TO A MAX-
IMUM OF |3S DEG F DUPING UNMANNED OPERATIONS.
D. THE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SHALL PREVENT FORMATION OF CONDENSATION
ON INTERNAL SURFACES.
E. THE THERMAL CONTRCL SYSTEM SHALL L I M I T THE HEAT LOAD GAIN TO THE
SPACE STATION INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT FROM THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TD A
M A X I M U M OF 1000 RTU/HR/MOOULE (STATION AND CORF).
F. THE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SHALL L I M I T THE HEAT LOAD LOSS FROM THE
SPACE STATION INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TO THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TO A
MAXIMUM OF 200C RTU/HR/MODULE (STATION AND COPr>.
G. THE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE FOR TRANSFER AND REJECTION
OF HEAT TO SPACE VIA INTERNAL COOLING LOOPS AND EXTERNAL RADIATORS.
H. INTERNAL COOLANT LOOP FLUIDS SHALL BE NON-TOXIC AND NON-FLAMMABLE.
I. THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM DpsiGN SHALL CONSIDER OPERATION OF VARIOUS
EQUIPMENT IN A QUIESCENT MODE AND DEPRESSURI ZED STATE AS WELL AS
NORMAL MANNED OPERATIONS.
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3.1.3 OPERABILITY
J. THE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM SHALL BE CAPABLE OF ACCOMMODATING A
M A X I M U M HEAT LOAD OF IOS»000 BTU/HR AND A M I N I M U M OP I 0 » l < » 0 PTU/Hfi
DURING NORMAL MANNED OPERATIONS. HEAT LOADS TO BE ACCOMMODATED DURING
BUILDUP QUIESCENT PERIODS OF OPERATION ARE ?57a BTIJ/HR CONTINUOUSLY AND
«737 BTU/HR INTERMITTENTLY FiT? |/2 HR EACH HAY AND a 1/2 HRS PRIOR TO
SHUTTLE ORBITER RERTMING. BUILDUP HEAT LOAD CAPABILITY SHALL ALSO
ACCOMMODATE AN ADO 1 TIONAL 700 BTU/HR/MAN DURING MANNED PERIODS OF OPER-
ATION. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT HEAT LOADS TO BE ACCOMMODATED DURING MANNED
PERIODS OF OPERATION DURING BUILDUP ARE TO RE DETERMINED. THE FORE-
GOING BUILDUP HEAT LOADS APPLY DURING BUILDUP OPERATIONS PRIOR TO DE-
LIVERY OF STATION MODULE I. THE NORMAL OPERATIONS THERMAL CONTROL PRO-
VISION'S OF SM-I WILL BE USED AS REQUIRED FOR SUBSEQUENT «U ILDUP , OPER-
ATIONS. THE NORMAL OPERATIONS HEAT LOAD OlSTQIqUTlON IS SIMMARIZED IN
THE FOLLOWING TABLE.
TABLE 3.1.3.11 HTAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY
, HEAT
SOURCE
CORE MODULE •*•
SM-I MODULE
SM-2 MODULE
SM-3 MODULE
SM-a MODULE
TOTAL
MODULE M A X I M U M * CREW DAY
HEAT LO«D BTU/HR
ORF
AIR
I2n65
1 1206
6185
I iaoo
9*57
50^13
JITAI. AVERAGE
LIOUIO
39fi?5
20126
3^00
1 IB70
20126
100337
TOTAL
5IR80
11332
IU985
23070
2*m3
151050
MSS TOTAL ** CREW DAY
HEAT LOAD BTU/HR
ORBITAL AVERAGE
AIR
10775
938U
52U5
6125
5259
3B7««
LIQUID
26S90
I5K70
8660
7375
7902
66297
TOTAL
: 37165
25051
13905
13500
13 161
IC30R5
« PROVIDES COOLING FQ" POWER BOOM
•o DESIGN HEAT LOAD CONTRIBUTION TO MSS TOTAL
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3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
1.2.1 DESIGN COMPATIBILITY
A. THE MA X I M U M EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS OF THE MODULES SMALL HE I « ET . IN
DIAMETER AND UP TO SP ET. IN LENGTH. MECHANISMS THAT ARE EXTERNAL
RUT ATTACHED TO THE MODULE* SUCH AS HANDLING RINGS* ATTACHMENTS EOP DE-
PLOYMENT* BERTHING MECHANISMS* STORAGE FITTINGS* THRUSTERS* ETC.* SHALL
BE CONTAINED* AT LAUNCH* WITHIN AN ENVELOPE OF 15 FT. DIAMETER AND 60
FT. LENGTH.
R. THE SPACE STATION MODULES WILL BE LAUNCHED PRESSUR I ZED .
C. THE SPACE STATION SHALL RE CAPABLE OF USE IN ORR I TS OF SS DEGREE
INCLINATIONS AT ALTITUDES BETWEEN 2«0 AND ?7T NAUTICAL MILES.
D. THE SPACE STATION SHALL BE DESIGNED TO SERVE* WITH M I N I M U M INORRIT
MODIFICATION* FOR THE GPQWTH STATION WHICH WILL BE ASSEMBLED IN
ORPIT AT A LATER DATE.
E. THE SPACE STATION DESIGN SMALL BE AOAPTARI.F, THROUGH M I N I M U M REDESIGNS
TO ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY OPERATIONS.
E. POTENTIALLY EXPLOSIVE CONTAINERS SUCH AS HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS
(GREATER THAN TBD PSI) OR VOLATILE GAS STORAGE CONTAINERS SHALL BE
PLACED OUTSIDE OF AND AS REMOTELY AS POSSIBLE FROM PERSONNEL L I V I N G
AND OPERATING QUARTERS* AND WHERE POSSIBLE ISOLATED AND/OR PROTECTED
SO THAT A FAILURE OF ONE WILL NOT PROROGATE TO OTHERS. THE CARGO MODULE
IS ACCEPTABLE FOR STORAGE OF HIGH PRESSURE VESSELS.
G. THE DESIGN TO TARGET WEIGHT OF THE MODULES SHALL NOT EXCEED 20*000
POUNDS. TARGET WEIGHT INCLUDFS DRY WEIGHT* CONSUMABLES* EXPERIMENT
PROVISIONS* AND BUILDUP PROVISIONS. THE MODULE SHALL BE DESIGNED TC
STRUCTURAL LOADS RESULTING FROM A M A X I M U M WEIGHT OF 25*000 POUNDS.
H. AS A GOAL* COMMON MODULE STRUCTURES* SYSTEMS* SUBSYSTEMS* AND ASSEM-
BLIES FOR SPACE STATION MODULES SHOULD BE DEVELOPED.
I. EACH MODULE SHALL BE DESIGNED AROUND A COMMON REFERENCE. THAT REF-
ERENCE SHALL BE SUCH THAT THE CREW AND EQUIPMENT ORIENTATION IS CON-
SISTENT THROUGHOUT ANY SINGULAR MODULE. AS A GOAL* ALL COMMON MODULES
WILL HAVE THE SAME REFERENCE.
J. THE SPACE STATION SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR EASE OF MANUFACTURE* ASSEMBLY,
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3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN A NO CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
INSPECTION, AND MAINTENANCE. INSOFAR AS PRACTICABLE. SPACE STATION COM-
PONENT PARTS SHALL BE INTERCHANGEABLE OR REPLACEABLE. WHEN PRACTICAL'
MODULAR PACKAGING OF HARDWARE* INCLUDING HOC I F I C AT I ONS t SHALL PROVIDE
INTERCHANGEABILITY.
K. VEHICLE FLUID SYSTEMS AND THF.IR SERVICING EQUIPMENT SHALL BE DESIGNED
TO PERMIT COMPLETE FLUSHING AND DRAINING DURING GROUND CHECKOUT.
L. AS A GOAL. NO ORIENTATION RESTRICTIONS WILL BE IMPOSED BY SUBSYSTEMS.
M. DESIGN FEATURFS OF SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEM IFRIJ AND SUBSYSTEM PHYS-
ICAL INPLACE INTERFACES* SHALL CONSIDER POTENTIAL WEAR AND DAMAGE HUE
TO MULTIPLE REPLACEMENT.
N. SUBSYSTEM AND COMPONENT ARPANGEMENTS AND ACCESSIBILITY SHALL BE CP-
T1"IZEO IN RELATIONSHIP TO FRFQUENCY AND PRIORITY OF REPLACEMENT AND
NATURE OF MAINTENANCE FUNCTION TO BE ACCOMPLISHED.
0. THE ATMOSPHERIC OVER PRESSURE RESULTING FROM RAPID RELEASE OF THE GAS
FROM ANY SINGLE "RESSURE VESSEL OR MANIFOLDED COMBINATION OF PRESSURE
VESSELS IN AN INHABITEP MOPULr SHALL NOT RESULT IN A STRUCTURAL FACTOR
OF SAFETY OF LESS THAN 1.5. (MA X I M U M OVFR PRESSURE IS I9.fi PS I A BASED
ON NORMAL ATMOSPHERIC °RESSIIRF OF IU.7 PSIA.)
3.2.? DESIGN CRITERIA
3. 2.?. I NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
THE SPACE STATION DESIGN SHALL PROTECT THE CREW 4NQ WITHSTAND THE LOADS
IMPOSED BY THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS AS DEFINED IN PARAGRAPH 3.I.3.U.
3.2.7.2 INDUCED ENVIRONMENT
THE SPACE STATION DESIGN SHALL PROTECT THE CREW AND WITHSTAND THE LOAHS
IMPOSED RY THE INDUCED ENVIRDNMFNTS AS DEFINED IN PARAGRAPH 3.1.3.9.
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3. ?.">.! F A C T O R S OE S A F E T Y
THE FOLLOWING F A C T O R S OF S A F E T Y SHALL IE USED FOR S T R U C T U R A L DESIGN*
APPLIED TO LIMIT LOAD -
CONDITION
UNMANNED
MANNED
LONG-TERM SUSTAINED LOADS
SHORT-TERM TRANSIENT LCADS
FACTOR OF SAFETY
ULTIMATE
1 .SO
?.oo
1.75
YIELD
1 .20
1 .50
1 .30
ALL PRESSURE VESSELS SHALL RE DESIGNED W I T H AN UT l . lMATF F A C T O R CF S A F E T Y
OF 2.0. TANKS USED AS GAS ACCUMULATORS IN INHABITED AREAS SHALL BE DESIGNED TO A FACTOR
OF SAFETY OF k.O AS A MINIMUM.
3 .2 .2 .U L I M I T C O N D I T I O N
NO S Y S T E M SHALL BE DESIGNED I N C A P A B L E OF FUNCTIONING AT LI * IT L O A D
C O N D I T I O N S .
3.2.2.5 FAIL SAFE
SYSTEM OR COMPONENT FAILURE SHALL NOT PROPAGATE SEQUENTIALLY* I.E.* DESIG*
SHALL FAIL SAFE.
A. ALL VENT SYSTEMS SHALL «E "FSlGNEO IN SUCH A MANNER THAT A FAILURE
OE ANY COMPONENT WILL NOT RESULT IN LOSS OF PRESSURE VOLUME ATMOSPHERE.
3.2.2.B DESIGN MARGINS
ALL SPACE STATION SYSTEMS SHALL RE DESIGNED TC POSITIVE MARGINS OF SAFETY.
3.2.3 SELECTION OF SPEC IFTCAT IQM AND STANDARDS
ALL SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARD*? APPLICABLE TP THE PREMISSION OPERATIONS
SUPPORT SYSTEM LAUNCH ESSENTIAL OR MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT AS W£LL AS
ALL FLIGHT EQUIPMENT SHALL RE SELECTED IN THE FOLLOWING OROER OF
PRECEDENCE, UNLESS SUCH SELECTION IS PROHIBITED RY THE CRITICALITY CATEGORY
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OF QUALIFICATION
A. FEDERAU SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS APPROVED FOR USE BY NASA
B. MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS ANH STANDARDS (ML» JAN* OR MS)
C. OTHER .^nVERNMFNT SPECIFICATIONS ANO STANOAOHS (NASA* ETC.)
0. INDUSTRY SPECS AND STANDARDS
E. NR/SD SPECIFICATIONS ANP STANDARDS
3.2.-H MATERIAL. PARTS AND PROCESSES
MA T E R I A L * PARTS ANH PROCESSES TO BE INCORPORATED SHALL BE SELECTED UITM TME
FOLLOWING CONSIDERATIONS -
A. MATERIALS* PARTS* AND PROCESSES SHALL BE SUITABLE FOR THE PURPOSE
INTENDED. SAFETY* PERFORMANCE* RELIABILITY, LONG LIFE AND M A I N T A I N -
A B I L I T Y OF THE ITEM ARE OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE.
p. WHERE POSSIBLE* MATERIALS AND PARTS SHALL BE OF THE KIND AND QUALITY
WIDELY A V A I L A B L E IN SUPPLY CHANNELS.
C. WHEN PRACTICABLE* MATERIALS AND PARTS SHALL BE NONPHOPR I ET AR Y .
D. WHENEVER POSSIBLE* SINRLE SOURCE ITEMS SHALL BE AVOIDED.
F. WHEN PRACTICABLE* EQUIPMENT SHALL BE DESIGNED WITH A MINIMUM OF
ADJUSTABLE COMPONENTS.
1.2.S STANDARD AND COMMERCIAL PARTS
INTENDED USE» COMMONALITY* AV A I LAB I L I TY » AND COST CONSIDERATIONS WILL
GOVERN THE SF.LFCTION BETWEEN GOVERNMENT STANDARD AND COMMERCIAL PARTS.
3.2.K MOISTURE AND FUNGUS RESISTANCE
FUNGUS-INERT MATERIALS SHALL BE USED TO THE GREATEST EXTENT PRACTICABLE.
FiiNGDS-NljTrt lENT M A T E R I A L S MAY B^ USED IF PROPERLY T R E A T E D TO BECOME FUNGuS
RESISTANT. THE TREATED MATERIAL SHALL ^EET THE FUNGUS TEST IN KIL-SID-RIC.
MATERIALS THAT ARE NOT FUNGUS RESISTANT MAY PE USED IN HERMETICALLY SEALEH
EQUIPMENT ANP OTHER QUALIFIED USES THAT SHALL NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT
EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE OR SERVICF LIFE.
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3.2.7 CORROSION OP METAL PARTS ' ', .
. ' • " ( ' ' •
DESIGN SHALL USE METALLIC MATERIALS CHOSEN TOR THEIR CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHARACTERISTICS. ALL METAL PARTS SHALL BE SUITABLY PROTECTED TO RESIST
CORROSION DURING NORMAL SERVICE LlPE.
3.2.R ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY •
MATERIALS USED IN ELECTRONICS OR ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS SHALL HAVE SUCH
CHARACTERISTICS THATt DURING SPECIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS* THERE
SHALL flP NO ADVERSE EFFECT UPON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE CONNECTIONS.
3.2.9 INTERCHANGEABILITY AND REPLACEARILITY
DESIGN SHALL INCLUDE EASE OP MANUFACTURE* ASSEMBLY* INSPECTI ON• AND
MAINTENANCE. INSOFAR AS PRACTICABLE* COMPONEKT PARTS SHALL BE
INTERCHANGEABLE OR REPLACEABLE IN ACCORDANCE UITH MIL-I-SSOO. UHEN
PRACTICAL* MODULAR PACKAGING OF HARDWARE* INCLUDING MODIFICATIONS*
SHALL PROVIDE INTE*CHANGEABIL I TV.
3.2.10 WORKMANSHIP
ALL PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES* SHALL RE DESIGNED* CONSTRUCTED* AND FINISHED
IN A THOROUGHLY WORKMANLIKE MANNFR. CONTRACTUAL SPEC IPI CAT IONS* UHE^E
APPLICABLE* SHALL RE THE GOVERNING CRITERIA TCP WORKMANSHIP. AREAS
INVOLVING WORKMANSHIP NOT COVERED HY CONTRACTUAL SPECIFICATIONS SHALL
BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH REST ACCEPTED MANUFACTURING PRACTICES AND OF
QUALITY TO ASSURE SAFETYi PROVIDE OPERATION AND SERVICE LIFE. SPECIAL
ATTENTION SHALL BE GIVEN TO NEATNESS AND THOROUGHNESS OF ASSEMBLY, U I R T N G *
MARKING OF PARTS ANQ ASSEMBLIES* FINISHING* FITTING, AND FREEDOM OF PARTS
FROM BURRS* SHARP EDGES, AND PROTUBERANCES.
3.2.11 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
3.2.1 I.I SUBSYSTEM INTERFERENCES
THE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS INCORPORATED TO ASSURE ELECTROMAGNETIC INTER-
FERENCE-FREE OPERATION SHALL RE THOSE SPECIFIED BY MIL-STn-ttP! FOR
ELECTROMAGNETIC EMISSION AND SUSCEPTIBILITY* AND MlL-B-SOfl? FOR ELECTRICAL
BONDING. DETAILS OF THESE REQUIREMENTS SHALL RE DEFINED IN THE MJL-E-R05I
REQUIRED ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE CONTROL PLAN.
3.2.11.2 SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
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THF HESIGN REQUIREMENTS INCORPORATED TO ASSIZE TOTAL .END- ITEM ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY SHALL BE THOSE SPECIFIED RY MIL-E-60SI.
3.2.12 STORAGE
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS SMALL BF IM ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATIONS AND
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS APPROVED RY NASA.
3.2.13 DRAWING STANDARDS
THE SPACE STATION DRAWINGS ASSOCIATED LISTS AKO MARKINGS SHALL BE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SPACE STATION CONE IGIIRATICN MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
PLAN REF SO 70-IUI (MSC 007IU).
3.2.I* COORDINATE SYSTEM STANDARDS
THE COORDINATE SYSTEM TO BE USED FOR DESIGN AS A cOMHON FRAME OF
REFERENCE IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1.7.IU-I. OPRITEP INSTALLATION COORDINATES
ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.?.!«-?. ^OR REFEREMCEt THE MSS ASSEMBLY COORDINATES
ARE SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.2.!«-3.'
3.2.IS CONTAMINATION
EQUIPMENT OR.MATERIAL SENSITIVE TO C O N T A M I N A T I O N SHALL BE HANDLED IN A
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT. FLUIDS AND MATERIALS SHALL BE COMPATIBLE WITH
THE COMBINED ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH THEY ARE EMPLOYED. PROCESS
SPECIFICATIONS WILL BE FORMULATED TO PRESCRIBE HANDLING AND APPLICATION
METHODS.
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3.2.iu-i MODULE COORDINATES
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+X
FORWARD RETENTION
POINT
FIGURE 3.2.IU-? OPBITER INSTALLATION COORDINATES
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FIGURE 3.2.l«-3 ASSEMBLED STATION COOROINATES
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3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
THIS SUBSYSTEM IS ONE OF THE SEVEN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS OF MAJOR
THAT COMPRISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION.
SYSTEM EOMTS/INTERFACES
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT ENGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MGR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
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3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHAMCAL ,
3.3 SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM
THE STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM PROVIDES THE SPACE STATION
PRESSURE ENCLOSURE AS WELL AS THE L I V I N G ANO WORKING QUARTERS CONTAINED
WITHIN THE STRUCTURE. IT PROVIDES FOR THF MOUNTING OF ASSOCIATED
SUBSYSTEM HARDWARE AND THE GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY PROVISIONS AND
PROVIDES STORAGE FACILITIES. IT ALSO PROVITES BERTHING PORTS AND
MECHANISMS FOR CREW AND EQUIPMENT TRANSFER.
3.3,1.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
3.3.I.I.I NORMAL OPERATIONS
3.3.(.1.1. I PRIMARY STRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS .
A. THE STRUCTURE SHALL WITHSTAND WITHOUT EXCESSIVE DEFLECTION OR FAILURE
THE INDUCED ENVIRONMENTS OF NORMAL SPACE SHLTTLE FLIGHT AND THE NC'^AL
LANDING LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.1.3.9* .
B. THE STRUCTURE
 ;SHALL WITHSTAND WITHOUT ETXCESSIVE DEFLECTION OR FAILURE
THF NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.1.3.4.
C. THE PRIMARY STRUCTURE SHALL BE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
FACTORS OF SAFETY SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.7.3.
D. THE EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS OF THE MODULES SHALL BE I« FOOT DIAMETER
AND A MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 5fl FEET. MECHANISMS THAT ARE EXTERNAL BUT
ATTACHED TO THE MODULE* SUCH A? HANDLING RIKGS* ATTACHMENTS FOR DEPLOY-
MEMTt STORAGE FITTINGS/ THPUSTERS* ETC.t SHALL *E CONTAINED AT LAUNCM
WITHIN AN ENVELOPE 15 FEET IN DIAMETER AND fiO FEET IN LENGTH. LOCAL-
IZED EXTERNAL STRUCTURAL FPAMlNG BEYOND THE l« FOOT DIAMETER* BUT WITHIN
15 FOCT DIAMETER IS ACCEPTABLE
E. THE PRIMARY STRUCTURE SHALL BF. DESIGNED FOR A USEFUL LIFE OF 10 YEARS
WITHOUT REPLACEMENT OR EXTENSIVE RECONDITIONING.
F. THE STRUCTURE SHALL WITHSTAND THE FORCES IMPOSED BY MANIPULATOR EX-
TRACTION FROM TME SPACE SHUTTLE CARGO BAY AND BERTHING TO THE MSS WITHOUT
EXCESSIVE DEFLECTION OR FAILURE.
G. DESIGN OF THE BASIC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT SHALL BE SUCH THAT ALL BERTHING
AND PRESSURE LOADS ARE TAKFN THROUGH THE PRIMARY STRUCTURE TO ALLOW
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3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AMD MECHANICAL
M A X I M U M FLEXIBILITY FOR INTERNAL ARCHITECTURAL ARRANGEMENTS. P R I M A R Y
STRUCTURE IS DEFINED AS THAT STRUCTURE COMMON TO ALL BASIC STRUCTURAL
ELEMENTS. FLOORS* PARTITIONS* EQUIPMENT MOUNT IrtG t AND OTHER STRUCTURE
PECULAR TO A PARTICULAR CONFIGURATION SHALL RE SECONDARY STRUCTURE.
H. STRUCTURAL MECHANISMS SMALL RE CA°ARLE OF FULF ILL ING ALL RE^'fl
FUNCTIONS WITH NO RESTRICTIONS ON STATION ORIENTATION RELATIVE TO
SUN AK'O EARTH. . .
I. AS A DESIGN GOAL* THE STRUCTURE OF EACH STATION MODULE SHALL KE DE
SIGNED TO LIMIT LEAKAGE FROM THE MODULE TO n. "> IB/PAY BASED ON A |U,7
PSIA C2/N2 ATMOSPHERE.
J. SPACE STATION MODULE STRUCTURAL ARRANGEMENT SHALL RE SUCH THAT THE
MODULE CG IS LOCATED WITHIN THE SHUTTLE PAYLOAO CG ENVELOPE AS ILLUS-
TRATED IN FIGURE 3.3.1.1.1.1-1.
ALLOWED CG LOCATIONS
I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 ' -50 60
PAYLOAD LONGITUDINAL CG LOCATION MEASURED IN FEET
FROM THE FRONT OF THE CARGO BAY
70
FIGURE 3.3.1.1.1.|-| SHUTTLE ORBITER PAYLOAD CG ENVELOPE
K. AS A COAL* THF. FUNDAMENTAL RENO ING/TOPSICNAL NATURAL FREOI.'ENCY i-ODE CF
THE SPACE STATION CONFIGURATION SHALL BE GREATFR TMAN ONE HZ.
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3.3.1 STRUCTURAL ANT MECHANICAL
L. E V A / I V A AIRLOCKS SHALL RE LOCATED TO PERMT EVA AND IVA CREW ACCESS TO
ANO FROM EACH PRESSURE, ISOLATARLE VOLUME. THE^E SHALL BE AT LEAST ONE
IVA AIRLOCK ANO THIS WILL ALLOW IVA INTO EACH PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME.
THERE SHALL RE AT LEAST ONr EVA AIRLOCK ACCESSIBLE EROM EITHER PRESSURE
ISOLATABLE VOLUME INDEPENDENT OF ANY ONE EVA AIRLOCK. AIRLOCKS IN THIS
CONTEXT CAN RE OEEINEO AS A S°ECI ALLY DESIRKEH INTERMEOI ATE.CHAMRERi
INDIVIDUAL MODULE* PRESSURE vOLUMEt OR V A R I A T I O N THEREOE WHICH CAN SAT-
ISFY THE 1VA/EVA FUNCTION PFOUTPEMEMTS.
M. THE CAPABILITY FOR RAPID DEPRESSURIZAT IHK AND REPRESSURIZAT I ON
F V A / I V A AIRLOCKS IS REQUIRED. OEPRESSIJR 17 A T I ON CONTROL SHOULD RE POS-
SIBLE FROM INSIDE ANP OUTSIDE THE SPACE STATION AS WELL AS. FROM INSIDE
THE AIRLOCK. RE°RESSURIZAT1 ON CONTROL SHOULD RE POSSIBLE FRO* ROTH IN-
SIDE THE SPACE STATION AND INSIDE THE AIRLOCK.
N. FOUR MANIPULATOR SOCKETS SO DEGREES APART LOCATEn APROXIMATELY
ON THE MODULE CG SHALL BE PROVIDED ON ALL MODULES.
0. MODULE TRUNNION SUPPORT*: SHALL BE PROVIDED TO ACCOMMODATE SHUTTLE
PAYLOAO TRUNNION RETENTION LATCH MECHANISMS.
3.3.i.i.i.2 SECONDARY STRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS
A. FLOORS SHALL RE DESIGNED TO CARRY THE CONVENTIONAL LOADS OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ANO THE FOllIPMENT INSTALLED ON THEM. FLOORS SHALL
BE SUPPORTED TO ALLOW FO* THERMAL AND PRESSURE EXPANSION/CONTRACTION.
THEY SHALL NOT pr A PART OF TMF PRIMARY STRUCTURE. STATION MODULE FLOOR
ORIENTATION SHALL 9E IN THF X-Y -PLANE WITH RESPECT TO MODULE COORDINATES.
R. AS A GOAL* EQUIPMENT AND EOUI°MENT SUPPORTS SHALL BE ARRANGED OR-
MOUNTED SUCH THAT THE ENTIRE IMSIDE SURFACE OF THE PRESSURE SHELL CAN
BE EXPOSED FOR LEAK DETECTION AND Rr°AIR.
C. ALL EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS WITHIN THE SPACE STATION SHALL BE CAPARLE
OF USE FOP PUSH-OFF* AND SHALL BE CAPABLE OF REACTING TO CREW IMPACT
LOADS (300 POUNDS LIMIT APPLIED IN ANY DIRECTION).
D. BERTHING PORT HATCHES SHALL PROVIDE A N O M I N A L OPENING OF 5 FEET ANri
SHALL ACCOMMODATE THE PASSAGE OF CREW IN PRESSURE SUITS AND PACKAGE SIZES
O F U O X 4 0 X 5 0 INCHES. . - . - . - .
E. WINDOW AND OPTICAL PENETRATION REQUIREMENTS
T. THE MSC 14.75 WINDOW DESIGN SHALL BE UTILIZED AS A STANDARD SPACE
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3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
STATION WINDOW.
2. WINDOW AND OPTICAL PENETRATION DESIGN AND INSTALLATION SMALL,
PROVIDE FOR SHIRTSLEEVE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT.
3. PLACEMENT OF WINDOWS ANO OPTICAL PENETRATIONS SHALL BF SELECTED OK
THE BASIS OF M I N I M I Z I N G LOCAL WINDOW OPTICAL CONTAMINATION AND ADVERSE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (I.E. I* I CROMETEOPO I D PE^ETRAT I ON ) .
<4. HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH T'-»F WINDOWS SHALL PE MINIMIZED.
5. WINDOW LOCATIONS
EVA-
IVA
STANDARD WINDOWS SHALL RE PROVIDED IN THE EVA EXTERNAL
AND INTERNAL HATCHES.
STANDARD WINDOWS SHALL PROVIDED IN EACH HATCH.
BERTHING STANDARD WINDOWS SHALL BE PROVIDED AT EACH DOCKING/BERTH-
ING PORT HATCH.
FLEXPORTS A U INCH DIAMETER WINDOW
PORT HATCH.
t. BE LOCATED IN EACH FLEX-
EXPERIMENTS BERTHING PORT HATCH WINDOWS MAY BE UTILIZED BY
THE EXPERIMENTS.
ERENCE
SI7E AND
OR CONTROL ALL
WINDOWS SHOULD BE PLACED
WINDOWS SHALL BE PROVIDED AT THE PRIMARY CONTROL STATIONS TO E
THE .CREU TO CONFIRM OP CONTROL THE ATTITUpE OF THE VEHICLE BY REF-
TO THE EXTERNAL SCENr. IN THE NORMAL FLIGHT ATTITUDES* THE
LOCATIONS OF THE WINDOWS SHOULD ALLOW A CREW MEMBER TC CHECK
THREE AXES OF CONTROL OF THE STATION. AS A G O A L » THESE
IN A MANNER THAT WILL ALLOW CORRELATION OF
THE OBSERVED SCENE TO THE STATION CONTROL AXIS WITHOUT THE CREU PER-
FORMING A "F.NTAL COORDINATE TRANSFORMATI CM. AT LEAST ONE U'lNpOW SHALL
BE LARGE ENOUGH TO ALLOW TMF CONTROL OF TWO OF THE VEHICLE AXES SIMUL-
TANEOUSLY WITHOUT REFERENCE TO A SECOND WINDOW OR TO ANY INSTRUMENT.
PROVISIONS SHOULD BE PROVIDED AT APPROPRIATE WINDOWS TO ALLOW EQR
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF TMF. VEHICLE(S ATTITUDE* RATES AND CEAD-
BANDS.
THERE SHALL BE A WINDOW OR WINDOWS ON THE STATION TO ENABLE VISUAL
CONTACT WITH THE SHUTTLE OR FREE FLYING MODULES DURING THEIR TERMINAL
PHASES OF RENDEZVOUS (LAST soon FEET) WITH THE STATION. AS A DESIGN
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
GOALt THESE WINDOWS SHOULD RE LOCATED AT TMr CONTROL STATION.
THERE SHALL BE A WINDOW 09 WINDOWS IN THE M A I N CREW ASSEMBLY AREA
(DINING FACILITY) TO PROVIDE VIEWING OF THE EARTH AND SPACE FROM THE
NORMAL SPACE STATION FLIGHT ATTITUDE.
A WINDOW SHALL BE PLACED CLOSE TO THE M A I N AIRLOCK TO ALLOW AN
OBSERVER TO HAVE VISUAL CONTACT WITH AN fVA ASTRONAUT IMMEDIATELY
AFTER HE HAS
 :LEFT THE AIRLOCK.
PROVISIONS SHALL PE MADE TO OBSERVE THE POTION OF THE ARTICULATED
SOLAR ARRAY PANELS FROM WITHIN THE SPACE FTATION.
THERMAL COVERS SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR THE CONTROL CENTER WINDOWS AND
THE MAIN CREW ASSEMBLY AREA WINDOW. THESE COVERS SHALL BE CAPABLE OF
BEING OPENED AND CLOSED FROM WITHIN THE SPACE STATION AND BY EVA.
5. OPTICAL PENETRATIONS
SEXTANT/ THE SEXTANT/TELESCOPE SHALL RE LOCATED IN THE CORE MODULE
TELESCOPE IN .CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE EARTH OBSERVATION RAM. THE
UNIT(S) SHALL RE MOUNTED TO PROVIDE BOTH EARTH AND CELES-
TIAL VIEWING WITH A FIELD OF VIEW OF | 20 DEGREES.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC i.s.'i
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
HORIZON PENETRATIONC s > ARE REQUIRED IN THE CORE MODULE FOR THE
TRACKER ^O'JR-HEAO HORIZON EDGE TRACKEP ASSEMBLY. TME
PENETRATIONS SHALL BE LOCATED SUCH THAT ALL FOUR TRACKER
HEADS CAN SEE THE HORIZON AT ALL TIMES' (X-POP MODE) WITH
A FIELD OF VIFW OF qo DEGREES.
STAR TWO PENETRATIONS ARE REQUIRED IN THE CORE MODULE. EACH
TRACKER PENETRATION SHALL PROVIDE CELFSTIAL VIEWING WITH A FIELP
OF VIEW OF 120 DEGREES AND SHALL BE ON THE SA«E X-AXIS
COORDINATES AS THE HORIZON TRACKER ASSEMBLY.
EXPERIMENTS WINDOWS SHALL RE PROVIDED IN THE HATCHES BETWEEN1 THE
STATION MODULES AND EXPERIMENT AIRLOCK LABORATORIES TO
ALLOW TWO-WAY VIEWING INTO AND FROM THE AIRLOCKS.
WINDOWS SHALL ALSO BE PROVIDED IN THE EXTERNAL HATCHES
OF THE AIRLOCKS.
F. SUPPORTS FOR PRESSURE VESSELS SHALL BE DESIGNED TO RESTRAIN THE VESSEL
UNDER PROPULSIVE EFFECTS OF R AP I DLY ESCAP ING GAS.
. 3. I. I. I. 3 ENVIRONMENTAL SHIEL" REQUIREMENTS
A. ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD SHALL PROVIDE PROTECTION FOR A PROBABILITY OF
0.9 OF NO MICROMFTEOROID PENETRATION OF SPACE STATION MODULES FOR
TEN YEARS.
B. THE STRUCTURE SHALL PROVIDF SHIELDING TO L I M I T C^EW RADIATION
TO LESS THAN THE ALLOWABLE DOSES AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3. I. I.I.I*
ITEM C.
C. THERMAL SHIELDING SHALL BE °ROVIOEO TO SATISFY CRITERIA AS DEFINED IK
PARAGRAPH 3.1.3.11* ITEMS E AMD F.
3. 3.1. I. I. a BERTHING PORT REQUIREMENTS
A. BERTHING PORTS SHALL BE DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE ORRITER MANIPULATOR
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AS FOLLOWS -
AXIAL VELOCITY . 0.05 FPS RADIAL ALIGNMENT - */- 2 INCHES
RADIAL VELOCITY - o.as FPS ANGULAR ALIGNMENT « */- i DEGREE
ANGULAR VELOCITY » o.i DEG/SEC
B. BERTHING PORTS SHALL PROVIDE UTILITY INTERFACES WITHIN THE PRESSURIZED
VOLUME AS SHOWN IN TABLE 3. 3. I. I.U-I.
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION sn i\-?\^-~\
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L ^STATION SYSTEM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHAM'CAI.
THF CRITERIA FOR THE UTILITY INTERFACES IS AS FOLLOWS -
( I ) HAZARDOUS FLUID AND GAS LINES SHALL RE BARRIERED AND PHYSICALLY
SEPARATED FROM POWER WIRES AND EACH OTHER (CO? LIMPS SHALL 5E CONSID-
ERED HAZARDOUS IN INTERFACE AREAS).
(2) GH2 AND GO? LI'JES SHALL BE BARRIERED AND SEPARATED RY A M I N I M U M OF
U5 DEGREES.
(3) REDUNDANT FLUID AND GAS LINES SHALL RE SEPARATED A M I N I M U M OF us
DEGREES.
(«) AS A GOAL» REDUNDANT CONNECTORS SHALL BE SEPARATED A M I N I M U M CF
«5 DEGREES (A CREDIBLE ACCIHENT T0» OR A CREDIBLE FAILURE OF AN INTER-
FACE FUNCTION OR ADJACENT FUNCTION SHALL NOT CAUSE THE LOSS OF THE RE-
DUNDANTLY PROVIDED FUNCTION DUE TO PROXIMITY OF CONNECTORS).
(5) CONNECTORS THAT CONTAIN SIGNAL WIRES SHALL BE SEPARATED FROM CON-
NECTORS THAT CONTAIN POWER MIRES BY A MIM"UM OF PO DEGREES.
(6) CARGO AND RAM CORE BERTHING PORTS SHALL BE STANDARD.
(?) AS A GOAL»ROTH CORE MODULE X-AXIS BERTHING PORTS SHALL »E STANDARD.
(ft) ALL CORE MODULE BERTHING PORTS SHALL PF CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING ANY
MODULE WITH BASIC UTILITIES.
( 9) AS A GOALt ALL CORE MODULE BERTHING PC»TS THAT INTERFACE U1TH
STATION MODULES SHALL BE STANDARD.
(10) AS A GOALt ALL -X STATION MODULE BERTHING PQRTS SHALL RE STANDARP
AND *X BERTHING PORTS SHALL RE STANDARD.
( 1 1 ) UTILITY INTERFACES THAT ARE REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH A SHIRTSLEEVE
ENVIRONMENT WITHIN A MODULE MUST BE CAPABLE OF BEING MATED BY A CRFWi
MEMPER IN A PRESSURE SUIT.
C. EACH CORE MODULE BERTHING PORT SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PHYSICALLY M A T I N G
WITH ANY MODULE.
D. BERTHING PORTS SHALL BE LOCATED ON BOTH ENDS OF ALL THE MODULES.
F. CORE MODULE «•/- V AXIS RERTHING PORTS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH THERMAL
COVERS. ALL COVERS SHALL RF CAPABLE OF BEING OPENED AND CLOSED FROM
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEP 1.3.1
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.1 STRUCTURAL ANT
WITHIN THF. SPACE STATION AND BY EVA.
F. BERTHING PORTS ON THE CORE MODULE SHALL PF LOCATED TO PROVIDE A •=
FOOT M I N I M U M SPATE BETWEEN PARALLEL HOCKED MODULES TO R E T A I N . THF CAP-
ABILITY FOR A DIRECT DOCKING MOPE.
G. BERTHING PORTS SHALL BE ADAPTABLE (FIELD MOD IF I CAT ION ACCEPTABLE ) FOR
DIRECT DOCKING.
3.3. i . i. 1.5 FACILITIES . . .
THF SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL BE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOOD ARCH-
ITECTURAL AMP DECORATOR PRACTICES IN ORDER TO PROV I OF COMFORT ABL E » EFF I C-
IENT AND ATTRACTIVE LIVING AMD UOPK SPACES. THE INTERIOR A.RP ANGEWEK'TS
SHALL INSURE CRFW COMFORTt EFFICIENCY* AND PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PS YCHOLOG I C AL
WELL BEING.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE* WITHIN THE MSS COMPLEX
 f . TWO PRESSURE ISnLATABLE
VOLUMES WITH FACILITIES ALLOCATE AS SHOWN IN PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.1* ITEM. «.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FURNISHINGS FOR THE ABOVE FACILITIES AS NOTED IN
PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.13.
3.3.1.1.2 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
3. 3. I. 1. 2.1 THF STRUCTURE SHALL BE DESIGNED SL'CH THAT ANY HARDWARE BREAKUP
THAT MAY OCCUR DURING A CRASH LANDING WILL BE CONTAINED WITHIN THE ORBITE"
CARGO BAY. DESIGN-TO CRASH LOADS ARE SPECIFIED I '* PARAGRAPH 3.1.3.?.
3.3.1.1.2.2 PUAL EGRESS CAPABILITY SHALL BE PPOV I DEO ~ FROM ALL MODULES AT
ALL STAGES OF BUILDUP. PROVISIONS MAY BE IVA 0" EVA.
3.3.1.1.2.3 DUAL SHIRTSLEEVE EG"ESS SHALL BE PROVIDED AFTER IN I T I A L MANNIKG
FOR ALL MODULES WHICH ARE OCCUPIED GREATER THAN •? PERCENT OF THE CREW HOURS
A V A I L A B L E PER MONTH. DUAL IVA OR EVA EGRESS IS ACCEPTABLE FOR THOSE
MODULES WHICH ARE NOT OCCUPIED GREATER THAN 7 PERCENT OF THE TIME.
3. 3. I. I. 2. U DUAL EGRESS PATHS S"ALL BE SEPARATED BY PRESSURE AND EXPLOSION
PROOF PARTITIONS OR SHALL BE AT LEAST 10 FEET APART AND SHALL EACH LEAH TC
AN AREA IN WHICH THE CREW CAM SURVIVE UNTIL SHUTTLE RESCUE OR RESUPPLY.
3.3.1.1.3 BUILDUP OPERATIONS
MOUNTING PROVISIONS* AS REQUIRED SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR. TEMPORARY INSTALL-
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHAMCAL
ATION AND REMOVAL OF SUBSYSTEMS SPECIAL BUILDUP EQUIPMENT.
3.3.1.2 SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
3.3.1.2.1 PRIMARY STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
NO SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIED.
3.3. I.2.? SECONDARY STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
A. AUXILIARY CREW PASSAGEWAYS PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL MEANS FOR STATION
MODULE INGRESS/EGRESS DURING NORMAL OPERATIONS.
B. SUBSEQUENT TO STATION BUILDUP* A THIRD EVA INGRESS/EGRESS PATH IS PRO-
VIDED IN EACH PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME. THE EXTRA EVA PATH IN PRESSURE
VOLUME I IS THROUGH THE POMER MOOI|LE» AND THROUGH THE CORE MODULE AFT ENq
(-X AXIS) IN PRESSURE VOLUME '.
C. THE CAPABILITY TO CLOSE-OFF OR ISOLATE A MODULE AT EITHER SIDE OF THE
INTERFACE VESTIBULE is PROVIDED.
3.3.1.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD ASSEMBLY
NO SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.l.2.« BERTHING ASSEMBLY
NO SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.1.2.5 GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY FURNISHINGS
NO SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHAPACTCRISTICS IOFNTIFIED.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.(
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MODULAR SPACE .STATION - IN I T I A L STATI ON SYSTEM
3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
3.3.I.3 EXPERI MFNT PROVISION?:
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING GPL FACILITIES WITH THE ASSOCIATED
AREA REQUIREMENTS -
- MEDICAL/BIOLOGICAL 177 so FT
- PHYSICS (SHARED SERIALLY WITH MEO/RICM
- MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
- ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC MAINTFNANCE ?73 SQ PT
- OPTICAL SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE
- DATA ANALYSIS 177 SQ FT
- PHOTO PROCESSING 1:1 sa FT
- EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS IF« SO FT
- TOTAL «?U SQ FT
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE TWO AIRLOCKS WITH ONE EARTH ORIENTED AND THE OTHER
SHALL BE ZENITH ORIENTED.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE TWO DEHICATEO BERTHUH PORTS LOCATED 0^ THE +/-Y
SIDE OF THE CORE MODULE.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE SUITABLE MOUNTING ACCOMMODATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTS
SO THAT INSTALLATION* MAINTENANTEt AND REPLACE^ENT MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED ON-
ORBIT WITHOUT EVA.
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MODULAR SPACF STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTFM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHAMCAL
3.3.I.H SUBSYSTEMS DEFINITION
THE TECHNICAL DATA DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION ARE NOT DESIGN-TO REQUIRE-
MENTS* RATHER THEY REFLECT A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNICAL PARA-
METERS THAT FORM THE CURRENT BASELINE SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION. THE SUMMATION
OF TH£SE CHARACTERISTICS ALONG WITH THOSE OF THE OTHER SIX FUNCTIONAL SUB-
SYSTEMS FORM THF BASIS FOR CONF f CUM AT ION LAYOUTS. WrfGHT STATEMENTS AND .
•OWE? PROFILES.
3.3.I.a.I MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
THE STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM CONSISTS OF A SERIES OF P R I M A R Y
STRUCTURE SHBASSEMBLIES (SIDEWALLS. BULKHEADS* LONGERONS. BERTHING RINGS*
ETC. 1 WELDED TOGETHER TO FORM TH£ PRESSURE SHELL. THE OTHER ASSEMBLIES
(SECONDARY STRUCTURE* ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD* BERTHING. AND GENERAL PliPPOSE
LABORATORY FURNISHINGS) ARE PIVFTED»BOLTED OR BONDED TO THE PRESSURE SHELL.
3.3.U4.1.I PRIMARY STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
THE CORE MODULE IS OF SEMI-MDNOrOOUE CONSTRUCTION MTH S1DEWALLS OF O.OUQ
THICKNESS INTEGRAL SKIN-STRl WGEP MACHINED ??IS-Tq7 ALUMINUM. T^'ERE ARE
PASSIVE BERTHING PORTS ON EACH FMO OF THE MOOLLF AND TWO BANK'S OF FOUR
RAPIAL. PASSIVE PERTHING PORTS IN THE CYLINDRICAL PORTION. THE CORE
MODULE PROVIDES AN IVA/F.VA AIRLOCK BETWEEN TWO SEPARATE INTERNAL
PRESSURIZABLE VOLUMES (V) AND V?).
THE POWER MODULE IS A MONOCQOUE CYLINDER CONSTRUCTED FROM O.IU5 THICKNESS
5052-N3a ALUMINUM. THIS MODULE SUPPORTS THE SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY AT CNE
END VU A TURRET AND ORIENTATION DRIVE AND POWER TRAMSFEW MECHANISM.
THE MODULE is PRESSURITARLE FOR MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES. HOWEVER* IT is
NORMALLY UNPRESSURIZED FOR ORBITAL OPERATIONS.
THE STATION MODULE PRIMARY STRUCTURE IS A KONOCOO'JF CYLINDER CONSTRUCTED OF
O.IUS THICKNESS 5052-H1H ALUMINUM. ALL STATION MODULES HAVE A COMMON
STRUCTURAL DESIGN. THESE MODULES PROVIDES THE L I V I N G AND WORKING QUARTERS
FOR THE CREW. AND MOUNTING OF EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS.
ALL MODULES CONTAIN FOUR SHUTTLE ATTACH TRUNNION FITTINGS AND FOUR
MANIPULATOR FITTINGS. THE POWER MODULE HAS FCUP ADDITIONAL MANIPULATOR
FITTINGS ON THE TURRET SECTION.
3.3.I,U.I.2 SECONDARY STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
SECONDARY STRUCTURES ARE RIVETED ROLTEDi AND BONDED TO THE PRIMARY
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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STRUCTURE AND APE USED TO SUPPORT AND OISTRIflUTF THE WEIGHT OF THF SUB-
S Y S T E M S EQUIPMENT. P A R T I T I O N S ARE USED AS D I V I D I N G W A L L S TO P R O V I D E
PRIVATE AREAS AND TO SEPARATE DIFFERENT FUNCTIONAL AREAS. LONGITUOINAL
FLOORS ARE USED IN THE STATION MODULES AND ARE DESIGNED FOR WORST CASE
EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION ANfl CRASH LANDING LOADS. DUCTS ARE PROVIDED TC
PROTECT THE UTILITIES THAT ARE DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE MODULES TO SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEMS EOUIPMFNT REQUIREMENTS. DOORS ANn HATCHES PROVIDE FOR CREW-
MAN PASSAGE AND/OR CARGO TRANSFER FROM ONE HABITABLE VOLUME TO ANOTHER AND i
WHEN CLOSED* PROVIDE A PRESSURE SEAL. WINDOWS APE PROVIDED IN ALL
HATCHES AND IN CONTROL STATION AND RECREATION! AREAS. A SYSTEM FOR
HANDLING CARGO IS PROVIDED ALONG WITH EFFICIENT STOWAGE OF SUPPLIES AND
RETURNABLE WASTES. FLEXPORTS SERVE AS AUX I LL I ARY CREW PASSAGEWAYS BETWEE*
STATION MODULES.
3. 3. 1.4.1. 3 ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELn ASSEMBLY
THREE BASIC FUNCTIONS ARE PROVIDED BY THIS ASSEMBLY. THERMAL PROTECTION,
METEOROIO PROTECTION, AND RADIATION PROTECTION.
THERMAL PROTECTION CONSISTS OF FNVIRONMENTAL SHIELD PANELS WHICH COVER
THE END DOMES AND CYLINDRICAL SURFACES °r THE MODULES. THE OUTER SURFACE
OF THE PANELS SERVE AS THF PRIMARY METEOROIO BUMPER AND ALSO PROVIDE THE
MEANS FOR SUPPORTING THE INSULATION BLANKETS. THESE BLANKETS CONSISTS OF
APPROXIMATELY fiO LAYERS OF ALUMTNIZEO MYLAR ENCLOSED !N A ID-MIL THICK
KAPTON FILM FOR PROTECTION AGAIMST HANDLING GAMAGE AND PERMEATION OF CAMK
ATMOSPHERE LEAKAGE.
METEOROIO PROTECTION FEATURES DUAL BUMPERS TO FRAGMENT THE METEOROIO
PARTICLES AND REDUCE THEIR CAPABILITY TO PENETRATE THE PRESSURE SHELL.
THE OUTER PRIMARY BUMPER CONSISTS OF A .030-IKCH FIBERGLASS LAMINATE FDR
THF POWER AND CORE MODULES AND .030-INCH THICK ALUMINUM FOR THE STATICN
MODULES. THE SECONDARY BUMPER CONSISTS OF THE 10-MIL THICK KAPTON FILM
WHICH is USED TO ENCLOSE THE THERMAL INSIILATKM BLANKETS.
RADIATION PROTECTION IS PROVIDED BY THE INHERENT SHIELDING DUE TO MASS OF
STRUCTURE, FURNISHINGS* AND EOU'PMENT.
3.3.l.«. I. a BERTHING ASSEMBLY '
THF BERTHING ASSEMBLY IS AN INTEGRATED MECHANISM., STRUCTURE AND UTILITIES
INTERFACE THAT PROVIDES FOR THE IMPACT* CAPTURE* BATING, AND ATTACHING OF
MODULES TO FORM A FUNCTIONAL SPACE STATION. BERTHING IS DEFINED AS
EMPLOYING A MANIPULATOR TO BRING THE MODULES TOGETHER SLOWLY, THUS
REQUIRING MINIMUM OR NO ATTENUATION. EACH MODULE BERTHING PORT CONTAINS AN
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
ACTIVE OR PASSIVE RING-CONE ASSEMBLY* A.PRESSURE HATCH* AND A UTILITIES
INTERFACE ASSEMBLY. ALL LINKAGE AND HATCH MECHANISMS AND UTILITIES
ASSEMBLIES ARE COMPLETELY SHIRTSLEEVE ACCESSIBLE.
THE ACTIVE PORTS CONTAINS THE RING* SEALS* LATCHESt WEDGE AND GUIDES.
THE PASSIVE PORTS CONTAINS ONLY THE RING AND GUIDES. THE CORF MODULE MAS
TWO END PASSIVE PORTS AND EIGHT SIDE PASSIVE PORTS. THE POWER MODULE
HAS TWO PASSIVE AND TWO ACTIVE BERTHING PORTS. EACH OF THE STATICN MODULES
HAS ONE ACTIVE PORT THAT BERTHS TO THE CORE MODULE AND ONE PASSIVE PORT. ;
3.3.i.a.i.s CENTRAL PURPOSE LABORATORY FURNISHINGS
THE GENERAL PURPOSE LARORATOPY CONSTITUTES THCSE FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THE STATION THAT PROVITE THE MEANS FOR CONDUCTING
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTATION. THESE PROVISIONS INCLUDE STANDARD EQUIPMENT :
ITEMS WHICH HAVE A GENERAL PUR°nSE APPLICATION* A V A I L A B L E FLOOR SPACE AND
STATION UTILITIES INTERFACE PROVISIONS FOR INVESTIGATOR FURNISHED EQUIP-
MENT. . . _ ... ;
TO FACILITATE CREW OPERATIONS AND EFF I CIENT UT IL I ZATI ON OF EQUIPMENT* THE ' '
GPL CONSISTS OF.SEVERAL DIFFERENT FUNCTIONAL AREAS WHICH ARE °LACEO IN
SUITABLE LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT THE STATION. FC^ THE I N I T I A L STATICN* THESE
AREAS ARE AS FOLLOWS - I) AIRLOCKS* 2) MED 1CAL/RIOLOGICAL AREA* 3) PHYSICS
AREA* 4) DATA ANALYSIS AREA* S) OPTICAL SUPPLY AND MMNTENANCE AREA*
6) ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE AREA* 7) PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING
AREA. AND 8) MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE AREA.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.]
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PRELIMINARY pFPFOPMANCE SpFCIFICAT I ON SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL ANO MECHANICAL
3.3. I.a.2 WElGHTt POWERt AND SITE CHARACTERISTICS
TAPLE 3.3. I .4.2-1 MEK.MT SUMMARY
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
1 . 1 PRIMARY STRUCTURE
1.2 SECONDARY STRUCTURE
1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD
1 .U BERTH I MR
1 .5 (?PL FURNISHINGS
TOTAL
UFirjHT f LRS )
CORE
S7«2
•»199
i i rs
?«30
0
l'?«590
POWER
Ifl7fl
aio
5«2
flOO
0
?fi70
S>* 1
a7cn
12l«
7UR
qqn
IOCB
IOIFO
SM2
(»7no
33^0
73S
190
10SS
»2330
SMI
U700
34H6
716
490
1 31 8
1 0700
SMU
4700
3378
716
«90
176
9490
TOTAL
26420
17201
4K7U
5|9Q
55S5
S90UQ
SPACE PIVISION NORTH A MERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIF In AT I ON SH 7I-2IS-I
MOHULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL ANn MECHAMCAL
TAPLE 3.?.|.4.2-2 POWER
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
t . 1 PRIMARY STRUCTURE
1.? SECONDARY STRUCTURE
1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELD
1 .4 RERTHIMG
1 .5 GPL FURNISHINGS
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - ?t HOUR AVG )
CORE
n
0
n
n
0
n
POWER
n
0
0
0
0
c
SMI
0
0
c
c
*«
r
SM2
0
0
0
0
««
0
SM3
0
0
0
0
*«
n .
SMU
n
n
n
0
**
n
TOTAL
0
r«
0
0
«»
• . 0
•»DOWER REOUIREO EOR OPERATIOM OF
EXPERIMENTS BUDGET.
GPL FURNISHINGS SHALL KE CHANGED TO
SPACE DIV I S I O N NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.
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•'PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION . SD 7|-2lS-J
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
3.3.1.5 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
3.3.1.5;! STRUCTURAL AND. MECHANICAL/STRUCTURAL ANr) MECHANICAL
NOT APPLICABLE
3.3.1.5.2 STRUCTURAL AND MECHAN I CAL/ECLSS SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES ,
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROV I S I ONS .FOR
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3 . 3 . 2. 4 . 2-a .
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FQR THF DISTRIBUTION OF AIR SUPPLY AND- RETURN
AND REDUNDANT ROUTING OF FLUID AND GAS PLUMBING.
3.3.1.5.3 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3 . 3 . 3 . « . 2-3 . •
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANT ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION RUNS FOR P R I M A R Y
POWFp AND OTHER CRITICAL D1 STR I RUT I ON. THE REDUNDANT RUNS SHALL BE • • •
SEPARATED T O T H E MAXIMUM EXTENT REASONABLE. . - - . = ' . .
STRUCTURES SHALL MOUNT ACQUISITION AND RUNNING LIGHTS SUCH THAT THE
EQUIPMENT CAN RE SERVICED IN A SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATIONS FOR L IGHT ING F I XTURES SUCH JHAT THE.
CREW AND HARITABILITY ILLUMINATION INTENSITY REQUIREMENTS ARE SATISFIED.
THE EPS SOLAR ARRAY PANEL NATURAL FREQUENCY SHALL BE LESS .THAN C . I HZ OR
GREATER THAN 2.0 HZ.
3.3.l".5.a STRUCTURAL AND MECHANlCAL/G AND C SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3 . 3 .4 . «l . ?-4 .
AS A GOALt THE FUNDAMENTAL BENH 1 NG/TORS IONAL NATURAL FREQUENCY MODE OF THE
SPACE STATION STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION SHALL PE GREATER THAN ONE HZ.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE CELESTIAL AND EARTH V I E W I N G WINDOWS.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMER I CAN .ROCKWELL CORPORAT 1 ON SEC 3.3.1
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SD 7|-2|5-|
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING AND PRESSURE SHELL PENETRATIONS FOR FOUR
HORIZON TRACKER SENSORS SUCH THAT SIMULTANEOUS VIEWING OF THE FOUR HORIZON
QUADRANTS IS OBTAINED. STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING AND TWO-PRESSURE
SHELL PENETRATIONS FOR THE STAR TRACKERS WITH A FIELO-OF-VIEW OVERLAP
BETWEEN THE STAR TRACKERS ANP THE SEXTANT TELESCOPE. OPTICAL ALIGNMENT
PATHS BETWEEN THE PAMS AND HORIZON AND STAR TRACKERS SHALL BE PROVIDED.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING FOR STRAPOCUN IMU AND PREPROCESSOR NEAR
SEXTANT FOR PRECISION ALINGMFNT.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING FOR CONTROL MOMENT GYROS NEAR THE RAMS
FOR PRECISION STABILIZATION.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION FOR ANY STANDBY REDUNDANT
SENSORS. SUCH PROTECTION SHALL RE DESIGNED TC PROVIDE MEANS FOR PERIODIC
INFLIGHT CHECKS OF STANDBY DEVICES.
3.3.1*5.5 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL/REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.5.«.2-3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING FOR RCS ENGINES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
SUCH THAT SERVICING CAN RE ACCOMPLISHED IN A SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT.
3.3.I.5.6 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANTCAL/INFORMATICN SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED I N TABLE 3.3.R.U.2-3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION AND ROUTING OF AUOIO/VlOEOt
PAGING AND ENTERTAINMENT. TELEMETRY. AND DIGITAL DATA BUSSES.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARO B I-DIRECTI ON1 AL COMMUNICATION DIGITAL DATA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACIK THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10 M«PS
RACU MEMORY SIZE --« K. (32 - B I T ) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVEL*? - LOGIC •!• 3.B * OP - 1.2 voc
LOGIC *Q* 0.2 * OR - 0.02 VOC
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPEC IF ICATION SO 7I-2IF-I
MODULAR SPACE STATION -. INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.1.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
INPUT TO RAG!! FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE vno
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
ANALOG
0 ,TO «5
SINGLE ENDEDi MEGOHM
1 K OHM
DIGITALS PARALLEL )
?U
ON/OFF PARALLEL
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
28/100
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENPEC
I MF.GOHK
I K OHP
O I G I T A L C S E R l A L )
B
ON/OFF SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIDING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND MONITORING BASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION. ,
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE* THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION* COMMAND GENERATION ANH .
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION* EXTERNAL DATA C O M M U N I C A T I O N *
DATA PROCESSING* AND DATA STORAGE.
THE ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
3.3.1.5.7 STRUCTURAL AND MECHAN!CAL/CREW HA«ITARILITY SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EOUIPMF.KT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.7.?S.3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FOR MOUNTING OF MOBILITY AND RESTRAINT DEVICES
THROUGHOUT THE SPACE STATION PEP PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.7.
THE SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL BE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOOC ARCH-
ITECUTRAL AND DECORATOR PRACTICES IN ORDER TC PROVIDE COMFORTABLE* EFFIC-
IENT AND ATTRACTIVE LIVING AND WORKING SPACES. THE INTERIOR ARRANGEMENTS
SHALL INSURE CREW COMFORT* EFFICIENCY. AND PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
WELL-BEING.
THE SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL BE PARTITIONED INTO BASIC FUNCTIONAL ARE*c
INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS* FOOD ANT PREPARATION AND SERVING
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N so 7 1 - 2 1 5 - 1
w^v_^M^VWW*«*v«vv^w«M«B***»«»a»4»^**««««ww««i»vw. «•«••*•»••*«•*•••*•*••«**.»•«•*«•«••»«•«•**•
MOntJLAR spACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.1 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
WMWVMWWAMMM«»M**4*«»«A*w^«VV«»»VVMVW«VV*«4»V*«VWW«WWVV*«»**»««*W*****«^V^*B**<
AREAS* DINING AREAS* PERSONAL HYGIENE AREAS* EXERClSF AREA* MEDICAL TREAT-
KENT AREA* WORK AREAS* STORAGE AREAS* ASILES* ANf} PASSAGEWAYS.
STRUCTURES SHALL INSTALL ALL EQUIPMENTS SUCH THAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF USE
FOR PUSM-OFF, AND SHALL BE CAPARLF OF REACTING TO CREW IMPACT LOADS . ( 300
"OUNinS L I M I T APPLIED IN ANY DIRECTION).
THE CEILING HEIGHT IN GENERAL MOBILITY AREAS CN THE M A I N HECK OF THE
MODULES SHALL RE A M I N I M U M OF %-> INCHES. . .
STRUCTURAL DESIGN SHALL RE SUCH THAT ACOUSTIC NOISE LEVELS SHALL ^E M A I N -
TAINED IN ACCOPPANCE WITH THE CRITERIA SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.17.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND SHOCK-MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR
V I B R A T I O N EMITTING EQUIPMENT AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.17.
AS A GOAL* CREW/HARITARILITY SHALL PROVIDE 35 MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED ANH UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.1
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION . sn ?i-2is-i
• WWMVW*v*«»W«W«**VM«»*MV»V««~WW»«Ma»«»*«l»VW^««».flV«MM«VW«»M«_*W««*«WflBV«»M«*.
MODULAR SPACE: STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/L I.FE SUPPORT
THIS SUBSYSTEM IS ONE HE THE SEVEN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS OF MAJOR
THAT COMPROMISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACF STATION.
PRFPARED tftL*.*it-fareALxzc=^ t SYSTEM RQ^TS/INTERFACFS
APPROVAL /^ y^ l^ -^ -^ - SUBSYSTEM PROJECT ENGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MGR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.?
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PRELIMINARY PEPFOOMANcE SPECIFICATION SO 7 1-2 15-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3. .1.2 FNVIPONMENT/VL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
3.3.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFT SUPPORT (ECLSS)
3.3.?.f PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
3.3.2.1.1 NORMAL DERATIONS
3.3.2.I.I.I GASEOUS STORAGE
A. THE ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE HIGH PRESSURE GAS'STORAGE CAPABILITY TC
SUPPORT THE FUNCTIONS AND OUANTlTIES INDICATED IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE.
FUNCTION/USE
EMERGENCY FCLSS
VOLUME
ru FT
CRFW MpTAROLIC-1 ,8tt L^/MAN/OAY --
IVA - 8.0 LBS/MAN/HR
STATION LEAKAGE (0? ONLY)
SEALS - 2.33 LBS/OAY
VENTS - n.lS LBS/DAY
STATION LEAKAGE ( N2 ONLY )
SFALS - 7.67 L8/DAY
VENTS o.s LB/DAY
EVA SUPPORT
2 MEN AT I.G LHS/RECHARGE
EMERGENCY EPS SUPPORT (1.75 KW AVI
EMERGENCY PCS SUPPORT
REPRESSURIZATION (TO 10 PSIAJ
V2 CORE * 2 STATION MOnULES
PUMPOOU'N LOSSES ( N2 ONLY)
AIRLOCKS
EXPERIMENT
EVA/I VA
BERTHING PORTS
TOTALS
—
--
--
. --
—
—
0 -
--
1 1 »200
U35
565
1 16
FREQUENCY/
DURATION
°I6 MRS
20 MAN-HPS
9fi HRc
l?0 DAYS
1 /MONTH/
120 DAYS
<*5 HRS
fl KLB-SEC
1/120 PAYS
5/MONTH/
120 DAYS
I/MONTH/
120 HAYS
2/MONTH/
120 HAYS
GAS TYPE/QUANTITY IN LBS
OXYGEN
UU.2
160
<^.32
0.60
--
--
12. «
160
22
195
--
--
--
603.92
NITROGEN
- -
—
--
--
920
60 .
--
380
3.«2
0.88
0. 18
I36tt.aa
HYDROGEN
--
—
--
--
--
—
--
20
2.fl
---
--
--
--
22.8
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.2
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION so 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATION
3.^ .? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
B. CAPABILITY SHALL RE PROVIDER TO PIJKP DOWN THE EXPER/EVA AIRLOCKS AND
BERTHING PORTS TO A PRESSURE OE O.I PSIA IN * HOURS. VOLUMES TO BE
ACCOMMODATED AND THE FREQUENCY OF USE ARE AS FOLLOWS -
EXPERIMENT AIRLOCKS (?) - U35 CIJ FT EACH* 5 T I MES/MONTH/ I 20 nAYS
EVA/1VA AIRLOCK - 5fi5 CU FTt I T I ME/MONTH/.I 20 DAYS,
BERTHING PORTS -MR CD FT EACH* 2 USES/MONTH/ | 20 DAYS
CAPABILITY SHALL ALSO BE PROVIDED TO REPRESSU&IZE THE AIRLOCKS AND
BERTHING PORTS IN A 20 MINUTE TIME PERIOD TO A PRESSURE OF !«.7 PSIA
FROM THE NORMAL STATION ATMOS°HERE.
c. CAPABILITY TO REPRESSURIZE AN EVACUATED MODULE OR PRESSURE VOLUME TO
A PRESSURE OF 10 PSIA EROM RE°RESSUR I ZAT I ON STOWAGE SHALL BE PROVIDED.
THE PRESSURE BETWEEN AFFECTED VOLUMES WILL THEN BE ALLOWED TO EQUALIZE
AND BUILDUP TO THE NORMAL IU.7 PSIA. REPRESSUR I Z AT I ON GAS STORAGE
SHALL BE SIZED FOR ONE REPRESSUR I ZAT I ON OF A TOTAL VOLUME OF I I » 2 C O CU.
FT. DURING ANY | 20 DAY PERIOD WITHOUT RESUPFLY AS SPECIFIED IN T^E
PRECEEOING TABLE OF ITEM A.
3.3.2.1.1.2 C02 MANAGEMENT
A. CO? MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLYf S ) SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PROCESSING 2.25 L^/MAN-
DAY NOMINAL AND 1.0 LB/MAN-OAY M A X I M U M OF CREW PRODUCED C02. THE ASSEMBLY
SHALL BE CAPABLE OF ACCOMMODATING THE C02 PRODUCED BY 6 EXTRA CREWMAN FCR
5 DAYS DURING PERIODS OF CREW OVERLAP.
B. STATION C02 PARTIAL PRESSURE SHALL BE MAINTAINED WITHIN 3.0 MMHG (MAX.)
NOMINAL. A M A X I M U M OF 7.6 MMHR IS ALLOWED FCP UP TO Itt DAYS FOR REDUCED
CAPABILITY OPERATION* AND A 15.0 MMHG EMERGENCY MAXIMUM FOR 8 HOU^S.
C. PROVISION FOR RECLAMATION or 02 FROM CO? SHALL BE PROVIDED.
D. PROVISION FOR GENERATION QF 02 AND H? FROM WATER SHALL BE PROVIDED.
E. THE CO? REDUCTION AND 0? AND H2 GENERATION PROVISIONS SHALL BE
DESIGNED. FOR CLOSED LOOP OPERATION TO M A I N T A I N OXYGEN AND WATER BALANCE
AND TO PROVIDE 02 AND H? RASE*? FOR USE AS RCS PROPELLANTS. THE PROVISIONS
SHALL ALSO BE DESIGNED TO PERMIT OPERATION ON A |U HOUR WORK* in HOUR
SLEEP LIGHT/DARK CYCLE. SUFFICIENT OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN SHALL RE PROVIDEC
TO MEET THE CONSUMPTION/USE/LOSS REQUIREMENTS SHOWN BELOW.
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
.3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
GAS TYPE/RATE
CONSUMPTION/USE/LOSS
CXYOEN HYDROGEN
CREW METABOLre (S-MEN AT i.«u LB/MANI
STATION LEAKAGE
. SEALS
VENTS
RCS PROPELLANTS
EXPERIMENT USE
PUMPnCWN LOSSFS
AIRLOCKS.
EXPERIMENT USE (5/MO/I20 HAYS)
EVA USE ( I/MO/120 PAYS )
BERTHING PORTS (2/MO/»2o HAYS)
H2 DEPOLARIZER
TOTALS
I I .0« 1.B/QAY
?.33 LB/DAY
O.IS LB/DAY
fi.fil IB/DAY
1.20 LB/DAY
0.0087 LB/DAY
0.0022 LB/DAY
0.0005 L3/OAY
R.75 LB/OAY,
27.27 LB/OAY
0.83 LB/CAY
O..S4 LB/CAY
* I .67 LB/CAY
• DOES NOT INCLUDE I.84 LB/DAY H? WHICH IS AVAILABLE FROM
ELECTROLYSIS FOR SABAT1ER REACTION ,
F. CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO STORE CHtt ANri C02 FOR 12 HOURS.
QUANTITIES TO BE STORED ARE A^ FOLLOWS -
CHU - |.«3 LBS
C02 - I.70 LBS
3.3.2.UI-3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
THE ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL ASSEMBL* SHALL MAINTAIN AN OXYGEN/NITROGEN MIXTURE
AT A NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE OF ia.7 PSIA IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
FOLLOWING REOUIREMENTS. . .
A. CIRCULATION - THE MSS ATMOSPHERE AIR VELOCITY SHALL BE MAINTAINED
BETWEEN IS FPM MINIMUM AND 100 FPM MAXIMUM.
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION so 7i-2is-i
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT'
P. TEMPERATURE - ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE SHALL RE MAINTAINABLE ON AN ARE*
BASIS AS FOLLOWS -
j. 60 TO 75 OEG F IN EXERCISE AREAS
2. 65 TO RO OEG F IN PERSONAL HYGIENE AREAS
3. 65 TO RO OEG F IN MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA
U. 65 TO 75 OEG F IN ALL OTHER AREAS •
C. HUMIDITY - THE MSS ATMOSPHcRE H20 PARTIAL PRESSURE SHALL BE M A I N T A I N E D
WITHIN R TO 12 MMHG. THE ATMOSPHERIC DEW POINT SHALL NOT EXCEED 5^ OER
F MAXIMUM. NO CONDENSATION SHALL BE ALLCUED TO FORM ON INTERNAL
SURFACES.
D. PRESSURE - THE MSS ATMOSPHERIC TOTAL PRESSURE SHALL BE "MAINTAINED AT
U.7 PSIA NOMINAL. OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE SHALL BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN
. 3.I.PSIA MINIMUM TO 3.5 PSIA MAXIMUM.
E. CONTAMINANT CONTROL - THE MSS ATMOSPHERE TRACE CONTAMINANTS SHALL BE
MONITORED AND CONTROLLED TO O.I OF THE THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE PER CON-
STITUENT. TRACE CONTAMINANTS WHICH MAY BE ENCOUNTERED AND THEIR M A X I -
MAL ACCEPTABLE CONCENTRATION FOR CONTINUOUS EXPOSURE SHALL BE AS
SPECIFIED IN DOCUMENTATION OF THRESHOLD L I M I T VALUES* REVISED EOITIONt
BY AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF GOVERNMENTAL INDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS. PROCESS
FLOW RATES CONTAMINANT REMOVAL SUBASSEMBLY SHALL BE SIZED BY THE
FOLLOWING CONTAMINANTS -
CHARCOAL - MONOMETHYL HYORAZINE
CATALYTIC OXIDIZER - FORMALDEHYDE
AMMONIA SORBENT - AMMONIA
ACID GAS SORBENT - HYDROGEN FLUORIDE
THE CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIA IN THE ATMOSPHERE WITHIN THE PRESSURIZED
COMPARTMENTS CONTAINING CRFW QUARTERS* PROCESS LABORATORIES* OR EXPER-
IMENTAL FACILITIES SHALL BE MONITORED ANC CONTROLLED. RAM Is INCLUDED.
. THE ATMOSPHERE CONSTITUENT*?* INCLUDING HARMFUL AIRBORNE TRACE CONTAM-
INANTS AND ODORS WILL BE MONITORED AND CCNTROLLEO IN EACH SEPARATE
PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME.
F. ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS SHALL BE BASED ON A MAXIMUM OF
six CREW MEMBERS IN ANY ONE MODULE AT A TIME.
3.3.2.I.I.a THERMAL CONTROL
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION sn 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STAT1 ON.SYSTEM
3.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
A. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL LIMT THE TEMPERATURE OF INTERIOR
WALLS OF PRESSURIZED VOLUMES TO A MINIMUM OF «;? DEC F AND A M A X I M U M OF
105 DEC F DURING MANNED OPERATIONS AND A MI N I M U M OF 40 DEC F TO A M A X I M U M
OF 135 OEG F DURING UNAMMNEO OPERATIONS.
B. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL PREVENT FORMATION OF CONDENSATION
ON INTERNAL SURFACES.
c. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL LIMIT THE HEAT LOAD GAIN TO THE
SPACE STATION INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT FROM THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TO A
MAXIMUM'OF 1000 BTU/HR/MOOULE (STATION AND CORE).
0. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL LIMIT THE HEAT LOAD LOSS FROM THE
SPACE STATION INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TO THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TO A
MAXIMUM OF 2000 3TU/HR/MODULE (STATION AND CORE).
E. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVICE FOR TRANSFER AND REJECTION
OF HEAT TO SPACE VIA INTERNAL COOLING LOOPS ANn EXTERNAL RADIATORS.
F. INTERNAL COOLANT LOOP FLUIOS SHALL RE NON-TOXIC AND NON-FLAMMABLE.
G. THERMAL CONTROL DESIGN SHALL CONSIDER OPERATION OF VARIOUS EQUIPMENT
IN A QUIESCENT MODE AND OEP^ESSURI ZED STATE AS WELL AS NORMAL MANNED
OPERATIONS.
H. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL BE DESIGNED TO OPERATE NORMALLY
IN A 200 NMt 55 DEG INCLINATIONt X-POP» Z.-LV FLIGHT MODE.
1. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL BE CAPABLE OF ACCOMMODATING A
MAXIMUM HEAT LOAD OF ios»ooo BTU/HR AND A M I N I M U M OF IQ» iu'o BTU/HR
DURING NORMAL MANNED OPERATIONS.
J. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL ACCOMMODATE A MODULE AIR HEAT
LOAD OF 3.5 KW. .
K. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY SHALL ACCOMMODATE A HEAT LOAD OF a.5 KW
( 40 TO 75 DEG F) VIA A SUI TABLE .HEAT EXHCANGE* TO SUPPORT ATTACHED RAM
OPERATIONS.
L. THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY DESIGN SHALL BE RASED ON THE H.EAT LOAD
DISTRIBUTION SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.2.I.I.0-I AND SUMMARIZED IN
TABLE 3.3.2.1.1.4-2.
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MOOULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STAT I ON SYSTEM
3.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIEE S
TABLE .3.7.2. I . I ,U-I HEAT LOAP OISTR1RUTION - CORE
HEAT
SOURCE
ECLSS
PUMPOOWN UNIT
C02 SENSOR
HUMIO OUCT EAN
VENT EANS
SENSIPLE HX
EPS
EUEL CELLS-EQUIP
LIGHTING
G-C
IMU-PROCESSOR
H09IZ-STAR TRKR
OPTICS
ELECTRONICS
OPTICAL REE PROC
ALIGN LINKS
MOOULE MAXIMUM, CREW DAY
HEAT LOAH BTU/HR
LIGHT SIPE
AIR
630
5
680
285
680
l°20
4F40
50
10
SEXTANT-TELESCOPE 85
CMG PREPROCESSOR
RCS ELECTRONICS
ISS
RACU
LOCAL AND ALARM
AUDIO/VIS UNIT
TV CAMERA
RAM
POWER ROOM
SO
U 10
10
20
10
34Q
180
LIOUIP
1 450O
345
135
I6S
75
190
770
440
85
1 326°
OARK SIRE
AIR
630
5
68Q
285
680
4730
4640
50
10
85
sc
4 I 0
10
20
10
I36C
180
LIOUIP
39000
34«
135
1 55
75
I9C
77C
44P
*6
12240
MSS TOTAL *• CREW DAY
; HEAT LOAP RTU/HR
LIGHT. SIDE
AIR
50
5
68C
1 90
340
1920
4640
5H
10
1C
50
4| 0
20
340
LIQIIIP
14500
345
1 35
165
75
190
60
440
10
1 120
DARK SIDE
AIR
50
5
6«0
1 90
340
4730
4640
50
10
10
50
4| 0
20
340
Liouir
3900f!
345
1 35
ISS
.7*5
1 9C
6C
uur
1C
M20
•* PESIGN HEAT LOAP CONTRIBUTION TO KRS TOTAL
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3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIEE
TABLE 3.3.3.I.I.U-| HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION - SM-I MODULE
HEAT
SOURCE
ECLSS
C02 SENSOR
VENT EANS
SENSIBLE HX
SPECIAL MX
H20 PUMP PKG
FREON PUMP PKG
H20 RECLAMATION
PURITY MONITOR
EECAL/URINE COLL
SINKS
SHOWER
EIRE DETECTION
EPS
ELECTROLYSIS
LIGHTING
GENERAL
HYGIENE LIGHT
METABOLIC ( SEN'S i
EXPERIMENTS
INSTRU STIMULI
MODULE M A X I M I J M t CREW DAY
HEAT LOAD BTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
7
670
680
96
289
279
I5u
51
256
l?00
3U
1 160
1530
POO
900
2200
365
LIQUID
2601
2230
I 7U«
»3BR
F.56?
36?0
?B«;
DARK SIDE
AIR
7
670
SflO
qe
289
279
ISU
SI
2SR
1200
14
|U*
I63C
600
900
2200
36-5
LI QUIT
2601
223C|7U*
1 3HR
«3a
3R20
7fi«
MSS TOTAL •• CREW HAY
HEAT LOAD BTU/HO
LIGHT SIDE
A I R
7
28*
680
96
289
182
77
SI
20
1200
3q
580
1630
620
600
2200
365
LIQUID
2601
2230
873
693
3281
3620
765
DARK SIHF
AIR
7
286
680
96
289
182
77
SI
20
1200
3U
7U
1630
s 620
600
2200
365
Liouir
2601
2230
873
693
«|7
3620
765
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.1.2.I.I.«-! HEAT LOAO DISTRIBUTION - S"-1 MODULE (CON»T)
MEAT
SOURCE
ISS
DATA PUS CONTROL
CENTRAL TIMING
CENTRAL PROCESS
OPER CONTROL CON
CMDR CONTROL CON
PORT CONTROL CON
LOCAL MON/ALARM
K-RAND ANT ELECT
S-BAND XPNOER
VHE XPNOER
MOnULE M A X I M U M * CREW DAY
HEAT LOAn BTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
5
5
50
45
22
167
3
6
tt
290
. COMM RACK SUPASSY 12
RECORDING SUBASSY m
AUTIO/VIO UNITS
TV CAMERAS-MON
RACU
U
310
102
LlOUin
8»
97
I2?S
86S
UR-»
5S
. an
.11?
ift*
37
10-1
DARK SIDE
AIR
5
. 5
50
us
22
Ifi7
1
6
U
290
1?
10
a
3|Q
10?
LIQUID
« l
97
1225
8R5
«65
5?
uc
312
inn
17
101
MSS TOTAL *» CREW DAY
HEAT LOAO BTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
MR
50
a 5
2.?
167
a
u
2*0
102
LIQUID
1225
865
463
no
37
103
DARK SIHE
AIR
.
50
a 5
2?
IR7
4
a
2*0
102
LI 01) 1C
1225
8R5
«B3
40
17
101
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SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LI^E SUPPORT
TABLE 3.?.?.I.1.4-1 HEAT LOAD n I STRIPUT I ON - SM-?. MOmJLF
^EAT
SOURCE
ECLSS
C02 REMOVAL
C02 REDUCTION-
VENT ACCUM PUMP
UNIT
CONDENSER
02 GEN'-V/C PUMP
C02 SENSOR
VENT FANS
SENSIBLE HX
HUMIDITY HX
CONDENSER
FAN
PP02 CONTROL
CONTAM CONTROL
GAS MCN-BACT OET
FIRE DETECTOR
EPS
AUTO-XFMR
RECT/FILTER
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
LIGHTING
ISS
LOCAL MON/ALARM
MICROFILM PRO.J
Aunio/vio UNIT
RACU
TV CAMERA-COLOR
TV CAMERA B-U
METABOLIC
EXPERIMENTS
INSTRU STIMULI
MOHULE M A X I M U M , rREW DAY
MEAT LOAO sTu/wq
LIGHT SIOE
AIR
95
'MO
CRO
10
P70
PflO
«!0
15
IfiO
120
15
100
1900
5
l«5
15
100
30
25
fiOO
190
50
Linui'1
170
7950
1 100
305
1 I0«
UUO
105
2250
730
OAO* SIDE
A I R
qs
aio
in
B70
6*0
u i c
15
IfiO
120
35
no
ISOO
5
l«5
15
100
30
25
600
iqa
50
Licuir
170
i ir>c
305
I icn
39C
lOf
225C
730
MSS TOTAL •• CREW OAY
HEAT LOAO BTIJ/HR
LIGHT SIDE
A IR
95
4| n
6SO
10
3^n
550
41 0
15
(GO
1 00
35
too
1700
5
4C
15
100
5
5
450
190
50
LI an lo
•.
3^50
1 300
305
9RO
a«o
105
2250
730
CAPK sinp
A I R
Q5
4(0
in
3«0
550
410
35
ISO
ino
'15
*0
1700
5
40
15
100
5
5
450
190
50
LI Oil ID
I 100
105
9fiO
190
105
2250
730
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MOfHJLAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3..? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL /L I FE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.2.1 .!.«-! HFAT I.OAD DISTRIBUTION - SM-3 MOPW.E
HEAT
SOURCE
ECLSS (BACKUP)
C02 REMOVAL
CO? REO-A/C PUMP
02 GEN - PUMP
CO? SENSOR
VENT FAN
SENSIBLE HY .
HUMIO CONTROL
PPQ2 CONTROL
CONTAK CONTROL
GAS MON-BACT PET
TRASH PROCESSOR
GALLEV. SINK
FIRE DETECTOR
GALLEY
FREE7ER-REFRIG
OVEN-RESISTANCE
OVEN-KICROWAVF
RECONST UNIT
EPS
AUTO-XFMR
RECT/FILTER
CIRCUIT 9REAKFRS
LIGHTING
METABOLIC
EXPERIMENTS
INSTRU STIMULI
MODULE M A X l M U M i CREW DAY
HEAT LOAO BTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
95
« to
RRO
10
R70
R80
«IO
35
IRQ
IPO
?S5
1RO
35
I.I'OO
?00
150
l?0
?550
?uoo
uoo
50
LI Oil in
l?n
3^5^
1 30^
105
1 100
98^
U6H
5??5
730
HARK SIHE
AIR
95
« I O
i n
670
6RO
a i o
35
IRQ
l?0
?55
3RO
35
laoo
200
150
•50
2550
2'»00
aoo
50
LIQ'IIC
«70
I30C
305
I ion
*§r
uoo
52?5
730
HSS T.OTAL •• CREW HAY
. HEAT LOAD BTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
10
U>0
55n
150
• 20
35
1 IOC
100
50
100
1900
900
aoo
50
LIQUID
9flO
1UO
5225
730
PACK SIHF
A J R
10.
«20
550
150
20
35
1 100
100
50
B.O
1900
900
400
50
LIOUID
''flC
, 390.
5225
73C
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STA.TIOM SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.2. I . I .1-1 HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION - -SM-« MODULE
MEAT
SOURCE
ECLSS
CO? SENSOR
VENT EANS
SENSIPLE HX
SPECIAL HX
H20 PUMP PKG
FREON PUMP PKG
H?0 RECLAMATION
PURITY MONITOR
EECAL/URINE COLL
TRASH PROCESS
SINKS
EIRE DETECTION
EPS
ELECTROLYSIS
LIGHTING
GENERAL
MEDICAL
METABOL IC-SENS
.EXPERIMENTS
INSTRU STIMULI
MODULE MA X I M U M * CREW DAY
HEAT LOAO QTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
7
670
F80
96
?H9
?79
ISU
51
•510
«l
3 a
1 ISO
IK30
ISO
900
??00
3R5
LI Oil 10
?BOI
2?30
17(|«
I38R
B56?
3R20
76S
HARK SIDE
AIR
7
B70
SflO
9fi
289
279
I5U
51
510
a t
3a
1 US
IB30
150
900
2200
365
Liauip
2ROI
2230
i7aR
1386
83U
3.R2C
76-e
MSS. TOTAL •» CREW DAY
HEAT LOAO BTU/H.R
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
7
286
680
ia
Iff?
77
20
3«
580
1630
600
365
LIQUID
873
693
3281
765
DARK SlHE
AIR
7
286
SflO
14
1*2
77
20
3«
7«
1630
600
365
LI Oil ID
873
693
U|7
765
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MOHULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL COMTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.2. I.!.«-! HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION - SM-«» MODULE (CON•T )
HEAT
SOURCE
ISS
DATA PUS CONTROL
CENTRAL TIMING
CENTRAL PROCESS
OPER CONTROL CON
CMDR CONTROL CON
PORT CONTROL CON
LOCAL MON/ALAPM
K-BANO ANT ELECT
S-RANO XPNOER
VHF XPNOER
MODULE M A X I M U M * CREW DAY
HEAT LOAP STU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
AIR
5
5
50
"5
22
157
3
6
tt
?90
COMM RACK SURASSY 12
RECORDING SURASSY 10
AUnlO/VID UNITS
TV CAPERAS-MON
RACU
U
?6B
102
LI Oil IP
8f
9^
i22«;
fl6«;
URl
5S
uo
11?
IR«
17
101
DARK SIDE
AIR
5
.5
SO
«5
2?
IR7
I
fi
U
?<<0
12
10
U
256
102
LIQUIP
* 1
<?7
1225
flBS
US.1
55
«0
112
1 fl*»
17
IC3
MSS TOTAL ** CREW DAY
HEAT LOAD PTU/HR
LIGHT SIDE
A I R
c
5
50
us
2?
157
5
2<:>n
\->
in
«
2R*
102
LIQUID
8 1
<*7
1225
R6S
«63
S5
312
|8R
17
(03
DARK SIHE
AIR
5
S
50
«5
22
IR7
6
290
12
10
H
256
102
Liouin
fit
97
»225
«65
«6.?
55
112
] flP
. 37
103
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.2. I . I .«-2 HE«T LOAD DISTRIBUTION SUMMARY
NEAT
SOURCE
CORE MODULE *
SM-I MODULE
SM-2 MODULE
SM-3 MODULE
SM-U MODULE
TOTAL
MODULE M A X I M U M * CREW DAY
HEAT LOAD BTU/HR
ORBITAL AVERAGE
AIR
12065
1 l?06
6185
1 1 UOO
9857
507)3
LIOUID
39615
20126
8*00
1 1*70
20I2S
1 OQ737
TOTAL
5IR80
31332
I «n«5
23070
?q<^83
151050
MSS TOTAL •• CREW DAY
HEAT LOAD BTU/HR
ORBITAL AVERAGE
AIR
I077S
9380
5245
6I?5
S25<*
3S78P
LIQUID
2R690
I5S70
8^60
7375
7^02
66297
TOTAL
37UR";
2505U
1 3S05
13500
1 31*1
IC3C«5
« PROVIDES COOLING fQR POWER ROOM
•« DESIGN HEAT LOAD CONTRIBUTION TO VSS TOTAL
3.3.2.i.i.s WATER MANAGEMENT
THE HATER MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY SHALL HAVE THE FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS -
A. QUANTITIES OF POTABLE WATER FOR FOCD AND DRINKING SHALL BE PROVIDED
AS FOLLOWS -
FOOD - i.uu LH/MAN-D»Y
DRINK - U.|U I.B/MAN-DSY
R. OUANTITIES OF WATFR FOR HOUSEKEEPING AND PERSONAL HYGIENE SHALL BE
PROVIDED AS FOLLOWS -
WASHING
SHOWER
HOUSEKEEPING
LAUNPRY
«.0 LB/MAN-DAY
- 16.6 IB/SHOWER TWICE PFR DAY
- 0.« LR/MAN-DAY
- NOT RFODIRED
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION sn 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - 1 N I T I AL ,ST AT I ON SYSTEM
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
C. COLO WATER SHALL RE SlJPPLirn AT 50 */-5 PFG F ANT HOT WATER AT
t5a */-u PEG F FOR PURPOSED OF FOGG RECONSTITUTION.
0. POTABLE WATER SHALL BE PROVIDED F.QR HYGIENIC FLUSHING OF U R I N A L S
AT 3.5 LB/MAN-DAY.
E. THE WATER SYSTEM SHALL RE PF.SIGNEO FOR CLOSFO LOOP OPERATION FOP
RECLAMATION. STORAGE* AMD °EUSE» NOT INCLUDING FECAL WATER.
CAPABILITY TO RECOVER POTAPLF HATFR AT A PROCESS RATF OF 161 LfiS/OAY
SHALL BE PROVIOEO. C A P A B l L T T Y SHALL ALSO RE PROVinEO FOP AN ELEC-
TROLYSIS WATER RFSIIPPLY RATE OF M.R
F. OIIANTITIES OF WATFR FOR EXPERIMENT USE SHALL BE PROVIDED AT A
RATE OF 35 LBS/OAY.
G. WATER POTABILITY STANDARDS SHALL BE *S SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3. 3. 2. I.?. 5.
THIS STANDARD SHALL APPLY TO THE PRODUCT WATER FROM IJRIME R E C L A M A T I O N )
H. POTABLE WATER STORAGE SHALL BE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE AN
RESERVE CAPACITY FOR A CREW OF SIX FOR 9P MO'JRS IN AHPITION TO
NORMAL USAGE REOH I REGENTS *ND SHALL PROVIDE A POSITIVE *EANS FOP MONI-
TORING WATER PURITY. CAPABILITY TO RECOVER FROM A WATEW SYSTEM CONTAM-
INATION FAILURE SHALL BF PROVIDED.
I. CAPABILITY TO SUPPLY ||.U LBS OF WATFR/M AN/EVENT FOR EVA SUPPORT
SHALL «E PROVIDED. TOTAL QUANTITY SHALL PE BASED ON ONE P-MAN E V A .
PER MONTH.
J. PROVISIONS FOR STORING VAPOR COMPRESSION VENT G&SES FOR I? HOURS SHALL
BE PROVIDFD.
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PFPFOPMANCF S P E C I F I C A T I O N SO 71-21 -5-1
MODULAR SPACF STATION . INITIAL STATION SYSTFI-
3.1.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.2.1.1.5 AEROSPACE POTARLF WATER SPECIFICATION
CHEMICAL REQUIREMENTS
TOTAL SOLIDS
CADMIUM
CHROMiuMt HEXAVALENT
COPPER
LEAO
SILVER
IRON
MANGANESE
ZINC
MERCURY
NICKEL
CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND
SELENIUM
COLOR
TORPIDITY
TASTE AND OOOR
PH
MICRO-ORGANISMS
PARTICIPATES
MILLIGRAMS/LITER OR
PARTS PER MILLION
1000.0
o.os
o.os
3.0
0.?
o.s
1 .0
0. 1
15.0
0.005
1 .0
0.5
0.05
UNITS
15.0
25.0
DOOR NO. 3.0
R.O - *«o
ESSENTIALLY NO COLIFORMS
LEVEL 3
SOURCE
SS«
SS*
SSO
ssg
ss«
ss«
A F
AF
AF
NASA
MR
NR
USPH
AF
AF
AF
NASA
USPH
NP MAOfilO-017
NOTE - SOURCE ABBREVIATIONS ARE EXPLAINED RELOW -
SSB - SPACE SCIENCE BOARD
AF - AIR FORCE POTABLE WATER STANDARO FOR
NASA - NASA PF-SPFC-I
NR - NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
USPH - u. s. OFPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
3.3.2.1.1.6 HASTE MANAGEMENT
THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY SHALL MEET THE FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS. THE DATA IS RASED ON MALE CREW MEMBERS.' SIMILAR DATA FOR
FEMALE CREW MEMBERS HAS NOT REEN ESTABLISHED? HOWEVER* DATA VALUES FOR
FEMALES ARE EXPECTED TO BE SMALLER IN VALUE.
A. URINE WASTE SHALL BE COLLECTED AND PROCESSED. PROCESS RATES SMALL BE
BASED ON «? USES/MAN/DAY. QUANTITIES OF URINE WASTES TO BE PROCESSED SHALL
BE AS FOLLOWS -
URINE WATER
URINE SOLIDS
3.US LB/MAN-OAY
U.48 L3/MAN-DAY
0. 13 LB/MAN-OAY
NOMINAL
MAXIMUM
P. FECAL WASTES SHALL RE COLLECTED AND PROCESSED. FECAL WATER SHALL NOT
BE RECLAIMED. PROCESS RATES SHALL BE BASED ON i USE/MAN/DAY. QUANTITIES
OF FECAL WASTES TO BE PROCESSED SHALL BE AS rOLLOWS -
FECAL WATER
FECAL SOLIDS
0.25 LB/MAN-OAY
0.33 LB/MAN-DAY
0.13 LB/MAN-DAY
NOMINAL
MAXIMUM
C. ONE TOILET CONSISTING OF SEPARATE FECAL AND URINE COLLECTION DEVICES
AT THE SAME LOCATION SHALL BE PROVIDED. IN ADDITIONt ONE WALL MOLMTE
URINAL SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR ADDED CREW CONVENIENCE. COLLECTION DE-
VICES SHALL ACCOMMODATE A MIXED MALE/FEMALE CREW. THESE UTILITIES
SHALL BE LOCATED IN EACH PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITY OF EACH PRESSURE
VOLUME.
0. FOOD WASTES SHALL BE COLLECTED AND PROCESSED.
E. TRASH MATERIAL SUCH AS PAP^Rt CLOTHING* FILM* FILM CONTAINERS!
ETC. SHALL BE COLLECTED* PROCESSED* AND FTOREO FOR LOGISTICS RETURN.
THE TYPES AND QUANTITIES Or WASTE MATERIALS TO "E PROCESSED PER SUB-
SYSTEM SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3..?. I . i .*. PROVISIONS FOR
PROCESSING IS Lfl/OAY WITH AN AVERAGE VOLL'ME OF j CU FT SHALL
BE PROVIDED.
PROVISIONS FOR DRYING AND STERILIZATION CF TRASH MATERIAL SHALL BE
PROVIDED. ALSO* REDUNDANT PROVISIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR DRYING
ANP STERILIZATION OF TRASH MATERIAL.
F. WASTE SOLIDS SHALL NOT RE HUMPED TO SPACE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - i N j T f A L STATION SYSTEM
T.3.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
G. GASES AND WATER MAY RE VENTED TO SPACE* HOWEVER NON-PROPULSIVE DIS-
CHARGE PEVICES SHALL BE USrn. VENT PORTS SMALL RE LOCATED AS REMOTELY
AS POSSIBLE FROM WINDOWS AMD EXPERIMENT AIRLOCKS TO M I N I M I Z E EXTERIOR
CONTAMINATION. VENT PORTS SHALL 'PROVIDE TOP DUMPING OE GAS^s
 AND
WATER INTO THE STATION WAKF. HUMP SYSTEM OrSlGN SHALL PROVIDE EO"
PERIODIC HUMPING OE WASTE PASES AND WATER SIMULTANEOUSLY ANQ SHALL
PWCVIDE FOR 4 MINIMU M PERIOD OF (2 HOURS BETWEEN VENTINGS. VENTING
OE DRY JOHN'S MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED ON A NOW-PERIODIC BASIS PROVIDING
VENT GASES ARE DISCHARGED INTO THE WAKE CF THE STATION.
H. MICROBICLOGICALLY AND BACTFPIOLOHICALL V CONTAMINATED WASTE MATERIALS
SHALL BE DISINFECTED AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THEIR SOURCE PRIOR TO
STORAGE* PROCESSING* OR DISPOSAL.
I. CAPABILITY FOR PROCESSING S7 LB/MONTH OF WASTE AND TRASH MATERIALS
FpOM EXPERIMENTS SHALL BE PROVIDED. THESE "ATEtflALS MAY CONTAIN
BICLOGICAL OR ANIMAL URINE AND/OR FECAL MATTER.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
•*.-*.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.1.?.I.1.6 TYPICAL WASTE
SOUKCE
CREW
FOOD MNGT
CREW RELATED
ECLSS PROCESS
SUPSYSTEMS
EXPERIMENTS
DESCRIPTION
URINE SOL ins
FECAL
FOOD WASTE
FOOD PACKAGING
UTENSILS* SOAP* ETC
WIPES
H A l R i NAILS. SKIN
TOILET TISSUE
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
HOUSECLEANING SUPPLIES
SOAPi HYGIENE
DENTAL
HAIR CONTROL
FILTERS* CHARCOAL
WICKS* CARTRIDGES
WATER TREATMENT
USED CATALYSTS
WASTE TREATMENT ANT BAGS
CLOTHING* TOWELS* ETC
TELETYPE PAPER
MICROFILM* MAGNETIC TAPE
SPAKE PART PACKAGING
PHOTO LAW
BIOSCIENTE LAB* ETC
SPACE PROCESSING-PHYSICS
COMTAM, U/ATER ( NON-NORf )
RASIC RATE
LH/MAN-OAV
o.i 3
0.3«
O.ao
i. i*
0.01
o.?o
0.05
o.oia
0.02
O.n?
0.033
•
O.H33
O.DB7
0.033
O.OSR
•• — •• —
6 ^EN
L«/OAY
0.7*
?.2H
?.«0
7.08
O.OS
1 .20
0.30
0 . C S «
0.12
0. 12
0. 193
o. igq
o.ao?
n. 198
0.3HR
3.3.?.. I . I .7 HYGIENE
HYGIENE FACILITIES SHALL BE PROVIDED TO MEET THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS -
A. ONE SHOWER FACILITY SHALL RE PROVIDED WITH THE CAPABILITY FOR 2
SHOWERS/DAY AT (S.g LBS OF WATER/SHOWER. ThE FACILITY SHALL PROVIDE "OT
AND CCLO WATER FOR M I X I N G TO A TEMPERATURE CF 90 TO 110 DEG E FOR
SHOWERING. ' -
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
P. ONF GROOMING STATION WITHIM EACH PRESSURE VOLUME SHALL BE PROVIDED.
EACH GROOMING STATION SHALL CONTAIN A SINK UITH HOT AND COLD U'ATER KIXI&G
CAPABILITY, TEETH BRUSHING CUSPIDOR* AND SOA* DISPENSER FQR FACE AND HAKO
WASHING* BODY SPONGING* MOUTH WASHING AND GENERAL GROOMING.
C. STORAGE SPACE FOR HOUSEKEEPING PROVISIONS SHALL BE PROVIDED. THE
SIZE AND LOCATION OF THE STORAGE FACILITIES ARE (TBD ).
D. A SINK WITH HOT AND COLD WATER MIXING C A P A B I L I T Y SHALL RE PROVIDED
IN THE PRIMARY GALLEY AND IN THE MEDICAL AREA.
E. SINK USAGE SHALL BE BASED ON |Q USES/MAN/DAY. CAPABILITY TO SUPPLY
u LBS OF WATER/MAN/OAY FOR SIMK USE SHALL BE PROVIDED.
3.3.2.1.1.8 SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT PROVISIONS AND CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO MEET
THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS -
A. 0? HIGH PRESSURE STORAGE CAPABLE OF SUPPLYING 02 FOR INTRA-VEHICULAR
ACTIVITIES. IN ADDITION* IT SHALL PROVIDE 0? FOR RECHARGING PORTABLE
LIFE SUPPORT FQUIPMENT rQR EVA.
B. THE ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EVA/IVA SUPPORT AS FOLLOWS -
IVA SUPPORT
02 NOMINAL MAX FLOU - 8 LB/MAN-HR
05 EMERGENCY FLOW . - ?2 LB/MAN-HR FOR 30 MINUTES
02 INLET TEMP - UQ TO fiU DEC F
• HEAT LOAD PEAK ' - 2000 BTU/MAN-HQ
SUIT PRESSURE - SOURCE REGULATF TO MO PSIG
LCG WATER FLOW - 2«0 LB/HR AT *3 OEG F
DESIGN CAPACITY - ? MEN AT U HRS EACH/RESUPPLY PERIOD
IF REQUIRED
PLSS CHARGING
02 PER RECHARGE - I.B LBS
H20 PER RECHARGE - 10.* LBS
RECHARGE PRESSURE - t o i o +/- 30 PSI
CHARGING FREQUENCY - ? UNITS/MONTH
C. AN EMERGENCY RESERVE OF WATER AND OXYGEN FOR 96 HOURS M I N I M U M SHALL BE
MAINTAINED ON BOARD THE SPACE STATION. THIS RESERVE SHALL BE ACCESSr
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
ABLE FROM EITHER PRESSURE VOLUME IN THE EVENT OF LOSS OF ONE VOLUME.
THE WATER RESERVE SHALL BE MAINTAINEO FROM THE NORMAL i?o PAY STORAGE
CAPACITY.
0. EMERGENCY EIRE CONTROL AND DETECTION PROVISIONS SHALL BE PROVIDED.
THESE PROVISIONS SHALL* AS A M l N l M U M t COK'TAlM AN OXYGEN FACE MASK
ANP 02 ROTTLE* AND A CO? EXTINGUISHER FOR SMALL FIRE CONTROL.
ATMOSPHERIC HUMP PROVISIONS SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR LARGE FIRE CONTROL.
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MODULAR SoACE STATION - INIT I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
3.3.2.1.2 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
3.3.2.1.2.1 GASEOUS STORAGE
EMERGENCY GAS STORAGE REQUIREMENTS ARE INCLUDED WITH NORMAL OPERATIONS SAS
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS AND ARE SPECIFIED .IN PARAGRAPH .1.3.2.1.1.1.
3.3.2.1.2.2 COP MANAGEMENT
A. CO? PARTIAL PRESSURE SMALL NOT EXCEED 15.0 MMHG EOR MORE THAN B HOURS,
3.3.2.1.2.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
A. CIRCULATION - SUFFICIENT TO M A I N T A I N COMPOSITION* TEMPERATURE! AMD
CONTAMINATION CONTROL.
p. TEMPERATURE - MAINTAINABLE RETUIEEN us AND ms HFC F.
C. HUMIDITY - H20 PARTIAL PRESSURE M A I N T A I N A B L E BETWEEN 8 TO 16 MMHG
n. PRESSURE - TOTAL PRESSURE ^HALL RE M A I N T A I N E D ABOVE 7.5 PSIA. 0?
PARTIAL PRESSURE SHALL BE M A I N T A I N E D BETWEEN 3.0 TO 3.5 PSIA.
E. CONTAMINANT CONTROL - T^ACF CONTAMINANTS SHALL BE MAINTAINED WITHIN
0.5 OF THE THRESHOLD L I M I T VALUE PER CONSTITUENT. BACTERIA SHALL BE
CONTROLLED TO 100 "UCROBES PE!R CUBIC FOOT.
3.3.2.1.2.4 THERMAL CONTROL
CAPABILITY TO RFJECT A HEAT LOAO OF I0»l«0 BTU/HR (2.95 KW THERMAL) SHALL
RE PROVIDED (BASED ON 1.5 KW USABLE ELECTRICAL).
3.3.2.1.2.5 WATER MANAGEMENT
CAPABILITY TO PROVIDE 152 POUNDS OF POTABLE WATER FOR CREW CONSUMPTION
SHALL BF PROVIDED.
3.3.7.1.2.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT
CAPABILITY FOR URINE AND FECAL WASTE CCLLECTICN AND PROCESSING EQUIVALENT
TO NORMAL OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE PRCVIDEO.
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3.1.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
1.1.2.I.2.7 HYGIENE
NO SPECIFIC EMERGENCY REQUIREMENTS IOENTIFIED.
3.3.2.1.2.8 SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
CAPABILITY FOR EMERGENCY REMOVAL OF 003 FOR 9(? HOURS SHALL BE PROVIDED.
C02 DARTIAL PRESSURE S^ALL RE M A I N T A I N E D ^ELCU 7.S MMHG.
SPACE OIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION FEC "»
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3.3.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL /L I FE SUPPORT
1.3.2.I.3 BUILDUP OPERATIONS
3.3.2.1.3.1 CASEOUS STORAGE
HIGH PRESSURE STORAGE CAPABILITY SUFFICIENT TC REPRESSURIZE EACH MODULE
AND/OR COMBINATION OE MODULES AT EACH STEP OF BUILDUP TO A PRESSURE HF
IU.7 PSIA SHALL BE PROVIOEO. IN AD D I T I O N * LEAKAGE MAKEUP ANO CREW CONSUMP-
TION GASEOUS REQUIREMENTS EOP A S-OAY STAY TIKE SHALL BE PROVIDED. THE
QUANTITIES OE GASES REQUIRED ART SHOWN IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE.
CONFIGURATION
EOR LEAKAGE
CONSIDERATION
CORE
CORE* PWR
CORE* SM-J
CORE* SM-|t SM2
CORE* SM-I SM-2*
SM-3
CORE* SM-I. SM-2*
SM-3* SM-U
INI T I A L
LEAK RATE
L8S/DAY
02/N?
5.5
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
DRESS AT
30 DAY 1
PSIA
fl.O
8.0
1 1.2
12.5
13.0
13.0
REPRESS
ro iu.7 i
PSIA
OTY-LRS
1 3«
I3«
l«5
197
l«3.?
196
i 5-OAY
.EAKAGE (
US
0?/N2
27
27
3d
32
35
37
2-MAK'
:REW 02
5-DAYS
LPS
Ifl.U
IH.tt
18. a
i«.a
!«.«
18.4
GAS TOTAL
LBS
02/N2
1 7 9 . a
179. «
20C.«
2«7.1
2«S.«
2^ i .a
3.3.2.1.3.2 C02 MANAGEMENT
co? PARTIAL PRESSURE SHALL BE MAINTAINED WITHIN ir» MMHG UTILIZING ORBITER
C02 REMOVAL EQUIPMENT.
3.3.2.1.3.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTPOL
A. CIRCULATION - CAPABILITY SMALL BE PROVIDED EOR ATMOSPHERE CIRCULATION
DUPING PERIODS o^ CREW OCCUPAMCY AND EOR PERIODIC CIRCULATION DURING
QUIESCENT OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE FOR CONTAMINANT MONITORING. AIR VELOCITY
SHALL BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN 15 PPM M I N I M U M AND 100 EPM MA X I M U M WHEN
OCCUPIED BY THE CREW.
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.1.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
B. TEMPERATURE - CAPABILITY SMALL BE PROVIDED TO M A I N T A I N THE ATMOSPHERE
TEMPERATURE BETWEEN uo AND «5 DEC F WHEN UNMANNED AND es TO 75 DEC F
WHEN HANNED.
C. HUMIDITY - ORBITER EQUIPMENT SHALL BE USED TO M A I N T A I N HUMIDITY
CONTROL DURING PERIODS OF MANNED OPERATION.
D. PRESSURE - TOTAL PRESSURE SHALL BE M A I N T A I N E D AT A NORMAL OPrRATING
PRESSURE OF |tt.7 PSIA. 02 PARTIAL PRESStIRE SHALL BE M A I N T A I N E D BETWEEN
3.1 PSIA M I N I M U M AND 3.5 PSIA MAXIMUM. THE TOTAL PRESSURE AND 02 PARTIA L
PRESSURE SHALL BE MAINTAINED DURING PERIODS OF MANNED OPERATIONS FOR <=>
HAYS MA X I M U M AT EACH BUILDUP STEP AND ALLOWED TO PLEEO DOWN VIA NOPMAL
LEAKAGE DURING QUIESCENT PERIODS.
E. CONTAMINANT CONTROL - CAPABILITY SHALL PE PROVIDED FOR PERIODIC ,
MONITORING FOR TOXIC CONTAMINATION AND AN EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERE. THE ,
TYPES OF CONTAMINANTS TO BE MONITORED AND CONTROLLED AND THEIR ALLOUARLE
CONCENTRATIONS ARE TO BE DETERMINED.
3.3.2.1.3.4 THERMAL CONTROL
A. CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO ACCOMMODATE THE FOLLOWING HEAT LOADS
DURING QUIESCENT PERIODS OF OPERATION °r THE CORE/POWER MODULE(S ) -
1. CONTINUOUS - 257« BTM/HR (760 WATTS THERMAL)
2. INTERMITTENTLY - 1*737 BTU/HR (i.is KW i FOR 1/2 HW EACH DAY AND
U 1/2 HRS PRIOR TO SHUTTLE ORBITER BERTHING
B. CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO ACCOMMODATE THE FOLLOWING HEAT LCAOS
DURING MANNED PERIODS OF OPERATION OF THE CORE/POWER MODULECSI -
I . CREW - 700 BTIJ/HR/MAN
2. EQUIPMENT - TflO
C. CAPABILITY SHALL RE PROVIDED TO UTILIZE THE SM-j THERMAL CONTROL
PROVISIONS TO ACCOMMODATE CREW AND EQUIPMENT HEAT LOADS AFTER S*-l
DELIVERY. SUBSEQUENT BUILDUP OPERATIONS WILL UTILIZE NORMAL OPERATIONS
EQUIPMENT AS REQUIRED FOR THERMAL CONTROL.
3.3.2.1.3.5 WATER MANAGEMENT
CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO UTILIZE NORMAL OPERATIONS ECLSS ELECTROLY-
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SIS WATER STORAGE TANKS AS A SUPPLEMENTARY SOURCE OF i^ATER FOR EPS USE. NO
CTMFW SPECIAL BUILDUP REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN IOFNTIFIEO. CREW WATER CON-
SUMPTION REQUIREMENTS SHALL PE MET USING ORBITER PROVISIONS.
3.1.2.1.3.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT
NO SPECIAL RUILPUP REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED. OW8ITER PROVISIONS
SHALL BE USEP TO ACCOMMODATE CRr'J GENERATE!! WASTES.
3.3.2. 1.3.7 HYGIENE
NO SPECIAL BUILPUP REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED.
3.3.2. I.3.ft SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
IVA SUIT CONNECT CAPABILITY SHALL BE AV A I L A B L E AT EACH PHASE OF BlilLOU0.
3.3.2.i.« SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
3.3.2.I.1*.I ELUID SYSTEMS ANP THEIR SERVICING EQUIPMENT SHALL BE DESIGNED
TO PERMIT COMPLETE FLUSHING AND DRAINING. THE FOLLOWING CONDITONS SHALL
HE SATISFIED AS A *INIMUM -
A. THE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE FREE AS POSSIBLE FROM DEAD-ENDED PIPING 09
PASSAGES THROUGH WHICH FLUSH ING FLU I OS CANNOT BE MADE TO FLOW.
P. DRAIN PORTS SHALL BE LOCATrrj AT THE LOW POINTS IN THE ASSEMBLY FCR
GROUND CHECKOUT.
3.3.2.I.«.2 POSITIVE MEASURES SHALL BE TAKEN TO PREVENT THE INCORRECT
INSTALLATION OF ELUlO LINE COMPONENTS WHOSE FUNCTION IS DEPENDENT ON
DIRECTION OF FLOW.
A. WHERE FEASIBLE* THE DESIGN OF THESE FLUIC LINE COMPONENTS SHALL
INCORPORATE END FITTINGS OR CONNECTORS WHOSE DIMENSIONS OR
CONFIGURATIONS WILL NOT PERMIT INCORRECT INSTALLATION OR SERVICING.
B. THE DIRECTION OF FLOW SHALL BE CLEARLY INDICATED WITH PERMANENT
MARKINGS ON THE EXTERIOR OF COMPONENTS AND PARTS EVERY six INCHES ON
FLUID LINES.
C. SUBSYSTEM MEDIA SHALL BE IDENTIFIED BY AN ODIZING OR OTHER PERMANENT
COLOR CODING ON THE EXTERIOR OF THE FLUID LINES/EITTINGS.
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3.3.2.1.0.3 GROUND SERVICING ANH TEST PORTS (NOT REQUIRED To FUNCTION
INFLIGHT) SMALL BE DESIGNED TO PRECLUDE LEAKAGE INFLIGHT IF CAPS ARE
USED. THE M A T E R I A L SHALL BE COMPATIBLE WITH THF APPLICABLE
SUBSYSTEM AND THE EXPECTED ENVIRONMENT.
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«VV»^«^«WW^V**l»*W^««*«W««*B**a»*«*»MVW«»«V«MM««»V*BV«»«B««WAW»«V^«4*«^««W«WWWWte*W»«»<
3.3.?.2 SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
3.3.?.2.I GASEOUS STORAGE
NO SPECIFIC SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.2.2.2 C02 MANAGEMENT
A. THE C02 MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY IS CAPABLE OF REMOVING 27 LBS OF CO? PER
DAY WITH BOTH H2 DEPOLARIZER UNITS OPERATING.
R. THE C02 MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY IS CAPABLE OF PROCESSING A MA X I M U M OF
27 LBS OF C02 PER DAY WITH BOTH SABATIER UMTS OPERATING. TUC UNIT
OPERATION REQUIRES 3.68 LBS OF H2 PER DAY AND PRODUCES is.su LBS OF H20
ANH 7.3tt LBS OF CHU PER DAY* AND 6.8 LBS OF CO? IS VENTEO.
c. THE 002 MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY is CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 56.21 LBS OF 02
PER DAY WITH BOTH ELECTROLYSIS UNITS OPERATING DURING SUNSIOE ONLY.
3.3.2.2.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
A. THE ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY IS CAPABLE OF PROCESSING 6.5 LBS OF
H'lMTDlTY CONDENSATE PER HOUR WITH BOTH HUMIDITY UNITS OPERATING.
3.3.7.2.U THERMAL CONTROL
A. THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY IS CAPABLE OF REJECTING A M A X I M U M HEAT
LOAD OF M«»««2 BTU/HOUR (3U.* KW). (1.5 KU OVER THE 30.3 KW REQUIRED)
3.3.2.2.5 WATER MANAGEMENT
A. THE WATER MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY IS CAPABLE OF PROCESSING 322 LBS OF
WATER PER PAY WITH BOTH VAPOR COMPRESSION UNITS OPERATING.
3.3.2.2.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT
A. THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY IS CAPABLE OF PROCESSING 30 LBS/DAY
OF TRASH WITH TWO UNIT OPERATION.
B. THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY is CAPABLE OF PROCESSING ?3 LBS/DAY
OF URINE AND FLUSH WATER WITH BOTH UNITS OPERATING AT M A X I M U M CAPACITY.
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MOHULAR SPACE STATION - INIT I A L STATION SYSTEM
.1.1.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
3.3.?.2.7 HYGIENE
NO SPECIFIC SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIED
3.3.?.2.8 SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
NO SPECIFIC SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIED.
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3.?.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LI FE. SUPPORT
3.3.7.3 EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
3.^.2.3.1 GASEOUS. STORAGE
A. OXYGEN/NITROGEN QUANTITIES
1. METAROLIC CONSUMPTION ( 0?.) - 1.2 L3/OAY
2. LEAKAGE MAKEU° (02/N2) - 1.0 LR/0 A Y/ ATT ACHED MODULE
3. (02/N2)
AIRLOCKS
PRESS/DEPRESS FREO - S/MONTH
VOLUME - «35 CU ET
PUMPOOWN TIME - fl MRS TO O.I PSIA
REPRESS TIME - 20 MINUTES
PUMPOOWN GAS RECEIVER - NORMAL STATION ATMOSPHERE
PUMPDOWN REPRESS GAS - FROM STATION ATMOSPHERE
B. C02 MANAGEMENT
THE STATION SHALL M A I N T A I N THE ATMOSPHERE AT 3.0 MMHG NOMINAL C02
PARTIAL PRESSURE. NON-MET A^OL IC» A N I M A L AND EXPERIMENT PRODUCED
C02 SHALL PE CONTROLLER BY THE EXPERIMENT. C02 CONTROL FOR THE CREW
SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR INTEGRAL* ATTACHED AND DETACHED EXPERIMENTS
WHEN ATTACHED TO THE STATION.
C. ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
1. CIRCULATION - THE STATION SHALL PROVIDE AIR CIRCULATION FOR THE
GPL BETWEEN IS AND 100 FPM TO SUPPORT CREW COMFORT. THE STATION
SHALL PROVIDE C02 AND CONTAMINANT CONTROL OF THE ATMOSPHERE FOR
THE GPL AND ATTACHED RAMS. AN INTERFACE SUPPLY AND RETURN DUCT
SHALL PROVIDE 100 TO UOO CFM OF AIR TC CONTROL THE C02» HUMIDITY*
AND CONTAMINANT PRODUCTION OF fi MEN.
2. TEMPERATURE CONTROL - THE STATION SHALL PROVIDE SELECTABLE TEMP-
ERATURE CONTROL BETWEEN R5 AND 75 DEG F FOR THE GPL. ATTACHED RAMS
SHALL PROVIDE SELECTABLE TEMPERATURE CONTROL BETWEEN ss AND 75
DEG F. THE STATION ATMOSPHERE SHALL ACCOMMODATE THE HUMIDITY LOAD
OF SIX CREWMEN MAXIMUM. ALL OTHER AIR THERMAL LOADS SHALL BE
ACCOMMODATED BY THE MODULE.
3. PRESSURE CONTROL - THE STATION SHALL PROVIDE TOTAL PRESSURE
CONTROL AND OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE CONTROL FOR GPL EXPERIMENTS
AND ATTACHED RAMS TO THF SAME CONDITION AS THE STATION ATMOSPHERE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
THE STATION AND EXPERIMENTS ATMOSPHERE SHALL BE CONTROLLED TO IU.7
PSIA NOMINAL (WITH V A R I A T I O N TO 10 PS IA ALLOWABLE) AND OXYGEN
PARTIAL PRESSURE AT 3.1 PSIA. EXPERIMENT PRESSURE REQUIREMENTS
DIFFERENT FROM THE STATION SHALL BE PROVIDED BY EXPERIMENTS.
«. HUMIDITY CONTROL - THE STATION SHALL PROVIDE ATMOSPHERE AT 8 TO
12 MMHG PARTIAL PRESSURE OF WATER FOR GPL EXPERIMENTS AND ATTACHED
RAMS. HUMIDITY CONTROL TO A DIFFERENT LEVEL SHALL BE PROVIDED BY
EXPERIMENTS. EXCESSIVE EXPERIMENT CAUSED HUMIDITY (GREATER THAN
APPROX o.l LB/HR OF NON-HUMAN WATER TO THE ATMOSPHERE) SHALL §E
REMOVED BY EXPERIMENT FACILITIES.
D. THERMAL CONTROL
1. GPL EXPERIMENTS - THE STATION SHALL PROVIDE ACTIVE TEMPERATURE
CONTROL FOR GPL EXPERIMENTS SUFFICIENT TO ACCOMMODATE U500 WATTS
AVERAGE DISSIPATION.
2. ATTACHED RAMS - THE STATION SHALL PROVIDE A LIQUID INTERFACE
HEAT EXCHANGER SIZED TO «500 WATTS AVERAGE HEAT LOAD AVAILABLE
AT EACH EXPERIMENT MODULE BERTHING PORT AT A COOLANT TEMPERATURE
RANGE OF UO TO 75 OEG F.
E. WATER MANAGEMENT
1. STORAGE AND/OR GENERATION CAPABILITY FOR SUPPLYING 35 LB/OAY
MAXIMUM OF POTABLE WATER SHALL HE PROVIDED BY THE STATION ECLSS.
THE WATER SHALL HAVE THF SAME POTABILITY AND PURITY REQUIREMENTS
AS THE STATION. THIS CAPABILITY SHALL RE PROVIDED FOR GPL AND
ATTACHED RAM EXPERIMENT USE EITHER INDIVIDUALLY OR COLLECTIVELY.
2. EXPERIMENT WATER REQUIREMENTS WITH A DIFFERENT PURITY REQUIREMENT
SHALL BE CONSIDERED AN EXPERIMENT EXPENDABLE ITEM AND HANDLED AS
A LOGISTICS SUPPLY MATERIAL.
3. EXPERIMENT WATER WHICH CANNOT BE ACCOMMODATED BY THE STATION POT-
ABLE WATER RECLAMATION ASSEMBLY BECAUSE OF UNUSUAL CHEMICALS CR
CONTAMINANTS SHALL BE CONSIDERED A WASTE PRODUCT AND TREATED AS A
LOGISTICS RETURN MATERIAL. WATER MAKEUP FOR SUCH WASTE WATER SHALL
RE TREATED AS AN EXPERIMENT LOGISTICS SUPPLY ITEM.
F. WASTE MANAGEMENT
T. THE STATION ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE CAPABILITY FOR PROCESSING EITHER
INDIVIDUALLY OR COLLECTIVELY A TOTAL OF *7 LB/MONTH OF WASTE AND
TRASH MATERIALS FROM GPL AND ATTACHED RAM EXPERIMENTS.
2. THE TYPES OF WASTE AND TRASH MATERIALS TO BE PROCESSED FROM EXPERI-
MENTS SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE STANOARCS OF NORMAL STATION WASTE
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
PRODUCTS AS SPECIFIED BELOW
(A) MANUFACTURING PROCESS WASTES
THIN FILMS* CASTINGS* CRYSTALSt ELECTRCPHORESIS(8) LABORATORY WASTES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS* MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS* SYRINGES*
SEPTUM.S* NEEDLES .
CLEANERS* AGAR* BROTH* OISHFS* SWABS
METABOLIC WASTES* CARCASSES
SOILS* FERTILIZER
FISH* INSECTS
(C) PHOTOGRAPHIC
POLYESTER* MYLAR
( 0) MAINTENANCE
SEALS* GASKETS* AHHESIVES* LUBRICANTS
(E) INSTRUMENTATION
SENSING ELEMENTS* CHEMICALS(D) LOGISTICS
PACKING* CARTONS* CANS
G. HYGIENE
1. THE STATION SHALL SUPPORT THE HYGIENE REQUIREMENTS OF THE CREU FOR
EXPERIMENTS. SPECIAL SHOWER AND WASHING REQUIREMENTS FOR BIOLOGY
EXPERIMENTS SHALL BE PROVIDED BY EXPERIMENTS.
2. EXPERIMENTS SHALL PROV10E FOR DISINFECTION ANH GERMICIPAL CLEANING
OF BIOLOGICAL WORK AREAS* EQUIPMENT* ANH REUSABLE SUPPLIES.
3. ANY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS SHALL BF PROVIDED- BY
EXPERIMENTS.
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3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
3.3.2.4 SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION .
THE TECHNICAL DATA PRESENTER IN THESE PARAGRAPHS HOES NOT CONTAIN DESIGN-TO
REQUIREMENTS? RATHER THE DATA REFLECTS A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE TECW-
NICAL PARAMETERS THAT FORM THE CURRENT BASELINE SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION., THE
SUMMATION OF THESE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THOSE OF THE OTHER SIX FUNCTIONAL
SUBSYSTEMS FORM THE BASIS FOR CONFIGURATION LAYOUTS* WEIGHT' STATEMENTS ANC
POWER PROFILES F0=? THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SlPPORT SUBSYSTEM CONSISTS OF EIGHT PAJOR
ASSEMBLIES AS DESCRIBED IN THF FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS AND AS SHOWN IN THE
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FIGMRE 3.3.2.«-l.
3.3.2.4.1 MAJOR ASSEMBLIES .
A. GASEOUS STORAGE ASSEMBLY ,
THE GASEOUS STORAGE ASSEMBLY CONTAINS TANKAGE EQR GASEOUS 0? AND K2
STORAGE TO SUPPORT REPRESSUR17ATION. ONE 33 IN-01AMF.TER TANK FOR 0? AND
THREE 31 IN DIAMETER TANKS F01* N2 ARE PROVIPED. IN ADDITION, THE ASSEMBLY
CONTAINS ONE LARGE AND COUP SMALL PUMPDOWN I'NJTS FOP EVACUATION OE THE
BERTHING PORT AND AIRLOCK VOL'IMFS.
B. C02 MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY
THE C02 MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY CONTAINS H2 DEPOLARIZED UNITS AND SABATIFP
REACTORS FOR C02 REMOVAL AMD REDUCTION. THE ASSEMBLY ALSO CONTAINS C02
SENSORS FOR MONITORING CO? LEVELS. IN ADDITION, THE ASSEMBLY CONTAINS
WATER ELECTROLYSIS UNITS, WATC-R ACCUMULATORS,. AND FEED PUMPS.
C. ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY
THE ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY CONTAINS AIR CIRCULATION DUCTS AKn FANS,
SENSIBLE AND SPECIAL HEAT EXCHANGERS AND FAN'S FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL,
HUMIDITY CONTROL UNITS AND FANS* PRESSURE SENSORS« PART IAL PRESSURE O2
CONTROLS. PRESSURE RELIEF SYSTEMS* AND A GAS PRESSURE REOIICTI ON, UNl T FC9
PRESSURE CONTROL. THE ASSEMBLY ALSO CONTAINS PLUMBING FOR o? AND N? GAS
DISTRIBUTION IN THE CORE AND STATION MODULES. IN ADDITION, CONTAMINATION
CONTROL UNITS, EXPLOSION DETECTORS* GAS MONITOR AND BACTERIA DETECTORS,
CHARCOAL CANISTERS AND CATALYTIC OXIDI7ER AKF PROVIDED FOW CONTAMIN-
ATION CONTROL.
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SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
0. THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY
THE THERMAL CONTROL ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF AN INTERNAL COOLANT LOOP AND A
MEAT REJECTION LOOP. THE INTERNAL COOLANT LOOP CONTAINS TWO RAM MEAT
EXCHANGERS* TWO WATER PUMP PACKAGES* COLoPLATES* ANf) ASSOCIATED TURING
AND VALVES. A BUILDUP WATER PUMP PACKAGE ANO EMERGENCY WATER PU*P PACK-
AGE WITH ASSOCIATED TUBING AND VALVES ARE ALSO PROVIDED. THE HEAT REJEC-
TION LOOP CONTAINS RADIATORS* FREON/H20 INTERCOOLERS• FREON PUMP PACK-
AGES* FREON RESERVOIRS* AND ASSOCIATED TUBING AND VALVES TO SUPPORT
NORMALt EMERGENCY* AND BUILOU0 OPERATIONS.
E. WATER MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY
THE WATER MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY CONTAINS TWO WATER RECOVERY UNITS* TWO VfKT
ACCUMULATORS AND PUMPS* FOUR POTABLE WATER STORAGE TANKS* TWO PURITY MON-
ITOR UNITS. AND ASSOCIATED PLUMBING FOR SUPPLY AND RETURN DISTRIBUTION CF
WATER IN THE CORE AND STATION MODULES.
F. WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY
THE WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY CONTAINS TWO FECAL COLLECTION SUBASSEKBLIES
TWO URINE COLLECTION SUBASSEMBLIES» AND TWO TRASH PROCESSING SUff-
ASSEMBLIES.
G. HYGIENE ASSEMBLY
THE HYGIENE ASSEMBLY CONTAINS A SHOWER STALL AND EQUIPMENT FOR FULL BOQY
WASHING* TWO HYGIENE SINKS AND TWO GALLEY/LAB SINKS FOR PARTIAL BODY
WASHING* AND TWO VACUUM CLEANUPS FOR GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING.
H. SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
THE SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY CONTAINS MNE FIRE EXTINGUISHER PACK-
AGES AND SIX FIRE DETECTORS FOR FIRE CONTROL* TWO SETS OF IVA CONNECTS
FOR IVA SUPPORT* AND TWO LIOH SU8ASSEKBLIES ANP) STORAGE CABINETS FOR
EMERGENCY CO? REMOVAL.
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3.3.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFT SUPPORT
FROM
O2 TO WATER
EXPER STORAGE
FROM ELECTROLYSIS
CO2 MANAGEMENT
PRESSURE CONTROL
FOOD MANAGEMENT
12 MEN
WITH
SHUTTLE
WASTE MANAGEMENT
WATER
STORAGE
WATER MANAGEMENTATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
WASH WATER
TO STORAGE
THERMAL CONTROL
EXPERI-
MENTSTHERMAL CONTROL
ELECTROLYSIS
TO
ELECTROLYSIS
INTERNAL H2O
COOLING
FIGURE" 3.3.2.«-l MAJOR ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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1.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
3.3.?.4.2 WEIGHT* POWER ANH UNIT/LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE 3.3.2.4.?-! WEIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
2.0 ECLSS
2. 1 GASEOUS STORAGE
2.2 C02 MANAGEMENT
2.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
2.4 THERMAL CONTROL
2.5 WATER MANAGEMENT
2.6 WA TE MANAGEMENT
2.7 HYGIENE
2.8 SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
TOTAL
WEIGHT ( LBS)
\
("ORE
42
u
750
RBI
20
122
1619
POWER
765
8U
849
SK 1
a
587
I9F9
R3P
*,e>
37D
36
3690
SM2
1 1
74!
876
1570
23
27
62
3310
SM3
1 1
741
876
1570
23
79
53
62
3415
SM4
4
554
1969
638
163
56
36
3420
TOTAL
829
1494
37?7
7759
1342
3.?8
506
3 ] 8
16303
NOTE WEIGHTS INCLUOF ALLOCATION FCR MOUNTS AND SUPPORTS
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTFM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.2.U.2-2 POWER CHARACTERISTICS - NORMAL OPERATIONS
MAJOR ASSFMBLV
2.0 ECLSS
2. i GASEOUS STORAGE
2.2 C02 MANAGEMENT
2.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
2.tl THERMAL CONTROL
2.5 WATER MANAGEMENT
2.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT
2.7 HYGIENE
2.8 SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - 2" HOUR AVG )
CORE
5?
2
alS
20
««S
POWER
5
5
sn
?
251
I5CO
•535
15
lf>
10
??oq
SM2
322Q
8BC
q
«IO<?
SM3
2
271
19
6
10
30«
SM«
2
2U7
535
5
10
7«?9
TOTAL
52
3237
2055
1 50C
1070
3«?
Ufi
RO
• 8059
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MODULAR SPACE STAT|ON - iNjIfAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
TABLE 3.3.?.U.?-3 POWER CHARACTERISTICS - EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
. •
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
2.0 ECLSS
2. 1 GASEOUS STORAGE
2.2 CO? MANAGEMENT
2.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL
2. U THERMAL CONTROL
2.5 WATER MANAGEMENT
?.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT
2.7 HYGIENE
2.8 SPECIAL LIFE SUPPORT
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - 2U HOUR AVQ )
CORE POWER SM| SM2 SM3 SMI TCTAL
o
5
530
500
, 0
0
0
fiO
1 0<»5
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE: STATION - IN I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
:3.3.?.5 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
3.3.2.5.1 ECLSS/STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL INTERFACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.?.4.2-4.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FOR TH«f DISTRIBUTION Or AIR SUPPLY AND RETURN
oucTSt AND REDUNDANT ROUTING OF FLUID AND GAS PLUMBING.
3.3.2.5.2 ECLSS/ECI.SS INTERFACES
JNOT APPLICABLE
3.3.2.5.3 ECLSS/EPS INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TABLE 3.3.2.I.1.4-1 HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED 120/208'V» 400 HZt AC
AND 56 VOC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE- DUALITY OF THE PQUER SHALL
:BE PFR MIL-STD-704 EXCEPT FOR THE DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE 2.5 VOLTS
MAXIMUM BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED PL'S. WIRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
'PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE Eps DISTRIBUTION BUSES. WHERE
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DURING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL .PCWER FCR
;A MINIMUM OF 9R HOURS. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER ( ?H HOUR AVERAGE
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED fAT THE LOAD BUSES) BELOW -
BUILDUP BUILDUP NORMAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP I STEP 7 OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
ECLSS IRO ISO 8059 1095
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE 160 POUNDS OF GASEOUS 02 AT 300 PSI AND ?n POUNDS Of H?
AT 300 PSI FOR A M I N I M U M DURATION OF 96 HOURS (FOR EpS EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS). ' . ' . . . '
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE THE .CAPABILITY TO SUPPLY. POTAflLE WATER TO THE EPS WATER
STORAGE TANKS.
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO UTILIZE EPS WATER STORAGE AND EXCESS
EPS WATER.
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3.3.? ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIEE SUPPORT
3.3.7.5.U ECLSS/G-C INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TABLE 3.3.2. I. I. «-| MEAT LOAH DISTRIBUTION.
3..?.?. 5. 5 ECLSS/RCS INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEM LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TARLF. 3.3.2. I . I.U-| HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
THF ECLSS SHALL SUPPLY TO THE RCS GASEOUS HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN AS FOLLOWS -
OXYGEN
DELIVERY PRESSURE - NOMINAL 300 PS I A
TEMPERATURE - MOMINAL 70 HFG F
DELIVERY RATE - NOMINAL ?*.!? LR/OAY
EMERGENCY - AN EMERGENCY SOURCE SHALL PROVIDE ?? LflS
: - T O T W O DIFFERENT LOCATIONS
HYDROGEN
DELIVERY PRESSURE - NOMINAL 300 pS I A
TEMPERATURE - NOMINAL 70 DEC F
DELIVERY RATE - NOMINAL 3. SI LP/HAY
EMERGENCY - AN EMERGENCY SCt'RCE SHALL PROVIDE ?.P LBS
TO TWO DIFFERENT LOCATIONS.
THE RCS SHALL PROVIDE G02 ANP GH? STORAGE ACCCMMODAT I ONS FOR ECLSS PPO-
DUCEH GASES TO SUPPORT ECLSS OPERATIONS DURING OqqlTAL DARK PERIODS.
3.3.P.5.R ECLSS/ISS INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TABLE 3.3.2. I . I .U-l HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
THE ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE THE iss WITH MEASUREMENTS PRECONDITIONED TO A
0 TO 5 VOC RANGE WITH A SOURCE IMPEDANCE OF LESS THAN 1000 OHMS.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION DIGITAL DATA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACl:). THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH ^HE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS
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3.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL/LIFE SUPPORT
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10 MPPS
RATH »*EMORY SIZE - 1 K ( 3? BIT) WORDS :
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOGIC 'I'
LOGIC fO»
INPUT TO RACU FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE voo
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
ANALOG
100/23
0 TO 5
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.R * OR - | .2
0.2 * OR - 0.02
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
2R/IOO
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDED
I MEGOHf
I K OHV
OIGITALtPARALLEL
24
ON/OEE PARALLEL
HIGITAL(SERIAL)
ON/OEE SERIAL
THE iss SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND MONITORING RASED ON SUBSVSTFM DATA EVALUATION.
THF ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIOE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION* COWHAND GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION* EXTERNAL DATA COMMUNICATION*
DATA PROCESSING* AND OATA STORAGE.
THE ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
3.3.5.5.7 ECLSS/CREW HAR I TAB ILI TV INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TABLE 3.3.2.I.I.a-l HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITABILITY SHALL PROVIDE I 10 M4N HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
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1.1.1 ELECTRICAL FOWFR
THIS SUBSYSTEM IS ONE nF THE SE^EN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS Qf MAJnR SUBSYSTEMS
THAT COMPRISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION.
SYSTEM ROMTS/INTERFACES
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT EMGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MRR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
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?.3.3 ELECTRICAL
3.3.1 ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
3.3.3.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
3.3.3.1.1 NORMAL OPERATIONS
THE ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER (AT THE LOAD
RUSES) CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING THE FOLLOWING LOADS (WATTS) -
NORMAL
DEGRADED
2tt HOUR
AVERAGE
H*?^
I3»U?5
Itt HOUR CREW DAY
ORBIT
LIGHT
PERIOD
25*027
|6»57fi
ORBIT
DARK
PERIOD
|9»U«V7
i I »ou«
10 HOUR CREW NIGHT
ORBIT
LIGHT
PERIOD
|5»l«0
|4»060
ORff IT
PARK
PERIOD
1 0»65fl
S»530
1.3.3.I.I.I PRIMARY POWER GENERATION
PRIMARY POWER SHALL BE SUPPLIED BY A ? DEGREE OF FREEDOM SOLAR ARRAY. THE
SOLAP ARRAY WILL BE CAPABLE OF USE IN AN ORBIT OF 55 DEGREES AT AN ALTITUDE
BETWEEN 2«0 AND 273 NAUTICAL MILES WHEN IN SOL«R SUNLIGHT. THE SOLAP A R R » y
SHALL HAVE AN OPERATIONAL LIFE OF 5 YEARS.
3.3.3.1.1.2 SECONDARY POWER PENrpATION
THF ENERGY STORAGE FUEL CELLS WILL BE UTILlZEC FOR SECONDARY POUER
GENEPATION ( FMERGENCY/PUILOiJP POWER SOURCE 1.
3.3.3.1.1.3 ENERGY STORAGE
THE CAPABILITY TO STORE SUFFICIENT ENERGY FRO?' SOLAR SUN PERIODS TO SUPPORT
THE ABOVE ELECTRICAL LOADS DURING SOLAR ECLIPSE PERIODS OVER A 24 HOljR
PERIOD SHALL BE PROVIDED. WATER ELECTROLYSIS SHALL BE UTILIZED TO STORE
PRIMARY POWER IN THE FORM OF GASEOUS REACTANT? ( H2 AND 02). FUEL CELLS
SHALL BE UTILIZED TO CONVERT THF STORED ENERGY TO ELECTRICAL POWER.
3.3.3il.l.U POWER CONDITIONING
A. THE CAPABILITY TO CONVERT THE SOLAR ARRAY DC OUTPUT VOLTAGE TO THE
PRIMARY BUS VOLTAGE <U|6/2«0 VACt UOO HZ» 3 PHASE) SHALL BE PROVIDED.
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3.3.1 ELECTRICAL POWER
R. THE CAPABILITY TO REGULATE AND CONVERT THE FUEL CELL DC OUTPUT VOLTAGE
TO THE PRIMARY BUS VOLTAGE SHALL BE PROVIDED.
C. THE CAPABILITY TO CONVERT THE PRIMARY BUS VOLTAGE TO THE SECONDARY
VOLTAGE ( 120/20* VAC» uoo HZ» 3 PHASE) SHALL RE PROVIDED.
n. THE CAPABILITY TO CONVERT THE SECONDARY BUS VOLTAGE TO THE oc BUS
VOLTAGE (SB VDC ) SHALL BE PROVIDED. .
3.3.1. I ,5 PISTRIBUTION. CONTROL AND WIRING
THE CAPABILITY TO ELECTRICALLY INTERCONNECT THE EPS EQUIPMENT AND
ELECTRICAL LOADS AS REQUIRED SHALL BE PROVIREP. CIRCUIT PROTECTION SHALL
RE PROVIDED. THE QUALITY OF OQHER DELIVERED SHALL BE PER MIL-STO-7CU'OP
BETTER.
3.3.3.1.1.6 LIGHTING
A. INTERIOR LIGHTING
PROVIDE THE EOUIPMENT REQUIRED TO MEET CREW AND HAMTABILITY SUBSYSTEM
INTERIOR ILLUMINATION CRITERIA (REEER TO PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.21). PROVIDE
PORTABLE FLOODLIGHTS TO ILLUMINATE BERTHING AIDES DUPING EINAL ALIGNMENT
EOR BERTHING.
B. EXTERIOR LIGHTING '
RUNNING LIGHTS SHALL BE PROVIDED SUCH THAT A RENDEZVOUSING VEHICLE CAN
VISUALLY DETERMINE THE MSS ORIENTATION AT 2cor EEET. SHIRTSLEEVE
MAINTAINABLE ACQUISITION LIGHTS SHALL BE PROVIDED ON OPPOSITE SIDES CE
THE ORIENTATION DRIVE AND POWER TRANSFER MECHANISM AND ON THE -X ENH OF
THC- MSS. SHIRTSLEEVE MAINTAINABLE RUNNING LIGHTS SHALL BE PROVIDED ON
THE MSS AS FOLLOWS.
2 GREEN LIGHTS ON +-Y AXIS CORE MODULE BERTHING PORTS OR' END OF MODULE?
-> AH8ER LIGHTS ON + Z AXIS CORE MODULE BERTHING PORTS OR END OF MODULES
2 RED LIGHTS ON -Y AXIS CORE" MODULE BERTHING PORTS OR END OE MODULES
2 WHITE LIGHTS ON -Z AXIS CORE MODULE BERTHING PORTS OR END OF MODULES
EXTERIOR ILLUMINATION SHALL BE A M I N I M U M OF 2
SURFACE PATHS (TBO ) AND 7 FOOT-CANDLES AT EVA
( TBD ).
FOOT-CANDLES
WORK STATION
ALONG EVA
SURFACES
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•?..1.3 ELECTRICAL
3. 3. 3. i.? EMERGENCY OPFRATIOMS
LOSS OE PRIMARY POWER GENERATION IS DEFINED AS AN EPS POWER EMERGENCY. THE
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM SMALL PROVIOE AN AVERAGE OE | 750 WATTS (AT THE
LOAD RUSES) EOP A MINIMUM OE Sfi HOURS. HIGH PRESSURE EMERGENCY REACT ANT
STORAGE IS A FUNCTION OE THE ECLSS.
3.3.3.1.2.1 PRIMARY POWER GENERATION ,
NOT REQUIRED EOR EPS EMERGENCY OPERATIONS. :
3.3.3.1.2.2 SECONDARY POWER GENERATION
THF nJEL CELLS NORMALLY UTILIZED AS A PORTION OE THE ENERGY STORAGE
ASSEMBLY SHALL RE CAPABLE OE CONVERTING RFACTANTS (H? ANO 02) INTO
ELECTRICAL POWER (AND WATER) TO SUPPORT THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL LOADS.
3.3.3.1.2.3 ENERGY STORAGE
THF ENERGY STORAGE FUNCTION IS MOT RF.OUIRF.r) DL'RING EMERGENCY FPS
OPERATIONS.
3. 3. 3. I. 2. a POWER CONDITIONING
PORTIONS OE THE EQUIPMENT IN THF NORMAL OPERATIONAL CONFIGURATION SHALL BE
UTILIZET TO PERFORM POWER CONDITIONING DURING EPS EMERGENCY OPERATIONS.
3.3.3.1.2.5 DISTRIRUTION, CONTROL* AND WIRING
"OPTIONS OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL OP£R AT I ON AL CONE I GURAT I ON SHALL BE
UTILIZED DURING EPS EMERGENCY OPERATIONS.
3.3.3.1.2.6 LIGHTING
DURING EPS EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FIXED LIGHTING WILL *E LIMITED IN USAGE TC
RO WATTS AVERAGE.
 :
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3..3.3 ELECTRICAL POWER
3.3.3.1.3 BUILDUP OPERATIONS
PROVIDE THE ELECTRICAL «>OWER LEVEL (AT THE LOAD RUSES) AS DESIGNATED FOR
EACH BUILDUP STEP.
BUILDUP STED
fOOULE DELIVERED
POWER LEVEL (WATTS!
1
COPE
355
2
POWER
355
3
S* .1
37fifl
(I
SM ?
« I 0 3
5
S* 3
tt«U2
6
SM a
«Jft7|
7
C A R G O
I 5 » l « 0
3.3.?.I.3. I PRIMARY POWER GENERATION
THE SOLAR ARRAY SHALL P E CAPARLE OF- BEING DEPLOYED ?=; PERCENT FOR BUILDUP
STEPS 3 THROUGH R. PORTIONS OF THE EQUIPMENT UTILIZED FOR NORMAL EPS
OPERATIONS SHALL RE UTILIZED POP BUILDUP STEP 3 AND ALL SUBSEQUENT BUILDUP
STEPS. THE SOLAR ARRAY SHALL BF FOLDED IJP FOR LAUNCH. PRIMARY POWEP
GENERATION WILL NOT BE UTILIZED FOR BUILDUP STEPS i AND 2.
3.3.3.1.3.2 SECONDARY POWER GENERATION
THE FUEL CELLS NORMALLY .UTILIZE" AS A PORTION OP THE ENERGY STORAGE
ASSEMBLY SHALL BE CAPABLE OF CONVERTING RFACTANTS (H? AND 02) INTO
ELECTRICAL POWER (AND WATER) TO SUPPORT THE BUILDUP ELECTRICAL LOAOS FDR
BUILDUP STEPS I AND 2.
3.3.3.1.3.3 ENERGY STORAGE
A. THE ENERGY STORAGE ASSEMBLY SHALL STORE THE EPS REACTANTS AND THE RCS
PROPELLANTS FOR BUILDUP STEPS j AND 2 IN THE ^ORM OF HIGH PRESSURE GASES
AS FOLLOWS -
30 DAY REOUIREMENT
INCLUDING CONTINGENCIES
(BUILDUP STEP I )
f i O D A Y R E O U I R E M E N T
.INCLUDING C O N T I N G E N C I E S
(BUILDUP STEPS I AND 2 )
POUNDS OF H2
POUNDS OF 02
<M .7
333.3
75.7 ( T O T A L )
*05.8 ( T O T A L )
R. THE CAPABILITY TO STORE RU3 POUNDS OF WATER (AS GENERATED BY THE FUEL
CELLS) DURING BUILDUP .STEPS I AND 2 SHALL BE PROVIDED.
C. THE CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT THE REACTION CCK'TROL SUBSYSTEM WITH GASES
FROM THE EPS ACCUMULATORS DURING ALL BUILDUP STEPS SHALL BE PROVIDED.
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3.3.3 ELECTRICAL POWER
n. THE CAPABILITY TO ELECTPOLVZE SUFFICIENT ADDITIONAL H? AND o? FROM .
WATER TO SUPPORT PCS DURING BUILDUP STE°S 3 THROUGH 6 SHALL f>E PPOVlnEO.
E. PORTIONS OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL CONFIGURATION SHALL BE • •
UTILIZED TO PERFORM ENERGY STORAGE DURING BUILDUP STEP .1 AND ALL
SUBSEOUENT BUILDUP STEPS.
F. THE CAPABILITY TO STOWE 35^0 WATT HOURS CF ENERGY FOR 60 DAYS WITH
BATTERIES SHALL RE PROVIDED.
3.3.1.1.3.4 POWER CONDITIONING
A. THE CAPABILITY TO CONDITION THE FUEL CELL OUTPUT DC VOLTAGE TO 120 VAC
«QO 47 t I PHASE VOLTAGE DURING LOW POWER OPERATIONS (LESS THAN | Kg) FOR
BUILDUP STEPS | AND "> SHALL flF PROVIDED.
B. THE CAPABILITY TO CONDITION THE SHUTTLE SUPPLIED POWER FOR SPACE
STATION USE FOR MANNED OPERATIONS DURING BUILDUP STEP 2 AND SUBSEQUENT
BUILDUP STEPS SHALL BE PROVIDED.
C. PORTIONS OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THE NORMAL CONFIGURATION SHALL BE
UTILI7ED TO CONDITION POWER FOR BUILDUP STEP 3 AND SUBSEQUENT BUILDUP
STEPS.
D. THE CAPABILITY TO CONTROL AND CONDITION THE BUILDUP BATTERY POWER
SHALL BE PROVIDED. THE CAPABILITY TO ACTIVATE PRESELECTED ALTERNATE
POWER SOURCES AUTOMATICALLY SHALL BE PROVIDED.
3. 3. 3. I. 3. S DISTRIBUTION* CONTROL AND WIRING
A. SINGLE PHASE "00 HZ AC POWER SHALL BE DISTRIBUTED TO PROVIDE POWER TO
BUILDUP STEP I AND ">. LOADS.
fl. PORTIONS OF THE EQUIPMENT TN THE NORMAL CONFIGURATION SHALL BE
UTILIZED DURING BUILDUP STEP 3 AND SUBSEQUENT BUILDUP STEPS.
3.3.3. I .3.6 LIGHTING
AN ACQUISITION LIGHT SHALL RE PROVIDED ON THE *X END OF THE CORE MODULE TC
BE UTILIZED DURING BUILDUP STEP I. IN ADDITION, THE NORMAL EXTERIOR
ACOUISITION AND RUNNING LIGHTS SHALL BE UTILIZED DURING BUILDUP.
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1.3.?. 2 SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
3.3.1.2.1 PRIMARY POWER GENERATION
SOLAR ARRAY MAS THE CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT AN ADDITIONAL 24 . HOUR . AVERAGE
LOAD AT THE LOAD RUSES OF 8.2 KW AT THE BEGINNING OF SOLAR ARRAY LIFE.
THIS SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC DECREASES *Y 1/3 AT THE END OF
THE FIRST YEAR AND BY AN ADDITION | /fi AT THE END OF EACH SUCCEEDING YEAR.
THE SOLAR ARRAY HAS THE CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT ELECTROLYSIS ( OR. OTHER LOADS)
WITH SUFFICIENT ELECTRICAL POWE° TO ELECTROLY7E WATER TO PRODUCE AN
ADDITIONAL 7327 POUNDS OF REACTANT PER YEAR AT THE FND OF SOLAR; ARRAY LIFE
HUE TO SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE SOLAR DARK TO LIGHT RATIOS. THIS EQUATES
TO AM AVERAGE STORAGE CAPABILITY OF 2« KILOWATT HOURS OF ENERGY STORED AS
REACTANTS PER DAY. - ,
THE PRIMARY POWFR GENERATION POWER TRANSFER HECHANISM (SOLAR ARRAY SLIP
RINGS) HAS THE CAPABILITY TO TRANSFER AN ADDITIONAL ?3 KILOWATTS OF P R I M A R Y
POWER FROM THE SOLAR ARRAY.
3.3.3.2.2 SECONDARY POWER GENERATION
THE ENERGY STORAGE FUEL CELLS A^E CAPABLE OF GENERATING ADDITIONAL
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM &EACTAMTS TO SUPPORT AN ADDITIONAL 3.1 KILOWATTS OF
ELECTRICAL LOADS AT THE LOAD BUSES DURING |U ^OIIR CREW WORK SUN ECLIPSE
PERIODS AND 12.7 KILOWATTS OF ELECTRICAL LOADS AT THE LOAD BUSES DURING ir
HOUR CREW WEST SUN ECLIPSE PERILS. DURING SCLAR LIGHT PERIODS THE ENERGY
STORAGE FUEL CELLS ARE CAPABLE OF GENERATING ADDITION ELECTRICAL POWER FROM
REACTANTS TO SUPPORT AN ADDITIONAL 23. « KILOWATTS OF ELECTRICAL LOADS AT
THE LOAD BUSES.
IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE CAPABILITIES* THE ENERGY STORAGE FUEL CELLS ARE
CAPABLE OF GENERATING ELECTRICAL POWER FROM REACTANTS TO SUPPORT AN
ADDITIONAL 10 KILOWATTS OF ELECTRICAL LOADS AT THE LOAD BUSES FOR DURATIONS
OF FIVE MINUTES.
EPS HAS THE CAPABILITY TO PROVIDE 220 KW-HQUKS OF POWER WHEN THE SHUTTLE
DELIVER? A CARGO MODULE FROM THE EMERGENCY GASES STORED IN THE CARGO MODULE
TO BE RETURNED TO EARTH. EPS HAS THE CAPABILITY TO CONVERT THESE GASES TC
WATER (UTILIZED TO REDUCE THE WATER LOGISTICS REQUIREMENTS) AT RATES OF UP
TO 2?.B POUNDS PER HOUR TO EMABLF. RAPID TURN AROUND OF SHUTTLE FLIGHTS.
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3.3.1.2.3 ENERGY STORAGE
THE ELECTROLYSIS CELLS USED IN FMERGY STORAGE HAVE THE CAPABILITY TO
GENERATE. AN ADDITIONAL 6.58 POUNDS OF REACTANT PFR HOUR DURING |(| HOUR CRFW
WORK SUNLIGHT PERIODS AND U.U POUNDS OF REACTANT PER HOUR DURING 10 HOUR
CRFW REST SUNLIGHT PERIODS ON AN AVERAGE SOLAR HAY (PARK TO LIGHT R A T I O OF
o.fi). THIS fls POUNDS OF REACTAMT PER AVERAGE SOLAR HAY EQUATES TO BB
KILOWATTS HOURS PER DAY OF ELECTRICAL POWER AT THE LOAD BUSES.
THE OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN GAS ACCUMULATORS IN THE ENERGY STORAGE ASSEMBLY
HAVE THE CAPABILITY TO STORE AN ADDITIONAL «5.3 POUNDS OF REACTANT (AT UOO
PSIA). THIS EQUATES TO AN ADDITIONAL 6U.5 KILOWATT HOURS OF ENERGY STOREC.
THE WATER STORAGE TANKS IN THE FNERGY STORAGE ASSEMBLY HAVE THE C A P A R I L I T V
TO STORE AN ADDITIONAL se3 POUNDS OF WATER.
3.1.3.2.1 POWER CONDITIONING • -•
THE INVERTERS UTILIZED IN POWER CONDITIONING APE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING AN
ADDITIONAL 30 KVA DURING THE IU HR CREW WORK SOLAR LIGHT PERIOD.
THE SECONDARY RUS AUTOTRANSFORMERS ARE CAPABLE OF HANDLING AN ADDITIONAL
30 KVA. IN 'THE. CORE MODULE AND AM- ADOITONAL 5 KVA IN EACH STATION MODULE.
THE POWER CONDITIONING ASSEMRLY HAS THE CAP AB II. I T Y TO PROVIDE VOLTAGE
REGULATION OF AN ADDITIONAL 12 KVA.
3.3.3.2.5 DISTRIBUTION* CONTROL AND WIRING
THE PRIMARY FEEDERS HAVE THE CAPABILITY TO HANDLE AN ADDITIONAL 63 KVA.
3.3.1. 2. B LIGHTING
INSTALLED L IGHT I NG CAPAB IL I T Y PROVIDES 3128 WATTS IN ADDITION TO THE NORMAL
2U HR AVERAGE REQUIREMENT.
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T.3.3 ELECTRICAL POWER
3.1.1 EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
A. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER (AT TKE LOAD *USES> FOR E*PERI MENT
USAGE AS'FOLLOWS -
?U HOUR AVERAGE
(WATTS )
EPS NORMAL OPERATION 4500
EPS DEGRADED OPERATION BOO
EPS EMERGENCY OPERATION NONF
EPS BUILDUP OPERATION NONE
R. THE CAPABILITY TO PROVIDE A SUSTAINED PEAK POWER (SUSTAI NED FOR
HOUR OR FOR ONE HOUR ACCUMULATED TIME IN ANY ONE TWELVE HOUR TIME
OF 7.0 KW (AT THE LOAD PUSFS ) TO THE EXPERI KENT PROVISIONS SHALL BE
PROVIDED.
C. THE POWER SHALL HE PROVIOEO IN THE FORM CF l?0/?0« V A C » UOO HZt 3
PHASE* « WIRE.
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3.1. -3 ELECTRICAL POWER
3.3.3.U SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION
/
THE TECHNICAL HATA PRESENTED IN THESE PARAGRAPHS DOES NOT CONTAIN DESIGN-TO
REQUIREMENTS* RATHER THE PATA REFLECTS A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS THAT FORM THE CURRENT BASELINE SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION.
THE SUMMATION OF THESE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THOSE OF THE OTHER SIX
FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS FORM THE BASIS FOR CONFIGURATION LAYOUTS* WEIGHT
STATEMENTS AND POWER PROFILES FOR THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM.
3. 3. 3. U. I MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
THE ELECTRICAL POWFR SUBSYSTEM CONSISTS OF.SIV MAJOR ASSEMBLIES AS
DESCRIBED IN THF. FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS AND AS SHOWN IN THE FUNCTIONAL flLOC*
DIAGRAM SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.3.3.«.t-|. .
A. PRIMARY POWER GENERATION
THF PRIMARY POWER GENERATION ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF TWO 3SOO SQUARE FCOT
SOL*R ARRAYS AND THE OR I ENT AT T ON DRIVE AND POWFR TRANSFER ( OH APT )
MECHANISM.
 ;
B. SECONDARY POWER GENERATION
THE FUEL CELLS (PART OF THE ENFRGY STORAGE ASSEMBLY) ARE UTILIZED TC
PERFORM THIS FUNCTION.
C. ENERGY STORAGE
THE ENERGY STORAGE ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF FOUR FUEL CELLS* TWO WATER
STORAGE UNITS* FOUR ELECTROLYSIS UNITS* SEVEN HYDROGEN TANKS* SEVEN
OXYGEN TANKS* AND THREE BATTERIES.
P. POWER CONDITIONING
THE POWER CONDITIONING ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF TEN INVERTERS* FOUR
REGULATORS* TWO SEQUENCERS* AND TWENTY-FOUR AUTOTRANSFORMERS AND
RECTIFIER FILTERS.
E. DISTRIBUTION, CONTROL AND WIPING
THE DISTRIBUTION* CONTROL AND WIRING ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF W I R I N G * FOUR
EPS CONTROL UNIT* TWENTY-TWO FEEDERS (EIGHT FEEDER CRICUITS)* TWENTY
CONTACTORS* FOUR PRIMARY RUSES* AND TWELVE SECONDARY BUSES.
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MOHULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTFM
?.1.1 ELECTRICAL POWER
CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 3 CHANNEL 4
r . • -i r - -i
i ELECTROL- bC
T YSIS CELL
P) 1 1 L
2y Cv C°0
r + i
FUEL
1 rn i
(7 KW)
|
REG
|
INV
KVA KVA
1
)LAR ARRAY • C~ ~\ ' ' T ~l 1
WING. M ,_J L-,
 h_, SOLAR A^
(23.5KW) | l____| | __| i W 'NG2
'
416 VAC
400 Hz-3
n i 1/ • • •f
 H H -^
i L_^__l J
- - I I i *--. --J | | 1
. _ ' . , ! , . . l l ' 1 l ' l-f-1--"- i r-1 J~ i
' ! ! '!__,_, . ,__!
I T 1 1
-L 1_ _L i_r n r ni i i iLTJ LTJ
rA"! r^
•-T-J LyJ
J I J 1
~* M r 1 L^ i J i ' . ., J —
L i i
'
.
1 | '
1 1
LTJ
J~" T .
LTJ
T T~
-L 1 ii -_ J_ J_
\
L
^
r;
1
T
EPS
CONTROL
T
PRIMARY BUS - 1A
1
4 16/240 VAC AT
15 KW
120/208 VAC
DBL
AC BUS
J-
FIITFR
(500 VA)
56 VDC .
AC
BUS
r1-'SIMILAR
TO
CORE
1
HHPB 4BHHpB-3AHi-i
..^T_^X
1 ^ 1 ' H:::
DC
BUS
MENT
'SIMILAR
I TO
I CORE
|"~ IDENTICAL"")
iTO PB-IA LOADS} ! IDENTICAL JITO PB-IA LOADS}
IDENTICAL
| ___ | | ___ |
J V.
CORE
LOADS
MODULE
LOADS
[TO PB-IA LOADS]
EPS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
• TWO DIFFERENT ENERGY SOURCES
• 4 SOLAR ARRAY CHANNELS .
• 12 SECONDARY BUSES
• CENTRALIZED ISS/EPS CONTROL EXCEPTING
FOR DIFFERENTIAL CURRENT (ISOLATION OF
BUSES TO OPERATE IN ABSENCE OF ISS)
FIGURE T.1.3.1*. t-l EpS FUNCTIONAL PLOCK DIAGRAM
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PRELIMINARY PEPFQ^MANCE SPECIFICATION SO 71-215-1
MODULAR S°ACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
.7.3.3 ELECTRICAL POUFR
f. LIGHTING
LIGHTING ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF 251 INTERIOR LIGHTS* FOUR EXTERIOR
ACQUISITION LIGHTS* ANO SIXTEEN EXTERIOR RUNNING. LIGHTS.
3. 3. 3. U. 2 WEIGHT* POWER* AND UNIT/LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE 3. 3. 3. U. 2-1 EPS WEIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
3.0 ELECTRICAL POWER
3.1 PRIMARY POWER GENERATION
3.? SECONDARY PW« GENERATION
3.3 ENERGY STORAGE
3.4 POWER CONDITIONING
3.5 DISTRIBUTION* CONTROL
AND WIRING
3.6 LIGHTING
TOTAL
CORE
,
5<mq
379
776
186
f<»70
POWER
6676
985
1 15
24
7800
UE
SK|
7F6
IK
n?u
|OK
I7F2
IGMT (1
SM2
16
3 P. 3
ia6
545
_RS )
SM3
16
3«3
116
515
SMU
766
16
«34
146
1762
TOTAL
6676
0
U966
UU3
3325
794
16204
TABLE 3.3.3.4.2-2 EPS POWER CHARACTERISTICS
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
3.0 ELECTRICAL POWER
3.6 LIGHTING
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - 24 .HOUR A VG)
CORE
3*0
3flO
POWER
',
0
SKI
357
357
SM2
383
383
SM3
348
348
SM4
380
380
TOTAL
j«U8
1848
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.3
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SpACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.3 ELECTRICAL
3.3.3.5 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES .
3.3.3.5.1 ELECTRICAL POWER/STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.3.0.2-3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANT ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION RUNS FOR P R I M A R Y
POWF.P AND OTHER CRITICAL DI STRI RUTI ON. THE REDUNDANT RUNS SHALL BE
SEPARATED TO THE M A X I M U M EXTENT REASONABLE.
STRUCTURES SHALL MOUNT ACQUISITION AND RUNNING LIGHTS SUCH THAT THE
EQUIPMENT CAN BF SERVICED IN A SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATIONS FOR LIGHTING FIXTURES SUCH- THAT THE
CREW ANP HARITABILITY ILLUMINATION INTENSITY REQUIREMENTS ARE. SATISFIED.
THE EPS SOLAR ARRAY PANEL NATURAL FREQUENCY SPALL BE LESS THAN C.I HZ OR
GREATER THAN 2 . 0 H 7 . • . - . . . .
3.3.3.5.2 ELECTRICAL POWER/ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED I 20/20* V» «00 HZ» AC
AND 56 VDC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE QUALITY OF THE POW'ER SHALL
BE PER ML-STO-70U EXCEPT FOR THr OC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE 2. 5, VOLTS
MAXIMUM BETWEEN THF LOADS AND THE REGULATED PUS. WIRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO .THE EPS D 1 STRI BUT I ON, BUSES . WHERE
APPLICAPLEt REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MA I NTA INE-D' DUPING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER FOR
A MINIMUM OF 9R HOURS. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER (24 HOUR AVERAGE
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED (AT THE LOAD BUSES ) BELOW - .. ^
BUILDUP BUILDUP NQRKAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP » STEP 2 OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
ECLSS 160 160 S059 1095
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE | $f) POUNDS OF GASEOUS 02 AT 300 PSI AND 20 POUNDS OF H?
AT 300 PSI FOM A M I N I M U M DURATION OF 96 HOURS (FOR EPS EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS ). , • .,
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO SUPPLY PQTAflLE WATER TO THE EPS WATER
STORAGE TANKS.
SPACE DIVISION 'NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC ?.3.3
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N SO 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.3 ELECTRICAL POWF.R
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO UTILIZE EPS WATER STORAGE AND EXCESS
EPS WATER.
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TABLE 3.3.2.I.1.4-1 HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION. '
3.3.3.5.3 ELECTRICAL POWER/ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
DOES NOT APPLY
3.3.3.5.4 ELECTRICAL POWER/GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED 1-20/20* Vt 4QO HZ» AC
AND 56 VDC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE DUALITY OF THE POWER SHALL
BE PER MIL-STD-704 EXCEPT FOR THP DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE. ?.5 VOLTS
M A X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED BUS. WIRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE EPS DISTRIBUTION BUSES. WHERE
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DURING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER
A MINIMUM
WATTS ) AS
OF 96 HOURS. EPS
SPECIFIED (AT THE
SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER
LOAD BUSES ) BELOW -
FOR
(24 HOUR AVERAGE
SUBSYSTEM
G AND C
BUILDUP
STEP I
16'
BUILDUP
STEP 2
16
NORMAL
OPERATIONS
tt«7
EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
197
3.3.3.5.5 ELECTRICAL POWER/REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED 120/208 V» 400 HZ* AC
AND 56 VDC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE QUALITY OF THE POWER SHALL
BE PER MIL-STO-704 EXCEPT FOR THF DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE 2.5 VOLTS
MA X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED BUS. WIRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE EPS DISTRIBUTION BUSES. WHERE
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DURING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER
A MINIMUM
WATTS) AS
OF 96 HOURS. EPS
SPECIFIED ( AT THE SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER (24LOAD BUSES ) BELOW -
FOR
HOUR AVERAGE
SUBSYSTEM
RCS
BUILDUP
STEP I
0
BUILDUP
STEP 2
0
NORMAL
OPERATIONS
13
EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.3
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SD 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
?.3.3 ELECTRICAL POWER
EPS AND RCS SHALL PROVIDE THF
EPS SHALL HAVE THE CAPABILITY
USE DURING BUILDUP
CAPABILITY TO EXCHANGE PROPELLANT GASES.
TO STORE AND PROVIDE PROPELLANT GASES FCR RCS
3.3.3.5.6 ELECTRICAL POWER/IMFQRMATI ON SUBSYSTEM
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED I 20/20* Vt «00 HZ» AC
AND 56 VOC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. ThF QUALITY OF THE POWER SMALL
BE PER PIL-STQ-70U EXCEPT FOR THE DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE 2.5 VOLTS
M A X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED BUS. WIRE PROTECTION SMALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE EPS DISTPI BUT ION BUSES. WHERE
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES S"ALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DURING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER
A M I N I M U M
WATTS ) AS
OF 9fi HOURS. EPS
SPECIFIED (AT THE
SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER
LOAD BUSES) BELOW -
FOR
2U HOUR AVFPAGE
SUBSYSTEM
ISS
BUILni.JP
STEP I
30
BUILDUP
STEP 2
30
NORMAL
OPERATIOMS
37RU
EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
174
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD 81-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION DIGITAL DATA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH S"ALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACL). THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA BUS RATE - UP TO 10 MRPS
RACU MEMORY SIZE - tt K (3? BIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOGIC
LOGIC
• !•
•0*
INPUT TO FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE VDO
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
ANALOG
100/28
0 TO 5
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.6 * OR - 1.2 VCC
0.2 «•' OR - 0.02 VDC
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
2S/IOO
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDED
i MEGOHM
i K OHM
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.3
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION sn 71-215-
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I AL STAT I ON SYSTFM
3.3.3 ELECTRICAL POWER
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM . . . . . . -:
PARALLEL ) DIGITAL( SERIAL )
QUANTITY ?.U . fl . - • • • • .
OUTPUT TYPE ON/OFF PARALLEL ON/OFF SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROV I OE T I M I NG SIGNALS, TO THE SUBSYSTEM..
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE .CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND /CONTROL
AND MONITORING RASED ON - SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION. . -
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAM OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
 ;
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION. COMMAND GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION, INTERNAL DATA D I SSEM I NAT I ON , EXTERN AL DATA COMMUNICATION*
DATA PROCESSING. ANO DATA STORAGE.
THE iss SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM ELECTRICAL LCAD CONTROL ANR MANAGEMENT.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SOLAR ARRAY AND FUF.L CELL CONTROL ANP MANAGEMENT.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE THE ENERGY STORAGE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.
3.3.3.5.7 ELECTRICAL POWER/CREW AND HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM..
Eps SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGI.LATEO i?o/2os v» «oo .-«/* AC
AND S6 VOC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE QUALITY OF THE POWER SHALL
«E PFR ML-STD-70U EXCEPT FO" T^E DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE 2.5 VCLT<?
MAXIMUM BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED BUS. WjRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED F03 ALL LOADS CONNECTE" TO THE EPS DISTRIBUTION BUSES. WHERE
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DUPING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER ECS
A MINIMUM OF 9R HOURS. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER ( ?u HOUR AVERAGE
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED (AT THE LOAD BUSES ) BELOW -
BUILDUP BUILDUP NORMAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP I STEP ? OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
C/H 0 0 UPf5 0
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.3
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION sn
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.3.1 ELECTRICAL POWE9
EPS SHALL PROVIDE INTERIOR LIGHTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH CPEW ANP HABITA-
R I L I T Y REQUIREMENTS.
EPS SHALL PROVIOE EXTERIOR LIGHTING ALONG EVA SURFACE PATHS (TRD) AK'O AT
EVA WORK STATION SURFACES ( TRO ) IN ACCORDANCE U I T H CREW ANH H A P I T A B I L I T Y
REQUIREMENTS.
AS A GOALf CREW/HARITARILITV SHALL PROVIHE 10 MAN HOURS /MONTH AVE R A G E FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED Awn UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.3
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SH 71-215-1
SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1." GUIDANCE ANn CONTROL
THIS SUPSYSTpM IS ONE OF THE SEVEN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS OF MAJOR SURSYSTE^
THAT COMPRISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION.
SYSTEM KDMTS/INTEREACES
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT ENGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT M.GR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
SPACE R I V I S I O N NORTH AFRICAN ROCKWELL C O R P O R A T I O N SEC 3.3.U
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SH 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATION-SYSTEM
3.3.« GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
3. 3. U GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
3. 3. a. i PERFORMANCE: REQUIREMENTS
3. 3. a. I. I NORMAL OPERATIONS
A. DESIGN ENVELOPE
THE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL *E DESIGNED AND SIZED TO SUPPORT
INDEPENDENT SPACE STATION OPERATIONS F03 PERIODS UP TO 120 DAYS WITHOUT
RESSUPPLY AND M A I N T A I N AN ORBIT OF ss DEGREES INCLINATION AT AN ALTITUDE
OF 2«C NM AND AN ATMOSPHERE EQUIVALENT TO A FEBRUARY 198? TWO SIGMA MCA*
JACCHIA ATMOSPHERE.
THE DESIGN-TO FLIGHT MODE IS X-PQP WITH THE STATION +7 AXIS POINTING TO-
WARD NADIR AND THE * OR - Y AVIS DIRECTED ALONG .-THE VELOCITY VECTOR. THF
STATION SHALL ALSO BE CAPARLE OF FLYING IN X-POP INERTIAL FLIGHT KOOES.
THE DESIGN CONFIGURATION FO9 THE ROUTINE OPERATION PHASE CONSISTS OF THE
STATION MODULES LOCATED IN THF X-Z PLANE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.3.U.I-I.
THE STATION SHALL FLY PRINCIPAL AXES DURING PERIODS OF NON-EXPER I
POINTING WITHIN RADIATOR CAPABILITY. THE FLIGHT COOPDINATE SYSTE^ SHALL
BE ORIENTED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.3.U.|-|.
REFERENCE MODE
SM-
VELOCITY DIRECTION
ORBITAL PATH
X
Y FLIGHT COORDINATES
SM-2
-1
MODULE COORDINATES
FIG 3.3.U.I-I FLIGHT COORDINATE SYSTEM
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3. 3. a
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFIC*TION so 7i-2i5-i
MODULAR SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM- .
3.3.« GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
B. OPERATE ENVELOPE
THE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE CAPABLE OE SUPPORTING
INDEPENDENT SPACE STATION OPERATIONS FOR PERIODS UP TO 120 DAYS WITHOUT
RESUPPLY AND M A I N T A I N AN ORRIT OE 55 DEGREES INCLINATION AT ALTITUDES
BETWEEN 2«0 ANO ?70 NM AND AN ATMOSPHERE EQUIVALENT TO A FEBRUARY ig«?
NOMINAL JACCMIA ATMOSPHERE. THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF OPERATING
IN X-POP LEVEL ANO INERTIAL FLIGHT MOOES.
C. STABILIZATION FOR BERTHING
ATTITUDE HOLD OF + /- 1.0 DEG AND 3 AXIS ANGULAR RATES OF +/-C.OS DEG/SEC.
AFTER RE LINK INITIATION? STABILIZATION WILL BE OBTAINED IN TPD MINUTFS
AND WILL BE CAPABLE OF PElWG HELD IN ONE HOLP HURATIONS.
ON BERTHING WITH THE SHUTTLE* THE STATION STABILIZATION WILL RE
INHIBITED TO ALLOW STABILIZATION AND CONTROL TO BE PROVIDED BY THE
SHUTTLE FOP BOTH THE STATION AND THE SHUTTLE COMBINATION. .
ALL FUNCTIONS OF THE ATTITUDE STABILIZATION SYSTEM FOR DOCKING SUPPORT
SHALL BE CAPABLE OF OPERATION FOLLOWING ANY THREE FAILURES DURING NORMAL
OPERATIONS.
WHILE THE SHUTTLE IS ATTACHED* THE SHUTTLE SMALL PROVIDE ALL NECESSARY.
STABILIZATION.
0. ROUTINE ORBITAL OPERATIONS
THE G/C SHALL BE CAPABLE QF PPQVIOING MODULAR SPACE STATION STATE VECTOR
AND ORIENTATION OATA TO THE ISS AS FOLLOWS-
ALTITUDE */-ISOO FT.» \ SIGMA
IN-TRACK +/-1KOO FT., | SIGMA
CROSS-TRACK +/-2200 FT., | SIGMA .,
ORBIT VELOCITY */- 3.5 FT/SEC
THE G/C SHALL BE CAPABLE OF AUTOMATICALLY AM) SELECTIVELY CONTROLLING THE
RCS THRIJSTERS WITH ON-OFF SIGNALS TO VALVES AND IGMTOR OE.ANY ENGINE OR
ENGINE COMBO.
OESATURATION OF MOMENTUM EXCHANGE SHALL BE PERFORMED NO MORE THAN ONCE
EVERY TWELVE HOURS IN NORMAL OPERATING MODES.
THc G/C SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PrRFORMING REORIENTAT I ON MANEUVERS WITH 3
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 1.3."
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 7l-?l5-l
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.« GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
A X I S REORTFNTATION RATES OF LFSS THAN .? DEG/SFC.
THF G/C SHALL M A I N T A I N A STABLE MODULAR SPACE STATION ATTITUDE IN EITHER
OF THF FOLLOWING MOOFS-
i. EARTH REFERENCED ATTITUOF HOLD
?. INERTIAL ATTITUDE
THF G/C SHALL BE CAPABLE OF DETERMINING AND CONTROLLING THE REQUIRED
ORBIT MAKEUP.
THT G/C SHALL RE CAPABLF OF PFRFORM1NG ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN .CONJUNCTION
WITH THE ISS OF STATION DISTURBANCES.
F. STATION GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
THF G/C SHALL MEET THE POSITION DETERMINATION REQUIREMENTS WITHIN ONE
SIGMA UNCERTAINTIES USING' AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENTS.
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE DATA TO THE ISS IN SUPPORT OF SHUTTLE DEPARTURE AND
RENDEZVOUS INCLUDING RETROGRADE DELTA v REQUIREMENTS AND TRAJECTORY
INFORMATION TO ENTRY INTERFACE.
3. 3.U. I. 2 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS .
A. THE STATION S^ALL BE ABLE TO STABILIZE FCR DOCKING/BERTHING WITHIN T«0
HOURS AFTER LOSS OF PRESSUR I Z AT I ON IN A PRESSURE VOLUME CAUSED BY ACCI-
DENTAL PENETRATION OF AN OUTSIDE WALL WITH THF MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS OF THE
HOLE BEING TWO INCHES.
B. MANEUVERING AND/OP STABILIZATION OF THE STATION MAY RE ACCOMPLISHED
USING A HAND CONTROLLER AND f OUT-THE-W I NOOW ) VISUAL CUES.
3. 3. U. I. 3 BUILDUP OPERATIONS
A. PREMANNING
THF STATION SHALL 9F. IN A MINIMU M FUEL MODE.
THE GROUND WILL M A I N T A I N THE STATION STATE VECTOR PRIOR TO MANNING.
B. INITIAL MANNED OPERATIONS
THF G/C SHALL BT CAPABLE OF INITIAL MANNING CHECKOUT UTILIZING
ONLY MODULAR SPACE STATION ONBOARD CHECKOUT FACILITIES TO THE
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3. 3. a
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.« GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
LEVEL WITH NO SPECIAL CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT.
C. THE STATION SMALL ELY PRINCIPAL AXES DURING BUILDUP.
' D. ALL FUNCTIONS OE THE ATTITUDE STABILIZATION SYSTEM EO" DOCKING SUPPOR
SHALL BE CAPABLE OE OPERATION FOLLOWING ANY TUQ FAILURES DURING BUILDUP.
3. 3. a. 2 SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
A. ROUTINE ORBITAL OPERATIONS.
SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR MODULAR SPACE STATION STATE
VECTOR AND ORIENTATION DATA ARC AS FOLLOWS ASSUMING STAOIAMETFRIC
MEASUREMENT SOFTWARE -
ALTITUDE +/- 650 FT.» i SIGMA
IN-TRACK +/-300D FT.t I SIGMA
CROSS-TRACK +/-I600 FT.» I SIGMA
ORBIT VELOCITY +/- 2.«l FPS» I SIGMA
MOMENTUM EXCHANGE SATURATION OCCURS AT ttS-HCI'P INTERVALS M I N I M U M IN AN
INF.RTIAL FLIGHT MODF. THIS INTERVAL COULD Pr FXTE^DED DEPfrNHIN^ UPON
STATION CONFIGURATION.
3.3.U.3 EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
A. STABILITY
FOR EXPERIMENTS THE STATION G/C SHALL BE CAPABLE OF LIMITING ANGULAR
RATES AROUND THE VEHICLE AXES TO +/-o.os DEG/SEC coNTimiousLYt AND TO
*/-o.oi OEG/SEC IN THE FINE POINTING M
THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF HOLDING THE FINE POINTING MOPE FOR
PERIODS UP TO 30 MINUTES, WITW THE VEHICLE AXES HELD WITH RESPECT TO
LOCAL VERTICAL WITHIN */-o.i DEGREES.
THE STATION SHALL FLY THE GEOMETRIC AXES AFTpR INITIATING EXPERIMENT
POINTING.
THE STATION SFA|_L BE CAPABLE PF DISSIPATING ANGULAR IMPULSES (RESULTING
FROM EXPERIMENT TORQUES) OF |0»000 L3-FT-SEC IN PITCH OR YAW AND 2iSOD
LB-FT-SEC IN ROLL PER 2« HOUR PERIOD (AVERAGE OVER ONE RESUPPLY PE»I"D).
NO EXPERIMENT TORQUE SHALL EXCEED 100 LB-FT.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWE! I CORPORATION SEC 3.3.U
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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.U GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
THF STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF MA I NT A I MI NG .STAT I ON AX I S UITHIN +/-C.25
DEGREES IN EARTH REFERENCED ATTITUDE MOLD UITu +z A X I S AT NA-PIR ON A
CONTINUOUS BASIS. .
THF G/C SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING MODULAR SPACE STATI ON .STATE VECTOR
ANH ORIENTATION TATA TO THF ICS AS FOLLOWS- -
ALTITUDE UNCERTAINTY */-Ysoo FT. (i SIGMA) . -
IN-TRACK UNCERTAINTY +/-T100 FT. (I SIGMA)
CROSS TRACK */->?00 FT. { | SIG MA) .
ORBITAL VELOCITY */- 1.5 FPS ri SIGMA)
P. ACCELERATIONS .
OPERATIONAL ACCELERATIONS WILL BE MAINTAINED WITHIN THE FOLLOWING NOMINAL
LIMITS -
CMC DESAT AND QR9IT MAKEUP .00011 R MAX FOR |HO SEC
HOCKING-BERTHING .QU G MAX FOR 0.3 S^C
c HR CONTINUOUS .0001 H M A X I M U M
•> HR CONTINUOUS . .00001 0 M A X I M U M
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC ?.3.U
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SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.«GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
1.3.«.a SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION
THE TECHNICAL DATA DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION APT 'NOT DESIGN-TO REOUIRE-
*ENTS» RATHER THEY REFLECT A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNICAL PAPA-
METERS THAT FORM THE CURRENT BASELINE SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION. THE SIIMMATICN
OP THESE CHARACTERISTICS ALONG WITH THOSE'OF T.MF OTHER SIX FUNCTIONAL SUB-
SYSTFMS FORM THE BASIS FOR CONFIGURATION LAYCLTS* WEIGHT STATEMENTS AND
POWER PROFILES.
1.3.4.4.1 MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
A. INEPTIAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY
THE INERTIAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY CONTAINS six STRAPOOWN GYROS FOR
SENSING STATION INSTANTANEOUS ANGULAR RATES AND six ACCELEROPETERS FOG
SENSING STATION INSTANTANEOUS LINEAR ACCELERATIONS. THESE SENSING
ELEMENTS ARE ARRANGED IN A NoN-ORTHQGONAL S*EW AXES O R I E N T A T I O N IN THE
STRAPOOUN INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT WHICH IS MOUNTED TO THE N A V I G A T I O N
BASE. THIS ORIENTATION ALLOWS THE INERTIA! REFERENCE PREPROCESSOR TO
PROVIDE BODY ORIENTATION AND CHANGES IN VELOCITY TO THE ISS WITH THREE
GYROS ANJ? THREE ACCELEROMET^RS FAILED.
THE PREPROCESSOR PROVIDED CHANGES IN STATION BODY AXES ORIENTATION ANf?
CHANGES IN VELOCITY TO THE ISS FOR RELATING °RESENT STATION ORIENTATION
AND LOCATION WITH THE REFERENCE FRAME BEING M A I N T A I N E D BY THE I Sf?
COMPUTER* AND FOR USE IN ATTITUDE CONTROL AND ORBIT MAINTENANCE.
B. OPTICAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY
THE OPTICAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY CONTAINS ONE HORIZON EDGE TRACKER AND
ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS AND TWO STAR TRACKERS FOR PROVIDING A U T O M A T I C
SENSING OF THE HORIZON AMD STAR ANGLES. THE OUTPUTS FROM THESE SENSORS
ARE UTILIZED BY THE OPTICAL REFERENCE PREPROCESSOR IN PROVIDING STAR
AND HORIZON ANGLES AND PITCH* YAW AND ROLL ATTITUDE ERRORS TO THE ISS
COMPUTER FOR USE IN MAINTAINING THE STATION STATE VECTOR AND THE
DESIRED FLIGHT MODE.
THE TELESCOPE/SEXTANT UNIT is MOUNTED TO THE NAVIGATION BASE TO RELATE
MANUAL OPTICAL SIGHTINGS TO THE STATION ATTITUDE. THE TELESCOPE/
SEXTANT UNIT PROVIDES A MEANS OF I N I T I A L I Z I N G THE AUTOMATIC N A V I G A T I O N
REFERENCE. IT ALSO PROVIDES DIRECT VISUAL OBSERVATION OF EARTH TARGETS
IN SUPPORT OF EXPERIMENTS.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 1.3.U
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1.1.U GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
C. MOMENTUM EXCHANGE
THE CONTROL MOMENT GYRO ASSEMBLY CONTAINS THREE DOUBLE G l M B A L CONTROL
MOMENT GYROS WHICH ARE ORIENTED IN RESPONSE TO COMMANDS EROI* THE CMG
PREPROCESSOR TO COMPENSATE EnR ANGULAR MOMENTUM CHANGES DUE TO
PERIODIC DISTURBANCE TORQUES. BUILDUP OF RESIDUAL MOMENTUM EROM NON-
PERIODIC TORQUES EVENTUALLY CAUSES CMG GIMBAL ANGLES TO REACH THEIR
LIMIT. AND THE CMG PREPROCECSOR PROVIDES DATA TO THE ISS TO DETERMINE
PCS TORQUE AND ON-TIME REQUIRED EOR CMG OF?ATURAT I ON.
H. RCS ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
THE RCS ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY CONTAINS THE RCS ELECTRONICS PREPROCESSOR
WHICH PROVIDES RCS JET .ORIVFR SELECTION LC^IC TO THE JET DRIVER
PACKAGES wHICW ARE ALSO PART OF THE RCS ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY. THE "CS
JET DRIVERS PROVIHE ON-OFF SIGNALS TO THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
SOLENOID VALVES AND IGNITORS.
E. COMPUTATION .ASSEMBLY ,
THOSE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL COMPUTATIONS NOT PERFORMED IN THE PRE-
PROCESSORS DESCRIBED IN THE OTHER ASSEMBLIES ARE PERFORMED WITHIN
THE ISS COMPUTER. THE COMPUTATION ASSEMBLY REPRESENTS THE SOETUftPF
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GUIDANC^ AND CONTROL COMPUTATIONS PERFORMED
WITHIN THE ISS COMPUTER. ,
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERI CAN -ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 1.3.a
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N SO 71-215-1
MOniJLAR SPACF. STAT I ON - I N IT I AL STATION SYSTEM
3.1.« GUIDANCE AND CONTROL.
3.3.U.I.? WF.IGHTt POWERt ANR VOLUME CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE 3.3.«.«.?-! WEIGHT
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
U.I INERTIAL REFERENCE
u.2 OPTICAL REFERENCE
a.l RCS ELECTRONICS
U.tt MOMENTUM EXCMANGC
U.S COMPUTATION . .
TOTAL
UFIGHT f LRS )
CORF
65
1«R
7S
9flU
0
t*7o
POWER
0
n
ri
n
n
0
SKI
n
c
c
c
n
0
SH2
0
0
0
0
0
0
SM3
0
0
0
0
0
0
SMU
0
n
0
. n
0
0
TOTAL
RS
:?UR
75
9^4
0
l«70
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MOOULAR SPATE STATION - INITIAL STATION
3.3.« GUIDANCE ANn CONTROL
TABLE 3.3.U.U.?-;» POWER SUMMARY (NORMAL OPERATIONS)
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
o.i INFRTIAL REFERENCE
U.? OPTICAL REFERENCE
0.3 RCS ELECTRONICS
0.0 MOMENTUM FXCW4NRE
0.5 COMPUTATION
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - ?0 HOUR A V G )
CORE
1 OS
195
1
j 00
0
««7
POWER
c
0
0
0
0
0
SMI
n .
0
c
n
0
c
SM?
0
0
0
0
0
0
-SM3
0
0
0
0
0
0
SMU
0
0 .
0
0
r
0
TOTAL
1 «5
l q <5
3
| 0(4
0
0«7
TABLE 3.3.U.U.2-3 POkER SUMMARY (EMERGENCY OPERAT IONS )
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
o.i iNpRTiAL REFERENCE
0.2 OPTICAL REFERENCE
0.3 RCS ELECTRONICS
O.U MOMENTUM E'XCHANRE
0.5 COMPUTATION
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - 70 HOUR AVG)
CORE
IUS
0
(50
0
0
205
POWER
0
0
0
0
• 0
0
SKI
0
(1
0
c
. 0
0
SM?
0
0
0
0
. 0
0
SM3
0
0
6
0
0
0
SMO
0
0
0
0
ri
c
TCTAL
l«5
n
50
0
0
205
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.a GUIDANCE ANO CONTROL
3.3.4.5 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
3.3.a.5.I G AND C/STRUCTURAL AND MECH AN I C AL SUBSYSTEM I NTF.RE ACES
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR
QUANTITIES ANO LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TARLE 3 . 3 . 4 . 4 . ?-4 .
AS A GOALt THE FUNDAMENTAL RENO ING/TORS I ONAL MATU9AL FREQUENCY HOOF OF THE
SPACE STATION STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION SHALL PF G3EATFR THAN ONE HZ.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE CELFSTTAL ANO EARTH VIEWING WINDOWS.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING ANO °RFSSURF SHELL PENETRATIONS FOR roijK
HORIZON TRACKER SENSORS SUCH THAT SIMULTANEOUS VIEWING OE THE FOUR HO'<TZO^
QUADRANTS IS OBTAINED. STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE COUNTING ANO TWO PRESSURE
SHELL PENETRATIONS FOR THE STAR TRACKERS WITH A FIELO-OF-VIEW OVERLAP
BETWEEN THE STAR TRACKERS ANO THE SEXTANT TELESCOPE. OPTICAL A L l G N M F K T
PATHS BETWEEN THE RAMS ANO HORIZON ANO STAR TRACKERS SHALL BE PROVIDER.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING FOR STRAPpCUN I "IU ANO PREPROCESSOR N^AR
SEXTANT FOR PRECISION ALINGMFNT.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTING FOR CONTROL MOMENT GYROS NEAR THE RAMS
FOR PRECISION STABILIZATION.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION FOP ANY STANORY PEOLNOANT
SENSORS. SUCH PROTECTION SHALL BE DESIGNED TC PROVIDE MEANS FOR PERIODIC
INFLIGHT CHECKS OF STANORY OEVICFS.
3.3.4.5.? GUIDANCE ANO CONTROL/ECLSS SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TARLE 3.3.2.I.I.U-l HEAT LOAD 0 ISTRI BUT ICN.
3.3.«.s.3 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL/FLECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REOUK'OAN'TLY DISTRIBUTED REGUL ATEO I ?0/20«. V , 400 *7. AC
ANO 5fi VOC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE QUALITY OF THE POWER SH4LL
«E PER MIL-STD-704 EXCEPT FOP THE DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL RE ?. 5 VCLTS
M A X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THf REGULATED RLS. WIRE PROTECTION SHftLL BE
PROVIDED FOP ALL LOATS CONNECTED TO THE E°S 01STRI RUT 1 ON RUSES. WHE?E
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE.EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DUPING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER FC9
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3.3.U GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
A M I N I M U M OF ge HOURS. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER (.714 HOU& A V E R A G E
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED (AT THE LOAH BUSES) BELOW - . ,
BUILDUP BUILDUP NORMAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP I STEP ? OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
G AND C . IRQ , 160
 : 0*7 ,197
3.1.a.5.1 G AND C/G AND C SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
KOT APPLICABLE
3.3.U.S.5 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL/REACT I ON CONTRCL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES .
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE ON/OFF SIGNALS TO THE.PCS SOLENOID VALVES AND
IGNITORS. ' . ' . . ' -
TME RCS SHALL ACCEPT CONTROL SIGNALS FROM THE R-C RCS JET DRIVER
ELECTRONICS. ' .. - . . . . .
 :
3.?.«.5.fi GUIDANCE AND CONTROL/TNFORMAT I ON SUPSYSTEM INTERFACES
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO THE ISS IN SUPPORT HE
EXPERIMENTS -
- CURRENT STATION ATTITUDE (INSTANTANEOUS KNOWLEDGE WITHIN 0.10 HEG ) ANp.-'
PFTFRENCE ATTITUDE ALIGNMPNT
- POSITION VECTORS OF TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY , ... . ' . . , . .
- CURRENT STATION ESTIMATED STATE VECTOR . ' . ' . . . . - - ' . , ,
- EXPERIMENT TO G/C REFERENCE CALIBRATION DATA
 ; , •
- RUIPANCF TARGETING AND OFLTA-V COMMANDS FOR RENnrZVOUS» REENTRYt
HOCKING AND STATION KEEPING OF DETACHED RA*S
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONAL INFORMATION TO THE ISS -
- SUBSYSTEMS STATUS .:
- PLIGHT MODE STATUS
- ATTITUDEt ATTITUDE ERROR» R4TE AND- DELTA-V INFORMATION
- CMG GIMBAL ANGLES AND RATES
STATE VECTOR PATA WITHIN THE FOLLOWING LIMITS -
- ALTITUDE UN.CERTAiNiT.Y */- isoo FT ci SIGMA) . . . . ' . . . .
- IN-TRACK UNCERTAINTY */.- 3HOO FT (I SIGMA)
- CROSS TRACK */- 2?00 FT ( I SIGMA )
- ORBITAL VELO.CITY . */- 3.5 FT/SEC . . . . ' . '
.^^^.^..^^^^^^^^.^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^•••>^^^<»M*«*«>^^a>«.^W«>^^w^«>^^^^^v^^^^'»^^^^^^^^«^«B>a^^^«»
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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STAT I ON ' SYSTEM .
3.1.U GUIPANCE AND CONTROL
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE THE iss WITH MEASUREMENTS PRECONDITIONED TO A n TO ?
VHC RANGE WITH A SOURCE IMPEDANCE OF LESS THAN 1.00.0. n*MS.
THF ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANPARO BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION DIGITAL OAT*
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE .SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT f RACU ). THF R'ACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10 MRPS
RACU MEMORY SIZE -UK (3? BIT) u/ORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOG in' »i» 3.R '«• OR - 1.2 vpn
LOGIC •€• 0.2 + OR - 0.02 VOC
INPUT TO RACU FROM" SUBSYSTEMS
ANALOG DIGITAL/DISCRETE
QUANTITY IOO/2« 23/100
INPUT RANGE voo o TO s SEE LOGIC LEVEL
INPUT TYPc SINGLE ENDED SINGLE ENPFC
INPUT IMPEDANCE i MFGOHM i MEGOHM
SOURCE IMPEDANCE i K OHM i K
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
DI G i TAU PARALLEL ) ' n IGI TALC SERIAL )
QUANTITY ?tt «
OUTPUT TYPp ON/OFF PARALLEL ON/OFF SERIAL
ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND XCONT^C L
AND MONITORING BASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS '
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION* COMMAND GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION* EXTFRNAL DATA COMMUNICATION*
OATA PROCESSING* AND DATA STORAGE.
THE ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
THE FOLLOWING G/C COMPUTATIONS CHALL BE PERFOPMFO BY THE iss.
- CMG OESATURATION REQUIREMENTS (TIME-TO-SATURATION PREDICTION)
SPACE DIV.ISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SET ">.3.U
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION sn 7i-2is-i
MODULAR SPACE STATION-- I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.1 GUIDANCE ANO CQ.NTROL
- CURRENT STATION ATTITUDE AND RATE ANP REFERENCE ATTITUDE AUGMENT
POSITION VECTOR OF TAPGETS OF OPPORTUNITY
(TRACKED BY CREW USING G/C SEXT ANT /TEL ESCOPE
SHUTTLE REHJRN-TO-EARTH GUIDANCE PARAMETERS
- EXPERIMENT G/C REFERENCE CALIBRATION DATA
GUIDANCE TARGETING AND O^LTA-V COMMANDS FOR RENDEZVOUS? DEPLOYMENT
AND STAT.ION KEEPING Or prTACHEO RAMS ANP SHUTTLE VEHICLES.
REACTION JET COMMANDS AND OELTA-V PREDICTIONS FOR STATION OPRIT
MAINTENANCE
- G/C CONFIGURATION STATUS (REAL TIME)
- G/C OPERATION STATUS f MO"E )
- REAL TIME FAILURE IDENTIFICATION ANT MA I MTENANrE /REPLACEMENT
REQUIREMENTS
ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMPUTATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH JET FIRINGS
- CONTROL MODELLING PARAMETER ESTIMATE AKp AOAPT-ION
-, - STAR TRACKER POINTING COMMANDS
- STATE VECTOR PROPOGATION AND UPDATE FOR DETACHED RAMS AND -STATION
KEEPING AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE COMPUTATIONS.
FPE GROUND TRAC" AND POINTING ANGLE.
THE 1SS SHALL PROVIDE TME FOLLOW DATA TO THE G/C IN SUPPORT OE COMPUTATION
t'-f
- VEHICLE CONFIGURATION ANn SOLAR PANEL ATTITUDE
SOLAR PANEL ORIENTATION COMMANDS
SUN AND MOON EPHEMERIDES
STAR CATALOGUE
GROUND UPLINK DATA
RANGE* RANGE RATE AND LOS . . .
SCHEDULED I N I T I A T I O N DE STATION DELTA-V ANf) CMG OESATURATION
- REACTION JET ATTITUDE CONTROL- INHIBITS AND JET FAILURE DATA
- CREW INTERFACE - MANUAL N A V I G A T I O N SIGHTINGS* OPERATION MOPE
COMMANDS* CONFIGURATION COMMANDS* MA I NTEMANCE- 1 N-PROGRESS /
ACCOMPLISHED DATA
SUBROUTINES AND RULK STORAGE DATA LOADS
- PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY PATA STORAGE
EXPERIMENT REFERENCE. ALIGNMENT
- MANEUVER .SCHEDULE
- TIMING SIGNAL AT | KH7 RATp
?.3.a.5.7 G AND C/CREW AND HABITABILITY SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREU/HABITATLITY SHALL PROVIDE 5 . HAN -HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
PERFORMANCE OE SCHEDULED ANP UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.^  REACTION CONJRCL
THIS SUBSYSTEM IS ONE OF" THE SEVEN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS OE MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS
THAT COMPRISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION.
PREPARED
APPROVAL •-'•*
APPROVAL
APPROVAL f—A'/--
l
SYSTEM POMTS/FNTEREACES
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MGR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STAT I ON SYSTEM
3.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
3.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
3. 3. s.i PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
3. 3. S.I, I NORMAL OPERATIONS
THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE CONTROL FORCES AND TORQUES
NECESSAPY TO (A) M A I N T A I N SPACE STATION STABIL IZATION AND CONTROL* («) COK
TROL THE SPACE STATION DURING RFPTHING OPERATIONS* (C) MAINTAIN SPACE STA-
TION ORBIT* (0) OESATURATE THE G-C CONTROL MOMENT GYROS* AND (E) PERFORM
SPACE STATION MANEUVERS. IN ADDITION* THE RCS SHALL PROVIDE GASEOUS 02 ANT
H? STORAGE CAPABILITY.
A. DESIGN ENVELOPE
THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE DESIGNED AND SIZED TO SUPPORT
INDEPENDENT SPACE STATION OPERATIONS FOR PERIODS UP TO I ?D DAYS WITHOUT
RESUPPLY AND TO M A I N T A I N AM ORBIT OE 55 DEGREES INCLINATION AT AN ALTI-
TUDE OE 2«0 NMI UIITH AN ATMOSPHERE EQUIVALENT TO THE FEBRUARY |q»2 TWO
SIGMA JACCHIA MEAN ATMOSPHERE. THE DESIGN TC FLIGHT MODE SHALL BE X-POP
LOCAL LEVEL WITH THE STATION + Z AXIS POINTEC TOWARD NADIR. THE DESIGN
CONFIGURATION FOR THE ROUTINE OPER AT I ONS PHASE SHALL BE AS SHOWN IN
FIRURE 3.1.5.1.1 THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF FLYING AN X-POP
FLIGHT MODE WITH EITHER THE * OR -Y A X I S ALCMG THE VELOCITY VECTOR.
THE STATION SHALL ALSO BE CAPABLE OF FLYING AN INERTIAL FLIGHT MOOE.
B. OPERATE ENVELOPE
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE CAPABLE OF 120 DAY OPERATION WITHOUT
PESUPPLY AT AM ORBITAL ALTITUDE OF 270 NMI AND AN INCLINATION OF 55 DEGREES
IN AN X-POP, Z-TV FLIGHT MODE WITH AN ATMOSPHERE, EQUIVALENT TO THE 1982 THROUGH
1987 JACCHIA NOMINAL ATMOSPHERE. THE STATION SHALL ALSO BE CAPABLE OF OPER-
ATING IN AN X-POP LOCAL LEVEL AND Y-POP INERTIAL FLIGHT MODES.
C. STABILIZATION FOR BERTHING
THE ATTITUDE STABILIZATION SYSTEM FOR BERTHING SUPPORT SHALL BE CAPABLE
OF OPERATION FOLLOWING ANY THREE FAILURES DURING NORMAL OPERATIONS.
ON BERTHING WITH THE SHUTTLE DRRITER* STATION STABILIZATION WILL BE IN-
HIBITED TO ALLOW STABILIZATION AND CONTROL TO RE PROVIDEO BY THE SHUTTLE
ORRITER FOR BOTH THE STATION AND SHUTTLE ORBITER COMBINATION. WHILE THE
SHUTTLE OPBITER IS ATTACHED* THE SHUTTLE ORRITER SHALL PROVIDE ALL
NECESSARY STABILIZATION.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION :SEC 3.3.5
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
REFERENCE MODE
SM
VELOCITY DIRECTION
ORBITAL PATH
FLIGHT COORDINATES
MODULE COORDINATES
CORE MODULE
«CS ENGINl FOOSV
FIGURE 3.3.5.1.1 STATION CONFIGURATION
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
0. ROUTINE ORBITAL OPERATIONS
THE PCS THRUSTERS SHALL BE AUTOMATICALLY AND SELECTIVELY CONTROLLED BY
THE G-C WITH ON-OFF SIGNALS TO THE VALVES AND IGNITOR OF ANY ENGINE OR
ENGINE COMBINATION.
THE RCS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE G-C SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PERFORMING
REORIENTATION MANEUVERS WITH ?-AXIS REORIENTATION RATES OF LESS
THAN 0.2 DEC/SEC. '
THE PCS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE G-C SHALL M A I N T A I N A STABLE MOOULAP
SPACE STATION ATTITUDE IN EITHER THE EARTH REFERENCED ATTITUDE HOLD
OP THE INERTIAL ATTITUDE HOLD MOOES.
IN A BACKUP MODE* MANEUVERING AND/OR STABILIZATION OF THE STATION M.AY
ACCOMPLISHED USING A HAND CONTROLLER AND (OUT THE WINDOW) VISUAL CUES.
02 AND H2 GASES SHALL BE USED AS THE PRIMARY PROPELLANTS FOR RCS JFT
ENGINES DURING ROUT I NE ORB I T AL OPERATIONS. •
E. IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS
i?o DAY IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS AND THEIR SUPPORT FUNCTION ALLOCATIONS
FOP SIZING PURPOSES SHALL RE AS FOLLOWS -
SUPPORT FUNCTION
ORRIT MAKEUP AND
CMG OESATURATION
MANEUVERS
ATTACHED ORBITER
CONTINGENCY
TOTAL
IMPULSE
t « R » 0 0 0 LB SEC
^8,000 LB SEC
?f t»000 LB SEC
^4.8,000 LB SEC
290.000 LB SEC
F. PRQPELLANT STORAGE
THE PCS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANT PAIRS OF ACCUMULATORS FOR THE STORAGE OF
GASEOUS 0? AND H? SUPPLIED BY THE ECLSS ELECTROLYSIS UNITS AT A NOMINAL
OPERATING PRESSURE OF 3QO PS I A. THE 'ACCUHULATORS SHALL BE SIZED FOP A
TOTAL STORAGE CAPACITY FOR 12 HOURS OPERATION (1200 LB SEC IMPULSE) AND
FOP ECLSS OPERATIONS DURING ORBITAL DARK PERIODS.
SPACE D I V I S I O N NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 1.3.5
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - i N j T l A L STAT I ON .SYSTEM
3.3.S RFACTION CONTROL
G. ENGINES
THF RCS SHALL PROVIDE FOUR QUADS WITH FOUR ENGINES PER QUAD ON THE Z-AXIS
OF THE CORE MODULE.
EACH RCS ENG.INE SHALL PROVIDE A THRUST OF 10 LBS AND A SPECIFIC IMPULSE
OF 320 SEC WHILE OPERATING ON AN OXIDIZER TO FUEL RATIO OF 8 TO I. THE
ENGINES SHALL 8E CAPABLE OF OPERATING WITH FUEL SUPPLIED AT A NOMINAL
TEMPERATURE OF 70 OEG F. FIRIMH DURATION SHALL BE so SECONDS PES 2
THRUSTORS EVERY 12 HOURS.
THF RCS QUADS SHALL RE DESIGNED FOR SHIRTSLEEVE MAINTENANCE.
3.3.R.I.2 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED TO INTERCHANGE GASEOUS 02 AND H? BETWEEN
THE RCS AND EPS FOR EMERGENCY OR CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS.
THE RCS SHALL 8E CAPABLE OF ij^ING GASEOUS C? AND H? SUPPLIED FROM FCLSS
HIGH PRESSURE ( 3/500 PS IA ) FM^PGENC Y STORAGE FOR AN EMERGENCY BERTHING
OPERATION WITH THE SHUTTLE Ofl«ITER REQUIRING AN ROOO L8 SEC . IMPULSE.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.S
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3.3.5 FACTION CONTROL
3.3.S.I.3 BUILDUP OPERATIONS
A. PRFMANNING
THE STATION SHALL BE IN A MINIMUM FUEL MOOE. FUEL SHALL BE PROVIDED
FROM EPS STOPAGE OF HIGH PPES«UJPE OXYGEN AN'C HYDROGEN IN THE COPE
MODULE ANH POWER BOOM (DURING BUILDUP ASSEMBLY OF THESE TWO MODULES.
EPS ELECTROLYSIS SUPPLIED GAS^S SHALL BE USED D'JRING SUBSEQUENT BUILD-
UP STEPS.
THF GROUND WILL M A I N T A I N THE STATION STATE VpCTQR PRIOR TO MANNING.
THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING CONTROL
TORQUES FOR STATION STABILIZATION AND ATTITUDE HOLD FOR BERTHING DURING
THE PREMANNING PHASE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE G-C SUBSYSTEM. THE STATION
SHALL FLY PRINCIPAL AXES DURING BUILDUP OR PERIODS OF NON-EXPERIMENT
POINTING WITHIN RADIATOR CAPABILITY.
STABILIZATION FOR BERTHING SHALL BE INITIATED BY RE LINK TO AN ATTITUDE
HOLD OF */- 1.0 DEG AND 3-AXJS ANGULAR RATES OF +/-0.05 OEG/SEC. AFTER
RF LIK'K INITIATION* STABILIZATION WILL BE OBTAINED AND HELD IN ONE MOUfi
DURATIONS.
B. INITIAL MANNED OPERATIONS
THE REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE CAPABLE OF INITIAL MANNING
CHECKOUT UTILIZING ONLY MODULAR SPACE STATION ONBOARD CHECKOUT
1.3.5.2 SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
PROVIDE EPS FUEL CELL REACTANT STORAGE AS REQUIRED.
HIGH PRESSURE 0? IN POWER BOOM ( 190 LBS ) UTILIZED FOR STATION CONTROL
AFTER EPS ELECTRICAL FAILURE. •30 LBS 02 REQUIRED TO PERFORM STATION
CONTROL FUNCTION.
M A X I M U M ECLSS ELECTROLYSIS OUTPUT is 37 LBS OF WATER PER DAY WHICH is
EQUIVALENT TO l l t f i U O LB-SEC OF TMPiJLSE.
3.3.5.3 EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
A. STABILITY
FOR EXPERIMENTS* THE STATION PCS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE G-C SHALL BE
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.5
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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.5 REACTION' CONTROL
CAPABLE OE L I M I T I N G ANGULAR RATES AROUND THE VEHICLE AXES TO +/-0.05
OEG/SEC CONTINUOUSLY* AND TO */-O.OI OEG/SEC IN THE FINE POINTING "ODE.
THE STATION SHALL 3E CAPABLE OE HOLDING THE FINE POINTING MODE FOR
PERIODS UP TO 30 MINUTES* WITH THE VEHICLE AXES HELO WITH RESPECT TC
LOCAL VERTICAL WITHIN */-o.i OEGREES.
THE STATION SHALL FLY THE GEOMETRIC AXES AETER I N I T I A T I N G EXPERIMENT
POINTING.
THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE HE DISSIPATING ANGULAR IMPULSES (RESULTING
EROM EXPERIMENT TORQUES) OE |n»nOO LB-FT-SEC IN PITCH OR YAW AND 2»500
LB-FT-SEC IN ROLL PER 2U HOUR PERIOD (AVERAGE OVER ONE RESUPPLY PERIOD).
NO EXPERIMENT TORQUE SHALL"EXCEED (DO LB-FT.
THE STATION SHALL BE CAPABLE OF M A I N T A I N I N G STATION AXES WITHIN +/-C.25
DEGREES IN EARTH REFERENCED ATTITUDE HOLD WITH +Z AXIS AT NADIR ON A
CONTINUOUS BASIS EXCEPT IN THE INERTIAL FLIGHT MODE.
B. ACCELERATIONS
OPERATIONAL ACCELERATIONS WILL BE MAIN T A I N E D WITHIN THE FOLLOWING NOMINAL
LIMITS-
CMC OESAT AND ORBIT MAKEUP .OOOIU G MAX FOR l«0 SEC
DOCKING-BERTHING .04 G MAX FOR 0.3 SEC
R HR CONTINUOUS .0001 G MAXIMUM
2 HR CONTINUOUS .00001 R MA X I M U M
3.3.5.U SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION
3.3.5.4.1 MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
A. PROPELLANT ACCUMULATORS
EIGHT PROPELLANT GAS ACCUMULATORS ARE PROVIDED FOR STOWAGE OF THE
GASEOUS OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN PRQPELLANTS UHlCH A9E OBTAINED FROM THE
WATER ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM SUPPLIED BY ECLSS.
B. PROPELLANT EEED CONTROLS
THE OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN FEED CONTROL ASSEMBLIES ARE LOCATED IN THE LINES
BETWEEN THE PROPELLANT ACCUMULATORS AND THE ENGINE QUADS. THEY CONSIST
OF PROPELLANT GAS PRESSURE REGULATORS* VALVES* AND FILTERS.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.S
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3.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
C. ENGINES ,
THE ENGINE QUADS CONSIST OF FOUR ENGINES AND IGNITOR CIRCUITS. THE
IGMtTOR CIRCUITS ARE PART OF THE GUIDANCE AN'O CONTROL SUBSYSTEM.
MO'INTS ARE PROVIDED TO ATTACH THE ENGINES TC STRUCTURE.
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3.3.5 ^FACTION CONTROL'
REACTION CONTROL FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
»CS FUNCTIONS AND INTERFACES WITH OTHER SUBSYSTEMS A»E IDENTIFIER
IN THE D I A G R A M BELOW
CORE 1
INITIAL
CORE 2
GROWTH
J
EPS |
BUILDUP (TYP)
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3.3.=. REACTION COMTROL
3.3.R.I.2 WEIGHTt POWER* ANO UNIT/LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE 3..1.5.4.?-) WEIGHT SUMMARY
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
5.3 REACTION CONTROL
5. i PROPELLANT ACCUMULATORS
5.2 PRCPELLANT EEEO CONTROL?
5.3 ENGINES
TOTAL
WEIGHT f LBS )
CORE
60
120
IflO
POWER SKI SM2
88
65
153
SM3
88
65
153
SM4 TOTAL
176
1^0
120
Ufl6
TABLE 3.3.5.«..'-2 POWER SUMMARY
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
5.0 REACTION CONTROL
5.j PPOPELLANT ACCUMULATORS
5.2 PROPELLANT EEEO CONTROLS
5.3 ENGINES
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - 24 HOUR AVG )
CORE
13
13
POWER SKI SM2 SM3 SM4 TCTAL
]3
13
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SH 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
3.3.5.5 SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
'3.3.5.5.'! RCS/STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL INTERFACES
STR()CTi|RES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.5.U.2-3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE MOUNTINR FOR RCS ENGINES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
SUCH THAT SERVICING CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN A SHIRTSLEEVE ENVIRONMENT.
3.3.5.5.2 RCS/ECLSS INTERFACES
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TARLE 3.3.2.I. 1.4-1 HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
THE ECLSS SHALL SU°PLY TO THE RCS GASEOUS HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN AS FOLLOWS -
OXYGEN
DELIVFPY PRESSURE - NOMINAL 300 PS I A
TEMPERATURE • - NOMINAL 70 DEC F
DELIVERY RATE - NOMINAL 2*.12 LB/OAY
EMERGENCY r- AN EMERGENCY SOURCE SHALL PROVIDE 22 LBS
TO TWO DIFFERENT LOCATIONS
HYDROGEN
DELIVERY PRESSURE - NOMINAL 300 PS IA
TEMPERATURE - NOMINAL ?o OEG F
DELIVERY RATE - NOMINAL 3.51 LP/HAY
EMERGENCY - AN EMERGENCY SOURCE SHALL PROVIDE 2.8 L«S
TO TWO DIFFERENT LOCATIONS.
THE RCS SHALL PROVIDE G02 AND GH2 STORAGE ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ECLSS PRO-
DUCED GASES TO SUPPORT ECLSS OPERATIONS DURING ORBITAL DARK PERIODS.
3.3.5.5.3 RCS/EPS INTERFACES
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED 120/208 v» uoo HZ» AC
AND 5fi VDC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWER. THE QUALITY OF THE POWER SHALL
BE PER ML-STO-70U EXCEPT FOR t"E DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE 2.5 VOLTS
M A X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED RUS. WIRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE EPS DISTRIBUTION BUSES. WHERE
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
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3.1.^  FACTION CONTROL
LOADS SHALL RE M A I N T A I N E D DUPING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWE"
A MINIM U M OF 96 HOURS. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER (?U MOuR AVERAGE
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED (AT THE LOAD RUSES) BELOU -
BUILDUP BUILDUP NORMAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP I STEP .? OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
RCS D n II «
EPS AND RCS SHALL "ROVIOE THT CAPABILITY TO EXCHANGE PROPELLANT GASES.
EPS SHALL HAVE THE CA°AB1LITY TO STORE AND PROVIDE PROPELLANT GASES FOR
USE DURING BUILDUP
3.3.5.5.W RCS/G-C INTERFACES"
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE ON/OFF SIGNALS TO THE RCS SOLENOID VALVES AND
IGNITORS.
THE RCS SHALL ACCEPT CONTROL SIGNALS FROM THE G-C RCS JET DRIVER
ELECTRONICS.
3.3.5.5.5 RCS/RCS INTERFACES
NOT APPLICABLE
3.3.5.5.6 RCS/ISS INTERFACES
RCS SHALL PROVIDE STATUS DATA EDP- ALL PROPELLENT VALVES AND rNGlNES TC
DETERMINE THEIR OPEN-CLOSED OR OM-OFF CONDITIONS.
RCS SHALL PROVIDE DROPELLANT LINE» PROPELLANT ACCUMULATOR ANf! ENGINE
PACKAGE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS TO THE iss TO FACILITATE
THE CONTROL AND MONITORING OF TME RCS.
RCS SHALL PRECONDITION ALL MrASUREMENTS TO A P TO 5 VOC RANGE WITH A
SOURCE IMPEDANCE OF LESS THAN ir»no OHMS.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD 81-DIREC TI ON AL COMMUNICATION PMITA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE uITH THE SUBSYSTEM
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACIM. THE RACK INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTER ISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10 MRPS
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION
3.3.5 REACTION CONTROL
RACU MEMORY SIZE - <* K ( 3? R J T ) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOCK '• I •
LOGIC '0*
INPUT TO RACU EROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE vnc)
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT EROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
ANALOG
100/2*
0 TO S
SINGLE ENOEH
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.R «• OR - i.p
o.? * OR - 0.02 von
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
2«/l00
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDED
I MEGOH^
I K OHM
DIGITAL(PARALLEL) 01GITAL(SERIAL)
ON/OEE PARALLEL ON/OEE SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND MONITORING BASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION* COMMAND GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION. EXTERNAL DATA COMMUNICATION*
DATA PROCESSING* AND DATA STORAGE.
THE ISS SHALL MAINTAIN A SUBSYSTEM LOG I ST1CS INVE^TORY.
3.3.S.5.7 RCS/CREW HABITABILITY INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREW/HARITABILITY SHALL PROVIDE 5 PAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SySTEM
3.3.K INFORMATION
THIS SUBSYSTEM is ONE OF THE SEVEN FUNCTIONAL GROUPINGS OF MAJOR
THAT COMPRISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION
ROMTS/INTERFACES
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT F.NGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MGR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
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3.3.R INFORMATION
3.3.P INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM RFOMIRFMFNTS
3.3.R.I iss PERFORMANCE REOUIRFMFNTS
3.3.R.I.I NORMAL OPERATIONS
3.3.R.I. I. I OATA PROCESSING ASSFMBLY
DATA PROCESSING SHALL COS1ST OF ACQUISITION* PROCESSING! DISTRI PUT I ON» ANO
STORAGE OF INFORMATION AND °ROvTDE THE CENTRAL TIDING GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION.
A. ACQUISITION AND DISTRIBUTIOM
THE HIGITAL PATA DISTRIBUTION NFTUQPK SHALL LI^'K ALL TATA SOURCES IN' THE
MS? TO THEIR DESTINATION. ANALOG DATA SHALL PE CONVERTED TO 01G I T AL PR I 0«?
TO niSTRIRUTION. THE PIGITAL DATA D1STR I RUT ICN NETWORK SHALL INTERFAC C
WITH EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS TO PROVIDE D I G I T A L RECEPTION AND TRANSMISSION
CAPABILITY TO ANO FROM THE MSS. CENTRAL TIMING DISTRIBUTION SHALL PE
PROVIDED TO ALL SUBSYSTEMS AMD rxPER I MEN'TS. THE DIGITAL DATA NETWORK
SIZING AND DATA RATES MUST 0^ COMPATIBLE WITH THE INFORMATION M A N A G E M E N T
REQUIREMENTS STATED IN TARLE 3. ">.6 . I . I - I .
n. PROCESSING
THE "ROCESSING PORTION OF THE INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM SHALL PREFORM THE
COMPUTATION* CONTROL* COMPACTION* AND MEMORY FUNCTIONS REQUIRED IN PER^ORv.
ING THE MSS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS. TARLE 1.3.R.I.I-I CONTAINS
THE PARAMETRIC DATA REOUIRED TO SIZE THE DATA PROCESSING* MEMORY* ANT
INFORMATION STORAGE* AND TO ESTABLISH THE OPA MECHANIZATION CONCEPT.
THE CENTRAL TIMING SOURCE SH«LL RE PROVIDED AS PART OF THE OPA AND SHALL
HAVE A BASE FREQUENCY DF 10 MHZ AND A STABILITY FACTOR OF 2 PARTS IN' 10( fl ),
C. STORAGE
THE REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATING* MASS» AND ARCHIVE MEMPOY ARE DELINEATED IN
TARLF 3.3.6.I.1-1.
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3.3.P INFORMATION
TABLE 3.3.6.1.1-1 PPA HARDWARE RETIREMENTS SUMMARY
SUBSYSTEM OR
FUNCTION
G AND C
ECLSS
EPS
RCS
STRUCTURES
CREU/HAB
ISS
TOTAL SUBSYSTEM
OPNS MpMT
ORCO MGMT
REMOT PROC MG MT
CENTRAL EXEC
STA. OPNS TOTAL
HARDWARE X
COMPIJT.
RATE
EOPS
22.7
29. »
133.6
34.4
3.3
19.9
7 ft. 3
322.0
10.9
?0ft.n
7.9
« 2.3
R3I . 1
DATA
BUS
HATE
8PS
7R. I
90.0
75.R
10. ft
u.u
12. a
75.4
3UK.7
-
- -
-
51.9
39P.R
0( 3 )
MEMORY (3? PIT i^JORnS )
OPNS
2. 1
tt.1
12.2
I.I
0.2
1 .0
1". 1
35.0
13.3
9. a
0.7
*.*
67.2
MASS
21 .5
23.7
57. P
5.u
«.i
«.7
Sfi. 1
187.3
53.'0
55. P
0.7
UU.5
3ai .3
ARCHIVE
43.0
47.4
1 J5.R
in. ft
ft. 2
17.4
132.2
37B.R
105.0
1 I 1 . 6
1 .4
«9.n
Bfl2.B»
* INCREASE TO 4.7 X 1 0( S ) TO INCLUDE DATA RASE STORAGE REQUIREMENTS.
EOPS » EQUIVALENT OPERATION PER SECOND
3. 3. R.I. I. 2 COMMAND/CONTROL AND MONITORING
THE COMMAND/CONTROL ANR I NEORV AT I ON DISPLAY FUNCTIONS OE THE MSS S"A|.L «E
AUTOMATED TO THE M A X I M U M EXTENT POSSIBLE. CAPABILITY SHALL «^ PROVIDEH
EOR THE CREW TO OVERRIPE THE AUTOMATED RJNCTTCNS. ALTERNATE 0^ BACKUP
DISPLAY AND CONTROL METHODS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO PERFORM FUNCTIONS
WHICH ARE TIME CRITICAL OR THE CREW OR EQUIPMENT SAFETY ARE IN JEOPARD*.
DISPLAY AND CONTROL DEVICES SHALL BE PROVIDED TO PERFORM FLIGHT MANAGEMENT.
SPACF STATION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT* PLANNING AND SCHEDULING MANAGEMENT.
AND EXPERIMENT MANAGEMENT.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
1.3.R INFORMATION
A. FLIGHT MANAGEMENT
THERE SHALL PE CAPABILITY IN THE PRIMARY CONTROL CENTER FOR OVER-
ALL COGNIZANCE OR RELATIVE POSITIONS AND RATES OF ALL VEHICLES WITHIN
THE STATION SPHERE OF INFLUENCE. SUFFICIENT DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS SHALL
RF PROVIDED FOR CREW FLIGHT CONTROL OF THE SPACE STATION AND DETACHED
MODULES. CONCURRENT ACTIVE FLIGHT CONTROL CAPABILITY FROM THIS POSITION
SHALL NOT RE REQUIRED. BACKUP CAPABILITY SHALL BE DROVIDEO.
R. OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT SHALL Rf CONTROLLED FROM A SINGLE POSITION. THE
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT FUNCTION MAY BE PERFORMED AT MORE THAN ONE
POSITION IN THE STATION. RACK-UP CONTROL CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED.
THERE SHALL BE SUFFICIENT INFORMATION PROVIDED TO PERFORM THE FOLLOWING
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT FUNCTION?. BUT NOT NECESSARILY SIMULTANEOUSLY AT THE
SAME POSITION.
!. SUBSYSTEM MANAGEMENT - INFORMATION FOR SUBSYSTEM (INCLUDING
DOCKED MODULES) STATUS AND SURVEILLANCE SHALL BE PROVIDED TO A SINGLE
POSITION. STATION AND EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM REMOTE DISPLAY AND
CONTROL CAPABILITY SHALL BE "ROVIOEO.
2. MAINTENANCE - INFORMATION SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR CO-ORINDATION OF
SPACE STATION CHECKOUT AND MAINTENANCE. DIS°LAYS» CONTROLS* AND
INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SHALL RT PROVIDED AT THIS POSITION FOR
DETERMINATION OF THE DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ANY MAINTENANCE.
3. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - CRITERIA ANH INFORMATION SHALL BE PRESENTED
TO THE COMMANDER/DUTY OFFICER TO ENABLE ANALYSIS - EVALUATION OF THE
NATURE AND MAGNITUDE OF ANY IMPORTANT PROBLEM. THE DATA PROCESSING
FUNCTION SHALL PERFORM DETECTION AND SHALL PREPARE CAUTION AND WARNING
INFORMATION FOR PRESENTATION TO THE COMMANDER/DUTY OFFICER PY THF
DISPLAY AND CONTROL FUNCTION.
u. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT - °FRSONNEL ACTIVITY AND A V A I L A B I L I T Y
INFORMATION SHALL BE AVAILABLE. A LIST OF TASKS WITH PRIORITIES AND
PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS SHALL ALSO BE AVAILABLE AT THIS POSITION.
S. EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY - VISIBILITY CF, AND COMMUNICATIONS WITH
PERSONNEL ENGAGED IN EVA SHALL BE PROVIDED.
<5. VISITOR MANAGEMENT - INFORMATION FOR ACCOMMODATION OF VISITORS TO
THE SPACE STATION WITH MINIMUM DISRUPTION OF STATION OPERATIONS SHALL
RE AVAILABLE.
7. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT - SUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO DECIDE ON
INVENTORY ITEM UTILIZATION SHALL BE AVAILABLE. INVENTORY TREND DATA
FOR CRITICAL CONSUMABLES SHALL BE AVAILABLE.
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MODULAR SpACF. STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.P INFORMATION
C. PLANNING AND SCHEDULING MANAGEMENT
THERE SHALL RE SUFFICIENT INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT A SINGLE "OSHIOK TO
PLAN/SCHEDULE THE MAINTENANCE* LOGISTICS/INVENTORY, AND PERSONNEL
ACTIVITIES FOR THE SPACE STATION. THE INFORMATION DISPLAY SHALL RE
FLEXIBLE ENOUGH FOR CREW PERSONNEL TO OECIOE WHICH OF SEVERAL PLANS/
SCHEDULES TO IMPLEMENT. BACKUP CAPABILITY SHALL OF PROVIDED.
H. EXPERIMENT MANAGEMENT
THFRE SHALL WE SUFFICIENT DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS PROVIDED AT A SINGLE
POSITION TO MANAGE AND EVALUATE EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS. THE DISPLAY AND
CONTROLS FOR SPACE STATION SUPPORT OF EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS SHALL BE
PROVIDED AT THIS POSITION. DISPLAY AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS LINIOUE To THE
INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS SHALL «E LOCATED IN THE AREA OF THE EXPERIMENT.
F. AUDIO/VIDEO CONTROL
1. LOCAL CONTROL (ON* OFF* AND VOLUME) OF ENTERTAINMENT FUNCTION
SHALL BE PROVIDED. IN THE CASE OF AN EMERGENCY SITUATION THE MONITOR
AND ALARM FUNCTION SHALL GENERATE AN AUDIC ALARM SIGNAL TO ALL
ENTERTAINMENT OUTPUTS IN PARALLEL AND BYPASSING THE LOCAL CONTROLS.
PROVISION.SHALL BE MADE ON PRIMARY AND EXPERIMENT COMMAND AND CONTROL
LOCATIONS FOR CONTROL OF ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC AND PAGING. ACTIVATION
OF PAGING SHALL DISCONNECT THE MUSIC CIF CN) AND CONNECT THE MICRO-
PHONE* THROUGH A SUITABLE AMPLIFIER* TO ALL ENTERTAINMENT OUTPUTS.
2. EACH COMMAND/CONTROL CENTER AND THE COMMANDER'S STATEROOM SHALL
HAVE PROVISIONS SO THAT THE COMMANDING OFFICER CAN OBTAIN OVERRIDE
TELEPHONE ACCESS TO CERTAIN CRITICAL AREAS. MANUAL ACTIVATION S^AI.L
AUTOMATICALLY GENERATE THE CORRECT PHONE NUMRER CODE AND SHALL
AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATE CONVERSATIONS IN PROGRESS.
3. ALL AREAS SUPPORTING BIOMEHICINE EXPERIMENTS* UTILIZING CCTV FCP
PATIENT OR TEST SUBJECT MONITORING* SHALL HAVE THE CAPABILITY OF
EXPERIMENTAL CCTV CHANNEL SELECTION AND MONITORING.
F. DIGITAL DATA
ACCESS TO AND DISPLAY OF INFORMATION ON THE DIGITAL DATA NETWORK SHALL
BE PROVIDED AT EACH PROCESSOR LOCATION AND AT EACH CONTROL CENTER.
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3.3.P INFORMATION
3.3.5.1.1.3 EXTERNAL OOMMUN TCAT ION
THF INITIAL SPACE STATION MUST °POVIOE COMMUNICATIONS WITH GROUND NETWORKS
AND OTHER COOPFRATING SPACECRAFT, BUT NOT NECESSARILY SIMULTANEOUSLY.
NEARLY CONTINUOUS DUPLEX VOICE COMMUNICATION? WITH THE GROUND MUST RE
PROVIDED RESINNING UITH INITIAL MANNED FLIGHT. INTERRUPTIONS IN DATA
COMMUNICATIONS AS LONG AS FIVE HOURS WITH THE GROUND NETWORK APE ACCEPTABLE
FOP THE INITIAL SPACE STATION.
SYSTEM AND MISSION STATUS WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE TRANSMITTED TO THE GROUND
ON A REAL-TIME BASIS* RUT REAL-TIME CAPABILITY SHOULD EXIST.
THE ^IPST MODULE TO BE ORRITED SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING COMMUNICATIONS -
CONTROL* TELEMETRY, METRIC TRACKINGt AND UHEN MANNED* DUPLEX VOICE
LINKS. ( ON-ORBIT MODULE TO TRANSPOND PRN RANGING SIGNAL FROM GROUND
OR SHUTTLE SO THAT THE GROUND OR SHUTTLE CAM PERFORM THE METRIC
TRACKING FUNCTION. )
COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM STATUS DATA SHALL RE PROVIDED TO THE DATA MANAGE-
MENT SYSTEM FOR SUPPORT OF A PERIODIC CHECKOUT AND FAULT ISOLATION TO. A
LEVEL CONSISTENT WITH SAFETV ANH WITH THE IN-OPBIT MAINTENANCE AND R E P A I R
APPROACH SELECTED.
THE CAPABILITY FOR VOICE CONFERENCE SHALL BE PROVIDED BETWEEN THE ORBITER*
THE GROUND NETWORK* AND THE ST AT I ON OUR I NG PERIODS OF ORB I TER-ST AT I CM LINE-
OF-SIGHT COMMUNICATIONS CAPARlLlTY AND BETWEEN T"E EVA VIA THE STATION*
STATION (OR MANNED DM)» AND GROUND NETWORK DURING PERIODS OF EVA (LOCAL TO
THE STATION 0« DM).
FOR FACH MANNED STATE .OF CLUSTER BUILDUP AND OPERATIONS* SPACE STATION-
GROUND AND SPACE STATION-SHUTTLE DUPLEX VOICE COMMUNICATION CAPABILITY
SHALL BE A V A I L A B L E FROM AN Y PRESSUP I ZED VOLUME THE CREW MIGHT RETREAT TO
WHEN AN EMERGENCY CONDITION EXISTS.
SPACE STATION ATTITUDE CONSTRAINTS FROM NORMAL ATTITUDE FLIGHT MODES SHOULD
NOT BE PEOUIRED TO MAINTAIN ACCEPTABLE CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE MARGINS FOR THE
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEMS VOICE* TRACKING DATA* COMPUTER DATA* AND CCNTRCL
DATA CHANNELS.
A CAPABILITY FOP. RE AND HAROLINT COMMUNICATIONS WITH EVA CREWMAN U'ILL RE
PROVIDED. . . . .
DIRECTIVE ANTENNAS SHALL EMPLOY AUTOMATIC ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC STEEP-
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3.3.P INFORMATION
ING TECHNIQUES.
SPACE STATION-GROUND* SPACE STAT ION-0&SITFR, AND INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
DUPLEX- VOICE COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY SHALL PE A V A I L A B L E EROM VOLUMES (
AREAS) WHERE IVA IS» OR MAY RE» REQUIRED.
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE DIGITAL DATA DISTRlRUTIOK
NETWORK TO PROVIDE EOR DIGITAL DECEPTION AND TRANSMISSION BETWEEN THE DPA
AND EXTERNAL SOURCES.
THE MODULAR SPACE STATION COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM SHALL BE DESIGNED TO
PROVIDE COMMUNICATIONS WITH NASA'S EARTH ORBITAL GROUND
WITHOUT SATELLITES) AND OTHEP COOPERATING
TRACKING C A P A B I L I T Y BETWEEN ELEMENTS
THE FOLLOWING TABLES.
SHALL RE HESIGMFD
NETWORK (WITH OR
COMMUNICATION AND
IN ACCORDANCE UITH
A CAPABILITY EOR CONDUCTING PRIVATE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE
SPACE STATION AND GROUND SHALL RE PROVIDED (PRIVATE TO THE EXTENT OE
PRIVATE PHONE IN A HOUSE I. E.fPRIVATE* BUT NOT SECURE).
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3.3.F INFORMATION
TAPLE 1.3.F.I.I-? rXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
DATA TYPE
VOICE
MUSIC
TV R/W DRAM
TV B/W GNn
TV COLOR GND
EXP TM GNO
EXP TM ORAM
SYSTEM TM LO
SYSTEM TM HI
SYSTEM TM EVA
COMPUTER OATA
TEXT/GRAPHIC
OIGITAL
FACSIMILE
PANGING PRN
COMMAND < GNP )
CONTROL DRAM)
OATA RATE
( PASERANO )
300 TO UK HZ
30 TO IOK HZ
2.9 MHZ
?.9 MHZ
«.5 MHZ
2.0 MRPS
0.05 MPPS
0.05 MRPS
O.SO MRPS
200 PPS
O.SO MRPS
•
1000 OPS
0.5 MM/
O.S MRPS
1000 PPS
10 KRPS
OUALITY
5» OB HZ
5* O1? HZ
*s ns HZ
•5 OB HZ
«7 OB HZ
IOC -5) FIER
IO(-5) BER
in(-5) BER
in( -5 ) BER
IO(-5) 3ER
I0( -6 ) BER
• 0( -S ) RER
RO DR HZ
»n<-s ) RER
m( -K ) BER
f T( -K ) RER
T/R
T R
R
R
T R
t
T
P
T
T
R
T R
R
T
T R
R
T
NO.
CHNLS
3
1
?
2
a
i
2
CHANNEL
FULL DUPLEX
SIMPLEX-TIME SHARED
SIMPLEX-SIMIJL
HALF nUPLEX-TlWF S*-
SIMPLEX-TIME SHAPED
SIMPLEX-TIME SHARED
SIMPLEX-SIMUL
SIMPLEX-TIKE SHAPED
SIMPLEX-TIME SHARED
SIMPLEX-TIME SHARED
FULL DUPLEX
SIMPLEX-TI^E SHARED
SIMPLEX
FULL DUPLEX
SIMPLEX SI*IUL
SIMPLEX SIMUL
T/R . TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
HILL DUPLEX - ? W A Y - S I M U L T A N E O I I S L Y
HALF DUPLEX - ?
SIMPLEX
SIMUL
ONE WAY
SIMULTANEOUSLY
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TAPLE 3.3.5.1.1-1 COMMUNICATION FROM MSS TO PROGRAM ELEMENTS
FROM STATION TO-
0
P
fi
I ,
T
E
R
DURING ORBIT
DURING HARD DOCK
WHEN MSS MODULE IS ORRITER PAYLOAD-
G^UUNO Nt T WUHI\ I G "UUNn blA/TD^bJ
DETACHED MODULE (DRAM)
EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY (EVA LOCAL)
COMMIJNICATIOM LINKS
V
0
I
c
E
T
T/H
M
T/M
T H
T
E
L
F
V
I
s
I
n
N
E
X
P
T
L
M
S
Y
S
T
E
M
T
L
M
T»
H*
H
C
0 n
M A
P T
U A
T
E
R
T
C
0
N
T
R
0
L
T
T n
E c
X A
T P
H
I
C
5
T - TRANSMIT H - HARDLINE M«
• » DURING RuiLnup PHASE PREMANNING ONLY.
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3.3.R INFORMATION
TABLE ?.3.S.|.t-U COMMUNICATION TO MSS FROM PROGRAM ELEMENTS
TO
0
P
B
-I
T
F
P
STATION FROM -
DURING ORBIT
DURING HARD DOCK
WHEN MSS MODULE IS OR3ITER PAYLOAD
GROUND NETWORK (GROUND STA/TORS)
DETACHED MODULE (ORAM)
EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY ( PVA LOCAL)
COMMUNICATION LINKS
V
0
I
c
F
R
P H
H
R
R M
P. H
T
F
L
F
V
I
s
I
0
H
R
R
E
X
P
T
L
M
.
R
S
Y
S
T
E
M
T
L
M
H
R
R
c n
0 A
M T
P A
U
T
E
R
H
R
R
C
0
N
T
R
0
L
P«
H
R C
T G
F C
X A
T P
h
I
c
c
R
V
R • RECEIVE H « HARDLINE" 0 « OEVEL PHASE ONLY
* DURING nUlLHUP PHASE PRE"MANNING ONLY.
M MANNED
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TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MOPES
TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MODES SMALL BE AVAILABLE IN ALL POSSIBLE MODE C O M B I N A T I O N S
WITHIN SPECIFIED BANDWITHS. THF MODES ITEMIZED TELOU REFLECT M I N I M U M
REQUIREMENTS.
A. PRIMARY MOHES REOHIREO FROM SPACE STATICN TO GROUND NETWORK.
SLANT RANGE TO GNO NET - imp N.M. LOS OR VIA TPRS
MOPE
VOICE
FACSIMILE
SYSTEM TELEMETP'
RANGING ( PRN )
EXPERIMENT TELEMETRY
TV B AND W OR COLOR
*LIMIT SO KPPS
DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS
1
y
2
X
X
3
X
X
u
X
X
s
X
X
fi
X
X
7
X
X
X
*
X
X
X
9
X
»x
X
8. PRIMARY MOPES REQUIRED FROM THE GROUND NETWORK TO THE SPACE STATION,
SLANT RANGE FROM GOUNO NET . ||00 N.M. Cf VIA TpRS
MODE
« VOICE
CONTROL
COMPUTER DATA
TEXT/GRAPHICS
RANGING (PRN)
DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS
1
X
2
X
X
3
X
X
U
X
X
5
X
X
B
X
X
X
7
X
X
X
»
X
X
X
* INCLUDES MUSIC
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3.3.P INFORMATION
C. PRIMARY MODES REQUIRED
RANGE TO 1100 N.H.. •
STATION TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE.
MODE
VOICE
DATA
RANG I NG ( PRN )
DIFFERENT COMRIN.
1
y
>
X
X
3
X
X
X
n
X
X
5
X
e
X
PRIMARY MOOES REQUIRED
RANGE TO MOO N.M.
SPACE SHUTTLE TO THE SPACE STATION
MODE
VOICE
» CONTROL
DATA
TRACKING (PRN)
DIFFERENT COMRIN.
1
y
2
X
X
3
X
X
X
u
X
X
X
5
X
X
p
X
* DURING UNMANNED I N I T I A L WUILOUP ONLY
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3.3.R INFORMATION
E. PRIMARY MOOES REQUIRED FRO* STATION TO THE HETACHEP MODULE.
RANGE TO U50 N.M.
MODE
( IE MANNED ) VOICE
EXP ANO OPNS CONTROL
RANGING ( PRN )
DIFFERENT COMBIN.
1
X
2
X
X
3
X
X
X
u
X
X
«5
X
E. PRIMARY MOOES REQUIRED FRO* DETACHED MOOLLE TO THE STATION,
RANGE TO U50 N.M.
MODE
( IE MANNED ) VOICE
EXP AND OPNS DATA
RANGING ( PRN )
TV B AND W
DIFFERENT COMRIN.
T
X
2
X
X
3
X
X
X
U
X
X
5
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3.3.P INFORMATION
TRACKING
THE MSS SHALL RE CAPABLE OF TRACKING THE OR^ITER? DETACHED MODULES AMP ANY
COOPERATIVE TARfiET WITHIN ITS SPHERE OF INFLUENCE. THE MSS SHALL BE
COOPERATIVE TARGET ( TRANSPONP ) WHEN THE ORRITE" OR GROUND NETWORK IS TICK-
ING THE MSS. THE TRACKING AND TRANSPONDING FUNCTIONS SHALL BE CONDUCTED
SIMULTANEOUSLY. THE TRACKING or MULTIPLE TARGETS SIMULTANEOUSLY is NOT
REQUIRED. THE POSITION AND RANGE RATE UNCERTAINTY (WITH REFERENCE TO THE
MSS) AND THE AREA OF COVERAGE APE AS FOLLOWS.
RANGE
«5n TO 20 NM
20 NM T0 1000 FT
POS UNCERTAINTY
WITH REE TO MSS
*/-500 FT
+/-500 FT
RANGE RATE UNCERT
WITH REF TO MSS
0.5 FT/SEC
0.5 FT/SEC
AREA OF COVERAGE
RADIAL IN OPRITAL
PLANE
SPHERICAL
1.3.R.I.I.U INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
THF ASSEMBLED CLUSTER OF MODULES SHALL PROVIDE MULTIPLE DUPLEX VOICEt
CAUTION AND WARNING SIGNALS AND VInEO LINKS THROUGHOUT THE SPACE STATION.
INTERNAL COMM fFULL DUPLEX VOICE» .CAUTI ON AND WARNING SIGNALS* PUBLIC
ADDRESS' AND CLOSED CIRCUIT VIDEO) SHALL RE AVAILABLE IN ALL HABITABLE
AREAS OF THE SPACE STATION AND ALL ACTIVE DOCKING PORTS. INTERNAL COMMUNI-
CATIONS SHALL NOT RE INTERRUPTED NOR DEGRADED WITHIN THE REMAINING PRESSUR'
IZED VOLUME HUE TO A MALFUNCTION OF A SINGLE CR A GROUP OF SPACE STATION
MODULES.
THE NORMAL OPERATIONAL
TAR|.F 1.3.6.1.1-5.
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS ARE LISTED IN
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.6
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.£ INFORMATION
3.3.R.I.1-5 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
DATA TYPE
VOICF - PRIVATE/CONFERENCE
TELEPHONE
MSUIC - ENTERTAINMENT AND
PACING
CCTV - 9 AND W OR COLOR
PECORD/PLAYRACK - AUDIO/VIIIFO
REALTIME
DATA RATE
100 TO UK H?
30 TO 10* M7
U.5 MHZ
10 TO U.SM HZ
QUALITY
HO OR
su OR
19 OR
ONA
NO.
CHNLS
3
1
3
ALL
ENTERTAINMENT (TV AND MUSIC) ANn PARING (VOICE)
ENTERTAINMENT AND BASING SHALL «E PROVIDED IN ALL HABITABLE MODULES.
THE CAPABILITY TO PLAYRACK PRERECORDED MUSIC AND VIDEO SIGNAL SHALL HF
PROVIDED. DISCRETIONARY STATION WIDE OVERRIDE PAGING C A P A B I L I T Y SHALL
BE PROVIDED. UTILIZATION CONTROL SHALL RE FKC" THE CONTROL CENTERS.
PAGING AND ALARM SIGNALS SHALL MOT BE CONTROLLFD «w LOCAL CONTRCL* JUST
«Y THE CENTRAL OR COMMANDERS CONTROL AREAS. THE C A P A B I L I T Y TO RECORD
VIDEO ANO MUSIC EROM THE EXTERNAL COM^IIN 1 CA T I P NS SHALL BE PROVIDED.
AUDIO VIDEO
A. VOICE INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SHALL RE PRQVITED IN ALL HARITAPLE AREAS.
PRIMARY CONTROL OF I NTEPCQMMIJN I C AT I ON SHALL RE FROM THE CONTROL AREAS
HARDLINE EVA/IVA COMMUNICATIONS SHALL OF PPOVIDFT.
p. PRIVATE VOICE (TELEPHONE TYPE) SHALL RE THF PRIMARY VOICE COMMUN-
ICATION MEDIA WITHIN THE SPACE STATION. CAPABILITY OF ACCESSING ANV
OTHER TELEPHONE IN THE SPACE STATION SHALL RE PROVIDED. C A P A B I L I T Y
EOP CONFERENCE CALLS INTERNAL AND EXTEPN'AI. TO THE SPACE STATION
SHALL RE PPOVIDED. CAPABILITY TO n I AL TELFPHONF STATIONS EXTERNAL
TO THE SPACE STATION SHALL RE PROVIDED. C A P A B I L I T Y TO RECORD AND
PLAYRACK CONVERSATIONS SHALL HE PROVIDED.
C. CAPABILITY SHALL RE PROVIncp TO INTERCONNECT AUDIO AND VIDEO OANNFL?
OF THE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION NETUIQRK WITH THE EXTERNAL C O M M U N I C A T I O N
NETWORK. VIDEO NETWORKS INCLUDED COLOR CHANNEL "ANDWIDTHS.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.P INFORMATION
D. THE SPACE STATION TELEVISION REQUIREMENT IS DEFINED IN THE TABLE.
THF TELEVISION MONITOR AND CAMERA UNITS WILL CONTAIN APPROPRIATE LOCAL
ADJUSTMENT CONTROLS INCLUDING CHANNEL SELECTION.
FUNCTION CAMERAS MONITORS
ONROARD
ENTERTAINMENT
VIDEO
VIDEO
TRANSMITTED
TO GROUNQ
VIOEO
DOCKING AID
EXPERIMENT
CCTV
ONBOARD
OPERATIONS
CCTV
CREW OUARTERS
COLOR OR R/W
OOCKING/RERTMING PORTS
AND EVA AIRLOCKS R/W
GPL AND EXPO AIRLOCK
COLOR AND R/W
PORTABLE*
CONTROL CENTER
GPL AND CONTROL CENTER
CONTROL CENTER
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.C
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R.I.I.5 SOFTWARE
THE SOFTWARE SHALL CONSIST OF SUPERVISORY APPLICATION* SUPPORT* AND DATA
BASE TYPES OF PROGRAMS. WORKING IN CONCERT* THIS SOFTWARE SHALL RE CAPABLE
OF SUPPORTING SIMULTANFOUSLY REAL-TIME CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS* INTERACTIVE
FUNCTIONS* AND RATCH FUNCTIONS. ALL SOFTWARE REQUIRED REPETITIOUSLV OVER
SHORT TERM PERIODS SHALL RESIDE IN MASS MEMORY ANQ TRANSFERRED TO OPERATING
MEMORY UPON REQUEST. SOFTWARE REQUIRED CONTINUOUSLY AND FOR C R I T I C A L
FUNCTIONS SHALL RESIDE IN OPERATING MEMORY AT ALL TIMES. MSS COMPUTER
SOFTWARE SHALL RE MODULAR ANP COMPATIBLE.
A. SUPERVISORY PROGRAMS
THE SUPERVISORY PROGRAM SOFTWARE MODULES PROVIDE THE PROCESSING AND
CONTROL REQUIRED TO COORDINATE AND SUPERVISE THE OPERATIONS OF THE APPLICA-
TION* SUPPORT* AND DATA RASE PROGRAMS. THE SUPERVISORY MODULES ARE GROUPED
INTO THE FOLLOWING CLASSES OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS.
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP 4
GROUP 5
GROUP R
GROUP 7
i/o SCHEDULING AND CONTROL
TIMING CONTROL
PROGRAM INTEPACTION CONTROL
INTERRUP (EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL) PROCESSING
MULTI-PROCESSOR/MULTl-PROGRAM CONTROL
TASK SCHEDULER CONTROL
RESOURCE ALLOCATION CONTROL
B. APPLICATION PROGRAMS
THE APPLICATIONS PROGRAM SOFTWARE MODULES PROVIDE THE PROCESSING AND
CONTROL REQUIRED TO CONDUCT OPERATIONS. THE APPLICATIONS MODULES ARE
GROUPED INTO THE FOLLOWING CLASSES OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS.
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
ON-BOARO CHECKOUT OPERATIONS
SYSTEM/SURSYSTE* OPERATIONS
EXPERIMENT DATA MANAGE MENT
OPERATIONS DATA MANAGE MENT
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
C, SUPPORT PROGRAMS
THE SUPPORT PROGRAM SOFTWARE MODULES PROVIDE THF OFF-LINE AND CALLABLE
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS IN SUPPORT OF SUPERVISORY* APPLICATION* AND DATA
BASE PROGRAMS. THE SUPPORT MOD"LES ARE GROUPED INTO THE FOLLOWING P A R T I A L
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.P
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION. SYSTEM
1.3.R JMrORMATION
LISTING OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS.
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GROUP
GPOIJP
I
?
3
u
•5
fi
7
DIAGNOSTICS AND FAULT ISOLATICN AIDS
FLIGHT HARDWARE TEST SUPPORT .
COMPL1EPS/AS^EM«LERS
TAPE LIBRARY - M A I N T E N A N C E ANT LOADING
COMPUTATION PROGRAMS
DATA MANAGEMENT (REPORTS* REDUCTION* COMPRESSION*
DATA BASE TAPE LIBRARY I/O RCLTINES
ETC.
0. DATA RASE PROGRAMS
THE OATA RASE SOFTWARE MODULES PROVIDES THE *SS OPERATING OFF-LINE
DATA RANK IN ARCHIVE/TAPE MEMORY. A PARTIAL LISTING OF TYPICAL DATA PASE
S ARE AS FOLLOWS.
GROUP I
GROUP ?
GROUP 3
GROUP U
GROUP 5
GROUP 6
GROUP 7
GROUP 8
GROUP *>
MISSION
FLIGHT HARDWARE CONFIGURATION RECORDS
EXPERIMENT RFFF.RENCE DATA
EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION RECCROS
EXPERIMENT SENSOR PATTERNS
FLIGHT LOG
OPERATION DATA (SATELLITE EPHFMFRIDES*
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT INFORMATION
COMPUTATIONAL* CONVERSION AND PHYSICAL
MSFN COORDINATES )
CONSTANTS
, T R A I N I N G * SIMULATION* AND VE R I F I C A T I O N SOFTWARE PROGRAMS ARE NOT
COVERED AS PART OF THE FLIGHT SOFTWARE REQlUREMFNTS
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
3.3.p,.i.2 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
3.?.P..I.?.I DATA PROCESSING
NO SPECIFIC EMERGENCY REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.B.I.2.2 COMMAND/CONTROL ANT MONITORING
CAPABILITY SMALL RE PROVIDED TO PERMIT MANUAL CONTROL
OF THE MSS ATTITUDE STABILIZATION SYSTEM THROUGH THE RCS CONTROL
ELECTRONICS. THIS EMERGENCY CAPABILITY SHALL RE PROVIDED IN ^OTH
PRESSURE VOLUMFS.
1.3.R.I.?.3 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
NO SPECIFIC EMERGENCY REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.R.I.2.u INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
NO SPECIFIC EMERGENCY REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.R.I.2.5 SOFTWARE
NO SPECIFIC EMERGENCY RFQUIRrMENTS IDENTIFIED.
3.3.R.I.3 BUILDUP OPERATION?;
3.3.R.I.3.I DATA PROCESSING
REDUNDANT BUILDUP DATA PROCESSING ASSEMBLIES SHALL RE PROVIDED TO PERFORM
THE DATA PROCESSING FUNCTIONS REQUIRED DURING THE BUILDUP PHASE UNTIL
SUFFICIENT MODULES CONTAINING THE NORMAL DPA EQUIPMENT ARE ON-ORBIT TO
PERFORM THE DPA FUNCTION. THIS ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE THE T l M I N G t CONTROL*
AND DATA ACQUISITION FUNCTIONS REQUIRED FOR HSS HEALTH STATUS
DUPING BUILDUP. THE PROCESSOR SHALL BE CAPABLE OF ACQUIRING UP TO RO
MEASUREMENTS AND ISSUING UP TO R« ON-OFF COMMANDS. THE BUILDUP DPA SHALL
INTERFACE WITH THE BUILDUP COMMUNICATICNS ASSEMBLY AT 5K8PS TELEMETRY nAT A
RATE.
3.3.R.I.3.2 COMMAND/CONTROL AND MONITORING
NO SPECIFIC BUILDUP REQUIREMENTS IDENTIFIED.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.6 INFORMATION
3.3.6.1.3.3 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
BUILflUP COMMUNICATIONS SHALL BE PROVIDED TO PERFORM THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS
OUR1NG MSS SEQUENTIAL BUILDUP PHASE.
ANTENNAS - SPHERICAL COVERAGE VHF ANTENNA
TRANSPONDERS - DUAL-REDUNDANT WAKE-UP RECEIVER/COMMAND DECODERS -VHF.
MI N I M U M POWER RECEIVER TO ACTIVATE TELEMETRY LINK FOR PSS
RESPONSE AND COMMAND/CONTROL COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE
MSS AND THE SHUTTLE AND/OR GROUND ELEMENTS.
3.3.R.I.3.4 INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
HARDWARE INTERCOM SHALL BE PROVIDED BETWEEN SHUTTLE AND MSS DURING BUILDUP.
3.3.6.1.3.5 SOFTWARE
SPECIFIC SOFTWARE WILL BE DEVELOPED TO PERFORM THE STATION KEEPING FUNCTION
UTILIZING THE NORMAL DPA DURING EACH STEP OF THE BUILDUP SEQUENCE UNTIL
THE STATION IS OPERATIONAL.
3.3.R.? ISS SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARCTEPISTICS
3.3.6.2.1 DATA PROCESSING
CENTRAL TIMING - 10 MHZ BASE TIMING FREQUENCY HAS A STABILITY FACTOR OF
5 PARTS PER IOCS) AVERAGE.
DIGITAL OATA BUS IS CAPABLE OF HANDLING DATA RATES UP TO 10 MflPS. THIS
CAPABILITY PERMIT GROWTH IN THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (RACU» DATA
BUS CONTROL UNITS AND COMPUTER CAPABILITY EXPANSION).
THE OVERALL PPA IMPLEMENTED FOR THE I N I T I A L STATION HAS A PROCESSING RATE
OF 2.0 X |Q(6) OPERATIONS PER SECOND* EXPANDABLE TO 4.0 X 10(6) OPERATIONS
PER SECOND* AN OPERATING MEMORY CAPACITY OF IOU X 10(1) WORDS* EXPANDABLE
TO 216 X 10(3) WORDS* A MASS MEMORY CAPACITY CF 70U X 10(3) WORDS*
EXPANDABLE TO IO£6 X 10(3) WORDS* AN ARCHIVE MEMORY CONSISTING OF TAPE
CARTRIDGES THAT CAN EXPAND INDEFINITELY. IN ADDITION* THE ABOUT 50 PERCENT
OF THE INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION IS DESIGN MARGIN* ANY UNUSED MARGIN
CAPABILITY WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR EXPERIMENT SUPPORT PROVISION.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.6
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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
3.3.5.2.2 COMMAND/CONTROL ANO MONITORING
THE INITIAL STATION IMPLEMENTS TWQ OPERATIONS CONSOLES* TWO COMMANDERS
CONSOLES AND TWO PORTABLE CONSOLES. ADDITIONAL CONSOLES OF ANY TYPE CAN BE
INSTALLED WHF.RE VOLUME AND DATA BUS CONNECTIONS A3E AVAILABLE. ALL
CONSOLES PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE fUTA PROCESSING ASSEMBLY FOR COMPUTATION AN'n
DATA FILE ACCESS. ALL CONSOLES MAY BE ACTIVE CONCURRENTLY.
3.3.5.2.3 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
K-BAND WILL MAKE A 100 MHZ BANDWIDTH AVAILABLE FQR HIGHER DATA TRANS*I SSICN
RATES IN' THE FUTURE. CAPABILITY TO TRANSMIT 5 M*PS DATA TO THE GROUND WILL
EXIST.
ALL RE COMMUNICATION CAPABILITIES ARE TWO-WAY» THUS CAPABILITY EXISTS TO
RECEIVE FACSIMILE* AND TELEVISION (COLOR OR B AND w> FROM THE GROUND NET-
WORK. TOTAL DATA CAPABILITY, STATION TO GROUND AT 5.0 X I0(B ) BITS PER
SECOND* OR ONE NTSC. COLOR TELEVISION SIGNAL* IS LIMITED ONLY BY AVAIL-
ABILITY OF TORS WIDE-BAND CHANNEL. UP TO 20 HOURS OF TELEVISION* OR IP TC
36 X 10(10) BITS PER DAY CAN BE TRANSMITTED. TWO DIRECTIVE K-BANO
TERMINALS ARE PROVIDED FOR LINK TO THE TORS* THESE LINKS MAY ALSO SUPPORT
DETACHED RAM, DP TO TWO CONCURRENTLY FOR ABOUT ?2 HOURS PER HAY. T^E VHF
VOICE CAPABILITY CAN BE INCREASED* MODULARLY FROM THREE TO UP TO TWENTY
CHANNELS (LIMITED BY TORS).
3.3.R.2." INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
NINE ( 9) OF TWELVE (12) VOICE CHANNELS AND THREE (3) OF SIX (6) COLOR TV
CHANNELS ARE IDENTIFIED AS SECONDARY PERFQRMAKCE CHARACTERISTICS.
ADDITIONAL AUDIO VIDEO TERMINALS MAY BE INSTALLED* AS WELL AS ADDITIONAL
TV CAMERAS ANO MONITORS* ADDITIONAL VIDEO* DIGITAL ANO VOICE RECORDERS
MAY BE INSTALLED.
3.3.R.2.5 SOFTWARE
NO SPECIFIC SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IDENTIFIEO.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.6
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.P INFORMATION
3.3.6.3 ISS EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
3.3.5.3.1 DATA PROCFSSlNG
THE DATA PROCESSING ASSEMBLY WILL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING CAPA B I L I T Y TO
SUPPORT EXPERIMFNTS.
COMPUTER SPEED
•OPERATING MEMEORY
•MASS MFMF.ORY
ARCHIVE MEMORY
HATA BUS PATE
l»0«5 X 10(3) OPFPATION/SEC
6U X I0( 3 ) 32 «IT rtOROS
72 X |0( 3 ) 32 «UT WORDS
AS REQUIRED - TA°E CARTPIORES
?»ooo x 10(3) 'UTS PER SEC
* OPERATING ANO MASS MEMORY MAY BE EXPANHEH IN MOOULAR INCREMENTS OF
IKK 32 BIT WORDS ANO ROK 1? BIT WORD RESPECTIVELY.
3.3.6.3.2 COMMAND/CONTROL ANO MONITORING
ONE OF THE TWO OPERATION CONTROL CONSOLE MILL BF AVAILABLE FOR
3.3.6.1.3 EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
I f -ENTS,
THE EXTERNAL CO^MUN I CAT I ONS ASSEMBLY WILL PRCVIOE THE FOLLOWING C A P A B I L I T Y
TO SUPPORT EXPERIMENTS.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.B
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SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.K INTONATION
TATA TYPE
VOICE - FULL DUPLEX
EXP. TLM - DRAM TO MSS
EXP. CONTROL/COMPUTER DATA - MSS TO TRAM
EXP. TLM - MSS TO GROUND
TV - 8 AND W - DRAM TO MSS
TV - B AND W OR COLOR - MSS TO GROUND
TEXT/GRAPHICS - OIGITAL - AROUND TO MSS
- FACSIMILE - DUPLEX
HANGING - ORAM/MSS -
DATA COMM DISTANCE
TV COMM DISTANCE
NO CHANNELS
S-RAND
7
2
I
?
I
j
I
LOS»
LOS*
'4SO NM
K-FUND
LOS*
LOS*
LOS*
» LOS - LINE OE SIGHT (APPPQX pflOO NM).
3.i.c;.3.tt INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
THF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS ASSEMBLY WILL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING CAP A B I L I T Y
TO SUPPORT F.XPFPIMFNTS.
DATA TYPE
VOICE - PRIVATE/CONFERENCE " TELEPHONE
VOICE - PUBLIC ADORES*
CCTV - R ANO W OR COLOR
RECORD/PLAYBACK - AUDIO/VIDEO - REAL TIME
CHNLS/STATIONS
3 CHNLS
7 STATIONS
1 CHNLS
2 STATIONS
3.3.6.3.5 SOETUARE
SPECIFIC SOFTWARE WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENT.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.^  INFORMATION
3.3.R.U SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION
THE TECHNICAL DATA PRESENTED IN THIS SECTION P.OFS NOT CONTAIN DESIGN-TO
REOUIREMENS. THIS DATA REFLECT*! THE CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNICAL
OARAMETERS THAT FORM THE CURRENT BASELINE SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION. THE SUM-
MATION OF THESE CHARACTERISTICS* WITH THOSE OF THE OTHER six EUNCTIONAL
SUBSYSTEMS* FORM THE BASIS FOR CONE IGURAT I ON LAYOUT* . «ElGHT STATEMENTS*
AND POWER PROFLIES FOR THE MOnUI.AR SPACE STATION SYSTEM.
THE INFORMATION SUBSYSTEM CONSISTS OF FOUR MAJOR HARDWARE ASSEMBLIES 'AND
ONE SOFTWARE SECTION WHICH INTERFACES WITH OPA. THE INTERFACING OF THESE
MAJOR HARDWARE ASSEMBLIES IS DEPICTED IN FIGURE "3.3.*?.«-I ' ISS BLOCK
DIAGRAM.
3.3.G.U.I MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
3.3.5.1. I. I DATA PROCESSING
THE DATA PROCESSING ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONAL BLOCK HAIGRAM DEPICTED IN FIGURE
3.3.5.4.1-1 SHOWS THE LOCATION OF THE MAJOR OPA SUBASSEMBLIES IN THE
INITIAL MSS MODULES* AND THERE INTERNAL INTERFACING VIA THE DIGITAL DATA
BUS.
3.3.5.4.1.2 COMMAND/CONTROL AND MONITORING
THE COMMAND/CONTROL ANp MONITORING ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
DEPICTED IN FIGURE 3.1.6.UI-? SHOWS THE LOCATION OF THE C/C AND M MAJOR
SUBASSEMRLIES AND THERE INTERFACING VIA THE DIGITAL O A T A i AUDIO/VIDEO* AND
ENTERAINMENT/PAGING DATA BUSSES.
3.3.R.4.I.3 EXTERNAL COMMUNCATTONS
THE EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION ASSEMBLY BLOCK D I A G R A M DEPICTED IN FIGURE
3.3.S.4.1-3 SHOWS THE LOCATION Oe THE EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION SURASSEMfiL1ES
IN THE MSS AND INTERNAL INTERFACING WITH ALL OF THE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
BUSSES AND THE VHF* S-BAND* AND K-RAND EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION LINKS.
3.3.R.U". 1.4 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
THE INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS ASSFMBLY FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM DEPICTED IN
FIGURE 3.3.6.4.1-4 SHOWS THE LOCATION OF THE SUBASSEMBLIES IN THE MSS AND
INTERNAL INTERFACING VIA ALL OF THE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION BUSSES*
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MOniJLAR S P A C E S T A T I O N - I N I T I A L S T A T I
3.3.G I N F O R M A T I O N
TYPICAL
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
TV
MONITORS
ENTERTAINMENT
RECORDER
TV
CAMERA
VIDEO
RECORDER
i — SPEAKER AUDIORECORDER
MUUULAIIUIN
PROCESSOR
VOICE
IN/OUT
CENTRAL
SWITCHING
UNIT
~
1
AUDIO
UNIT
RACU
© •
ARCHIVE
MEMORY
RACU
o *
BUSES
M") DIGITAL DATA
(T)AUDIO/VIDEO
(7) PAGI NG/E NTERTAI NA
(7) TELEMETRY
VHP
S-BAND
EXCITER
1
1 I
S-BAND
JOWER AMP
& PRE-AMP
O N S Y S T E M
TYPICAL
TYPICAL CMD/CONTROL
DPA AND MOM.
OPERATING
MEMORY
MODULE
OPERATING OPERATING'
h...H h—_ H
SWITCHING
AU I/O
SWITCHING l^ j"0!
|
DBCU
UP/DOWN
CONVERTER
1 1
AENT
ANTENNA K-BANDANTENNA
MOUNTED
ELECTRONICS
1
K-BAND
ANTENNA
DBCU
A/
MASS
EMORY
CU
G&C
RACU 1 PRE- |
^ROCESSOR,
TYPICAL K- -«
SUBSYSTEM *~fTr~ '
K-BAND
NON INTC
ELECT.
__ TYPICAL
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
FIGURE 3.3.6.U-I ISS «LOCK D I A G R A M
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3.3.R INFORMATION
POWER
MODULE
SS
FUNCTION
RACU
CORE
MODULE
I
DIGITAL DATA BUS"
SS
FUNCTION
• RACU
STATION
MODULE
NO. 1
STATION
MODULE
NO. 2
SS
FUNCTION
RACU
STATION
MODULE
NO. 3
STATION
MODULE
NO. 4
SS
FUNCTION
RACU
* •
s
SS
FUNCT
RACU
TO
OTHER
MODULES;
I.E.,
RAM'S,
CARGO -
(LOCAL I
PROCESSOR
CENTRAL
PROCESSOR
CENTRAL
TIMING
ARCHIVE
MEMORY
R
A
C
U
I I
DBCU-DATA BUS CONTROL UNIT
RACU-REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT
CENTRAL
TIMING
ARCHIVE
MEMORY
R
A
C
u
EIGtJRE ?.1.6.«.7-i HATA PROCESSING ASSEMBLY PLOCK DIAGRAM
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R
POWER I CORE
MODULE MODULE
DIGITAL
DATA
BUS
f AUDIO/VIDEO
BUS
ENTERTAINMENT
AND PAGING
BUS
3.^ 1.^ .4.1-2 CMO/rONTROL ANP ^CNTIORING BLOCK
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STAT 1 ON-SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
V HF S-»
/TORS \
AND S-
-j GROUND r
^*-DRAM — IM
SHUTTLE
DIPLEXER
PA PRE-
AMP
NEAR
IN
EQUIP.
.RACK :
-1
CONTROL
VHF a SIGNALS , .
TRANSPONDER
ffl 12 13
GND DRAM-1
EXC/ EXC/
MOD MOO
ORAM-2
EXC/
MOO
1AND K-ftAND Sh
7 \ /TDM
DIPLEXER-
COMPARATOR
OIPLEXER PA
PA PRE-
 S
'
K
AMP UP-
CONV.
• t ' 1 1
TRACK
MOD.
PRE-
AMP
K-S
DOWN
CONV.
t-l|SM-4 K t,
\
IHD
fmn
S-B>
j
DIPLEXER-
COMPARATOR
PA
S-K
UP-
CONV.
. 1
SM-1/ TO SM-4
b SM-4 ^ TRANSMITTER
SWITCHING PA'S
• ' • i
TRACK
MOD.
PRE-
AMP
K-S
DOWN
CONV.
TO
SM-I
PRE-AMPS
TRANSMITTER
ANTENNA/
FREQUENCY
SWITCH
SHUT
EXC
MO
4 K
IL'E' • TORS ;;,
/ EXC/ ™
' r ~~
•
RECEIVER
NTENNA/
EQUENCY
SWITCH
SAME AS
I MUX 1 1 MUX 1 1 MUX 1 1 MUX 1 1 MUX 1 MUX 1 j REa^'sYSTEM
1
 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1— | 1 1 r— 1 1 1 1 1 1
CONTROL
SIGNALS
' DlGITA
1 1 DATA
BASE8A
L
 | ^ MATH
' 4 r
NO *~~
ING *—
IX -
+
FROM RECE
JG
VER
TRANSMIT!
ANTENNA,
FREOUENC
SWITCH
f~ TAMETS
SM-I
TRANSMIT!
!_ SYSTEM
R
' E'
E.
_j L
| AUTO-TRACK PROC.l-
TO 1
TRACK
MOD 4 —
CODE TO
TRANSMITTER
1 i 1 ["VOICE*! I'vl TRANGE CODE GEN.
.
1SERVODRIVE
EM*AUTO
AUIO-
T8ACK
PROCESSOR
kND S-B
7GIOUND T-1
DRAM \
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P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N so 7 i -2 is - i
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL S T A T I O N SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
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P A G E 0?^
P R E L I M I N A R Y PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N SO
MOHULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R
3.I.R.U.? WEIGHT* POWER* AND SIZE CHARACTERISTICS
TA*LE 3.3.R.«.?-i iss WEIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
MAJOR ASSEMRLY
fi.l OATA PROCESSING
R.2 CMD/CNTRL AND MONITORING
B.3 EXTERNAL COMH.
R.u INTERNAL CO"M.
fi.S SOFTWARE
TOTAL
WEIGHT ( LPS )
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PERFORMANCE sn 71-2
SPArE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION 'SYSTEM
3.3.F INFORMATION
TARLE 1.3.6.U.2-2 POWER CHARACTERISTICS
.MAJCR ASSEMRLY
6.0 TSS
R.I DATA PROCFSSING
R.2 CMD/CNTRL ANH MONITORING
R.3 FXTFRNAl. COMM.
R.U INTERNAL COMM.
R.S SOFTWARE
TOTAL
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION S" 71-21^-1
MODUL'R SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATiOM
3.3.P INFORMATION
3.?. 5. 5 ISS SUBSYSTEM 1NT£RFACF<;
3.7.S.5.I INFORMATION/STRUCTURAL AND
TMF iss SHALL PROVIQF A STANPARH B 1 -0 I «E CT I ON A| COMMljM I C AT I ON P I G I T A L HATA
L t N K WITH ALL SUBSYSTrf WHICH S^AI.L INTpPFACF WITH THF SURSYSTfM THROUGH
REMQTF ACQIJISITION rONTPQL UNIT (PACt ). THF RAClJ I NPlJ T /QlJ TPL T
CHARACTFRISTIC? WITH THF SURSYSTFMC APF AS FOLLOWS.
OATA PUS RATF - '.JP TO in
PATH HEHORY SIZE - u K ( 3? BIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OOTPUT LOPIC LFVFLS - LOf5lC
LOGIC
INPUT TO PACU FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QiJANTlTY
INPUT RANGE vnc >
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPFHANCE
SOURCE IMPFQAVCE
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPF
ANALOG
0 TO 5
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.B * OR - 1.2 VDC
0.? + OR - O.C?. vr;r
niGITAL/OISCRETE
2«/lOO
SEE LOniC LEVEL
SINGLE.ENHET
I MEGOHM
I K OHM
oiGiTAL(PARALLEL ) D I G I T A L C S E R I A L
ON/OFF PARALLEL ON/OFF SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THF ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND MONITORING RASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE "ANIIAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.6
PAGE niu
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SD 7 I -.? I 5- I
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
THF ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORV.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION? COMMAND GENERATION AND
D ISTPJBUTION? INTERNAL DATA P I SSEM I NA T I ON ? E* TEPNAL D A T A COMMUNICATION?
DATA PROCESSING? AND STORAGE.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES .AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 1 . 1 .P . <* . ?-3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FOR THr DISTRIBUTION AND ROUTING OF AUD 1 0 /V I DEO »
PAGING AND ENTERTAINMENT? TELEMETRY? AND DIGITAL DAT* BUSSES.
I.3.K.5.? INFORMATION/ENVIRONMFNTAL CONTROL AND LIFE SUPPORT
ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION D I G I T A L OA.TA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACIM. THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10 MBPS
RACU MEMORY SIZE - u K ( 32 BIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS
INPUT TO RACU FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE VOC)
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
- LOGIC •I•
LOGIC '0*
ANALOG
100/21
0 TO S
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
DIGITALt PARALLEL )
ON/OFF °ARALLEL
1.6 + OR - I.2 VDC
0.2 * OR - 0.02 VDC
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
28/100
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDED
I MEGOHM
I K 0"M
DIGITAL(SERIAL )
ON/OFF SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.R
PAGE 035
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE S P E C I F I C A T I O N SH 71-2(5-1
MOniJLAR SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.F INFORMATION
THE iss SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND "ONlTORlNG BASED CM SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS :
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACOU IS IT ION t COMMAND GENERATION' AND
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA P I SSIM I N AT I ON . EXTERNAL D AT A COMMUN I C AT ION •
DATA PROCESSING* AND STORAGE.
THE ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING EOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
TABLE .1.3.2.1.1.4-1 HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
3.3.B.5.3 INFORMATION/ELECTRICAL POWER
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD BI-DIRECTI ONAL COMMUNICATION DIGITAL DAT*
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SUALL INTpRFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACK). THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS APE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA RUS RATE - UP TO 10 M«PS
PACII MEMORY SIZE - 4 K ( 32 BIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOGIC »l« 1.R
LOGIC •O* 0,2
INPUT TO RACU FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE voo
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
ANALOG
100/2*
0 TO 5
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
OR - 1.2
OR - 0.02
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
28/?00
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDEC
i MEGOHM
I K OHM
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.6
PAGE 03R
°RELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIEIC/.TION so 7,_2,<;-,
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
DIGITAL(PARALLFL ) DIGITAL(SER I AL )
QUANTITY ?U fl
OUTPUT TYPp ON/OFF PARALLEL ON/OFF SERIAL
THE TSS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THF ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND MONITORING BASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
THE rss SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSVSTFM DATA ACQUISITION* COMMAND GENERATION AMD
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION* EXTERNAL DATA COMMLIN I C A T I ON t
DATA PROCESSING* AND STORAGE.
THF ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM ELECTRICAL LOAD CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT .
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SOLAR ARRAY AND FUEL CELL CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE THE ENERGY STORAGE MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGULATED »20/20B V» «00 H7» AC
AND 56 VDC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL POWFR. THE QUALITY OF THE POKER SHALL
BE PER MIL-STD-70« EXCEPT FOR THE DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL *E ?.S VOLTS
M A X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED BUS. WIRF PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE EPS DISTRIBUTION BUSES. WHF°E
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED OURINR EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER FC9
A MIN I M U M OF 36 HOURS. EPS SHAI.L PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER ( ?U HOUR
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED (AT THE I.OAn BUSES J BELOW -
BUILDUP BUILDUP NORMAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP I STEP 2 OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
ISS 30 30 37«ia 174
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.F
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SP
MODULAR SPACE STATION'- I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.P INFORMATION
3. l.fi. 5 INFORMATION/GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
THE TSS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD B I -0 I RECT I ON AL COMMUNICATION P I G I T A L HATA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE U'lTM THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTQOL UNIT (RACl.1). THE RACU I NPljT/OUTPl'T
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS APE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA pus RATC - UP TO in MPPS \
RACH 'MEMORY SIZE - a K ( 3? BIT)
RAPU INPUT/0(.'TPUT LORIC LEVELS - LOGIC 'I'
'• LOGIC '0'
INPUT TO RACU EROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE VOC)
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPFDANCE
OUTPUT EROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
Q U A N T I T Y
OtJTPUT
ANALOG
100/2*
0 TO 5
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.R * OR - |.2 VDC
0.2 * OR - o.n-2 von
niGITAL/DISCPETE
21/100
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDFC
I MEGOHK
I K OHM
DIGITAL(PARALLEL ) 0 IG I TAL(SERIAL )
ON/OFE PARALLEL ON/OEE
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND /CCNT ROL
AMP MONITORING BASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
TMF iss SHALL °ROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THF ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION, COMMAND GENERATION AND
n ISTRI Rl.'T ION. INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION? EXTERNAL DATA COMMUNICATION.
PATA PRCCESSING» AND STORAGE.
SPACE niVISI.ON NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.P
PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPFC I F I C A T I ON on 7, -3, 5-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
?..!•£ INFORMATION
THE ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
THF roLLowiNG G/C COMPtlTAT IONS ^ALL RE PERFORMED BY THE ISS.
- CMC OESATURATION REOIJ IRE^ENTS ( T I ME -TO-S ATlJRAT ION PREDICTION)
- CURRENT STATION ATTITUDE AND RATE AND REFERENCE ATT I TUHE ALIGNMENT
- POSITION VECTOR OF TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY
(TRACKEH BY CREW USING G/C SEXT ANT /TEL FSCOPE
- SHUTTLE RETURN-TO-EARTH c'ui DANCE PARAMETERS
- EXPERIMENT G/C REFERENCE CALIBRATION DATA
- GUIDANCE TARGETING AND DFLTA-V COMMANDS FOR RENDEZVOUS* DEPLOYMENT
AND STATION KEEPING OF DrTACHEO RAMS AKP SHUTTLE VEHICLES.
REACTION JET COMMANDS AND OELTA-V PREDICTIONS FOR STATION ORR I T
MAINTENANCE
- G/C CONFIGURATION STATUS (REAL TIME)
- G/C OPERATION STATUS f MODE )
- REAL TIME FAILURE IDENTIFICATION AND MAINTENANCE/REPLACEMENT
REQUIREMENTS
ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMPUTATIONS ASSOCIATED MITH JET FIRINGS
- CONTROL MODELLING PARAMETER ESTIMATE AKO ADAPTION
- STAR TRACKER POINTING COMMANDS
- STATE VECTOR PROROGATION AND UPDATE FOR DRAMS AND STATION
KEEPING AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE COMPUTATIONS.
- FPE GROUND TRAC* AND P0 I MT I NG ' ANGLE .
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING DATA TO THE G/C IN SUPPORT OF COMPUTATION.
- VEHICLE CONFIGURATION AND SOLAR °ANEL ATTITUDE
SOLAR PANEL ORIENTATION COMMANDS
SUN AND MQON EPMEMERIHES
STAR CATALOGUE
- GROUNn UPLINK DATA
- RANGFt RANGE RATE AND LOS
- SCHEDULED INITIATION OF STATION DFLTA-V AND HMG OESATURATION
- REACTION JET ATTITUDE CONTROL INHIBITS AND JET FAILURE DATA
- CREW INTERFACE - MANUAL NAVIGATION SIGHTlNGSt OPERATION MQpF
COMMANDS* CONFIGURATION COMMANDS* MA I NTENANCE- I U-PROGRFSS/
ACCOMPLISHED DATA
- SUBROUTINES AND BULK STORAGE DATA LOADS
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY DATA STORAGE
- EXPERIMENT REFERENCE ALIGNMENT
- MANEUVER SCHEDULE
- TIMING SIGNAL AT | KH7 RATE
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTFH
3.3.5 INFORMATION
THF n/c SHALL PROVIDE THF FOLLOWING INFORMATICN TO TMF ISS IN SUPPORT OF
E X P E R I M E N T S -
- CURRENT STATION ATTITUDE ( INSTANTANEOUS KNOWLEDGE WITHIN o.io OEGJ AND
REFERENCE ATTITUDE ALIGNMEN T
- POSITION VECTORS OF TARGFTS OF OPPORTUNITY
- CURRENT STATION ESTIMATED S^ATE VECTOR
- EXPERIMENT TO G/C REFERENCE CALIBRATION OAT A
- GUIDANCE TARGETING AND HELTA-V COMMANDS FOR RFNOF7VOUS* RFFNTRY*
HOCKING ANO STATION KEEPING OF DETACHEO RAMS
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONAL INFORMATION TO THE ISS -
- SUBSYSTEMS STATUS
- FLIGHT MODE STATUS
- ATTITUDE* ATTITUDE ERRORt RATE AND DELTA-V INFORMATION
- CMG GIMRAL ANGLES ANO
ORIENTATION f?ATA WITHIN THE FOLLOWING LIMITS -
- ALTITUOF UNCERTAINLY */- isoo FT (i SIGMA)
- IN-TRACK UNCERTAINTY */- 1«00 FT (| SIGMA)
- CROSS TRACK +/- ??00 FT (| SIGM/V)
- ORRITAL VELOCITY +/- 1.5 FT/SEC
THE G/C SHALL PROVIDE THE ISS WTTH MEASUREMENTS PRECONO I T I ONEP TO A 0 TO «:
VDC RANGE WITH A SOURCE IMPETANCE OF LESS THAN 1000 OHMS.
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MOOULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATICN SYSTEM
.1.3.P
3.3.R.5.C, INFORMATION/REACTION CONTROL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION D I G I T A L HAT*
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SMALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT TRACL). THF RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH T.HE SUBSYSTEMS APE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10
RACU MEMORY SIZE - U K (32 RIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOGIC '!»
LOGIC «0f
INPUT TO RACU FROM SUBSYSTEMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE voc)
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT FROM PACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
ANALOG
100/2*
0 TO S
SINGLE ENDED
1 MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.R + OR - 1.2
0.2 + OR - 0.02
ntGITAL/OISCRETE
2A/IOO
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENDEC
I MEGOHM
I K OH"
DIGITAL(PARALLEL ) DIGITAL< SER I AL )
2U
ON/OFF PARALLFL ON/OFF SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONTROL
AND MONITORING RASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAM OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION, COMMAND GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION, INTERNAL D.ATA DISSEMINATION, EXTERNAL DATA COMMUNICATION*
DATA PROCESSING, AND DATA STORAGE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.3.P INFORMATION
RCS SHALL PROVIDE STATUS DATA FOR ALL PRO^ELLAMT VALVF.S ANO ENGINES TO
DETERMINE THEIR OPEN-CLOSED OR ON-OFF CONDITIONS.
RCS SMALL PROVIDE PRQPELLANT LINE* PRQPELLANT ACCUMULATOR* ANO ENGINE
PACKAGE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURF MEASUREMENTS TO THE ISS TO F A C I L I T A T E
TME CONTROL ANP MONITORING OF THE 9CS. .
RCS SHALL PRECONDITION ALL MEASUREMENTS TO A 0 TO 5 VTC RANGE WITH A
SOURCE IMPEOANCF OF LESS THAN 1000 OHMS.
T.T.R.s.fi INFORMATION/ INFORMATION
ROES NOT APPLY
l.S.R.S.? INFORMATION/CREW HAR I T A R I L I T Y
ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD B I-D IRECT ION Al. COMMUNICATION DIGITAL DATA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
STAMHARP REMOTE ACOUISITION CONTROL UNIT CRACIJ). THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA PUS RATE - UP TO 10
RACU MEMORY SIZE -UK (3? BIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOGIC •!•
• ' LOGIC 'O1
3.R
0.2
INPUT TO RACU FROM SUBSYSTEMS
OUANTITY
INPUT RANGE VDC )
INPUT TYPF
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
OUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
ANALOG
100/28
0 TO 5
SINGLE ENDED
i MEGOHM
\ K OHM
DIGITAL(PARALLEL )
ON/OFF PARALLEL
* OR - 1.2 VDC
* OR - 0.02 VOC
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
2R/IOO
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE ENOEC
I MEGOHM
I K OHM
DIG I TALC SERIAL )
ON/OFF SERIAL
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.P INFORMATION
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIDING SIGNALS TO THE
ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMANn/CONTPCL
AND MONITORING RASED ON SUfiSYSTFM DATA EVALUATION.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE.
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.R INFORMATION
^^B^B^M^^W^^^VVWKVVVVWW^VOB^AB^AflKwaBBKWMVBVVOBWWBWVMaVWWWVWWWVWWBABM^^MMWBVW^V*
THE ISS SHALL PROVIOE SUBSYSTEM nATA ACQUISITION. COMMAND GENERATION AND
DISTRIBUTION, INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION. EXTERNAL nATA COMMUNICATION*
DATA PROCESSING. AND PATA STORAGE.
THE ISS SHALL M A I N T A I N A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION TO CREW HAP I TAB ILITY.
ALARMS AND DISPLAYS
AUDIO AMD VISUAL ALARMS SHALL BE PROVIDED IN ALL HABITABLE AREAS.
VISUAL ALARMS SHALL RE USED P R I M A R I L Y TO ALERT THE CREW TO THE
PRESENCE OF DANGEROUS OR POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS SITUATIONS.
ISS ACCESS DISPLAYS SHALL RE PROVIDED UITHIN THE COMMANDERS STATE-
ROOM.
COMMUNICATIONS
TWO-WAY INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SHALL HE PROVIDED BETWEEN EACH OF THE
INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS. PRIMARY GALLEY. BACKUP GALLEY. DINING
AREA. RECREATION AREA. PERSONAL HYGIENE AREAS. CREW EXERCISE A R E A i
MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA. CREW WORK STATIONS. INTER-VOLUME AIRLOCK.
AND EXPERIMENT AREAS.
TWO-WAY HARDLINE AND PF COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY SHALL BE PRO-
VIDED BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND BACKUP CONTROL STATIONS AND CREWMEN
PERFORMING EVA IN PRESSURE SUITS. TWO-WAY HARDLINE COMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND BACKUP CONTROL
STATIONS AND CREWMEN PERFORMING IVA. THE CAPABILITY EOR PR I V A T E
COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE GROUND SHALL RE PROVIDED WITHIN EACH
PF THE INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS UNDER STATION OPERATOR CONTROL.
THE CAPABILITY TO RECEIVT SELECTABLE ENTERTAINMENT TYPE AUDIO AND
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS (MUSIC AND TV) SHALL BE PROVIDED SIMULTANEOUS
UITHIN EACH OF THE INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS.
THE CAPABILITY TO RECEIVT SELECTABLE ENTERTAINMENT TYPE AUDIO
COMMUNICATIONS (MUSIC) SHALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE GALLEY.
PRIMARY DINING AREA AND RECREATION AREA.
THE CAPABILITY TO BROADCAST (TIME DELAYED) SELECTABLE EARTH RADIO
AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS <?HALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE RECREATION
AREA.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.P INFORMATION
INVENTORY CONTROL
THE CA P A B I L I T Y FOR INVENTORY CONTROL OF FOOD SUPPLIES AND MENU
PLANNING SHALL RE PROVIDED FOR THE P R I M A R Y AND BACKUP GALLEYS.
THE CAPABILITY FOR INVENTORY CONTROL OF CPFW CLOTHING AND BEDDING
SHALL BE PROVIDED.
AS A GoALt CREW/HARITAPILITY SHALL PROVIDE 15 MAN HOURS/MONTH A V E R A G E FOR
PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED ANH UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.7 CREW AND H A B l T A R I L l T Y
THIS SUBSYSTEM IS ONE OF THfT SEVEN FUNCTIONAL RPOUPINGS OF MAJOR SUP S YS TF.
THAT COMPROMISE THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MOOULAP SPATE STATION.
SYSTEK RQMTS/INTERFACES
SUBSYSTTM Pf?0,)ECT ENGR
SUBSYSTEM PROJECT MGR
PROJECT ENGINEERING MGR
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MODULAR SOACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
.1.3.7 CREW AND HABITABILITY
3.3.7 CREW HA B I T A B I L I T Y SUBSYSTEM
3.1.7.1 LIFE SUPPORT CRITERIA
GENERAL
I. THE SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL RE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITN
ROOT ARCHITECTURAL AND DECORATOR PRACTICES IN ORDER TO PROVIDE
COMFORTABLE* EFFICIENT AK'O ATTRACTIVE LIVING AND WORK SPACES. THE
INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT SHALL INSURE CREW COMFORT* EFFICIENCY. AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL WELL-BEING. AS A GOAL THE ARRANGEMENT
OF ALL EQUIPMENT WITHIN A GIVEN AREA SHALL BE IN AN UPRIGHT ( EARTH-
LIKE ) ORIENTATION.
?. THE SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL BE PARTITIONED INTO BASIC
FUNCTIONAL AREAS INCLUDING -
INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS
FOOD PREPARATION* PRESERVATION AND SERVING AREAS
DINING AREA
RECREATION AREA
PERSONAL HYGIENE AREAS
. EXERCISE AREA
MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA
WORK* OPERATION AND EXPERIMENT AREAS
STORAGE AREAS
AISLES* PASSAGEWAYS AND FLEXPORTS
3. THE CEILING HEIGHT IN AL». GENERAL MOBILITY AREAS ABOVE DECK SHALL
BE A M I N I M U M OF «2 INCHES. BELOW DECK* THE M I N I M U M HEIGHT FOR GENERAL
MOBILITY AREAS SHALL RE R? INCHES WITH NO PROTRUSIONS.
a. ALL EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS WITHIN THE SPACE STATION SHALL BE
CAPABLE OF USE FOR PUSH-OFF, AND SHALL BE CAPABLE OF REACTING TO
IMPACT LOADS (300 POUNDS LIMIT APPLIED IN ANY DIRECTION).
5. ALL EQUIPMENT INSTALLED WITHIN THE SPACE STATION SHALL RE SUCH THAT
ACCESS TO THE PRESSURE HULL CAN BE ACHIEVED FOR INSPECTION AND/OR
REPAIR. THE ACCESS PROVISIONS SHALL BE SUCH THAT A SUITED/PRESSURIZED
CREWMAN CAN GAIN ACCESS TO THE PRESSURE HILL.
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SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3..1.7 CREW AND HARITABILITY
K. KOBILITY SPACE
MOBILITY SPACE REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED IN THE FOLLOWING
TABLE
FUNCTIONAL APEA
GENERAL STATEROOMS
CMDR»S/EXEC STATEROOMS
PRIMARY GALLEY
BACKUP GALLEY
PRIMARV DINING AREA
RECREATION AREA
PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITIES
CREW EXERCISE AREA
MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA
f AROUND EXAM TARLE )
CREW WORK STATIONS
CONSOLES - CRFUI STANDING
- CRFUI SEATED
TABLES AND R£MCHES
SPACE BEHIND CONSOLES
AISLES AND PASSAGEWAYS
CREWMAN ONLY
EQUIPMENT
NOMINAL SPACE
INCHES
Ifi X SU
t\* X RO
IS X RO
TO X 36
30
30
10
10
BOTH ENQS
BOTH SIDES
?« WIDE ?2 DEEP
?* WIDE 32 DEEP
30 X 3fi
28
32
SO
7. ACCESS
TO BE DETERMINED
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - IN I T I A L STATION
3.3.7 CREW AND HA8ITA5ILITY
. WALL TO WALL AREA ANH STORAGE VOLUMES
EUNCTIONAL AREA
GENERAL STATEROOM
CMDRS STATEROOM/OFEICF
BACKUP CONTROL
EXEC STATEROOM
PERSONAL HYGIENE
WITH SHOWER
WITHOUT SHOWER
PRIMARY CONTROL CTR ?
PRIMARY CONTROL CTR 1
PRIMARY GALLEY
BACKUP GALLEY
DINING/RECREATION
PRIME CREW CARE/EXER
BACKUP MED CARE/EXER
EVA/IVA AIRLOCK
NO REOD
V2 VI
? •>
0 1
1 n
0 I
1 0
1 .0
0 t
o T
1 0
0 1
1 o
0 »
1
MIN SO
FT/EAC
SO
qo
90
5«
.3 ft
sn
sn
85
15
ISO
190
51
35
STORAGr
CUET/TAC
30
5«
r
5C
Ten
TRO
TRD
TRD
I an-i«in
?
SHAPE FACTOR
l-|tfl.5-6» HEIGHT SHALL
ALLOW CREW MEHBERS TO
MANEUVER ERECT BETWEEN
STATEROOM FACILITIES
• •
MIN LENGTH-TO-WIDTM 3-5
MIN WIDTH-TO-LENGTH |-3
MIN LENGTH-TO-WIOTH 3-5
MIN WIDTH-TO-LENGTH 1-3
C l«a IN OIA X 60 IN LENGTH
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MOriULAR S°ACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION 3YSTE*
3. .1.7 CREW AND HARITAflIl_lTY '
FUNCTIONAL AREA
GPL ( PHYSICS )
GPL ( BIOMED/BIOLOr, )
GPL (MECH, ELECT,
OPTICAL MAINT )
GPL (PHOTO LAR)
GPL ( DATA ANALYSIS )
EXPMT CPS ( ZENITH A/L )
EXPMT CPS (NAPIR A/L)
EXPMT AIRLOCKS
NO RFOn
V? V?
o i
o T
i n
0 I
0 1
0 I
i n
i i
MIN SO
FT/FAC
.1U
Itt
?32
1?
95
100
IRR
60
STORAGE
CUFT/PAC
U^O
TRn
TRD
TRO
TRO
SHAPE FACTOR
60 IN D1A X |«50 IN LENGTH
ONE EARTH QRIENTEO
ONE 7ENITH ORIENTED
I
NOTES
(1) WHERE TWO VOLUME SIZFS APPEAR IN TME STORAGE COLUMN* THE FIRST
REPRESENTS THE VoLUPE REQUIRED IN THE IMMEHIATE A R E A f THE SECOND IS
THE TOTAL VOLUME REQUIRED FOR THE FACILITY ON THE SPACE STATION.
(2) CONVENIENT ACCESS TO PE"SONAL HYGIENE AREAS IS REQUIRED. PRI V A C Y
IS A PRIME CONSlnERATlON WITH CAPABILITIES TO ACCOMMODATE MALE AND
FEMALE CREW MEMBERS (NOT NECESSARILY AT THE SAME TIME).
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.3.7 CREW AND HABITABILITY
A. CHEW DIMENSIONAL CRITERIA
MALE CREW MEMBERS
PERTINENT CREWMAN DIMENSIONS. FOR A 5TH AND ^STM PERCENTILE CREW
PRESENTED IN FIGURE 3.3.7.1-2 SMALL BE USED FOR DEVELOPING SPACE
STATION INTERIOR ARRANGEMENTS. THESE STANDARD ANTHROPOMETRIC
DIMENSIONS ARE FOR A MALE HEAPING LIGHTWEIGHT CLOTHING. STANDING
HEIGHT. EYE WEIGHT (STANDING). SHOULDER HEIGHT AND KNEE HEIGHT (SITTING).
SHALL BE INCREASED BY |.o INCH BY THE ADDITION OF SHOES.
DIMENSION
A-STANDING HEIGHT
R-FOOT LENGTH
C-FUNCTIONAL REACH
( THUM8TIP )
O-SHOULOER BREADTH
E-HIP PREAOTH (SITTING)
F-SITTING HEIGHT
G-BUTTCCK-KNEE LENGTH
PERCFNTILE
(INCHES)
5
65.2
3.9
29.4
16.5
12.7
33.8
21.9
95
73.1
II. «
35.0
19.4
15.4
38.0
25.4
DIMENSION
H-KNEE HFIGHT( SITTING )
I-POPLITFAL HEIGHT
J-EYE HEIGHT( STANDING )
K-FYE HEIGHT( SITTING )
L-SHOULnFR HEIGHT
(STANDING)
M-WEIGHT (POUNDS)
PERCENTILE
( INCHES)
5
20.1
15.7
60.8
29.4
52.8
132.5
05
23.3
18.2
68.6
33.5
60.2
200.8
FIGURE 3.1.7.1-2 PERTTNENT MALE CREWMAN DIMENSIONS
(BASED ON WAOC SURVEY. 1954 )
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SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTF.M
3.3.7 CREW AND HABITABILITY
FFMALE CHEW MEMBERS
PERTINENT FEMALE CREW MEMBER DIMENSIONS* FOR * 5TH AND 95TH PERCENTILE
CRFW MEMBER* PRESENTED IN rlG 1.1.7.1-3 SHALL ALSO RE USED FOR DEVELOP.
ING SPACE STATION INTERIOR ARRANGEMENTS. THESE STANDARD ANTHROPOPETRIC
DIMENSIONS ARE FOR A FEMALE WEARING LIGHTWEIGHT CLOTHING. STANDING
HEIGHT* EYE HEIGHT (STANDING)* SHOULHER HEIGHTS* STANDING AND SITTING
SHALL BE INCREASED BY ONE INCH BY THE ADDITION OF SHOES.
DIMENSION
A-STANCING HEIGHT
R-FOOT LENGTH
C-FUNCTIONAL REACH
( THUMRTIP)
n-SHOI>LOER BREADTH
E-HIP PREADTH (SITTING)
F-SITTING HEIGHT
G-3UTTOCK-KNEE LENGTH
PERCFNTILE
( INCHES )
5
61 .7
8.7
2^ .7
IU.9
13. S
3?.U
21.1
95
S8.9
10.2
3«. 1
17.6
16.9
36.0
21.2
DIMENSION
H-KNEE HEIGHT( SITTING )
I-POPLITEAL HEIGHT
J-EYE HEIGHT(STANOING )
K-EYE HEIGHT( SITTING )
L-SHOULDFR HEIGHT
( STANDING )
M-WEIGHT ( POUNDS )
PERCENT ILE
( INCHES )
s
18.7
14.7
57.0
27.7
"49.2
102.0
95
21. S
17.5
63. «
H.fj
55. «
1 '» « . 2
FIGURE 3.3.7.1-3 PERTINENT FEMALE CREW MEMBER DIMENSIONS
ON WADC TECH REPORT 56-30* 1958)
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STAT I ON SYSTEM
3.3.7 CREW .AND HABITABILITY
RELEVANT ENVELOPE OIMENSIONS EOR A SUITED PRESSURIZED MALE CREW MEMBER
WEARING A PORTABLE LIEE SUPPORT SYSTEM (BACKPACK) ARE PRESENTED IN FIGURE
3.3.7.1-4. THE M A X I M U M ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR DIMENSIONS EOR A SUITED/
PRESSURIZED MODE UTILIZING AN UMBILICAL LIFP SUPPORT SYSTEM IN LIEU OF A
PORTABLE BACKPACK ARE ALSO SHOWN. JHESE DIMENSIONS SHALL BE EMPLCYED
FOP DESIGN PURPOSES WHERE SUITED/PRESSURIZED TRANSIT OR ACCESS IS EITHER
REQUIRED OR ANTICIPATED.
•10.5 REF
36.0 REF1
18.4 REF
DIMENSION
A-HdoHT
B-MAX BREADTH AT ELBOWS (ARMS RELAXED)
C-MAX BREADTH AT EL30WS (ARMS AT SIDE)
H-MAX DEPTH WITH PORTABLE LIEE SUPPORT SYSTEM
(PLSS) AMI? BACKUP OXYGEN (OPS)
E-MAX DEPTH 'WITHOUT PLSS/OPS
WEIGHT (POUNosit WITH PLSS/OPS
WEIGHT ( POUNDS )> WITHOUT PLSS/OPS
PERCENTILE ( INCHES )
5
R7.S
• '
*
?e.o
15.5
316.0
190.3
95
75.5
29. 4
26. a
28.4
17.9
3*5.3
259.6
• INDICATES DATA NOT AVAILABLE. .
ECR DIMENSIONS D AND E 2 INCHES. HAVE BEEN ADDED TO MAXIMUM CHEST
OE SUITED/PRESSURIZED CREWMAN EQR PLSS CONTROL BOX TO OBTAIN
ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS.
MEASUREMENTS MADE ON A7L PGA» PRESSijRIZED TO 3.75 PSIG.
FIGURE 3.3.7.1-4 SUITED/PRESSURIZED MALE CREW MEMBER ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS
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MODULAR ^PACE STATION _ INI T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.?. 7 CREW AND H A R I T A B I L I T Y
B, METABOLIC CRITERIA
I. THE FOLLOWING SPECIFIES METABOLIC CRITERIA EOR LIGHT ACTIVITY IN
SHIRTSLEEVE? IU.7 PS I A (?0.* PERCENT OXYGEN* 79.1 PERCENT NITROGEN'
ENVIRONMENT! AND SHALL BE U^EO EOR OESIGN PURPOSES.
METABOLIC LOAD ( N O K I N A L ) - M»<IOO ^ T I J / M A N / D A Y » EQUIVALENT TO 3*roc
KCAL/MAN/OAY
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION (NOMINAL* - I.RU LBS/MAN/OAY
CARPON DIOXIDE PRODUCTION (MQMINAL) - 2.?R LftS/MAN/OAY
WATER BALANCE (NOMINAL) - 7.10 LBS/MAN/DAY.
?. AVEWAGE METABOLIC RATES TOR VARIOUS A C T I V I T I E S ARE LISTED «ELOU -
SLEEPING
EATING «50 BTU/HR
WORKING (LIGHT ACTIVITY) KOO RTIJ/HR
EXERCISE (MODERATE TO HEAVY) !»500 *TU HR
RECREATION (RELAXATION) 400
PERSONAL HYGIENE ACTIVITIES ass
EVA/IVA (SUITED/PRESSURIZED) l»?00 «TU HR
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
1.3.7 CREW AND HABITABILITY
, WATFR CRITERIA
I. SUFFICIENT POTABLE WATER SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR THE CREW TO M A I N T A I N
WATER BALANCE. POTABLE WATFR REQUIREMENTS IN POUNOS/MAN/OAY»
ON A METABOLIC LOAD OF |l»snn BTU/*AN/OAYt ARE AS FOLLOWS -
HUMAN WATER BAL ANCE
WATER GAIN
WATER OF OXIDATION (FROM rOOO )
BEVERAGES PLUS WATER IN FOOD
TOTALS
WATER LOSS
INSENSIBLE (LUNGS * LATENT)
SENSIBLE (PERSPIRATION)
URINE
WATER IN FECFS
TOTALS
CABIN PRESSURE
It. 7 PS I A
0.7*
S.3?
7. 10
?.uu
1 .05
3.«5
0.15
7. 10
IP.O PSIA
0.78
' 6.47
7.25
2.^
C.96
3. US
0. 15
7.25
?. SUFFICIENT WATER SHALL B=" PROVIDED FOR WASHING AND CLEANING TO
SATISFY THF FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS -
CREW WASH WATER - «,0 PQ'INDS/MAN/DAY
CREW SHOWER WATER (BASED ON TWO SHOWERS/MAN/WEEK AT
I5.fi POUNDS OF WATER/SHOWER) - «.<» POUNDS/MAN/DAY
HOUSEKEEPING - O.tt POUND^/MAN/OAY
LAUNDRY - NOT REQUIRED
3. HOT WATER ( iss DEGREES F */- 5 DEGREES F) AND COLD WATER
(50 DEGREES F «•/- 5 DEGREES F) SHALL BE PROVIDED IN SUFFICIENT
QUANTITIES FOR CREW USAGE I" BOTH PERSONNEL HYGIENE AREAS AND FCOO
PREPARATION AREAS.
0. THE CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR MXING HOT AND COLD WATER IN
A SUITABLE RATIOt SO AS TO PROVIDE WATER AT A TEMPERATURE COMFORTABLE
FOR CREW WASHING AND SHOWERTNG.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.T.7 CREW AND H A B I T A B I L I T Y
0. FOOD MANAGEMENT CRITERIA
FOOD SHALL BE PROVIDED FQR CRFW CONSUMPTION' IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
FOLLOWING REOUIREMENTS -
|. THE SPACE STATION FOOD MANAGEMENT SHALL PROVIDE THE CREW! WfTH
NUTRITIOUS FOOD HAVING A HIGH DEGREE OF ACCEPTABILITY* AND SHALL
PROVIDE A REASONABLE MENU SELECTION EOW THE INDIVIDUAL CREWMAN.
2. THREE PRIMARY MEALS SMALL RE SERVED OR SHALL RE AVAI L A B L E FOR EACH
PERIOD* AND PROVISIONS SHALL BE MADE FOR BETWEEN-MEAL SNACKS.
3. PAILY CALORIC REQUIREMENTS SHALL RE AS FOLLOWS -
NORMAL DIET - 3*000 KCAL/MAM
CONTINGENCY DIET (SHORT DURATION) - 2*600 KCAL/MAN (MINIMUM)
U. FOOD MANAGEMENT PREPARATION* PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
THE BASIC PRIMARY GALLEY SHALL INCLUDE A SINK FOR HAND WASHING?
A RECONSTITUTION DEVICE (SUPPLYING METEREC HOT AND COLD HATER AT
TEMPERATURES OF 155 DEC F «•/- 5 DEG AND 50 DEG F *•/- 5 DEG*
RESPECTIVELY* FOR PREPARATION OF ORIE1 AND FREEZE DRIED FOODS If A
FOOn PREPARATION OVEN( S ) CAPABLE OF HEATING 5 LRS OF FOOD FROM r yO
ISO DEG F IN 10 MINUTES? STORAGE FOR FROZEN FOOD* AT TEMPERATURES
BETWEEN -JCOEG. F. AND + 5 DEG.F.; CHILLED FOOD STORAGE CAPABLE Cr
M A I N T A I N I N G TEMPERATURES BETWEEN *1S DEG.F. AND *«»5 DEG.F.; TRA?M
DISPOSAL/COMPACTION EQUIPMENT* FOOD PREPARATION* SERVING AND FATING
UTENSILS; FOOD TRAY STORAGE* AND A PORTABLE (VACUUM) CLEANING DEVICE.
THE BACKUP GALLEY* LOCATED IN SM-2* SHALL INCLUDE PROVISIONS FOR
STORAGE AND PREPARATION OF DRI EO/FREEZE-OR I FD AND THERMO-STAR 1 1_ I 7ED
FOODS. THESE PROVISIONS SHALL INCLUDE A RFCONST I TUT ION DEVICE
(SUPPLYING METERED HOT AND COLD WATER AT TEMPERATURES OF 155 */-5
DEG F AND 50 «-/-5 PEG F RESPECTIVELY* FOR RECONSTITUTING DRIED/FREEZE
DRIED FOODS)J FOOD WARMING TRAYS ( SK YL AB-T YPE ) FOR WARMING THERMO-
^TABLIZED FOODS. SUFFICIENT VOLUME FOR STORING ?90 LRS OF DRIED/
FREEZE-DRIED FOOD? 1.10 LPS OF THERMO-STA.B II I ZED FOOD? AND APPROXI-
MATELY 55 LRS OF UTENSILS. A FOOD SPILLAGE UNIT OR PORTABLE VACUUM
CLEANER SHALL ALSO BE PROVIDED.
THE PRIMARY GALLEY STORAGE AREAS SHALL BE SIZED TO ACCOMMODATE THE
FOLLOWING LISTS OF FOOD TYPES* WEIGHTS ANf* VOLUMES FOR A CREW OF 6
MEN FOR |2C DAYS WITHOUT
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•DRIED AND FREEZE DRIED FOODS
FROZEN FOODS
»THERMO-STABILIZED FOQH
FRESH FOODS
TOTAL
1 I7n LBS.
7«0 LBS.
5?0 LRS.
130 LBS.
?5CO LBS.
56
37
25
6
125
.0
.5
.0
.5
.0
FT,
FT,
FT,
FT,
FT,
•j
»
3
1
1
»
'3
1
3
»
«CAN RE STORED AT AMRIENT ROOM TEMPERATURES.
PEERIGERATOP STORAGE REQUIREMENTS SHALL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
CONSIDERATIONS -
1 CU FT FOP SCIENTIFIC EXPFRI MENT t S
B.5 CU ET FOR FRESH FOOD
5 CU ET FOR OPENEH BULK FOODS ( THE^MO-ST AB I L I ZED )
5. THE FOOD SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS TO SUPPORT THE ABOVE SMALL BE
AS FOLLOWS -
TOTAL FOOD SUPPLY t DRY ) I.P8 LBS/MAN/OAY
NOMINAL FOOD INTAKE (PRY I.SO I.RS/MAN/DAY
DRIED FOODS (ALL TYPES) l.0« LBS/MAN/OAY
DRY PORTION OF WET FOODS n.pn LBS/MAN/OAY
(FROZENt CANNED* FRESH)
FOOD NOT INGESTED O.I* LB/MAN/OAY
WATER IN WET FOODS 0.9* LB/MAN/DAY
PACKAGING MATERIAL
DRIED EOOOS 0.73 LB/MAN/OAY
WET FOODS o.o«; LB/MAN/DAY
F;. PREPARATION CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR INDIVIDUALLY AND BULK
PACKAGED FOODS.
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1.1.7 CREU AND HARITAB1LITY
E. ATMOSPHERE
i. THE CABIN ATMOSPHERE SHALL CONSIST OF AN OXYGEN NITROGEN M I X T U R E AT
A NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE_OE |<».7 PSIA» BUT CAPABLE OE OPERATING AT
SELECTED PRESSURES BETWEEN in PS IA ANT |0.7 PSIA. THE ATMOSPHERIC
TOTAL PRESSURE SO PROVIDED WILL M A I N T A I N THE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF
OXYGEN IN THE ALVEOLAR SPACES OF THE LUNGS BETWEEN THE LIMITS OF MO
MMHG TO 120 MMHG. THE VARIOUS OXYGEN/NITROGEN MIXTURES NECESSARY
TO PROVIDE A PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN OF 3.0B PSI ANP AN ALVEOLAR
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN OF 100 *MHG» FCR CABIN ATMOSPHERES RANGING
FROH IU.7 TO 10.0 PSIA» ARE AS FOLLOWS -
OXYGEN
(PERCENT BY VOL)
20.9
21 .0
??.o
23.0
2".0
25.0
?6.0
27.0
2«.0
29.0
30.0
30.9
NITROGEN
( PERCENT BY VOL )
79. 1
79.0
78.0
77.0
76.0
75.0
7<t.O
73.0
72.0
71 .0
70.0
69. 1
CABIN PRESSURE
( PSIA )
a. 7
a. 65
1.0
3. a
2.fl
2.3
1 .«
t .4
I.C
0.6
0.25
0.0
.?. CARBON DIOXIDE TENSIONS ON THE SPACE STATION SHALL «E MAINTAINED
BELOW 3.0 MMHG IN ALL HABITABLE AREAS.
3. THE ATMOSPHERE CONSTITUENTS* INCLUDING HARMFUL AIRBORNE TRACE
CONTAMINANTS SHALL BE MONITORED AND CONTROLLED IN EACH
PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENT OF THE SPACE STATION.
«. IN THE EVENT OF SPACE STATION PRESSURE HULL DAMAGE RESULTING IN
PRESSURE DECAY IN A PRESSURE VOLUMEt THE DURATION OF ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE SHALL BE CONSIOTRED TO BE THAT PERIOD OF TIME UNTIL A
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN OF i.q PSI is REACHED.
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5. EVA/IVA SUPPORT
THE FOLLOWING FVA/1VA SUPPORT SHALL BE REQUIRED
IVA SUPPORT
0? NOMINAL MAX FLOW - fl LB/MAN-HR
03 EMERGENCY FLOW - 22 LB/MAN-HR FO^ 30 MINUTES
0? INLET TEMP - U3 TO SU OEG F
HEAT LOAD PEAK - 2000 BTU/MAN-HR
SUIT PRESSURE - SOURCE REGULATE TO MO PSIG
LCG WATER FLOW - 2«0 LB/HR AT U* PFG F
PLSS CHARGINR
Q-) ppR RF.CHARGE - I.R LBS
H?0 PER RECHARGE - !0.« LRS
RECHARGE PRESSURE - I U I O */-30 -PSI
CHARGING FREQUENCY - 2 UNITS PpR MONTH
TEMPERATURE
(I) TEMPERATURE SETTINGS WILL RE ADJUSTARLE OVER THE FOLLOWING
FINIMAL RANGES WITHIN HABITABLE AREAS -
STATEROOMS 65 TO 75 DEG F
PRIMARY GALLEV 6S TO 7S OEG F
RECREATION AREAS GS TO 75 OEG F
. PERSONAL HYGIENE BS TO j»n OEG F
EXERCISE AREA 60 TO 75 HEG F
MFOICAL TREATMENT ss TO >>o OEG F
LARS* MAINT/REPAIR 65 TO 75 TEG F
OPERATIONAL AREAS 65 TO 75 OEG F
DINING AREA 65 TO 75 OEG F
(?) THE TEMPERATURE OF INTERIOR EXPOSED SURFACES WITH WHICH A CREW
MEMBER MAY COME IN CONTACT SHALL NOT RE LESS THAN 57 OEG F NOR MORE
THAN 105 OEG F.
F. HUMIDITY
I. THE WATER VAPOR PARTIAL PRESSURE SHALL BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN q' TO
12 MMHG* ANn NO CONDENSATION' SHALL FORM ON INTERNAL SURFACES.
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G. AIR VELOCITY
i. THE AIR VELOCITY SHALL BF MAIN T A I N E D BETWEEN is EEET PER MINUTE
(MINIMUM.) AND 100 FEET PER MINUTE (MAXIMUM)* WITH UO EEET PER MINUTE
AS THE NOMINAL VENTILATION FLOW RATE. THE CAPABILITY SHALL BE PRO-
VIDED TO ADJUST THE FLOW RATE FOR CREW COMFORT.
H. OnOR CONTROL
1. PROVISIONS FOR OnOR CONTROL SHALL BE PROVIDED W I T H J N EACH PRESSUR-
IZED COMPARTMENT OF THE SPATE STATION.
2. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOP ODOR CONTROL SHALL BE GIVEN TO THE
FOLLOWING AREAS -
FOOD PREPARATION AREAS
PERSONAL HYGIENE AREAS
EXERCISE AREA
"EOICAL TREATMENT AREA
I. CONTAMINATION CONTROL
I. MICROBIOLOGICALLV AND B ACTER IOLOG I C ALL V CONTAMNATEO WASTE M A T E R I A L
SHALL BE DISINFECTED AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO ITS SOURCE PRIOR TO
STORAGEf PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL.
?. THE CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIA WITHIN THE ATMOSPHERE* WITHIN EACH
OF THE PRESSURIZED COMPARTMFNTS CONTAINING CREW CHARTERS* PROCESS
LABORATORIES OR EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES* SHALL BE MONITORED AND
CONTROLLED BY APPROPRIATE MTANS.
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3.?.7.? CREW APPAREL AND LINENS
CREW APPAREL SHALL INCLUHE TMOST GARMENTS CUSTOMARILY WORN BY THF CREU IN
A SHIRTSLEEVE MODE OF OPERATION. THEY SHALL PROVIDE FOR GENERAL COMFORT.
WARMTH AND PERSPIRATION ABSORPTION. ARTICLES CF CLOTHING REQllIREOt UNIT
WEIGHTS* USAGE RATES* AND QUANTITIES REOIIIREH FOR EAC* CREW MEHQEP FOR A
120 "AY SPACE STATION RESIDENCY ARE SHOU'N IN TABLE 1.3.7.2-1. ALL CLOTHTNG
EXCEPT UNOERWEAR ARE CONSIDERED FOR BOTH MALF ANR FEMALE. THESE EXCEPTIONS
ARE INCLUOEH BELOW.
TABLE 1.3.7.2-1 CREW MEMBER CLOTHING "EOUIREMENTS
ITEM
SHIRT (SHORT SLEEVE)
TROUSERS
JACKET
UNHERWEAR (UPPER) MALE
UNDERWEAR (LOWER) MALE
UNDERWEAR (UPPER): FEMALE
UNDERWEAR (LOWER) FEMALE
soc^s
SHOES
UNIT
WEIGHT
L*S
0*27
0.77
0.13
0. 17
0.17
0.13
0.09
O.DU
0.55
USAGE RATES
( OAYS )
NOM
3
B
M A X
f,
12
AS REO'C
2
2
1
1
2
NOT APf
1
3
2
2
3
>LICA«LE
QUANTITY/CREW MEMBER
FOR 120 HAYS
NOMINAL USE
UO
20
1
. RO
SO
120
120
SO
: 2
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Rir'bVjTPEMFNTJS JFOR ..THF'OPFW FOR'A'T20 HAY' M.I S.S TON ARE SHOWN IN
TABLF. 3 .£. 7. 2-''•"''_ I " •
i TABLF' 3.3.7.?-? CREW LI NEN ...RE-Q.t'I RFMEN.T.'S,' ; '• ' )
; ITEM ..
SHEETS;
BLANKETS
TOWELS;
WASHCLOTHS
, UNIT
; WEIGHT
, LRS
0.37
1 .00 .
. 0.75
0.0ft
USAGE RATES .
(DAYS ) ;
NOM
6
NOT AF
3
3
,fAX.
•'9. ; •'•.
JPLICA^U
f '' ' :"
, . fi
..':; .OUANT.ITY./CREVN
''.'''. FOR ,|?0 DAYS
NOMINAL USE
1
i .': ; • /'.'' j :
uo
'°-. . , , - , -
3. 3,.7.3. ; EFFECTS
CREW PERSONAL EFFECTS SHALL INCLUOE TOILET ARTICLESt GROOMING
CLEANSERS* AND ITEMS OF PERSONA!. EQUIPMENT OF THE I.N.niYlDU.AL CREWMAN'S
CHOICE ANR SHALL 8E IN ACCOROANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING -
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ITEM
TOILET ARTICLES
(TOOTHBRUSH* f6oTHPASTE» ETC. )
GROOMING EQUIPMENT
(SHAVING EQUIPMENT* COMBS*
HAIR AND NAIL .'TRIMMINGt ETC.)
CLEANSERS
(SOAP* ANTISEpTICS* DEQDORANTSt
SHAMPOO* ETC.)
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
(ITEMS OF CREW'S CHOICE)*
.INCLUDES PERSONAL CREW MEDICAL
SUPPLIES PER INDIVIDUAL CRF.W
MEDICAL HISTORY.
WEIGHT (LBS)
fi.5
7.5
9*0
3Y3*7wU EMERGENCY PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
EMERGENCY P'ERSQNAl EQUIPMENT SHALL CONSIST OF AN EMERGENCY OXYGEN FULL FACE
MASK* WHICH SHALL PROVIDE FOR EMERGENCY BREATH ING IN THE EVENT OF SPOKE OK
TOXIC GASES. THREE OXYGEN MASKS SHALL BE PROVlbEq IN EACH MODULE. AK I N-
tEGRAL OXYGEN BOTTLE ON EACH MASK SHALL PROVliJE A MINIMUM ^-MiNUTE OXYGEN
3.3.7.5 MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL EOUiPMENt . ^
- ' " • • - ' ' - • . ' . " / . - • ' * i ' . - , "
PERSONAL RADIATION DbsiMETERs SHALL BE pRoviijEn FOR EACH CREWMAN.
THEY SHALL BE WORN AT ALL TIMES I IN POCKETS OK CREW GARMENfS). AND SHALL
BE CAPABLE OF MEASURING ACCUMULATED RADIATION POSAGE.
31317.6 EVA/IVA PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLIES
A TOTAL OF tt CONSTANT VOLUME PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLIES (PGA) AND THEIR
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT SHALL BE PROVIDED* EVENLY DISTRIBUTED BETWEEN THE MAJOR
•RFSSURF VOLUMES,
A. EACH PGA SHALL PROVIDE A MOBILE LIFE SUPPORT CHAMBER FOR A CREWMAN*
AND SHALL CONTAIN A 100 PERCENT OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT AT AN OPERATING
PRESSURE OF *UO >/-piS PSIG. THE PGA ENVIRONMENT SHALL BE SUPPLIED
BY EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING. DEPENDENT UPON THE MODE OF OPERATION.
j. FVA - A SELP-CONTAINEO PORTABLE LIPE SUPPORT SYSTEM ( PLSS )
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WITH AN ATTACHED OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM (QPS ) (EMERGENCY OXYGEN SUPPLY).
~. ' , t . ' • • ' • " • ' ' . . ' '
2. IVA- THROUGH AN UMBILICAL SYSTEM FROM THE SPACE STATION ECLSSt
CONNECTING TO A PRESSURE CONTROL UNIT ( PCL ) WORN ON THE PGA. THE CAP-
ABILITY TQ USE THE PLSS/OPS FOR IVA OPERATIONS SHALL ALSO BE PROVIDED.
B. WHEN AN UMBILICAL SYSTEM I«? UTILIZED* THESE 'UMBI LI CALS '. SHALL , SUPPLY .
OXYGEN AND LIQUID COOLING CAPABILITY* AND SHALL PROVIDE FOR TWO-WAY
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS* TRANSMISSION OF BI 0 INSTdJMENTAT I ON SIGNALS -FROM
THE* CREWMAN* AND TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICAL POWER AND C.AUT I ON/WARN I NG
SIGNALS TO THE CREWMAN. UMBILICALS FOR IVA USAGE SHALL BE PROVIDED TO
PERMIT A MAXIMUM OF •> SUITED PRESSURIZED CREWMEN TO REACH ANY LOCATION
IN ANY. MODULE OF THE OTHER PRESSURE VOLUME.
C. IN ADDITION TO THE PLSS/OPS OR UMBILICALS/PCU FOR LIFE SUPPORT? THE
FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT SHALL BE REQUIRED FOR USE WITH EACH PGA.
I. LIQUID COOLING GARMENT (LCG ) - SHALL BE WORN AS AN UNDERGARMENT FOR
THE PGA* TO PROVIDE FOR GENERAL COMFORT* PERSPIRATION ABSORPTION AND
THERMAL TRANSFER BETWEEN THE CREWMAN'S BODY AND THE GARMENT*S COOL ING
MEDIA.
2. FECAL CONTAINMENT EQUIPMENT (FCE) - SHALL BE WORN AS AN UNDERGARMENT
FOR THE LCG» TO PFRMIT DEFECATION DURING A SUITED MODE.
3. URINE COLLECTION AND TRANSFER EQUIPMENT (UCTE ) - SHALL BE WORN OVER
THE LCG WHILE A CREWMAN IS IN THE PGAt Tfl PROVIDE FOR THE COLLECTION
AND INTERMEDIATE STORAGE OF URINE. SUBSEQUENT TRANSFER OF URINE FROM
THE UCTE TO THE SPACE STATION WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY SHALL BE
REQUIRED* UTILIZING A UCTE CLAMP AND A UCTE TRANSFER ADAPTER.
II. BIOINSTRUMENTATION ASSEMBLY - SHALL BE WORN WITH THE LCG» TO PROVIDE
THE CAPABILITY FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF A CREWMAN.
s. PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT - SHALL BE WORN WITH THE PGA TO
PROVIDE DUAL EARPHONES AND DUAL MICROPHONES FOR C*EW VOICE COMMUNICA-
TIONS CAPABILITY.
6. EXTRAVEHICULAR (EV ) GLOVES - SHALL BE WORN FOR EVA IN LIEU OF THE
INTRAVEHICULAR (IV) GLOVES NORMALLY PROVIDED FOR THE PGA.
3.3.7.7 CREW MOBILITY AIDS
CREW MOBILITY AIDS IN THE FORM OF.HANDHOLDS? GUIDERAILS AND OTHER DEVICES
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SHALL BE PROVIDED TO FACILITATE CREW LOCOMOTICN, STABILIZAT I ON/RRAC ING
IN A ZERO-G ENVIRONMENT.' ' THEY SHALL RE CAPABLE O'F -USE IN :EI'THERH/v. V: - ?••
SHIRTSLEEVE OR SUITED/PRFSSUPIZ^D MODE OF OPERATION. CREW MO B I L I T Y
A F O S S^AlL RE PROVIDED I'N ACCOPHA.NCE WITH THE FOL;L~0'ti/fNG CR;F T:E:R!F;A; -'" : ,;
'
 :
'
 l
 '
:
 •• "•• '"• • • • ' ' ' • " • ' . . • • •••.-'• "-:;:i•-;;<;::'< •% \,\ '-si • •/:-••>.•:;-;,'-.
A. HAN'OHOLPS' AND GU I HERA I LS :SHALL BE A MINIMI.'" OF ;| .:0 ' I N;C'H H I AMETF* »'•''
WITH A 2.0 INCH CLEARANCE TQ ADJOINING STRUCTURE OR SURFACE* TO PERMIT
USE W I T H - A G L O V E O HAND (SUITEn/PRESSURIZEP CPFR AT IONS ). -: ; ;: ;":'J
R. S P A C I N G .OF MOPILI TV ;AITIS SMALL BE SUCH TH AT E i 'THFR :-'THE'S'F '• ;PE :V:| -CE S »' •• '• ;- '• '•
VEHICLE STRUCTURFI OR EOuiPMEWT/AccOMMonATrrNs ^ MHAVL'-ALWAY-S ^ B'F ^ 'i'T-HiNr ?
' OF -A C'REW ^ ' ' ' ' " " 1 ' ' ' .-.'-.•'•. -•••••:•:.''': ;: •"• ••;' -:)'\-.--
C. MORILITY AIOS SHALL RE MOUMTEO ON EOUIPNFNT OR' ACC'OMMOD AT^
AS WELL AS ON VEHICLE STRUCTURE.
n. OESIGN OF VEHICLE' STRUCTURE, EQUIPMENT AN'H ACCOMMOP 'AT TONS ' ^SHA'LL;; ;: ' '•
FEATURES WHICH INHFRCMTLY PROVIOF A MOFHLITV AIO CAPABILITY.
F.rHANnHOLnS 'SHALL RE'EITHFR THE R I R l Q t FLEX I RLE OR '^ RECESSFd TYPE* '"AS
A'PPRO'PR'IATE TO A SPECIFIC LOCATION. : : ':" ' - '' : ' ^  >: i -' ;
- '' -" ! r- .'-
F... MORILITY ASSISTS SHALL RE LOCATEO BETWEEN 35 ANO ao INCHES ABOVE THE
ANH SHALL. PE PP.OVlnfO ON BOTH S 1 HES CF- A A I S L E S ANO " P A S S A G E W A Y S .
G. HANQHOLnS SHAI.L 8F APPROPRIATELY LOCATED WITH RESPECT TO CREW
' '
.'A CREW RpSTRA:IN;f; HE VICES ' ' ,;_ ; '; ;' . / ;• " ;;'; ' ';"; "•'."''•; ' ;^ '' ;" '' : ^" :-
R E S T R A I N T HEV ICE'S* SUCH AS' TETHERS/TETWER ; ATTACH' :F if TI>JG'S» -HARNESSES t
A^O STRAPS* . VARIOUS FOOT RESTRAINT DEVICES.* ANO ARTICULATED OR EX-
BllE ''MECHAWlCAt HEVICES -SHAO. flE :.PROV I DEO^ V'OR BRACiNG AN'O -STAR 1 1 I Z A!-
T ION. OR PREVENT ING rNADVERTENT 'DRIFT" OF''A : ^CPVWHA-N'i" ''I M -THE 'Z'E'Rff-^ -'ENV'r'R'nN-
"ENT. FOR A. SHIRTSLEEVE MODE Qf OPERATION* A SUITABLE DEVICE SHALL BE
P R 0 V 1.0 E D! Fp;R ' E A c' H ', B UN K "A fifr .C HA I p - S E A t l*4G OF V I C F' »' : AN 0 ' ' F'O'R ;"E; A;C H ? CR E W: '-<W'0 R *'
S T A f 1 :0 N : A'N 0 ' P E R S 0 N A t' A C T I V I T Y: F V"l NC T I ON t TO H i A I:NT A TN A ' 'R EL A^T I V Et Y ^ F I V EH * •
RELATIONSHIP OF THE CREWMAN WITH RFSPECT TO THE WORK ST AT I 'ON i;OR *PERSOK> AL
A C T I V I T Y EQUIPMFNT.. .SUITABLE DEVICES* COMPATIBLE WITH THE ^ A* SHALL BE
PROVIDEH 'FOR :A SU I TEn/PRF;SSUPI ZfO HOOF :QF OPERATION. : CREW" •'RESTRA'fNt OFV-
ICFS SHALL BE RFCEG ATED ' tO THE !L"OWFR ! BOOY i L'EGS VAND FEET » «TO . PERM IT • FREE-
nOM OF MOVEMENT OF THE UPPER TOPSO* ARMS ANO HANDS. THESE DEVICE? SHALL
RE EASILY OPERABLE* NOT RESTRICTIVE OF RFOU1RED CREW' MOT 1 ONS. F'ANID'.'-SHALL c' .*!
POSSESS A HIGH DEGREE OF .CREW ACCEPTABILITY.
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3.3.7.9 EQUIPMENT RESTRAINT DEVICES
RESTRAINT DEVICES SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR RETENTION OF ALL ITEMS OF LOOSE
EQUIPMENT (E.G.. EQUIPMENT NOT STOWED IN STORAGE FACILITIES). SMALL ITEMS
SHALL BE RETAINED BY TFTHERS. VELCRO PATCHES* MECHANICAL OR BUNGEE (ELAS-
TIC) DEVICES. A POSITIVE RETENTION/RESTRAINT METHOD* SUCH AS TETHERS OR
DETACHABLE MECHANICAL DEVICES* SHALL BE REQUIRED FOR LARGE ITEMS OF EQUIP-
MENT DURING CREW HANDLING (E.G.. CARGO AND EQUIPMENT TRANSFER).
3.3.7.1C TOOLS
A SET OE TOOLS SHALL BE PROVIOEH FOR MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF SPACE
STATION AND EXPERIMENT SUPPORT FQUIPMENT.
3.3.7.»| EMERGENCY GENERAL CREW EQUIPMENT
EMERGENCY GENERAL C&EW EQUIPMENT SHALL CONSIST OF PORTABLE LIGHTS AND A
MEDICAL ACCESSORIES (FIRST AID) KIT. THEY SHALL SATISFY THE FOLLOWING
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS.
A. PORTABLE LIGHTS
A TOTAL OF ONE PORTABLE LIGHT PER MODULE EXCEPT THE POWER BOOM SHALL «E
PROVIDED FOR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE OR INSPECTION IN THE EVENT OF POUFR
FAILURE. PORTABLE LIGHTS SHALL BE HAND CARRIED FROM THE CORE OR OTHER
STATION MODULES IF REQUIRED IM THE POWFR BOOM. EACH PORTABLE LIGHT
SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING FLOODLIGHT TYPE DIRECT ILLUMINATION OF IOC
FOOTCANDLES AT A DISTANCE OF jo FEET» AND N'OT LESS THAN 50 FOOTCANDLES
AT THIS SAME DISTANCE AFTER 1 HOURS OF CONTINUOUS OPERATION. EACH PORT-
ABLE LIGHT SHALL HAVE A CARRYING HANDLE AND ACTUATION DEVICE COMPATIBLE
FOR USE WITH A GLOVED HAND (SUITED/PRESSUPI7FD OPERATIONS). CAPABILITY
TO RECHARGE PORTABLE LIGHT BATTERIES SHALL BE PROVIDED.
B. MEDICAL ACCESSORIES KIT
A MEDICAL ACCESSORIES (FIRST A I D ) KIT SHALL BE PROVIDED IN EACH MODULE
EXCEPT IN THE MODULE CONTAINING THE MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA, AND IN THE
POWER MODULE. A FIRST AID KIT SHALL BE HANC CARRIED FROM THE CORE OR
OTHER STATION MODULES WHEN ENTRY TO THE POWER MODULE IS NECESSARY. THE
FIRST AID KITS SHALL BE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING FOR MEDICAL EMERGENCIES.
THE KITS SHALL INCLUDE SUCH ITEMS AS ORAL DRUGS. INJECTABLE DRUGS
DRESSINGS. BANDAGES. AND TOPICAL AGENTS.
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3.3.7.1? RADIATION MEASUREMENT DEVICES
IN ADDITION TO THE PERSONAL RADIATION DOSIMETERS PROVIDED AS
EQUIPMENT AND WORN BY THE CREWMEN* SUITABLE DEVICES SHALL BE PROVIDED
AT SELECTED LOCATIONS WITHIN EACH HABITABLE MODULE* TO MEASURE AMBIENT
R A D I A T I O N LEVELS AS WELL AS CUMULATIVE RADIATION DOSAGE.
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CREW FURNISHINGS
TABLE 3.3.7.13-1 CREW FURNISHING DIMENSION CRITERIA
ITEM
SLEEPING RESTRAINTS/BUNKS
PRIMARY
AUXILIARY
SEATING RESTRAINTS/CHAIRS <•)
WORK SURFACES/TABLES/DESKS
GENERAL STATEROOMS
COMMANDER'S STATEROOM
EXECUTIVE STATEROOM
PRIMARY GALLEY
BACKUP GALLEY
DINING/RECREATION
LAB/MAINT WORK SURFACES
CREW CARE
KNEE SPACE FOR WORK SURFACES/
TABLES/DESKS
NOMINAL DIMENSION
WIDTH
30
28
17
30
36
3fi
02
*?
30
30
ai
22
DEPTH/LENGTH
78
78
'
7
20
1 2U
21
2«
21
a«
2a
2«
22
HEIGHT
17
28
2P
28
36
3'6
28
28
28 -
25
(•) SEAT BACK TO SEATING SURFACE ANGLE - 95 TO 105 DEGREES
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TABLE 3.3.7.11-2 CREW ruRNlSHlNRS QUANTITIES/LOCATIONS
LOCATION
 ; . '.
STATEROOMS
CREW ( a ) ;
COMPANDER
EXECUTIVE
DINING .;
RECREATION
t
PATA ANALYSIS
CONTRCL CENTER
PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PHOTO PROCESS
R I OMED /PHYSICS
MIJMBER ANH TYPE OE FURNISHING
SLEEPING
.RESTRAINT/BUNK
FIXED
i
i
; AUX
T
i
f
;
 SEATING
RESTRAINT/CHAIR
i
u
/ a
ft • .. .
I
i
i
: . * , . - . . - -
WORK SURFACE"/
TABLE/DESK
FIXED
T
i
i
2
1
A IX
1
1 :•
.•
,
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3.3.7.|« RECREATION
A. MASSIVE ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES SMALL BE PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF
MUSIC (E.G.* INTFRCO** TAPE O^C*)* TELEVISION (EITHER TRANSMITTED FROM
GROUNP OR CLOSED-CIRCUIT). ANP MOVIES (PROJECTOR AND STOWARLE MOTION
PICTURE SCREEN ).
B. A SPECIAL TABLE AND STORAG^ SHALL RE PROVIDED FOR PASSIVE RECREATION
TUIO ADDITIONAL SEATS/RESTRAINTS SHALL ALSO RE PROVIDED FOR USE AT THE
PASSIVE RECREATION TABLE. OILING TABLES ANC CHAIRS/RESTRAINTS MAY ALSO
RE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH PASSIVE RECREATION.
C. AT LEAST ONE OBSERVATION WINDOW SMALL *E PROVIDED FOR RECREATIONAL
EARTH OR CELESTIAL VIEWING (MA* HE LOCATED IN O I N I N G AREA). A CAPTIV^-
TYOE LIGHT-TIGHT COVER SHALL RE PROVIDED TO CLOSE-OFF THE WINDOU WHFM
DESIREO. . .
3.3.7. |5 EXERCISE
THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE PROVIDED TO ACCOMMODATE CREW PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
REOUIREMENTS IN A SHIRTSLEEVE ZFPO-G E
A. A BICYCLE ERGOMETER SHALL ^E PROVIDED* AND SHALL BE CAPABLE OE USF
BY A CREWMAN FOR EXERCISE PURPOSES.
v
B. ISOTONIC EXERCISE EQUIPMENT (E.G.t BUN'GEE CORD EXERCISE A°PARATUS )
SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR CREWMAN USE* TO M A I N T A I N MUSCLE TONE AND FOR
GENERAL CREW PHYSICAL CONDI T I OMI MG.
3.i.7.ifi MEDICAL CARE
A. EMERGENCY BIQMEDICAL EQUIPMENT WILL BE PROVIDED AND LOCATED IN EACH
HABITABLE MODULE AND WILL BE READILY ACCESSIBLE TO THE CREW.
C. THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE
OF THE CREW -
I. LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE DEVICES
?. MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICE
3. MOBILE V-RAY UNIT
U. EXAMINATION TABLE (DETAILS- TO BE DETERMINED)
5. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS (DETAILS- TO BE DETERMINED)
R. STERILI7ER
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7. STOWAGE CABINETS
*. MISCELLANEOUS PORTABLE OIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT (DETAILS - TO «E
DETERMINED)
3.3.7. 17 ACOUSTIC NOISE
A. ACOUSTIC NOISE LEVELS SHALL BE MAINTAINED SUCH THAT NO AOVERSE
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL EJECTS WILL BE PRODUCED.
P. NOISE LEVELS SHALL NOT CAU^E OISCCMFORT TO CREWMEN* NOR INTERFERE
WITH COMMUNICATION BETWEEN CREWMEN AT NORMAL VOICE LEVELS UP TO DIS-
TANCES OE |R FEET.
C. CONTINUOUS NOISE LEVELS SHALL NOT EXCEED 5^ DECIBELS IN THE SPEECH
INTERFERENCE LEVEL CSID RANG C (soo TO aaoc HERTZ). 70 DECIBELS AT
FREQUENCIES RELOW SIL* NOR 50 DECIBELS AT FREOUENCIES ABOVE SIL.
D. THE MAXIMUM ACOUSTIC NOISE LEVELS FOR VARIOUS FREQUENCIES* IN R E L A T I O N
TO SPACE STATION FUNCTIONAL APEAS* SHALL RE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE VALUES
SPFCIFIED RY FIGURE 3.3.7.17.
E. VIBRATION
1. VIBRATION EMITTING EQUIPMENT SHALL NOT BE LOCATED IN CREW L I V I N G
AREAS* AND WHERE REQUIRED TN CREW WORK AREAS* SHALL BE SHOCK-MOUNTED*
INSULATED OR OTHERWISE HAPPENED so *S NOT TO ADVERSELY AFFECT CREW
PERFORMANCE.
2. ACCEPTABLE VIBRATION LEVELS (FREQUENCIES AND AMPLITUDES) TBD.
3. WHERE NECESSARY* SEATING AND RESTRAINT DFVlCES SHALL INCORPORATE
PROVISIONS TO ABSORB PERCEPTIBLE VIBRATIONS.
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3.3.7 CREW AND
90
80
LLJ LO
% ri 70
to co
m U ,na: LU 60
Q- Q
Q ' SO
Z _i 3U
O [£ 40
30
20
\
7^Xs
^_
—
37.5
75
^
^>S\
1
150
300
ION SO 7 | - 2 | C - |
S Y S T E M
H A R I T A B I L I T Y
^^^^
* ^_
^ *^^ .
^
--^
^^_
*^**-*.
1
600
1200
*
1
2400
4800
NC-60
NC-50
NC-40
NC-30
l
75 300 1200 4800
150 600 2400 9600
FREQUENCY BAND - HERTZ
NC CURVE
NC-30
NC-40
NC-50
NC-60
APPLICATION
SLEEP/REST AREAS
CONTROL AREAS WHERE COMMUNICATIONS ARE
CRITICAL: AREAS WHERE SOME CONCENTRATION
AND RELAXED COMMUNICATION MAY BE
DESIRABLE (RADIO AND TELEVISION LISTENING)
AREAS WHERE GOOD COMMUNICATION CONDITIONS
ARE NOT ESSENTIAL (SOME DISTRACTION TO EXTERNAL
NOISE CAN BE PERMITTED): INTERNAL NOISE GENERA-
TION DUE TO OTHER ACTIVITIES MAY BE PRESENT:
GENERAL WORK/LIVING AREAS
MAINTENANCE AREAS (SHORT STAY TIME)
FIGURE 3. 3.7.17
SPACE PI V I S I O N NORTH A^ERI
A C O U S T I C NOI
CAN ROCKWELL
SE LEVELS
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3.3.7.1* COMMUNICATIONS
I. TUO-WAY INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SHALL BE P POV I DEO W I T HI N EACH DF
INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS* PR I M A R Y r^LLEY* BACKM"5 GALLEY. D I N I N G
AREA* WFCREATION AREA» PP-RSOMAL HYG IEME, A R E A S * C&FW EXERCISE A R E A *
MEDICAL TKFATMFNT AREA* CREW WORK STATIONS, INTERVOLUME AIRLOCK*
EXPERIMENT AREAS.
2. TWO-MAY HARDLINE AND RE COMMUNICATIONS SMALL RE PROVIDED B
THE PRIMARY OR PACKIIP COMTR^L STATIONS* AIPLOCK* AND BIOMEO CONSOLE
AND CREWMEN PERFORMING IVA/^VA IN PRESSURE SUITS.
?. THE CAPABILITY FOR PRIVATE COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE GROUND SHALL
PROVIDED WITHIN EACH OF THE INDIVIDUAL CREH STATEROOMS.
u. THE CAPABILITY TO RECFIVF SELECTABLE ENTERTAINMENT TYPE AUDIO AMD
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS (MUSIC AND TELEVISION) SHALL BE PROVIDED
SIMULTANEOUSLY WITHIN EACH OF THE INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS.
«;. THE CAPABILITY TO RECE I VF SELEC T ABLE ENTERTAINMENT TYPE AUDIO
COMMUNICATIONS (MUSIC) SHALL' 8E PROVIDED H TH I N THE GALLEY* PRIMARY
DINING AREA AND RECREATION AREA.
B. THE CAPABILITY TO BROADCAST (TIME DELAYED) SELECTABLE EARTH RADIO
AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE RECRE AT ION ARE A .
7. CHANNEL SELECTABLE CCTV SHALL BE A V A I L A B L E FOR PATIENT OR TEST
SUBJECT MONITORING IN ALL AREAS SUPPORTING MEDICAL CARE AND MEDICAL
AND BEHAVIORAL TESTS/EXPERIMENTS.
3.3.7.19 ALARMS AND DISPLAYS
I. AUDIO AND VISUAL ALARM( S ) SHALL BE PROVIDED IN ALL HABITABLE A5FAS.
THE AUDIO ALARMS SHALL BE B°TH TONE AND VCICE WITH THE VOICE ALAW*
DEFINING THE CREW ACTION TO BE TAKEN (E.G.* PRE-PROGRAMMED CREW
ACTIONS). THE VISUAL ALARM(S) SHALL BE OF THE FLASHING LIGHT TYPE AND
SHALL BE USED PRIMARILY TO ALERT THE CREU TO THE PRESENCE OF A
DANGEROUS OR POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS SITUATION.
?. ISS ACCESS DISPLAYS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE COMMANDER«S AND
EXECUTIVE STATEROOMS. THE NATURE OF THE DISPLAYS. AND THE INFORMATION
TO RE DISPLAYED IS TO BE OETERMINED.
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7.?c PERSONAL HYRIENE CRITERIA
i. THE PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITIES SHALL PE DIVIDED EQUALLY BETWEEN
THE TWO PRESSURE VOLUMES ANH SHALL RE LOG ATEO CONVEN I ENTL Y WITH
RESPECT TO STATEROOMS AND WOQK AREAS.
?. EQUIPMENT AND PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR CPEW PERSONAL HYGIENE AND
GROOMING FUNCTIONS SHALL RE PROVIDED ANH SHALL HAVf A HIGH DEGREE OF
CREW PHYSIOLOGICAL ANtl PS YCUOLOG I C AL ACCEPTABILITY. THERE SHALL «E A
M I N I M U M OF ONE PERSONAL HYGTFNE FACILITY IN EACH PRESSURE ISOLATAPLE
VOLUME WITH.T^F. FOLLOUING CAPABILITIES.
(A) ONE GROOMING STATION WITH SINK. HCT ANn COLO WATER M I X I N G
CAPABILITY. TEETH RPUSHIMR CUSPIDOR* SCAP OISPENSERt FACE AND HANDS
UASHlNG. ROOY SPONGING. FTC.
(R) ONE URINAL ( STANOUP )
(C) ONE TOILET WITH IJPINAL (FEMALE ADAPTION COMS I DERAT I ONS )
(0) ONE SHOWER ( INCLUDED IN ONLY ONE CF THE TWO INITIAL STATION
PERSONAL HYGIENE AREAS)
T. EQUIPMENT SHALL RE ARRANGED TO M A X I M I 7 E PERSONAL PRIVACY AND TC
MI N I M I Z E INTERFERENCE BETWEEN MALE/FEMALE CREW MEMREHS USING ADJACENT
EQUIPMENT. SCREENS/nOORS SHALL RE PROVIDED IN FRONT OF THE TOILETS ANT
SHOWER DRESSING AREAS FOR PERSONAL PRIVACY.
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3.3.7.21 ILLUMINATION CRITERIA
FIXTURES* CONTROLS* AND WIRING SHALL RE PROVIDED TO SATISFY AS A VIN
THE LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS (FOOT CANDLES) AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3.3.7.21-1
TARLE 3.3.7.21-1 ILLUMINATION RF.QUI RFMF.NTS (FOOT CANDLES)
AREA
CREW STATEROOMS
CMDR»S/EXEC STATERMS
PRIMARY GALLEY
BACKUP GALLEY
PRIMARY DINING
RECREATION
PERSONAL HYGIENE
LAVATORIES
TOILETS
SHOWERS
EXERCISE
MEDICAL
WORK STATIONS
MAINTENANCE/REPAIR
EXPERIMENT
AISLES* PASSAGEWAYS
OVERHEAD
OIR. DIFFUSED
30
•»o
50
10
VAR TO -»0( 2 )
VAR TO 30( "> )
30
30
SELECTABLE
50 AND ISO
30-50
30-SO
30
SUPPLEMENTARY
LOCAL
DESK 30-50
SUNK 30-SO
DESK 30-SO
BUNK 30-SO
WORK COUNTER SO-70
WORK COUNTER 10-30
EATING SURFACE 30-50
30-50
30-50
30
30
-
WORK COUNTER 50-70
DIFFUSED 500-1000(3)
WORK COUNTERS 50-70
WORK COUNTERS 50-70
EMERG
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
100
DIFFUSE
500( 1 J
10
10
LOW
LEVEL
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
C.5
:o
0.5
0.5
0.5
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NOTES
(M A U X I L I A R Y DIFFUSED ILLUMINATION OF SOO FOOT CANDLES WILL BE P R O V t O E C t
AUTOMATICALLY ACTUATED IN EVENT OF POWER FAILURE.
(?) VARIABLE LIGHTING TC SO FOOT CANDLES MAY RF DESIGNED WITH 0.5 FCOT
CANDLE LOW L I M I T TO PROVIDE NIGHT LIGHT.
(3) DIFFUSED SCO TO 1000 FOOT CANDLE LAMP SHALL BE LOCATED ABOVE THE
EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT BENCH AND BE P1PECTIOMALLY ADJUSTABLE
FOR USE IN MEDICAL ANO DENTAL AREA.
EXTERIOR ILLUMINATION FOR EVA OPERATIONS WILL BE A M I N I M U M OF ? FOOT-
CANDLES ALONG EVA SURFACE PATHS AND 7 FCOTCANQLES AT UQRK STATION
SURFACES.
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ILLUMINATION FIXTURE TYPES AMD LOCATION REQUIREMENTS T.R FUNCTIONAL A«EA
ARE INDICATED IN TABLE 3.3.7.21-2.
TABLE 3.3.7.21-2 ILLUMINATION E I XTUfiE MOUNT INGS
FUNCTIONAL AREA
ILLUMINATION FIXTURE LOCATIONS AND TYPES
SUPPLEMENTARY GENERAL EMERG
A nENERAL STATEROOM
P CMDR/EXEC STATEROOMS
C PRIMARY GALLEY
0 BACKUP GALLEY
E DINING AREA
E RECREATION AREA
G PERSONAL HYGIENE AREA
H CREW EXERCISE AREA
1 MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA
J CREW WORK STATIONS
CONTROL FUNCTIONS
MAINTENANCE/REPAIR
EXPERIMENT AREAS
K STORAGE AREAS
L AISLES* PASSAGEWAYS
BUNK
DFSK
BUNK
DESK/TABLE
WORK COUNTERS
GALLEY EQUIPMENT
WORK COUNTER
TABLE/SURFACE
TABLE/SURFACE
LAVA TORY/GROOM I KG
TOILET* SHOWERS
(MONE )
EX A M I N A T I O N CHAIR
WORK COUNTER
CONSOLES
WORK COUNTERS
WOPK COUNTERS
(NONE )
(NONE )
OVERHEAD DIRECT/
DIFFUSED
ILLUMINATION RFC'D
FOR ALL FUNCTIONAL
AREAS
- PLUS -
LO-LEVEL NITE LITE
TYPE ILLUMINATION
AT 18 TO 2U INCHES
ABOVE FLOOR REO'O
FOR FUNCTIONAL
AREAS
EMERG
ILLUM
ALL
FUNCT
AREAS
3.3.7.?? WINPOW CRITERIA
A. WINDOWS SHALL BE PROVIDED AT THE TWO CONTROL CENTERS* LOCATED TO
PROVIDE THE CREWMAN SEATED AT THE CONTROL CENTER* VISION OF AN
APPROACHING SHUTTLE OR EREE-FLYING MOQULE.
B. A WINDOW SHALL 9E LOCATED IN EACH PRESSURE HATCH OE EACH BERTHING
PORT.
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C. A WINDOW SHALL BE LOCATED TN THE D I NING/KFCREATI ON AREA TO PROVICE
THE CREWMAN EARTH AND CELESTIAL VIEWING.
0. A WINDOW SHALL BE LOCATED TN THE EXTERNAL (FVA) HATCH OF THE I V A / E V A
AIRLOCK. IN ADDITION THE INTFRNAL ( I V A ) HATCH OF THE IVA/EVA AIRLOCK
SHALL ALSO INCLUDE A WINDOW.
E. A WINDOW SHALL BE LOCATED TN THE EXPERIMFNTS A I BLOCK'EXTERNAL HATCH
(EVA) AND'-ALSO INEACH INTERNAL HATCH.
F. ALL OF THE ABOVE WINDOW? SMALL HAVE A IU INCH DIAMETER CLEAR AREA IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE NASA* MSC WINDOW DESIGN. '
G. A a INCH DIAMETER WINDOW SMALL BE LOCATED I« EACH PRESSURE HATCH OF
ALL FLEXPDRTS.
ALL OF THE WINDOW REQUIREMENTS SHALL SATISFY THE REQUIREMENT OF Tt-F
NASA* GUIDELINES AND CONSTPAIMT DOCUMFNT. KSrr)169K RE V IS I ON 7 .
3.3.7.23 SECONDARY PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
THE PASSIVE RECREATION SPECIAL TABLE LOCATED IN THE DINING AREA MAY RE USED
AS A DINING SURFACE FOR TWO CREW MEMBERS.
3.3.7.2« EXPERIMENT PROVISIONS
A. ALL ITEMS FOR CREW CONDITIONING AND CREW OUAL1FI CAT I ON SHALL BE
PROVIDED. IN ADDITION* A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC AND TEST
EQUIPMENT SHALL BE PROVIDED.
B. STORAGE AND REFRIGERATION OF MEDICINES S^ALL BE PROVIDED.
C. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS SHALL BE AVAILABLE FOR USE BY THE MEDICAL
DOCTOR FOR MINOR OPERATIONS ON CREWMEN.
D. THE MAINTENANCE AREA AND EOUIPMENT FOR THE EXPERIMENT OPERATION'S SHALL
BE UTILIZED FOR ALL SPACE STATION MAINTENANCE. .
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?.3.7.?c SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION •
THE TECHNICAL DATA PRESENTED IN THESE PARAGRAPHS DOES NOT CONTAIN DESIGN-TO
REQUIREMENTS* RATHFR THE DATA REFLECTS A CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE TECH-
NICAL PARAMETERS THAT FORM THE CURRENT BASELINE SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION. THE
SUMMATION OF THFSE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THOSE OF THE OTHER six FUNCTIONAL
SUBSYSTEMS FORM THE BASIS FOR CONFIGURATION LAYOUTS. HEIGHT STATEMENTS AND
POWER PROFILES FOR THE MODULAR SPACE STATION SYSTEM.
3.3.7.25.1 MAJOR ASSEMBLIES
A. PERSONAL EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY
THE PERSONAL EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY CONTAINS CLOTHING/LINENS* GROOMING AIDS*
AND PERSONAL DOSIMETERS FOR THE CREW MEMBERS. PROVISIONS FOR STORING THE
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT ARE PROVIDED IN SM-I AND SM-U MODULES. CAPACITY FOR
SIX CREW MEMBERS FOR 120 DAY STAY TIME IS PROVIDED.
B. GENERAL/EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY
THIS ASSEMBLY CONTAINS EQUIPMENT FOR GENERAL AND EMERGENCY USE BY THE
cRrw MEMBERS. THE EQUIPMENT CONSISTS OF A TOOL SET. PORTABLE LIGHTS.
RADIATION DETECTION DEVICES* EMERGENCY 02 MASKS. PGA AND SUPPORT. IVA
UMBILICALS* PLSS/OPS* MOBILITY AIDS AND RESTRAINTS* AND FIRST AIDS KITS.
C. FURNISHINGS ASSEMBLY
THIS ASSEMBLY CONTAINS THE FURNISHINGS USED BY THE CREW MEMBERS WHICH
CAM BE EASILY INSTALLED/REMOVED AND ARE NOT BUILT IN AS PERMANENT FIX-
TURES. THE FURNISHINGS CONSIST QF SLEEPING RESTRAINTS/BUNKS (FIXED AND
STOWAPE)* SEATING RESTRAINTS/CHAIRS* WORK SURFACES/DESKS* WORK SUR-
FACES/TABLES* DINING SURFACE/TABLE* AND SPECIAL SURFACE/TABLE.
D. RECREATION/EXERCISE/CREW CARE ASSEMBLY
THIS ASSEMBLY CONTAINS THE EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO SUPPORT CREW MEMBER
RECREATION. EXERCISE* AND MEDICAL CARE. IT CONSISTS OF PASSIVE RECREA-
TION DEVICES* ERGOMETER/ISOTQMIC EQUIPMENT* MED ICAL/DENTAL DIAGNOSTIC
EQUIPMENT* A PORTABLE X-RAY* MISCELLANEOUS MEDICAL SUPPLIES* PHARMA-
CEUTICAL AGENTS/DRUGS* EXAMINATION/TREATMENT BENCH* STERILIZER* LOWER
BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE DEVICE* MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICE* MEDICAL LIGHT*
DISTILLED WATER CABINET* PRIMARY AND BACKUP SUPPLY CABINETS* SINK AND
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DISPOSAL CABINETRYt ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT STCPAGE WITH COUNTER. ANALYT-
ICAL EQUIPMENT STORAGE CABINET. P R I M A R Y AND BACKUP PHARMACEUTICALS AND
EQUIPMENT STORAGE CABINETS. A^H A SUPPLY CABINFT.
E. FOOD MANAGEMENT ASSEMBLY
THIS ASSEMBLY CONTAINS THE FOOn SUPPLIES AK'C ASSOCIATED STORAGE. PRFPARA-
TION. SERVING AND CLEANUP. INVENTORY CONTROL. AND UTENSILS FOR SIX CREW
MEMBERS FOR i?o DAY STAY TIME. IT CONSISTS CF FOOD. A FREEZER AND REFRIG-
ERATOR. A RESISTANCE AND MICROWAVE OVEN. TWO RFCONSTITUTION DEVJCES. TUC
FOOO SPILLAGE UNITS. AN INVENTORY CONTROL UMT. UTENSILS. AND THREE SKY-
LAB TYPE FOOD WARMER TRAYS.
3.3.7.25.2 WEIGHT. POWER. AND UNIT/LOCATION CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE 3.3.7.25-1 WEIGHT
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
7.0 CREW HABITABILITY
7.1 PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
7.2 GENERAL/EMERGENCY EQUIP
7.3 FURNISHINGS
7. a RECREATION/EXER/CREW CAR?
7.5 FOOD MANAGEMENT
TOTAL
WEIGHT < L B S >
CORE
7.1.1
7.33
POWER
125
125
SK|
l«5
?20
I3W
5C.3
SM2
l«5
88
233
SM3
l<45
160
210
756
1271
SM«
l<45
206
639
990
TOTAL
1138
5fl6
9fl7
flaa
38S5
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SP 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.7 CREW 4ND HARifABILITY
TABLE 3.3.7.?5-? POWER SUMMARY
MAJOR ASSEMBLY
7.0 CREW HABITABILITY
7.1 PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
7.2 GENERAL/EMERGENCY EQUIP
7.3 FURNISHINGS
7.tt RECREATION/EXFR/CREW CARE
7.<5 EOCD MANAGEMENT
TOTAL
POWER (WATTS - .?« HOUR AVG )
CORE POWER SKI SM2
6?
fi2
SM3
«24
42«
SMU
•0(1
10
TOTAL
C
0
0
(i) 10
U«6
use
(1) VJOFST DAY - DAITY P/, T?P
- 112. B VIATTS
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO 71-215-!
MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
3.1.7 CREW AND HABITA«»IL ITY
3.3.7.2F SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES
3.3.7.?F.I CREW HARITARILITY/STR'JCTURAL AND MECHANICAL INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITABILITY SHALL PROVIDE 35 MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE oc SCHEDULED AMP UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND MOUKTlNG PROVISIONS FOR EQUIPMENT
QUANTITIES AND LOCATIONS AS SPECIFIED IN TABLE 3. 3. 7. 25. 3.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE FOR MOUNTING OF MOBILITY AND RESTRAINT DEVICES
THROUGHOUT THE SPACE STATION P£R PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.7.
THF SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL BE DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOOD ARCH-
ITECUTRAL AND DECORATOR PRACTICES IN ORDER TO PROVIDE COMFORTABLE* EFFIC-
IrNT AND ATTRACTIVr LIVING AND 'JQRKING SPACES. THE INTERIOR ARRANGEMENTS
SHALL INSURE CREW COMFORT EFFICIENCY* AND PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
WELL-BEING. :
THE SPACE STATION INTERIOR SHALL BE PARTITIONED INTO BASIC FUNCTIONAL AREAS
INCLUDING INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS* FOOD ANC PREPARATION AND SERVING
AREASt DINING AREAS* PERSONAL HVGIENE AREAS* EXERCISE AREA* MEDICAL TREAT-
MENT AREA* WORK ARFASt STORAGE AREAS* ASILES* AND PASSAGEWAYS.
STRUCTURES SHALL INSTALL ALL EQUIPMENTS SUCH THAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF USE
FOR PUSH-OFF* AND SHALL BE CAPABLE OF REACTING TO CREW IMPACT LOADS ( 300
POUNDS LIMIT APPLIED IN ANY DlRFCTION).
THF CEILING HEIGHT IN GENERAL MOBILITY AREAS CN THE M A I N DECK OF THE
MODULES SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF fl? INCHES.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN SHALL BE SUCH THAT ACOUSTIC NOISE LEVELS SHALL WE MAIN-
TAINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CRITERIA SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.17.
STRUCTURES SHALL PROVIDE INSTALLATION AND SHOCK-MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR
V I B R A T I O N EMITTING EQUIPMENT AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.3.7.17.
3.3.7.26.2 CREW HABITARILITY/ECLSS INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITABILITY SHALL PROVIDE I 1C MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
ECLSS SHALL PROVIDE EQUIPMENT COOLING FOR HEAT LOADS AS SPECIFIED IN
3.3.2. I . 1.1-1 HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.7
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PRELIMINARY PEPFO°MANCE SPECIFICATION .
 : • SD 71-215-1
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.7 CREW AND H A R I T A B I L I T Y
3.3.7.26.3 CREW HARI TAR ILITY/EPS INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITARILITY SHALL PROVIDE 30 MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FO.R
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
EPS SHALL PROVIDE REDUNDANTLY DISTRIBUTED REGl.LATEO |?n/2n« V. OQO HZ* AC
AND <;B VDC (IF REQUIRED) ELECTRICAL °QWER. ThF QUALITY OF THE.POUER SHALL
RE PER MIL-STO-704 EXCEPT FOR THE DC LINE DROP WHICH SHALL BE ?.5 VOLTS
M A X I M U M BETWEEN THE LOADS AND THE REGULATED BUS. WIRE PROTECTION SHALL BE
PROVIDED FOR ALL LOADS CONNECTED TO THE E°S DISTRIBUTION PUSES. WHE"E
APPLICABLE* REDUNDANT DEVICES SHALL BE EMPLOYED. CRITICAL LIFE SUPPORT
LOADS SHALL BE MAINTAINED DUPING EMERGENCIES AFFECTING ELECTRICAL POWER FCQ
A M I N I M U M OF 9R HOURS. EPS SHALL PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER ( ?U HOUR AVF'RAfir
WATTS) AS SPECIFIED (AT THE LOAD BUSES) BELOW -
BUILDUP BUILDUP NORMAL EMERGENCY
SUBSYSTEM STEP I STEP 2 OPERATIONS OPERATIONS
C/H D 0 UBS 0
EPS SHALL PROVIDE INTERIOR LIGHTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH CREW AND HABITA-
BILITY REQUIREMENTS.
EPS SHALL PROVIDE EXTERIOR LIGHTING ALONG EVA SURFACE PATHS ( TpD ) AN'D AT
EVA WORK STATION SURFACES (TRD ) IN ACCORDANCE WITH CREW AND H A B I T A R I L I T Y
REQUIREMENTS. - . . ,
3.3.7.26.a CREW HABI TAB ILITY/G-C INTERFACES .
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITAILITY SHALL PROVIDE 5 MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FC^
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
3.3.7.2B.5 CREW HABI TAR ILITY/RCS INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITABILITY SHALL PROVIDE 5 MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOO
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
3.3.7.26.6 CREW HABI TAB ILITY/ISS INTERFACES
AS A GOAL* CREW/HABITABILITY SHALL PROVIDE 15 MAN HOURS/MONTH AVERAGE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE A STANDARD BI-DIRECTIONAL COMMUNICATION DIGITAL DATA
LINK WITH ALL SUBSYSTEM WHICH SHALL INTERFACE WITH THE SUBSYSTEM THROUGH
SPACE DIVISION NORTH .AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 3.3.7
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPEC IFI CAT I ON SO 7I-2IS-I
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.1.7 CREW AND HABIT A B I L I T Y
STANDARD REMOTE ACQUISITION CONTROL UNIT (RACIM. THE RACU INPUT/OUTPUT
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE SUBSYSTEMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
DATA RUS PATE - UP TO 10 MPPS
RACU MEMORY SIZE - <4 K ( 12 BIT) WORDS
RACU INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS - LOGIC '!«
•LOGIC '0*
INPUT TO RACU FROM SURSVSTFMS
QUANTITY
INPUT RANGE VOC )
INPUT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
SOURCE IMPEDANCE
OUTPUT FROM RACU TO SUBSYSTEM
QUANTITY
OUTPUT TYPE
ANALOG
100/2*
n TO s
SINGLE ENDED
I MEGOHM
I K OHM
3.R + OP - I .2 VCC
a.? ' + OR - 0.02 vn'c
DIGITAL/DISCRETE
28/100
SEE LOGIC LEVEL
SINGLE
I MEGOHM
I K OHM
niGiTAL(PARALLEL ) OIGITAL(SERIAL)
ON/OFF PARALLEL ON/OFF SERIAL
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE TIMING SIGNALS TO THE SUBSYSTEM.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE CENTRALIZED SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL COMMAND/CONT
AND MONITORING BASED ON SUBSYSTEM DATA EVALUATION.
ISS SHALL PROVIDE MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY WHICH CAN OVERRIDE THE
AUTOMATED COMMANDS
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQU IS IT ION» COMMAND GENERATION ANn
DISTRIBUTION* INTERNAL DATA DISSEMINATION? EXTERNAL DATA COMMUN 1C AT I ON t
DATA PROCESSING* AMD DATA STORAGE.
ISS SHALL MAINTAIN A SUBSYSTEM LOGISTICS INVENTORY.
THE ISS SHALL PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFQRMATICN TO CREW HA» I T AB I L I TY .
- ALARMS AND DISPLAYS
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWEH CORPORATION SEC 3.3.7
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PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SO
MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
3.3.7 CREW AND H A R l T A R l L I T Y
AUDIO AND VISUAL ALARMS SHALL RE PROVIPFR IN ALL HABITABLE AREAS.
VISUAL ALARMS SHALL BE USED PRI M A R I L Y TO ALERT THE CREW TO T^F
PRESENCE OF DANGEROUS OR POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS SITUATIONS.
ISS ACCESS DISPLAYS SHALL RE PROVIDED MTHJN THE COMMANDER? STATp_
ROOM.
- COMMUNICATIONS
TWO-WAY INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SHALL BE PROVIDED BETWEEN EACH OF THE
INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS» PRIMARY GALLEY, BACKUP GALLEYt DINING
AREA? RECREATION AREA* PTRSONAL HYGIENE AREAS* CREW EXERCISE AREA*
MEDICAL TREATMENT AREA* CREW WORK STATIONS* INTER-VOLUME AIRLOCK*
AND EXPERIMENT AREAS.
TWO-WAY HARDLINE AND P*" COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY SHALL BE PRO-
VIDED BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND BACKUP CCNTQOL STATIONS AND CREWMEN
PERFORMING EVA IN PRESSURE SUITS. TWO-WAY HARDLINE COMMUNICATIONS
CAPABILITY SHALL BE PROVIDED BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND BACKUP CONTROL
STATIONS AND CREWMEN PERFORMING IVA. THF CAPABILITY FOR P R I V A T E
COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE GROUND SHALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN EACH
OF THE INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEROOMS UNDER STATION OPERATOR CCNTRCL.
THE CAPABILITY TO RECEIVF SELECTABLE ENTERTAINMENT TYPE AUDIO AND
VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS (MUSIC AND TV) SHALL BE °ROVIDED SIMULTANEOUS
WITHIN EACH OF THE INDIVIDUAL CREW STATEPOOMS.
THE CAPABILITY
COMMUNICATIONS
PRIMARY DINING
THE CAPABILITY
AND TELEVISION
AREA.
TO RECEIVF SELECTABLE ENTERTAINMENT TYPE AUDIO
(MUSIC) SHALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE GALLEY*
AREA AND RECREATION AREA.
TO BROADCAST (TIME DELAYED) SELECTABLE EARTH R A D I O
PROGRAMS SHALL BE PROVIDED WITHIN THE RECREATION
AND MEM)
GALLEYS.
AND BEDDING
INVENTORY CONTROL
THE CAPABILITY FOR INVENTORY CONTROL OF FOOD SUPPLIES
PLANNING SHALL BE PROVIDED FOR THE P R I M A R Y AND BACKUP
THE CAPABILITY FOR INVENTORY CONTROL OF CREW CLOTHING
SHALL BE PROVIDED.
3.3.7.2S.7 CREW HAB I TAB IL I TY/CRFUI H A B I T A R I L I T Y INTERFACES
NOT APPLICABLE
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATION SYSTEM
«»0 QUALITV ASSURANCE
U.O DUALITY ASSURANCE
A FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENT IN ACCOMPLISHING OUALITY ASSURANCE IS TO ESTAfi-
LISH A PLAN WHICH WILL ASSURE DELIVERY CF A OLALITY PRODUCT ON COMPLETION
OF THE TEST PROGRAM. QUALITY ASSURANCE DETAILED REQUIREMENTS* MANAGEMENT
APPROACHi AND DUALITY PROGRAM PLAN OESCRITPIQK FOR PHASE C/D ARE CONTAINED
IN SH7l-?25» MSS PROGRAM MASTER PLAN. OUALITY ASSURANCE IS PROVIDED
THROUGHOUT THE TEST PROGRAM AS SHOWN IK FIGURE 0.0-TBY UTILIZING THE HATA
BASE PERFORMANCE DATA THROUGHOUT DOEVELOPMENT TEST. DESIGN PROOF TESTf QUAL
IFICATION TEST. ACCEPTANCE TEST. PRELAUNCH TEST AND PISSION OPERATIONS. BY
ACCESS TO THE HATA BASE. EACH DETAILED OPERATION *»ILL BE ASUREO OF
ANALYSIS. EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF QUALITY ASSURANCE. IN ADDITION
TO UTILIZING THE TEST DATA BASE* QUALITY ASSURANCE '-MLL BE APPLIED IN ALL
PHASES OF MANUFACTURING. DEVELOPMENT TEST. SYSTEMS INSTALLATION AND CHECK-
OUT.
DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS
ANALYSIS
| SPECIFICATIONS
MISSION
OPERATIONS
PRELAUNCH
TEST
ACCEPTANCE
TEST
QUALIFICATIOt
TEST
SUBSYSTEM
PERFORMANCE
DATA BASE
DESIGN
PROOF TEST
DEVELOPMENT
TEST
FIG U.o-l Q U A L I T Y ASSURANCE INTEGRATED PROGRAM
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MODULAR SPACE SjArlON - iNIyUL
«I.O QUALITY ASSURANCE
U.2.I.I ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS SHALL RE REQUIRED TO VFR1FY SYSTEM* EQUIPMENT DESIGN AND PER-
FORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. THE ANALYSIS SHALL INCLUDE VERIFICATION BY
SIMILARITY* BY RESIGN CORRELATION* BY DATA EXTRAPOLATION AND BY COMPUTER
SIMULATION. THE ANALYTICAL RESULTS MAY INDICATE THAT - (A.) BECAUSE OF THE
CONFIDENCE IN THE EXISTING DATA* TESTS NEED NOT BE PERFORMED* OR(B) BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT DATA OR MARGINAL RESULTS ADO IT IONAL ANAL YS IS
SHOULD PE PERFORMED* OR (O BECAUSE OF INCONCLUSIVE DATA OR M A R G I N A L .
RESULTS. SPECIFICALLY DEFINED LTMITED TESTS SHALL BE NECESSARY TO COMPLETE
VERIFICATION. THESE ANALYSES I DENT I FY POSS IBLE HARDWARE WEAROUT
CHARACTERISTICS AND MINIMIZE THF SCOPE OF TESTING REQUIRED AND Y£T FULFILL
THE NECESSARY ELEMENTS TO SUPPORT FL I GHT . WORTH INFSS. .
U.2. I .? TESTING
THE TEST PHILOSOPHY WILL CONSIST OF A SET OF GROUND RULES AND C R I T E R I A
DEVISED TO -
ASSIST IN FORMULATING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AS WELL AS TEST* CHECKOUT
AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS.
EVALUATE TEST REQUIREMENTS.
DEVELOP TEST LOGIC* AND A TEST PROGRAM TO MEET THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
OF LOW COST* FLEXIBILITY* REL T AB IL I TY » LONG LIFE AND SAFETY.
A. DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING
• ALL DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS RESULTING FROM NEW DESIGNS WILL BE
SATISFIED BY EITHER ANALYSIS* DEVELOPMENT TESTS* OR A COMBINATION
OF BOTH.
DEPTH OF DEVELOPMENT TESTING. IN PART, WILL BE DETERMINED BY AN
ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE FAILURE MODES ( FMEA ) ANO THE CAUSE OF THESE
FAILURES (FMEC). THE INITIAL DETERMINATION WILL BE MADE BASED ON
THF CWITICALITY OF THE SUBSYSTEM.
STRUCTURAL TESTING WILL VERIFY A SATISFACTORY DESIGN MARGIN FOR
OPERATIONAL LIMITS.
TESTING OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS WILL BE BASED UPON THE REQUIREMENTS
OF LONG LIFE EXPOSURE TO THE EXTERNAL SPACE ENVIRONMENTS* INTERNAL
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC <I.O
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - INITIAL STATI ON SYSTEM
«.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
U.| GENERAL QUALITY ASSURANCE
THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACF STATION PROGRAM SHALL HAVE A QUALITY
ASSURANCE PROGRAM IN CONSONANCE WITH NH85300.1 (IB) TO VERIFY THAT THE
EQUIPMENT IS CAPABLE OF PERFORMING THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATICN
MISSION. EACH COMPONENT OF EVERY, PROGRAM ELEMENT WILL BE ANALYZED FOR
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS. A OUALIF 1C AT ION M A T R I X WILL BE ESTABL ISHED
FROM THESE REQUIREMENTS.
U.2 TEST
«.?.! PHASE I TEST/VERIFICATION
PHASE I TEST/VFRIFICATION REQUIRES THAT AN OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF ANALYSIS
OR TESTING BE PERFORMED TO VERIFY THAT THE EQUIPMENT IS CAPABLE OF PERFORM-
ING THE SPACE MISSION. THE VERIF1C ATI ON 'PROGRAM FOR ALL EQUIPMENT SHALL
BE ESTABLISHED ACCORDING TO ITS QUALIFICATION ANALYSIS.
METHODS
ANALYSIS(A ) SIMILARITY
(B) DESIGN CORRELATION
(C) MATHEMATICAL( 0 ) COMPUTER PROGRAM
2. TEST DOCUMENTATION
TEST TYPES
A. DEVELOPMENT
B. ACCEPTANCE
c. QUALIFICATION
0. INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
E. MAJOR GROUND
F. PRELAIJNCH CHECKOUT
G. IN ORBIT VER1FICATIOK
H. POST FLIGHT
ALL TEST SEQUENCES SHALL EMPLOY A CENTRAL DATA BANK FOR
SOURCE DATA (TOLERANCES* PROCEDURES* AND HISTORICAL
RECORDS). THIS SAME DATA BANK WILL PROVIDE THE DOCUMENTATION
REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH QUALIFICATION STATUS.
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U.O QUALITY ASSURANCE
SPACE STATION ENVIRONMENT* AND WILL BE AK EXTENSION OF PRESENT
SPACE MATERIALS TESTING PROGRAMS.
OEVELOPMENT TESTING OF SELECTED NEW MATERIALS* COMPONENTS,
BREADBOARD AND PROTOTYPE HARDWARE SHALL BE PERFORMED TO EVALUATE
DESIGN AND MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY AND TC EVALUATE CAPABILITY CF
THE DESIGN TO WITHSTAND EXPOSURE TO SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE
STATION ENVIRONMENTS. . .
B. ACCEPTANCE TESTING
ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF SELECTED FLIGHT OR TEST HARDWARE SHALL BE
PERFORMED IN SUPPORT OF THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION
PROGRAM AND ACCEPTANCE OF PRODUCTION HARDWARE. ACCEPTANCE TESTS SHALL
BE CONDUCTED PRIOR TO TEST OR C/0 TO ASSURE THAT NO MANUFACTURING
DEFECTS NOT READILY DETECTED flY NORMAL INSPECTION TECHNIQUES SHALL BE
PRESENT IN THE FLIGHT OP TEST HARDWARE. THE ACCEPTANCE TESTS ALSO
PROVIDE FAILURE AND OPERATIONAL DATA TO ASSIST IN THE CORRECTION
AND ELIMINATION OF THE CAUSES OF FAILURE. ACCEPTANCE TESTS SHALL BE
INTEGRATED WITH THE MANUFACTURING TESTS AND SHUTTLE LAUNCH SPACE
STATION CHECKOUT AS PART OF A TOTAL PROGRAM TO PROVIDE ASSURANCE THAT
EACH CONTRACT END ITEM SHALL BE CAPABLE CF FULFILLING REQUIRED
ENP USE.
( I ) ACCEPTANCE TEST CRITERIA
THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA SHALL APPLY TO SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR
SPACE STATION COMPONENT ACCEPTANCE TESTING ANO SHALL INCLUDE
FUNCTIONAL TESTS* ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE AS REQUIRED* AND
INSPECTION TECHNIQUES DESIGNED TO DETECT MANUFACTURING DEFECTS
AND HANDLING DAMAGE* TO PROVIDE ASSURANCE THAT NO MAL-
FUNCTION EXISTS PRIOR TO SHIPPING SO THAT HARDWARE
CONFORMS TO THE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION AND OTHER
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA* AND TO ASSURE PROPER EQUIPMENT CALIBRATIONS
OR ALIGNMENTS. THE DEGREE* DURATION* ANO NUMBER OF TESTS SHALL BE
SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE ASSURANCE THAT EACH HARDWARE ITEK POSSESSES
THE REQUIRED QUALITY ANn PERFORMANCE WITHOUT DEGRADATION TO THE
HARDWARE. ACCEPTANCE TESTS SHALL INCLUDE* BUT ARE NOT LIMITED
TO (A) SUCH TESTS* CHECKS* AND INSPECTIONS AS VISUAL E X A M I N A T I O N *
FUNCTIONAL CHECKS AND MEASUREMENTS* (P) NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTS SUCH
AS X-RAY, INFRARED* ULTRASONICS* AND PENETRANT AND RAOIOGRAPHIC
INSPECTION, (C) VIBRATION ANO THERMAL ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS* AND
CO) CALIBRATION OR ALIGNMENT. ACCEPTANCE TEST ENVIRONMENTAL
LEVELS SHALL NOT EXCEED FLIGHT ENVIRONMENTAL LEVELS EXCEPT
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC U.Q
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U.O QUALITY ASSURANCE
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UNDER SPECIFIC CONDITIONS DEFINED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
REOHIRFMENTS.
C. QUALIFICATION TESTING
SPECIAL QUALIFICATION TEST*? THAT HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED FROM THEQUALIFICATION MATRIX SHALL VERIFY THE CAPABILITY OF EACH SUBSYSTEM
TO MEET ITS REQUIREMENTS. ;
1. QUALIFICATION TEST CRITERIA
QUALIFICATION TESTING CRITERIA OF SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE
STATION AS ESTABLISHED BY CRITICALITY SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS -
(A) CATEGORY A EQUIPMENT
TEST TO THE SPECIFIEn-RROUNO AND IK-ORBIT OPERATIONS ENVIRON-
MENTAL DESIGN L I M I T EXTREMES.
(B) CATEGORY B EQUIPMENT
TEST TO THE SPECIFIEH-GROUND AND IN-ORBIT OPERATIONS DESIGN
LIMIT EXTREME.
2. QUALIFICATION TESTING WILL BE ACCOCPLISHEP ON THE HIGHEST
PRACTICAL LEVEL OF ASSEMBLY.
3. QUALIFICATION OF SUBSYSTEMS NOT OPERATING DURING LAUNCH
WILL INCLUDE FUNCTIONAL TESTS AFTER BEING SUBJECTED TO THE
SIMULATED LAUNCH ENVIRONMENT (MUST SURVIVE THE LAUNCH ENVIRON-
MENT* THEN FUNCTION PROPERLY).
u. QUALIFICATION OF IFRU»S TO A SIMULATED LAUNCH "ENVIRONMENT
WILL CONSIDER THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH ENVIRONMENTS.
0. INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST (PHASE II)
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST WILL SIMULATE ALL MISSION PHASES AND ASSURE
THAT NO ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS EXIST. WHEREVER
POSSIBLE* ALTERNATE/REDUNDANT PATH CHECKOUT CAPABILITY WILL BE
UTILIZED WITHOUT DISTURBING THE FLIGHT CONFIGURATION.
E. MAJOR GROUND TEST
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SET
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
U.O QUALITY ASSURANCE
MAJOR GROUND TESTS OF SELECTED EQUIPMENT SHALL BE PERFORMED TO
EVALUATE SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE
STRUCTURAL* DYNAMIC RESPONSE* FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM INTERFACE AND PHYSICAL
SYSTEM INTERFACE IN RELATION TO THE FLIGHT AND LAUNCH A C T I O N t TIPE/
CYCLE LIMITSt AND ENVIRPNMFNTS. *AJOR GROUND TEST V E R I F I C A T I O N SHALL
BE FOR VIRRO-ACOUSTICt PROPULSION* THERMAL VACUUM* STATIC STRUCTURAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM TESTS. UPON EVALUATION OF THE
TEST DATA AND CORRELATION WITH THE SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE
STATION REQUIREMENTS* MAJOR GROUND TESTS SHALL RE ESTABLISHED FOR THE
SPACE STATION INCLUDING APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENTAL LEVELS* DURATIONS
SHUTTLE LAUNCH MODULAR SPACE STATION INCLUDING APPROPRIATE ENVIRON-
MENTAL LEVELS* DURATIONS* AND TEST HARDWARE QUANTITIES-
I. DEVELOPMENT TESTS
BREADBOARD AND DEVELOPMENTAL EMI TEST DATA SHALL BE OBTAINED TO
DETERMINE CORRECTIVE ACTION NECESSARY TO ASSURE ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY OF THE INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION.
?. EQUIPMENT/COMPONENT TEST
THE SPACE -STATION COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM Rr FQUIPMENT SPECTRUM
SIGNATURES SHALL RE ACQUIRED AND OOCUfFMTED. TESTS SHALL IN'CLUDF
TRANSMITTERS AND THE DETERMINATION OF SUSCEPTISI Li TV CHARACTERIS-
TICS OF EACH MAJOR SPACE STATION RECEIVER.
F. PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT
PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT SHALL BF PERFORMED TO OEMONSTRATE THAT ALL
SUBSYSTEMS ARE IM A STATE OF OPERATIONAL READINESS AND ARE
WITHIN OPERATIONAL LIMITS.
G. ,IN ORBIT VERIFICATION
ALL MEASUREMENTS STOREO IN THE DATA BANK FROM IN ORBIT FLIGHT
WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF F A I L U R E
ANP VALIDATE IN FLIGHT REPLACEABLE UNITS ACCEPTANCE OR COMPONENT
TEST PROVISIONS.
H. POST FLIGHT
ALL IN FLIGHT REPLACEABLE UNITS WHICH HAVE BEEN RETURNED WILL BE
AVAILABLE FOR ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE BEST MODES OF OPERATION AND
PART MALFUNCTION AND WEAR.
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC H.Q
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MODULAR SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
5.0 PREPARATION AND DELIVERY
5.0 PREPARATION AND DELIVERY
THREF BASIC MODULE CONFIGURATIONS ARE EMPLOYEC IN THE MSS PROGRAM. COKE
nOOULEt STATION MODULE AND POWE& MODULE. EACH RASIC MODULE CONFIGURATION
PRESENTS SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATICN AND DELIVERY AS OUTLINEO
RELOW.
1.I CORE MODULE
5.1.1 TRIAL ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
THE CORF MODULE FINAL ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT OPERATIONS AWE CONDUCTED AT
MANUFACTURING SITE WITH THE LONGITUDINAL AXIS IN THE VERTICAL POSITION AND
THF FLOORS (BULKHEADS) IN A TRANSVERSE ORIENTATION FOR COMPATIRILITY
WITH THF I G ENVIRONMENT. '
5.l.*> PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1.?.I FLUID LINES AND ACCUMULATORS
ALL FLUID LINES AND ACCUMULATORS WILL RE DRAINED AND PURGED WITH DRY
NITROGEN. TEADFACE VALVES AT,EACH OF THE 10 COCKING PORTS WILL RE
CLOSED. EACH LINE WILL RE FlLLFD UITH DRY NITROGEN TO A POSITIVE GAUGE
PRESSURE.
5.1.2.2 ELECTRICAL CARLES» RUSSFS AND CONTROL PANELS.
PLACE ALL SWITCHES IN OFF OR NORMAL POSITION. PLACE DEAOFACE SWITCHES AT
EACH OF THE 10 DOCKING/BERTHING PORTS IN THE CLOSED POSITION. REMOVE
RATTERIES FOR SEPARATE SHIPMENT.
5.1.2.3 INSTALL SHIPPING SUPPORTS
INSTALL SHIPPING SUPPORTS AS REOlJIRED FOR EACH ITEM OF EQUIPMENT.
SHIPPING SUPPORTS WILL PROVIDE FOR EQUIPMENT STABILITY WITH THE MOOL'LE
LONGITUDINAL AXIS PARALLEL TO THE GROUND PLANF UNDER NORMAL GROUND ANr
AIR TRANSPORT LOAD CONDITIONS.
5.I.?.a INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS
RETRACT RCS QUAost INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS ON ALL OPTICAL DEVICES OR
PORTS» INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS ON EACH OF |0 DOCKING/BERTHING PORTS.
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5.0 PREPARATION AN[j DELIVERY
5.!.?.5 INSTALL MODULE ON TRANSPORTER
POSITION COPE MODULE ON TRANSPORTER AND SECURE EOS SHIPMENT.
5.2 STATION MODULE
5.2.1 FINAL ASSEMBLY AND CMECKO"T
THE STATION MODULE EINAL ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT OPERATIONS ARE CONDUCTED AT
THE MANUFACTURING SITE WITH THE LONGITUDINAL A X I S IN THE HORIZONTAL
POSITION AND THE FLOORS PARALLEL TO THE GROUND PLANE FOP COMPATlRLITY
WITH |G ENVIRONMENT.
5.2...2 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY .
5.2.2.1 FLUID LINES AND ACCUMULATORS
ALL FLUID LINES AND ACCUMULATORS WILL »E TRAINED AND PURGED WITH DRY
NITROGEN. HEAOEACE VALVES AT EACH OF THE TWO DOCKING/BERTHING PORTS UILL
PE CLOSED. EACH LINE WILL BE FILLED WITH DRY NITROGEN TO .A POSITIVE GAUGE
PRESSURE.
5.2.2.2 ELECTRICAL CABLES* BUSSES AND CONTROL PANEL
PLACE ALL SWITCHES IN OFF OR NORMAL POSITION. PLACE DEADEACE SWITCHES
AT EACH DOCKING/BERTHING PORT IN THE CLOSED POSITION.
5.2.2.3 INSTALL SHIPPING SUPPORTS
INSTALL SHIPPING SUPPORTS AS REQUIRED. SHIPPING SUPPORTS WILL PROVIDE FCR
EQUIPMENT STABILITY WITH THE MODULE FLOORS PARALLEL TO THE GROUND PLANE
UNDER NORMAL GROUND AND AIR TRANSPORT LOAD CONDITIONS.
5.2.2.U INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS
INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS-ON ALL PORTS* WINDOWS* AND DOCKING/BERTHING PORTS.
5.2.2.5 INSTALL MODULE ON TRANSPORTER
POSITION STATION MODULE ON TRANSPORTER AND SECURE FOR SHIPMENT.
5.3 POWER MODULE
5.3.1 FINAL ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
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MOOULAP SPACE STATION - I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
5.0 pREPARA TION AND DELIVERY
THE POWER MODULE FINAL ASSEMBLY ANn CHECKOUT CREMATIONS ARE CONDUCTED AT
THE MANUFACTURING SITE WITH THE LONGITUDINAL AXIS IN THE VERTICAL POSITION
AND THE BULKHEADS IN A TRANSVERSE ORIENTATION 1 FOP COMPATIBILITY WITH TM£
IG ENVIRONMENT.
5. 3.? PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5. 3.?. I FLUID LINES ANn ACCUMULATORS
ALL FLUID LINES ANP ACCUMULATORS WILL BE DRAINED AND PURGED WITH DRY
NITROGEN. DEADFACE VALVES AT THE DOCK I NG /BERTH I NG PORT WILL BE CLOSED.
LINE WILL RE FILLED WITH n°Y NITROGEN TO A POSITIVE GAUGE PRESSURE.
5.3.?.;? ELECTRICAL CALBES* BUSSFS AND CONTROL PANELS
ALL SWITCHES WILL BE PLACED IN THE OFF OR NORMAL POSITIONS. DEAQFACE
SWITCHES AT THE DOCK I NG /BFRTHI NG PORT WILL BE PLACED IN THE CLOSED
POSITION.
5.3. 2. 3 INSTALL SHIPPING SUPPORTS
INSTALL SHIPPING SUPPORTS AS REOUIRED FOR EACH ITEM OF EQUIPMENT.
SHIPPING SUPPORTS WILL PROVIDE FOR EQUIPMENT STABILITY WITH THE MODULE
LONGITUDINAL AXIS PARALLEL TO TME GROUND °LANE UNQER NORMAL GROUND ANp Alfi
TRANSPORT LOADS.
5. 3.?. a INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS
INSTALL SHIPPING COVERS ON ALL °ORTSf HATCHES AND THE BERTHING PORT.
5. 3..?. 5 INSTALL MODULE ON TRANSPORTER
POSITION POWER MODULE ON TRANSPORTER AND SECURE FOR SHIPMENT.
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R.n NOTES
NOT APPLICARLE *T THIS
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10.0 APPENDICES - NATURAL ENVIRONMENT MODEL
10.1 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
TABLE OF CONTENTS
1.0 GROUND ENVIRONMENT
1.1 TEMPERATURE
1.2 PRESSURE
1.3 HUMIDITY
1.4 SUNSHINE
1.5 R A I N
1.6 SAND AND DUST
1.7 FUNGUS
1.8 SALT SPRAY
1.9 OZONE
1.10 GROUND WINDS
1.11 HAIL
1.12 LIGHTNING
2.0 OPRITAL ENVIRONMENT
2.1 ATMOSPHERE
2.2 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
2.3 RADIATI O N ENVIRONMENT
2.4 METEOROID ENVIRONMENT
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MODULAR SPACE STATION _ I N I T I A L STATION SYSTEM
10.0 APPENDICES - NATURAL ENVIRONMENT MODEL
THIS MODEL DESCRIBES THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA EFFECTING SPACE
S T A T I O N DESIGN RASED OM THE FOLLOWING F IJNTAMENTAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.
1. CA°ABLE OF OPERATION IN ORBITS FROM 24Q TO 27n N* WITH INCLINATION
CF 55.0 DEGREES.
2. A MINIMUM OPERATIONAL LIFE OF TEN YEARS.
3. OPERATIONAL USE IN THE i^fli - ISQI APPROXIMATF TIME DERIOD
4. LAUNCH FROM KENNEDY SPACE CENTER IN * SHUTTLE VEHICLE.
FOR CONVENIENCE, THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS EXPECTED DURING SPACE STATION
OPERATIONS ARE PRESENTED IN CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE AS FOLLOWS- < i ..())' GROUND
OPERATI9NS, AND (2.0 > ORBITAL OPERATIONS.
1.0 GROUND ENVIRONMENT
1.1 TEMPERATURE (AIR) -15F ft + 115F
1.2 PRESSURE 1050 MM. '(IS. 2 PS1A) M A x I M U M TO 9f)0 ^B.
» 13. 1 *• S I A 5 MINIUM
1.3 H U M I D I T Y (, ro mo PERCENT R E L A T I V E H U M I D I T Y
1.4 SUNSHINE SOLAW P A H l A T I O N Or 3^ )0 MTU / SU-F T /HR f 09
SIX HOIRS PFR CAY
1.5 PAIN DP TO P.6 INCH PER HOUR FOR 1? HOURS:
?.•) INfHES PE& HOUR FH^ ONE HOUR
1.^ SANU AND DUST AS ENCOUNTERED IN OCEA^ BEACH AREAS.
EOUIVAIENT TO 140-MfSH SH.ICA FLOUR WITH
PARTICLE VELOCITY UP TD f>oo F T / M I N AND A
DENSITY OF 0.25 GM/CU-FT.
1.7 FUNGUS AS EXPERIENCED IN FLORIDA CLIMATE.
M A T E R I A L S WILL NOT BE JSEH WHICH WILL
SUPPORT OR RE D A M A G E D 9Y FUNGI.
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10.0 APPENDICES - NATURAL FNvlRONMrNj MOHEL
.S SALT
1.0 OZONE
1.10 GROUND WINDS
1.11 LIGHTNING
SALT ATMOSPHERE AS ENCOUNTERED IN
COASTA1 AREAS, THE EFFECT. OF WHICH IS
SIMULATED BY EXPOSURE TO A 5» SALT
SOLUTION RY WEIGHT FOR 48 HOURS.
FIVE YEARS EXPOSURE, INCLUDING 120 HCURS
AT (\.5 PPM, SIX MONTHS AT Q.25 PPM, AND
THE REMAINDER AT 0.05 '3PM.
THE MOTULES WILL BE EXPOSED TO THE
ATMOSPHERE OURING GROUMD HANDLING
OPERATIONS. THE WIND SPEEDS. F.OR
STRUCTURAL LOADING CONSIDERATIONS
ARE TO BE DETERMINED.
THE FOLLOWING CONDITION APPLIES TO SPACE
STATION ONLY'WHILE MATED TO THE LAUNCH
VEHICLE AT KSC- A LIGHTNING CURRENT
SURGE WHICH REACHES A PEAK OF 100,000
AMPFRES AT 10 MICROSECONDS AND DROPS FO
50,000 AMPERES AT 20 MICROSECONDS.
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APPENDICES - NATURAL ENVIRONMENT MODEL
2.0 ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT
2.1 ATMOSPHERE
FOR MANY SPACE STATION STUDIES, THE AVERAGE STATIC UPPER ATMOSPHERE
MODEL DESCRIBED IN THE KSC REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE (NASA TM-x-53i39>
WILL BE SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE AND MAY RE EMPLOYED. HOWEVER, SUCH
DECISIONS WILL RETIRE NASA CONCURRENCE. FOR SPACE STATION STUDIES
THAT ARE SENSITIVE TO SMALL OR SHCRT-TERM FLUCTUATIONS IN
, ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY, THE PROPERTIES SUMMARIZED IN THE FOLLOWING
TABLES, WHICH ARE PARSED ON THE .M'SFC MODIFIED JACCHIA MODEL
ATMOSPHERE, MAY BE USED WITH SUFFICIENT ACCURACY FOR MOST CASES.
NOMINAL CONDITIONS ARE SUMMARI7ED IN TABLE 2.1-1 AND ARE
BASED ON NOMINAL PREDICTIONS OF SCLAR FLUX AND GEOMAGNETIC A C T I V I T Y
INDEX. THE LOCAL TIME OF DAY is TAKEN AS 0900 HOURS TO OBTAIN THE
MEAN OPPITAL CONDITIONS. (DAILY M A X I M A VALUES OCCUR AT 1400
AND MINIMUM AT 0400 HOURS.)
TABLE 2.1-1
' PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
DATE - JANUARY 1, 1981 GM TIME 0900
ALT
( NM )
240
250
260
270
DENSITY
3
(GM/CM )
1.1530E-15
6.2991E-1*
6.Q111E-16
4.38Q6E-lfc
TEMP
f DEG K)
950.5
95Q.5
950.5
950.5
PRESSURE
2
(DYNE/CM )
5.8871E-0*
4.332QE-06
3.2154E-06
2.4137E-06
VOLE. WT.
( UNITLESS )
15.5
15.1
14.8
14.3
DESIGN (TWO SIGMA) CONDITIONS ARE PRESENTED TN TABLE
LOCAL TIME OF DAY WAS TAKEN TO BE 1400 HOURS TO CgTA
ORBITAL VALUES. DATA PRESENTED IN TABLES 2.1-3 AND 4
TO SPACE STATION STUDIES THAT ARE SENSITIVE TO SHORT
IONS IN THE GEOMAGNETIC INDEX (USUALLY LASTING FOR S
HOURS). THE PROPERTIES ARE BASED ON PREDICTED TWO SI
VALUES, A LOCAL TIME OF 1400 HOURS, AND A GEOMAGNETI
AND 400. (THE DATA IN TABLE 2.1-4 REPRESENT AN ESTI
OF PROPERTIES THAT WOULD OCCUR FOR A SHORT TIME DURI
LARGE GEOMAGNETIC STORM.)
2.1-2. THE
IN THE M A X I M U M
ARE APPLICABLE
-TERM FLUCTUAT-
ix TO EIGHT
GMA SOLAR FLUX
C INDEX OF 200
MATE
NG AN EXTREMELY
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TABLE 2.1*2
°REDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
D A T E - JANUARY 1, 1981 RM T IME 1400
ALT
( NM)
240
250
26Q
270
D E N S I T Y
3
( G M / C M )
4.4644E-15
3.4450E-15
2.6741E-15
2.Q869E-15
TEMP
(PEG K )
1324.0
1324.2
1324.3
1324.4
PRESSURE
2
( D Y N E / C M )
2 .8846E-05
2.2623E-05
1.7822E-05
1.4125E-05
MOL. WT .
(UNMLESS )
17.0
16.8
16. 5
16.3
TABLE 2.1-3
PREDICTEO ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH AP*200
DATE - JANUARY 1, 1981 GM T.tMp 1400
ALT
(NM )
240
250
260
270
DENSITY
3
(GM/CM )
6.5263E-1'5
5.1526E-15
4.Q911E-15
3.2652E-15
TEMP
(PEG K)
1511.0
1511.7
1512.1
1512.4
PRESSURE
2
(DYNE/CM )
, 4.6577E-05
3.7378E-05
3.0135E-05
2.4401E-05
MOL. WT.
(UNITLESS )
- 17.6
17.3
, 17.1
16.8
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TARLE 2.1-4
PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWC SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH
DATE - JANUARY 1
ALT
( NM>
24Q
250
260
270
DENSITY
3
(GM/C* )
8.5.340E-1'5
6.9124E-1'?
5.'5954E-115
4.55lftE-l"5
1* lQ«l
TEMP
(PEG K)
^1?06.<>
1 7 1 ft . 5
1709.7
17Q0.5
RM TIMF 1400
PRESSURE
2
(DYNE/CM )
6.73?3E-0'5
5-5118E-OS
4.5310E-0->
3.73<55E-0^
POL. WT.
(UNlTLESS )
lfl.1
17.*
17.6
17.1
2.2 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
SOLAR FLUX = 429 " TU/SQ-FT/HOIJR (ALL WA V E LENGTHS)
EARTH EMISSION * 73 PTU/SO-FT/HOLIR (EXCLUDING REFLECTION)
EARTH AVERAGE ALREHO . 0.40 (VISUAL
EARTH AVERAGE TOTAL ALBEDO = o.so
SPACE SINK TEMPERATURE » ZERO DEGREES
MOON EMISSION-
LOCAL ON SUNLIT PORTION * (i-A)*2Q COS(P) PTU/S3-FT/HOIJR
WHERE- A = ALPFDG
B = ANRLF FROM SUBSOLAR POINT
ANT1SOLAR = 2.2 BTD/CQ-FT/HOUR
MOON AVERAGE NORMAL ALBEDO a 0.07T '
2.3 R A D I A T I O N ENVIRONMENT
THE NATURAL R A D I A T I O N ENVIRONMENT IS DERIVED EROM THPEE PRIMARY
CONTRIBUTORS- (A) EARTH'S TRAPPED R A D I A T I O N (PPOTDN AND ELECTRON
FLUXES). (B) GALACTIC COSMIC R A D I A T I O N , AND <C> SDLAR FLARE
EAPTH TRAPPED RADIATION- THE LEVELS OF EARTH TRAPPED RADIATION ARE
DEPENDENT ON OPBITAI ALTITUDE AND INCLINATION BECAUSE OF THE
CONTOUR OF THE VAN ALLEN BELTS. AND ARE PARTICULARLY INFLUENCED BY
PASSAGE THROUGH A PFHION OF RELATIVELY HIGH FLUX REFERRED TO AS THE
•SOUTH A T L A N T I C ANOMALY.' Ol FFEREN'T I AL ENERGY SPECTRA FOR PROTON
AND ELECTRON R A D I A T I O N ARE PRESENTED IN FIGURES 2.3-1 AND -2.
RESPECTIVELY. DATA ARE PRESENTED FOR TWO TYPICAL ORBITS (200 NP ,
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9Q DEGREE INCLINATION AND ?55 NM, 55 DrGREE INCLINATION). THE
RATE AT SKIN SURFACE IS PLOTTED IK FIGURE 2.3-3. THE DEPTH DCSE
RATE <5 CM) IS PLOTTED IN FIGURE ?.3-4. FIGURES ?.3-3 AND -4 RE-
PRESENTS THE M A X I M U M NOMINAL DOSE RATE FOR THE RAMGE OF ORBITAL
ALTITUDES AND INCLINATIONS TO BE rONSIOERFO. THE PLOTTED CURVES
REPRESENT NOMINAL VALUES* MULTIPLYING FACTOR? TO DflTAlN 10 PERCENT
AND i PERCENT PRORARILITY DESIGN VALUES ARE ALSO LISTED ON THESE
FIGURES. A CYLINDRICAL SHELL WITH HEAVY ENDS is ASSUMED AS THE
SHIELDING MODEL.
GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION- GALACTIC COSMIC R A D I A T I O N LEVELS ARE A
FUNCTION OF SOLAR ACTIVITY AND ORP1TAL INCLINATION. NOMINAL R A D I A T -
ION DOSE RATES FOR THE 255 N. MILF 55 DEGREE INCLINATION IS LISTED
IN TABLE 0.;-i BET.DW. PECAUSE OF THE EXTREME PENETRATING POWER OF
THIS TYPE OF RADIATION, THE INFLUENCE OF SHIELD THICKNESS is NOT
SIGNIFICANT OVER A PRACTICAL DESIGN RANGE AND THE SKIN AMD DEPTH
DOSES ABE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME.
TARLF 2.3-1
GALACTIC COSMIC W A D I A T I C N DOSE RATES (REM/PAY)
LOW EARTH ORFUT ( :?55 NM )
55 TEG.
SOLAR M I N I M U M n.OPfi
SOLAR M A X I M U M O.OT5
SOLA* TLARE R A D I A T I O N - R A D I A T I O N LEVELS in-r TO SCLAR ri/\^is wiu it
NEGLIGIBLE FOR LOU I N C L I N A T I O N ORFITS (Lir^. THAN 41* ^tc.-KLLa^
BECAUSE OF THFT SH I F I H 1 NG " EFFECT OF THE ' K AR TH • S M* ^ \'E TC SPHE RE .
HOWEVER* SOLAR F L A R E RADIATION CAN RE VERY S I G N I F I C A N T F07 MIGHf. R
INCLINATION EARTH ORPITS AND GEOSYNCHRONOUS, OR L'.JMA^ O^^IT
MISSIONS. DESIGN SOLAR FLARE R A D I A T I O N FLUX AND' POSE RATE VS.
SHIELDING DENSITY nA*A GIVEN IN FOLLOWING cE rTIOKS ARE TAKEN F R C M
TMX-538^5, 'NATURAL ENVIRONMENT C R I T E R I A FOR TUT NASA SPACE S T A T I O N
PROGRAM*.
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105-
4
CN
J io4
CO
z
oI—
o
Qi
Q.
102
10
255 N Ml 55*fNCL
200 N Ml 90° INCL
10 100 1000
ELECTRON ENERGY (MeV)
FIGURE 2.3-1 PROTON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY S P E C T R A
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Ii/»
z
o
Qi
u
LU
<
I—
255 N Ml, 55° INCL
200 NMI, 90° I NCL
2 3 4 5
ELECTRON ENERGY (MeV)
FIGURE 2.3-2 ELECTRON DIFFERENT IAL ENERGY S P E C T R A
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DESCRIBES — fHE NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL CR | TEP | A -»€€ —
N DESIGN RASED OM THE FOLLOWING FUNPAMENTAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS.
A°ABLE OF OPERATION IN ORBITS FROM ?40 TO 27n N» WITH INCLINATION j
55.0 DEGREES. 1
NIMUM OPERATIONAL LIFE OF TEN YEJRS. j
USE IN THE l^fll - 1991 APPROXIMATE TIME °ERIOD
AUNCH FRiyvKENNEDY SPACE CENTER IN * SHUTTLE VEHICLE.
FVENIENCE, THE irrrwifi^iENViRONMENTs EXPECTED DURING SPACE STATION |
I9NS ARE III I II II II II I'lli'illillll ill I i ill SEQUENCE AS fittClitHAft- < 1 . 0 > GROUND
AND ( 2 . 0 > HUM I I III ill I II ii I |MH 55=
OUND ENVIRONMENT
TEMPERATURE ( A I R ) -15F
PRESSURE DOSE UNCERTAMW1}AC?OISS'2 p<^'
< 1 3 . 1 I S I A V M 11-M M' I •
TO 90o
SUNSHINE
P A I N
SAND AND DUST
PROBABILITY
 f
50%
10%
1%
SOL »W P
HOI
n
1.23
M T R E L A T I V E
N Or J*>0 RTD/SO-FT/HR ff
C A Y
PEP HOD;? FOR 1?-HOURS:
2.r> INCHES PER HOUR FOR ONE HOUR
AS ENCOUNTERED IN OCEAN BEACH AREAS,
EQUIVALENT.'TO 140-MFSH SH.ICA FLOUR WI
PARTICLE VELOCITY UP TD !>00 FT/MIN ANT
DENSITY OF 0.^5
TH
lJ? FUNGUS 5 AS EXPERIENCED) IN F L O R I D A C L I M A T E . 15
M A T F R J / 1 L S . W I L L NOT RE JSFO W H I C H W I L L
5USFACE DENSITY (GM/ftJM^OR)AI«MINfUM)5fD 9Y FUNGI.
F I G U R E AT S
E Drf>'v £s VON^NORTH -s •3iCClfil1
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I
to
o
Q
1.0
0.01
0.001
DOSE UNCERTAINTY FACTORS
PROBABILITY
50%
10%
1%
FACTOR
1.0
1.13
1.23
255 N Ml> 55° INCLINATION
MSC
DATA
I
1 2 5 1 0 1 5
SURFACE DENSITY (GM/CM2 OF ALUMINUM)
FIGURE 2.3-4 DEPTH DOSE RATE - EARTH TRAPPED R A D I A T I O N
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THE EREE SPACE SOLAR P.ARTlnLE EvE*T ENVIRONMENT TO RE USED IN
SPACECRAFT DESIGN IS AS FOLLOWS-
.• 11 -1.? '•:
7.25 X 10 T ; 1 MEV < T < ^ 10 MEV
11 -P(T )/67
3.54 X 10 E • 10 PEV < T < 30PROTONS N < > T )
P 11 -P(T)/7?
2.64 X 10 E ; T > 30 MEv
N < > T ) ; T < 30 MEV
P
ALPHAS N <>T ) « 12 -2.14
A 7.07 X 10 T ! T>30 MEV
WHERE
! 2
N (>T)= INTEGRAL FLUX - PROTONS/CM
p .
. - •- "' ' 2
N , <>T V • • • * • INTEGRAL FLUX - ALPHAS/CM
A
T = PARTICLE KINETIC ENERGY - MEV
p < T > = PARTICLE MAGNETIC RIGIDITY - MV
2
P( T ) « , / T(T * 2 M C )
0
II
E
z * PARTICLE CHARGE IN UNITS OF ELECTRON CHARGE
E CZ » 1 FOR PROTONS* Z a 2 FOR ALPHAS)
E E
2 ?
M C = PARTICLE REST MASS ENERGY (M C « 938 MEV FOR
0 0
PROTONS, 3728 MEV FCR ALPHA PARTICLES)
SKIN AND DEPTH RADIATION DOSES FOR THE DESIGN ORBIT AS A FUNCTION
OF SHIELDING DENSITY ARE PLOTTED IN FIOURE 2.3-5. THESE CURVES ARE
BASED ON THE FREE SPACE RADIATION FLUX DEFINED ABOVE ,AND ACCOUNT
FOR INTERACTION WITH THE EARTH'S MAGNET IC FI ELD.
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10,000
1,000
100
to •
o
Q
Z
O
< 10
1.0
0.1
ORBITAL PARAMETERS
255-285 N Ml ALTITUDE
50° -57° INCLINATION
CURVE
5,6
^. ^ SKIN DOSE (0.1 MM)
DEPTH DOSE (5.0 CM)
5 7 9 11
SURFACE DENSITY (GM/CM2 OF ALUMINUM)
13 15
FIGURE 2.3-5 RADIATION DOSE-SOLAR PARTICLE EVENT VS CYLINDER WALL THICKN'ESS
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2.4 METEOROID ENV]
P RFDlc TEn A TMnSPHERIc GftS
TO RE DEPENDENT ON TIMF OF THF YFaR RFPAUSF OF SFiSONA.1 INFLUENCES
a AND
FRM
EPORT
?50
?60
I S S I O N S .
HAS 3BEE^
5.SQ54E-15
T UC15B 1V«L-Q(5I
MET
E)0
AND SUMf
l70flKBTE|ORgam
1 7 0 9 . 7
AG3E.
V A R l A T i n K
IN R A S ! C 2 D A f
W I T * .
<; CAM or
S I G N I N F O R M
.5 QtflWCtfl F
LE 3.177.656
17.6
D P«RT.reL
T<!7R 1QIIT 1
FOR LONG.
ERAGED TO OBTAIN
PURPOSES. THIS
IN NASA
ATiON BELOW -
OR ALL
VELOCITY IS
ON AS GIVEN
2.2
IN FIGURE P.'4-1.
- AVERAGE ANNUAL CUMULATIVE
MASS MODEL IN LOGARITHMIC
S O L A R Fl.UX = 42v DTli/SQ-ffETSfhf01.EFEII ^L/LTi
E A R T H E M I S S I O N . «•. 73 P TU /SO-FT /HDUR * EXCLUDING
E A R T H AVE-R&GE ALR f fPO > 0 .40 ( V I S U A L «?A**GE>
E A R T H A*"ERA$'fi;< Tt)OTALLQrfLfifCDO« =- 01AA57 - 1.213 LOG
SPACE SINK T E M P E R A T U R E » T Z F R O DEGREES
MOON EMIS-SH2DN- -ft
SPORADIC FLU* »
PLOT FORM Is
FOLLOWS;
> .
M
(LOG M)
W H E R E - A = A L P F P C T
WHERE B = ANGLF FROM SUBSOLAR P03»lT
ANTISOLNiR = ^^^ffl^lO*?rP^fR^r/I<nlB?S/METER /SEC
MOON A V T T R A G E N O R M A L ALBEDO = 0.07?
2.3 RAD I ATIMJN € WVAI$«) NkE NRfR A M S
OF MASS M OR G R E A T E R
C O N T R I R U T O R S - < A > E A R T H ' S TRAPPED RAD1AT1C** »K*»Off3iM A W O ELECTRON
FfLO-ft EfiA«T H RDJE f?m.US:TTMQ: KWB M3H3 BWTlIlW lEW F^. OSPSJ. I C > S 9L »» FL AKE E V E N T S .
GfHE
DEPENDENT ON O P R I T A ! ALTITBJDE AND INCLINATION BErAIISF OF fM£
CONTOUR OF THE VAN A L L E N BELTS, AND ARE PART laJL^^LY I MFLifl£»J£iE D BY
P A S S A G E THROUGH A RFGIONO/>T3»EL AT IVELY M1GM .FLU* ^FFf !RlffEHJ fffl rfS THE
• S O U T H GJTLANTIC OiMTfrftL*(r.-'--l>H'FERENITlAL ENERGY SPFCTIRA FCB (PROTON
AND ELEfTTRON R A D I A T I O N ARE? PRESENTED IN FIGURES 2.3-1 ' AMO> -2,
R E S P E C T I V E L Y . D A T A ARE PRESENTED FOR T«O TVP1CAI 0WW1IS »:200 NM,
roiiwiKSiri>N ^NWJT1 f^
ITOACGE OJIM
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WHERE
R = DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF EA&TH TO OSglT ALTITUDE
IN UNITS OF EARTH'S RADIUS
THE BODY SHIELDING FACTOR FOR RANpOMLY ORIENTED SPACECRAFT <K ) IS
DETERMINED B* THE FOLLOWING PROcETURE - S
SHIELDED FLUX i » COSINE THETA
K = ,- « — .
S UNSHIELDED FLUX 2
WHERE
R
SINE THETA -
R * H
R « RADIUS OF SHIELDING BODY
H « ALTITUDE ABOVE SURFACE
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U
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CO
LL.
O
I—
z
o
Q_
Q
01
o
U-
CO
<
CO
o
AVERAGE VELOCITY = 20 KM/SEC
20 30 40 50 60 70
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY VELOCITY (KM/SEC)
EIGUPE 2.4-1 V E L O C I T Y P R O B A B I L I T Y D ISTRIBUT ION FOR S P O R A D I C METEOROIDS
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10.2 TNHUcED ENVIRONMENT MCnEL
TABLE nr CONTENTS
1.0 GPOUNp ENVIRONMENT
1.1 ACCELERATION . -
1.2 SHUTTLE BASELINE CQNFIOppATI ON
2.0 LAUNCH BOOST ENVIRONMENT (SHUTTLE)
2.1 INTERNAL PRESSURE
2.2 TEMPERATURE
2.3 ACOUSTICS
2.4 VI9RAT10N
2.5 ACCELERATION . :
3.0 OP31TAL ENVIRONMENT •
3.1 INTERNAL ATMOSPHERE , . .
PRESSURE •
TEMPERATURE
ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION
CONTAMINANTS
PARTICIPATE
3.2 EXTERNAL ATMOSPHERE
LEAKAGE' :
VENTING
PROPULSION
OUTGASSING
M1CRCMETE030ID SHIELD
RADIATOR COATING
INSULATION
CMC DESATURATION
3.4 STRUCTURE LOADS
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THIS MODEL SUMMARIZES THE INTUCED FNVIRONftNT TOR THE SPACE STATION
ELEMENTS D'J»JNG THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONAL PHASES -
1. LAUNCH FRO* KENNEDY ?PACE CENTER IN * SHUTTLE VEHICLE.
2. OPERATION IN OROITS FROM ?4o TO 270 M A U T I O A L MILES < N M > W I T H ORBITAL
IN C L I N A T I O N OF 55 DEC-PFFS.
1.0 GPO'JND ENVIRONMENT
GROUND HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION INCLUDES THE ENVIRONMENTS DUF TO
HOISTING, JACKING, AND TRANSPORTATION ON TRUCK, SEMI -TRAILER, TRAILER, AND
SHIP. THE r.RQUND HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION OF THE SPACE STATION SHALL
NOT IKPOSE LOADS GREATER THAN THOSE EXPERIENCED IN FLIGHT. THIS is
ACCOMPLISHED BY DIVIDING THE SPACE STATION STRUCTURAL CAPABILITY BY 2.0
TO DEFINE A MAXIMUM LIMIT LOADING CONDITION WHICH NO IROUMD HANDLING OR
TRANSPORTATION *ODE MAY EXCEED. IN THIS PANNER. ALL GROUND HANDLING
AND TRANSPORTATION LOADS ARE LIMITED BY THE STRUCTURAL ALLOWABLES.
.REALISTIC LAUNCH WEIGHTS «HOULD BE USED ECR THIS CONDITION. LOADS AND
CRITERIA FOR THE DESIGN OF SPACE STATION GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WERE
NOT DEVELOPED IN THE PRESENT STUDY. THE FOLLOWING SHALL 9E APPLIED IF
IT DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH THE AflOVE-
1.1 ACCELERATION IAPPLIED TO COMPLETE MODULE ASSEMBIIES IN GROUND
HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION.)
PLUS OR MINUS 2.0 G IN ANY DIRECTION I SUPER IMPOSED ON 1.0 G STATIC
WEIGHT ACTING DOWNWARD)
1.2 SHUTTLE BASELINE CONFIGURATION FIGURE 1.2-1 ILLUSTRATES THE BASELINE
SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION
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4NX
+NZ
143.5 FT
103.3 CT
!
1.2-1 SHUTTLE BASELINE CONf1GURAT
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2.0 LAUNCH BOOST ENVIRONMfNT (SHUTTLE)
2.1 INTERNAL PRESSURE
THE ABSOLUTE PRESSURE IN THE SHUTTLE CARGf BAY IS RIVEN IM FIGURE 2.1-1 FOR
ASCENT AND IN FIGURE 2.1-2 TOP DESCENT FLIGHT PHASFSi
THE INTERNAL PRESS'JRE WITHIN THE SPACE STATION ELEMENTS TRANSPORTED IN THF
SHUTTLE is -
PRESSURIZED COMPARTMENTS - 14.7 */- 0.3 PS I
UNPRESSURI7ED COMPARTMENTS - AS DETEPMINEP BY DESIGN OF CONTROLLED
VENTING PROVISIONS.
2.2 TEMPERATURE
A SUMMARY OF THERMAL OEOUIREHENTS FOR THE MODULES IS SHOWN IM TABLE 2.2-1.
BOUNDARIES OF TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT IN THE SHUTTLE CARGO BAY ARE DEPICTED
IN TABLE 2.2-2.
TABLE 2.2-1 MODULE THERMAL REOUIRFMFNTS
NDRMAL AIR TEMPERATURE
MINIMUM WALL TEMPERATURE
MAXIMUM WALL TEMPERATURE
MAXIMUM HEAT LOAD TO MODULE (ON ORBIT)
MAXIMUM HEAT LOSS FROM MODULE (ON ORBIT)
70 */- 5 F
57 F
105 F
1000 8TU/HR
2000 BTU/HR
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40 80 120
FLIGHT TIME (SEC)
200
FIGURE 2.1-1 SHUTTLE CARGO BAY ABSOLUTE INTERNAL PRESSURE (ASCENT)
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10.0 APPENDICES - INDUCED 'ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL
14
12
10
00
S> 8
LOin
LU A6
HIGH CROSS RANGE ORBITER
800 1600 2400
FLIGHT TIME (SEC)
3200 4000
2.1-? SHUTTLE CARGO BAY ABSOLUTE INTERNAL PRESSJRE (REENTRY)
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TABLE t.Z-2TEMPERATURE LIMITS FOR THE INTERNAL WALLS OF THE CARGO 8AY
(WITH INSULATED COMPARTMENT WALLS)
PAYLOAD EXTERNAL
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
(F)
100
70
0
-300
-420
PAYLOAD EXTERNAL
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
(F)
100
70
0
-300
-420
CARGO BAY DOORS (F)
PRELAUNCH*
MIN
80
50
-20
-too
-100
MAX
120
120
120
120
120
LAUNCH
MIN
80
50
-20
-100
-100
MAX
150
150
150
150
150
ON-ORBIT
(DOORS CLOSED)
MIN
-100
-100
-too
-150
-150
MAX
150
150
150
150
150
ON-ORBIT
(DOORS OPEN)
MIN
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
MAX
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
ENTRY
MIN
-100
-100
-100
-150
-150
MAX+
250
250
250
250
250
OTHER CARGO BAY AREAS (SIDES, BOTTOM, ENDS) (F)
PRELAUNCH*
MIN
80
50
-20
-290
-290
MAX
120
120
120
120
120
LAUNCH
MIN
80
50
-20
-290
-290
MAX
130
130
130
130
130
ON-ORBIT
(DOORS CLOSED)
MIN
0
-25
-75
-300
-420
MAX
130
130
130
130
130
ON-ORBIT
(DOORS OPEN)
MIN
0
-25
-75
-300
-420
MAX
130
130
130
130
130
ENTRY
MIN
0
-25
-75
-300
-420
MAXf
200
180
160
150
150
THE EXPOSED SURFACES OF THE PAYLOAD WILL BE SUBJECTED TO THE DEEP SPACE ENVIRONMENT WHICH INCLUDES A BLACK BODY
RADIATION SINK AT 4K AND DIRECT SUN RADIATION.
'CARGO BAY IS PURGED WITH D*Y GN2 FOR GROUND THERMAL CONDITIONING. FOR BARE LH2 TANKS, SPECIAL PROVISIONS
WITH He PURGING WILL B£ REQUWED TO PREVENT LIQUID AIR FORMATION.
+THESE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURES MAY POSSIBLY BE DECREASED TO ABOUT 150 f BY CERTAIN DESIGN MODIFICATIONS. THESE
CHANGES ARE CURRENTLY BEING INVESTIGATED.
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2.3 ACOUSTICS
THE PREDICTED ACOUSTIC SPECTRA EXTERNAL TC THE CARGO BAY OF THE SHUTTLE
GIVEN IN FIGURE 2.3-1. THE ACOUSTIC LEVELS INTERNAL TO THE CARGO BAY AND
EXTERNAL TO THE PAYLOAD WILL DEPEND ON THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND SEALING
CONCEPTS SELECTED FOR THE SHUTTLE, BUT ARE EXPECTED TO BE ABOUT 10 DB
LESS THAN THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT. FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN PURPOSES,
TWO-MINUTE EXPOSURE TO THF OVERALL ENVELOPE OF COMBINED LIFT-OEF AND
TRANSONIC NOISE SHOULD BE USED FOR A TYPICAL MISSION SIMULATION.
IN FIGURE 2.4-1
2.4-2 FOR A R
2.4 V I B R A T I O N AND SHOCK
THE VIBRATION SPECTRUM FOR THE SHUTTLE CARGO BAY IS GIVE*
SHOCK LOAD CRITERIA FOR LADING IMPACT IS GIVEN IM FIGURE
OF LANDING IMPACT SINK SPEED?.
2.5 ACCELERATION
MAXIMUM ACCELERATIONS ON SPACE STATION ELEMENTS TRANSPORTED BY SHUTTLE
GIVEN IM TABLE 2.5-1. THF RANGE OF ABSOLUTE PRESSURE IN THE SHUTTLE
CARGO BAY IS ALSO LISTED FOR EACH DESIGN CONDITION.
 : . .
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180
170
o
CN
£ 160
CD
-o
CO
LU
150
140
O 130
c£
X
I—
LU
z
o
120
110
16 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
I I
TRANSONIC
—•— LIFTOFF
I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I II I II II I I I I
'— O O C O O O I O O O O I O O O O O
C O T t t O ^ O O O C S ^ O O l O - — O O O O O oooooooooo« O O O O I T ) O O O O OCVI NO O IT) •-— O O CO O O
ONE-THIRD OaAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (Hz)
EIGURE 2,3-1 PREDICTED «COUSTIC SPECTRA EXTERNAL TO SHUTTLE CARGO BAY
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•»'• BWBMicCBD
THIS MODEL SUMMARIZES THE INDUCED ENVIRONMENT TOR THF SPACE STATION
D'J"ING THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONAL
i. LAUNCH FPOK K E N N E D Y S P A C E CENTER IN
2.
T N C L I N A T I O
1.0 GPOJND ENVI
GROUND HANDLING
HO I STING,\-JACK I
SHIP. Tfife GROU
NOT IMPOSE LOAD
ACCOMPLISHED
TRANSPORTiljTION
AND TRANSPORTAT
REALIST
C R I T E R I A JFOR TH
NOT DEVELOPED I
IT DOES N&T CON
1.1 ACCEL^R ATIO
— ^
PLUS J»R H ) l N
W E I G H S A C T I
UJ
1.2 SHUTTtt BASI4.INE
10"
[N ORqiT 0 TO 3?0
SHUTTLE VFHICLE.
MH.ES < NM > wi-i
DEGPFFS.
-AND TRANSPORTATION INCLUDES THE ENVIRONMENTS DUE
<G, AND TRANSPORTATION ON TRUCK, SEMI-TPAILER. TRA
~"WffiTiiQti ' 'nf* fT*uE ts?£ct t l lsik ' i \o)
ORBITAL
LTR, AND
SHALLrt) H A N n L I N r, AND
GREATFR THAN T O S F FXPFR1EMCEH IN.FLIGHT. THIS _
D I V I D I N G THF^WACE STATION STR'JCTURAt CAPABILITY f^Y 2.0
LIMIT LO.fcD/NG CONDITICN WHICH MO GROUND HANDLING OR
IN THIS PANNpR, ALL GRO«"ND HANDL(-NG
lMlTFD BY ThE STRUCTURAL AILOWABLFsl .
D BE USEH FTR THIS cnNnlTION. LOADS AND
MAY
LOADS .AR
WEIGHTS ,«'
DESIGN OF^
THE PRESS
WITH T/«F ABOVF-
ACE- S T A T ' nN
'
SUPPORT F 3U I PMEN T
 tS
ST UDY. THE FOLLOWMH SHALL BE APPLN
< ( APPLIFT/:TP; COMPLETE MOnULF ASSFMBI IFS IN GROUNI
HANDLlNH AND ;TiR;ANSPORTAT10N. >
2.0 o IN::AMY-DIRECTION rsuPERiMPOSFo ON i.n G si
DCwNwARn1)''.;^'^ ',"•-'•"- .''•'• • . :
FIGURE !.?-! ILLUSTRATES THE
SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION
,-4 i i u
WERE
D IF
AT 1C
BASELINE
io >X.'* tff->j*'-*••?<!'. ::••"•!.
FIGURE 2*4-1
SCC ltt.2
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INSTANTANEOUS
ACCELERATION (G)
1.5
1.0
0.5
100
TIME (MSEC)
200
FIGURE 2.4-2 SHOCK LOAD CRITERIA FOP LANDING IMPACT
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TABLE 2.5-1 LIMIT LOAD FACTOR CN SHUTTLE CARGO
LOAD FACTOR AS USED MERE t« EOUAL TO THE TOTAL EXTERNALLY APPLIED LOAD
DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT ANT CARRIES THE SIGN OF THE EXTERN-
ALLY AP=»LIED LOAD.
CONDITION
LIFTOFF
HIGH 0 BOOST
BOOSTER END RURN
ORBITER END PURN ;
QMS OPERATION
ACPS OPERATION
ENT^y
FLY-9ACK ;
LANDING AND PRAKING
;
CRAsH(CARGO AND EQljlP.)*
LCAD FACTOR H»S
X
1.4
2.1
• •- • *.
3.3
3.3
0.2
+/-0.1
*/-0.?5
4/-0.25
+ O.Q6
•-1.2
-8.0
>1.5
Y
*/-0.fl ;
*/-n.42 ,
V
'*/-0.1i
*/-0.11
*/-n.i
*/-0.1
* / - 0 . 6
*/-0.ft
*0.6
*/-1.5
'•' •;
Z
+/-0.8
*0.ft
-0.84
-0.55 -
-0.55
0.1 -
*/-0.1
-3.0
*1.2
-3.0
-3.0
-4.5 ;
*2.0
•CRASH LOAD FACTORS ARE ULTIMATE. THESE FACTORS SHALL BE USED IN
DESIGN OF STRUCTURE WHOSE FAILURE COULD RESULT IN INJURY TO. PERSONNEL
DURING A CRASH OR PREVENT EGRESS FROP A CLASHED VEHICLE.
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3.0 ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT
3.1 INTERNAL ATMOSPHERE (CREW COMPARTMENTS)
PRESSURE
TOTAL PRESSURE RANGE .
NOMINAL OPERATING
DESIGN
TEMPERATURE
ATMOSPHERE
DEW POINT AT 14.7 PT
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
OXYGEN RANGE
NITROGEN
CARBON DIOXIDE
NOMINAL
M A X I M U M
EMERGENCY
WATER VAPOR
CONTAMINANTS
n TO 14.7 PSIA
14.7 PSIA
14.7 PSIA
65 TO 75 F
57 F (MAX. )
21 PER. TO 76 PER,
3.1 TO 3.5 PSIA
3.1 PSIA MINIMUM 02
6.<? TO 11.7 PSIA
3 MMHG
7.6 MMHG FOR 14 DAYS
15.0 MMHG FOR a HOURS
8.0 TO 12.0 MMHG
BIOLOGICAL AIRBORNE
ORGANIC
PARTICULATE
100 ORGANISMS/FT
100 PPM TOTAL - CH4
EQUIVALENT
AIR CLEANLINESS LEVEL CLASS 100,000
3
250,000 PARTICLES PER FT EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN 0.5 MICRONS
NOTE - SPACE STATION SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT ARE REQUIRED TO FUNCTION
PROPERLY WITHIN THE INDICATED NOMINAL OPERATING INTERNAL
ATMOSPHERE AFTER TEMPORARY EXPOSURE TO VACUUM CONDITIONS.
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3.2 E X T E R N A L ATMOSPHERE
THE .NATURAL ENVIRONMENT EXTERIOR TO THE SPACECRAFT WILL BE CONTAMINATED 9*
MATERIALS LOST FROM THE SPACECRAFT THROUGH LEAKAGE. VENTING* AND PROPULSION
EXHAUST PRODUCTS. CONCENTRATIONS Of THESE CONTAMINANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
, i_
12
.8. V:(
l.
- 10 ip/pyv Tf!T/n , n-r THF ret i
I M;G
01 LET
1/1
2..
02 - 2.3 L 'd /DAY
N2 - 7.fc L B / D A Y
C02 - 0.06 L B / D A Y (.2.7 MMHG )
!H20 - O.Of l L;B/DAY (10 MMHG )
HIGH CROSS RANGE ORBITER
02 - 0 .032 ,LB/,MAN-,DAY
;N:2 - 0.12 LB/MAN-:nAY
!H20 - -0.225 LB/MAN-DAY
;OTiHER H E A V Y rFRACTJOiNS - 0.0416 LB
•EVE;NT is NON-,PROGR,A ;MMAPLE
T.R.ASH .DRYING !CHAMP;FR
<:02
N2
:H20
sO.'03 iLB/.DA\Y
0:.12 L B / D A Y
' 0 .30 ;LB/MA:N-DAY
HEAVY
 :FRAGT;IONS - o.«o4
3. SABATIER ;REA,C,T:Q.P c02 RtD,yc;r*ON
ol—— 1
 ;—:—I0
- ;( .1) 1*6J99AY 2400 3200 4000
>H20 - ;0.1 iLf^ft^rtT TIME (SEC)
.CH4 - 3.67 IB /DAY '
CO 2 - 3.47 ^LBADA^Y
;N2 - iTiRACE QUANTITY
/IS PROGRAMMAiRLE ( 12^-HOUR PER;IO.DS»
F IGURE 2.1-2 SHUTTLE C*RGC BAY A B S O L U T E INTERNAL PRESSURE ( R E E N T R Y )
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4. AIRLOCK USAGE
EVA/IVA AIRLOCK
02 0.067 LB/MO
N2 0.221 LB/MO
5. EVA ( 2 ("EN, 4 MR FvA )
02 - 3.2 LB/EVENT
H20 - 2.2 LB/EVENT
6. VAPOR COMPRESSION WATER RECLAMATION
H20 - 3.2 LB/DAY
OTHER HEAVY FRACTIONS -
VENTING IS PROGRAMMABLE
E*PER AMLOCK
0.2ftO LB/MO
0.855
0.02
EMERGENCY - UNDER AN EMERGENCY SITUATION, A CONTAMINATED
COMPARTMENT MAY REQUIRE VENTING TC CLEAR CONTAMINATION. IN
THIS CASE. THE VENTED GASES W I l L CONTAIN NORMAL ATMOSPHERIC
COMPOSITION AND GENERATED TOXIC CCNTAM I NANTS .
EXPERIMENT MOflULE DEPRESSUR IZAT IOK (5000 C<J FT)
02
N2
- 87 LB/EVENT
LB/EVENT
H20 - TBD
C02 - TPD
OTHER HEAVY FRACTIONS - TBD
c. PROPULSION - PROPELLANT 02/H2 CONSUMPTION FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL AND
ORBIT MAKE-UP is 7.5 LB/DAY, EXPENDED TWICE DAILY. COMPOSITION OF
EXHAUST PRODUCTS is AS FOLLOWS - WATER, 02 AND HYDROGEN. NO EXTERNAL
VIEWING EXPERIMENTS WILL BE OPERATED DURING THIS PERIOD. CMG DESATURA-
TION WILL NOT BE SCHEDULED FOR LESS THAN EVERY 8 ORBITS
< APPROX 12 HOURS ).
EXPERIMENTS WILL BE OPERATED DURING THIS PERIOD. C*G DESATURATION
WILL NOT BE SCHEDULED FOR LESS THAN EVERY 6 ORBITS IAPPPOX 9 HRS).
D. OUTGASSlNG - FOLLOWING ARE CURRENT ESTIMATES OF THE GENERIC TYPES AND
AMOUNTS OF ORGANIC MATERIALS WHICH WILL BE EXPOSED TO THE VACUUM/THER-
MAL SPACE STATION EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT. THESE DATA SHOULD BE USED AS A
BASIS FOR ESTIMATING THE NATURE AND AMOUNT OF BULK OUTGASSlNG.
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1. MICRQMETEoROlD SHIELD
MATERIAL — GLASS CLOTH LAMINATE, PHENOL I C OR
POLYIMITE RESIN AND ALUMINUM
AREA - TBD FT
THICKNESS - TBD IN.
2. THERMAL CONTROL COATING
MATERIAL - TBD
AREA - TRD FT. ;
THICKNESS - TBD IN.
3. INSULATION
A. UNDER RADIATORS <TBD)
B. UNDER MICROMETEOROID SHIELD ( TBD )
3.3 ACCELERATION
(A) ZERO GRAVITY IS THE NORMAL ORPITAL OPERATING WODE.
(B) MAXIMUM ACCELERATION FOR TRANS 1ENT PER IODS ASSOCIATED WITH ZERC
GRAVITY OPERATIONS (ORBIT MAKE-UF, MANEUVERS AND ATTITUDE
CHANGES, DOCKING OF LOGISTICS VEHICLES OR EXPERIMENT MODULES,
ETC. ) ARE AS FOLLOWS -
1. CMG DESATURATION AND
OR81T,MAKEUP
2. BERTHING.
3. NORMAL OPERATIONS
(QUIESCENT )
1.4 X 10<-4> G MAX FOR
140 SECONDS •-,..
4.0 X 10<-2> G FOR 0.3 SEC
10(-4) G FOR 6 HOURS OR
in<-5) G FOR 2 HOURS
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3.4 STRUCTURAL LOADS <TBD)
STATIC AND DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL LOApS WILL RE EXPERIENCED DOPING ORBITAL
OPERATIONS. RESULTING FROM THE FOLLOWING MAJOR SOURCES -
< A > ASSEMBLY BERTHING
<R) GYROSCOPIC AND CORIOLIS FORCES Dl'E TO ATTITUDE CHANGES AND ORBITAL
MANEUVERS
<C> BERTHING OF LOGISTICS VEHICLES AND DETACHED RAMS
<D> PROPULSION FOR ORpIT MAKE-UP
SPACE DIVISION NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION SEC 10.2
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10.3 GLOSSARY .
THIS GLOSSARY DEFINES THOSE TERMS THAT ARF UNIQUE TO THE SPACE STATION AS
WELL AS TERMS FOR WHICH NO STANDARD DEFINITION EXISTS.
' ', . i . '. '
ACCIDENT - AN UNPLANNED EVENT WHICH RESULTS IN AN UNACCEPTABLE SITUATION' OR
OPERATIONAL MODE.
AW - ALONG VELOCITY VECTOR '
AVERAGE POWER<LOAD) - 24 HOl.lR INTEGRATED FLECTRlCAL POWER AVERAGE FOR
WORST CASE ROUTINE PAY.
CCTV - CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
CDDT - COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION TEST .'
CM - CARGO MODULE
CM - CORE MODULE
CMC - A CONSTANT SPEED MOMENTUM EXCHANGE HEVIcE THAT IS GIMBALLED
WITH RESPECT TO THE STATION BODY AXES. THE GYROS CAN BE EITHER OKE
OR TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM. TORQUE MOTORS ARE USED AT THE GIMBALS TO
EXERT TOROUES BETWEEN THE ROTOR AND THE STATION STRUCTURE. CONTROL
OF CYCLIC STATION DISTURBANCE TOROUFS IS ACHIEVED BY MOMENTUM
EXCHANGE; I.E., BY ORIENTATION OF THE MOMENTUM VECTOR OF THE CMC
DURING ONE HALF CYCLE OF A CYCLIC DISTURBANCE TO COUNTERACT THE
DISTURBANCE, AND THEN REORlENTATI ON OF THE MOMENTUM VECTOR OF THE CMC
DURING THE OPPOSITE HALF CYCLE TO COUNTERACT THE DISTURBANCE
TORQUE OF THAT HALF CYCLE.
CMC DESATURATION - WHEN CMG GIMBAL ANGLES REACH THEIR LIPIT DUE .TO BUILDUP
OF NON-PERIODIC DISTURBANCE TORQUES, OTHER MEANS OF APPLYING VEHICLE
TORQUE MUST BE USED TO RE-INITlALIZF CMC GIMBAL ANGLES TO ALLOW
CONTINUATION OF THE CMG MOMENTUM EXCHANGE FUNCTION.
CONTAINING A HAZARD - LIMITING THE AREA AND TIME OVER WHICH A HAZARD
EXTENDS.
CONTROL MOMENT GYRO - SEE CMG
CONUS - CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
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10.n APPENDICES - GLOSSARY
CREDIBLE - WITHIN THE ASSUMED PROBABILITY or OCCURRENCE FOR WHICH IT is
OESIRED TO DESIGN AND OPERATE A SYSTEM.
CONTROLLED HAZARDS - THOSE WHICH HAVE BEEN COUNTERACTED BY APPROPRIATE
DESIGN SAFETY DEVICES, ALARMS/CAUTION AND WARNING, AUTOMATIC/MANUAL
ACTION. TIME IS NOT A SIGNIFICANT FACTOR FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION.
CRITICAL FUNCTION - THOSE FUNCTIONS REQUIRED FOR PERSONNEL SAFETY AND FOR
SPACE STATION SURVIVAL FOLLOWING CREDIBLE MALFUNCTIONS AND/OR
ACCIDENTS.
ORSS - DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
DSIF - DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
ECI COORDINATES (EARTH CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATES) - A COORDINATE
SYSTEM WITH ORTHOGONAL X, Y AND 2 AXES DIRECTED FR01 THE CENTER OF
THE EARTH. THE + x «xis is DIRECTED TOWARD THE FIRST POINT OF ARIES
(VERNAL EOUINOX) AND THE *2 A*IS IS DIRECTED THRU THE GEOGRAPHIC
NORTH POLE.
EMERGENCY LEVEL - AT A LEVEL SUFFICIENT ONLY FOR CREW SURVIVAL. REDUNDANCY
OF SOME CRITICAL FUNCTIONS MAY HAVE BEEN LOST.
EMI - ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
ENERGY MANAGEMENT - SCHEDULING OF CONTROL FUNCTIONS SO AS TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF STATION FUNCTIONS WHICH CREATE VEHICLE DISTURBANCE
TORQUES.
FPHEMERIS - LOCI OF POSITIONS OF CELESTIAL BODIES AND SPACE VEHICLES
RELATIVE TO EPOCHS OF TIME.
FCLSS - ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
FALLBACK - A HIERARCHY OF PROCEDURES USED TO MODIFY THE DATA PROCESSING
ASSEMBLY MODE OF OPERATION TO CIRCUMVENT EQUIPMENT FAULTS AND PROVIDE
A DEGRADED SERVICE BUT STILL PERFORM CRITICAL TASKS.
FPE (FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENT) - GROUPING OF SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTS
WHICH PLACE RELATED DEMANDS ON STATION SUBSYSTEMS.
GEOMETRIC AXES - SET OF AXES DEFINED RELATIVE TO THE STATION STRUCTURE.
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GP|. 'GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY' - SYNONYMOUS WITH INTEGRAL LABORATORY
FACILITIES'. A SET CF ASSEMRLIES A*D EQUIPMENT CAPABLE OF PERFORMING
SELECTED FUNCTIONS IN SUPPORT OF EXPERIMENT ANo STATION OPERATIONS.
TYPICAL LABORATORY ELEMENTS ARE PHYSICS, MATERIALS PROCESSING,
MECHANICAL, OPTICAL- PHOTO, pATA ANALYSIS,
G R A V I T Y GRADIENT MODE - A FLIGHT MODE WHERE THE STATION LONGITUDINAL AXIS
IS ORIENTED NOMINALLY ALONG THE RADIUS VECTOR. THE BASIC FEATURE
OF THIS MODE IS THAT G R A V I T Y GRAPIEKT TORQUES TEND TO M A I N T A I N THE
STATION IN THIS ORIENTATION.
HAZARD - ANY SITUATION OR CONDITION WHICH SIGNIFICANTLY IMCREASES THE
PROBABILITY OF INJURY TO PERSONNEL CR PERMANENT DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT.
IN FLIGHT REPLACEABLE UNIT <IFRU) - ANY PORTION OF THE MODULAR SPACE
i STATION SUBSYSTEMS PELCW THE PACKAGE LEVEL, WHICH IS CAPABLE OF BEING
REPLACED ON-ORBIT.
INT-20 INTERMEDIATE-20 LAUNCH VEHICLE. THIS VEHICLE CONTAINS A S-IC
STAGE, A S-IVB STAGE, AND A INSTRUMENT UNIT f i l l ) .
INT-21 - INTERMEDI ATE-21 LAUNCH VEHICLE. THIS VEHICLE CONTAINS A S-IC
STAGE, S-II STAGE, AND AN INSTRUMENT MODULE.
ICC - LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
LV - LAUNCH VEHICLE
ML - MOBILE LAUNCHER
MODEM - MODULATES A SIGNAL INTO ANOTHER FORM SUITABLE FOR TRANSMISSION AND
DEMODULATES SIGNALS FOR FURTHER PROCESSING.
MODULE - A SINGLY HABITABLE END ITEM WHICH CAN BE TRANSPORTED TO AND FROM
ORBIT INTERNAL TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE, AND CONTAINS O^E OR MORE OF THE
•BASIC STATION FACILITIES*.
MOLECULAR SIEVE - A SUBASSEMBLY CONSISTING OF C02 ABSORBER AND DESICCANT
BEDS OPERATED ON A REGENERATIVE CYCLE WHICH PROVIDES FOR REMOVAL OF
C02 FROM THE CABIN ATMOSPHERE AND FOR CONCENTRATION OF THE C02 FOR
OXYGEN RECLAMATION.
MULTIPROCESSING - AN OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUE USED BY COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
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WITH
 MORE THAN ONE PROCESSOR. WHERE MORE THAN ONE PROCESSOR jS
LINKED. INTO THE SAMP SYSTEM, IT Is POss^LE FOp EACH PpOCEssOR TO BE
HANDLING A SEPARATE APPLICATION FUNrTlON. .
MULTIPROGRAMMING - A TECHNIQUE UNDER WHICH SEVERAL A p pLICATION PROGRAMS
CAN BE RUNNING CONCURRENTLY IN A SINGLE PROCESSOR. WHEN MULTI-
PROGRAMMING TAKES PLACE* THE PROCESSOR SWITCHES BACK AND FORTH FROM
ONE TASK TO ANOTHER.
MSFN - MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK
NADIR - VECTOR DIRECTED ALONR THE LOCAL VERTICAL FROM THE STATION TO THE
CENTER OF THE EARTH (SEE ZENITH).
NEUTER DOCKING SYSTEM - A SYSTEM WHERE TWC ACTIVE OR ONE ACTIVE AND ONE
PASSIVE SYSTEM CAN RE KATED.
NLT - NO LESS THAN
NMT - NO MORE THAN .
NOMINAL LEVEL - AT THE LEVEL PLANNED FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS. REDUNDANCY OF
ALL CRITICAL FUNCTION'S IS AVAILABLE.
ORCO - ONBOARD CHECKOUT
ORBITAL PLANE - PLANE WHICH CONTAINS THE LOCUS OF THE SPACE STATION'S
03BIT AND BISECTS THE EARTH AT THE CRBIT INCLINATION ANGLE MEASURED
FROM THE EARTH'S EQUATORIAL PLANE.
ovv - OPPOSITE VELOCITY VECTOR
PACKAGE - A NON-HABITABLE SPACE STATION ELEMENT THAT is ATTACHED TO A
MODULE (AND IS DETACHABLE) WHICH CAN BE DELIVERED TO ORBIT AND
RETURNED TO EARTH IN THE SPAcE SHUTTLE ATTACHED TO A MODULE OR
SEPARATELY* AND CONTAINS A SELECTED SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL ASSEMBLY
OR SET OF FUNCTIONAL ASSEMBLIES.
PCM - PULSE CODE MODULATION
PEAK POWER (LOAD) - MAXIMUM LOAD WHICH WILL BE APPLIED. FOR M A X I M U M
PEAK LOAD DESIGN-TO LIMITATIONS/ THE DURATION IS CONSIDERED TO BE
LIMITED TO LESS THAN 1 MINUTE ANp THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE TO
BE NO MORE OFTEN THAN TWICE IN ONE HOUR. .. '
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PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME - A PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUME IS A COMBlN ATlON
OF SHIRTSLEEVE CONNECTED MODULES AND/OR PORTIONS OF MODULES WHICH CAN
BE PRESSURE ISOLATED FPQM THE REMAINDER OF THE SPACE STATION* AND
WHICH CAN PROVIDE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, LIFF SUPPORT, POWER,
BERTHING .PORTS, AND OTHER FUNCTIONS NECESSARY FOR CREW SAFETY AND
RETURN TO EARTH WITHOUT REQUIRING ACCESS OR HAVING TO USE HARDWARE IN
OTHER PRESSURE ISOLATABLE VOLUMES.
PRINCIPAL AXES - SET OF AXES CENTERED AT THE COMBINED VEHICLE CG AND
ORIENTED SUcH THAT THE PRODUCTS OF INERTIA VANISH. .-THE VARIATION
BETWEEN THE STATION'S GEOMETRIC AXE? AND THE PRINCIPAL AXES MAY BE
CONSIDERED A ROUGH GAUGE OF JHE AMOUNT OF VEHICLE ASYMMETRY
(IGNORING NON-UNIFORM WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION).
PROCESSOR - A DEVICE CAPABLE OF ACCEPTING DATA. APPLYING PRESCRIBED
PROCESSES TO THEM, AND SUPPLYING THE RESULTS OF THESE PROCESSES.
A PROCESSOR CONSISTS OF A CONTROL UMT, ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNIT.
PROGRAM INTERACTION - DIFFERENT PROGRAMS ("AY USE THE SAME DATA RECORDS,
SAME ROUTINE, POSSIBLY AT THE SAME TIME.
QUEUE - A LIST OF TRANSACTIONS WAITING FOP THE ATTENTION OF A PROCESSOR,
A FILE CHANNEL TO BECOME FREE, OP FOR AN OUTPUT LINE TO BECOME
AVAILABLE.
RACU - 'REMOTE ACOUIS1TON AND CONTROL UNIT*. THESE UNITS WILL ACCEPT
PRECONDITIONED DATA SIGNALS IN EITHER DIGITAL OR ANALOG FORM,
DIGITIZE AND FORMAT DATA FOR TRANSMISSION TO THE DATA PROCESSING
ASSEMBLY, AND WILL DECODE AND DISTRIBUTE COMMANDS TO THE USER.
RAD - UNIT OF MEASUREMENT WHERE ONE RAP REPRESENTS RADIATION ENERGY OF
100 ERGS PER GRAM IMPARTED BY IONIZING PARTICLES TO THE IRRADIATED
MATERIAL AT THE POINT OF INTEREST. RADIATION DESCRIBED IN RADS IS
CALLED THE ABSORBED POSE. '
RAM - RESEARCH APPLICATIONS MODULE - A SEPARATE EXPERIMENT DEDICATED
MODULE CONTAINING EXPERIMENT <FPE> EQUIPMENT AND SUBSYSTEM EQUIP-
MENT AS REQUIRED TO AUGMENT STATION SUPPLIED UTILITIES. THE TwO
CLASSES OF RAM'S ARE -
ATTACHED - THOSE WHICH OPERATE WHILE ATTACHED TO THE STATION. :
DETACHED - THOSE WHICH OPERATE IN A FREE FLYING MODE AROUND
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THE STATION, RUT *RE PERIODICALLY ATTACHED FOR SERVICING.
REDLINE QUANTITY - THE QUANTITY OF CONSUMABLES REQUIRED IN ADDITION TO
THE NORMAL 120 HAYS SUPPLY IN THF EVENT OF THE OCCURRENCE OF TWO
FAILURES CONSTjTUTlNH THE LARGEST REQUIREMENT FROM A LIST OF
CREDIBLE FAILURES. THE REDLINE VALUE is THE MINIMUM QUANTITY WHICH
IS ACCEPTABLE FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS. NO NORMAL OPERATIONS WILL BE
PLANNED WHICH RESULT IK LESS THAN m REDLINF FOR EACH CONSUMMABLE.
IN THE EVENT OF AN UNPLANNED REDUCTION OF ANY ONE CRITICAL
CONSUMMABLE BELOW THE REDLINE VALUE. A LAUNCH OF A SPACE SHUTTLE
is REQUIRED FOR RESUPPLY.
REDUCED LEVEL - AT A LEVEL LOWER THAN PLANNED. BUT STILL SUFFICIENT FOR
LIMITED MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT. RETUNDANCY OF ALL CRITICAL FUNCTIONS
IS AVAILABLE.
REM (ROENTGEN EQUIVALENT MAN - QUANTITY OF RADIATION THAT HAS THE SAME
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT ON MAN AS THE ABSORPTION OF THE ROENTGEN OF GAMMA
OR X RADIATION.
RESCUE - EVACUATION OF PERSONNEL FROM A DISTRESSED VEHICLE USING SEPARATELY
BASED VEHICLE(S) AND THE SUBSEQUENT SAFE RETURN TO EARTH OR TO A
SPACE VEHICLE CAPABLE OF SUSTAINING THE PERSONNEL.
RESIDUAL HAZARDS - THOSE FOR WHICH DESIGN PROVISIONS, SAFETY OR WARNING
DEVICES, OR SPECIAL PROCEDURES HAVE NOT qEEN PROVIDED FOR
COUNTERACTING THE HA2ARD.
RESTRICTED ACCESS - ACCESS TO AN AREA SUCH THAT A SINGLE FAILURE OR
ACCIDENT COULD PREVENT SAFE CREW PASSAGE THROUGH THAT PATH.
SABATIER REACTOR - A SUBASSEMBLY WHICH REfLAlMS OXYGEN BY THE COMBINATION
OF HYDROGEN WITH COLLECTED C02 FROM THE MOLECULAR SIEVE TO FORM
METHANE AND WATER. THE WATER IS SUBSEQUENTLY ELEcTROLYZED TO
PRODUCE OXYGEN FOR METABOLIC AND LEAKAGE NEEDS ON THE SPACE STATION.
SAFE - FREE OF HAZARDS
SHUTTLE - SPACE SHUTTLE
SM - STATION MODULE
SO/SI (SPACE OPERATIONS/SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS) - AN ACRONYM FOR
ON-ORBIT EXPERIMENT ANp APPLICATION ACTIVITIES.
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STATE VECTOR - A GENERALIZED N-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR REPRESENTING THE
COMPONENTS OF VEHICLE POSITION AND VELOCITY. THIS VECTOR MAY BE
EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF ORBITAL ELEMENTS OR INERTUL COORDINATES.
STRAPDOWN 1MU - AN INERTlAL MEASUREMENT UNIT WHOSE INERTlAL SENSING
ELEMENTS cACCELEROMFTERS AND SENSING GYROS) ARE MOUNTED IN A FIXED
ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO THE STATION BODY AXES (NAVIGATION BASE>.
THE INERTlAL REFERENCE FRAME IS MAINTAINED IN STATION BODY AXES BY
SOFTWARE.
SUSTAINED POWER<LOAD) - M A X I M U M LOAD WHICH WILL BE APPLIED FOR A PERIOD
GREATER THAN ONE MINUTE. FOR MAXIMUM SUSTAINED LOAD DESIGN-TO
LIMITATIONS* THE DURATION OF THE APPLIED LOAD IS CONSIDERED TO BE
LIMITED TO LESS THAN 1.0 HOUR AND TC OCCUR NO MORE THAN TWICE IN
ANY 24 HOUR PERIOD.
TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY - UNPLANNED TARGETS OF INTEREST FOR EXPERIMENT
VIEWING.
TBD - TO BE DETERMINED IN PHASES C AND D
TOXIC CONSTITUENTS - MAY PE DELETERIOUS TO THE HEALTH OR WELL-BEING OF
ONBOARD PERSONNEL* OR MAY DEGRADE CREW PERFORMANCE SO AS TO AFFECT
MISSION PERFORMANCE, Op MAY INTERFERE WITH PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS
IN SUCH A MANNER AS TO BUS RESULTS OF MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS.
UTE - UNIVERSAL TEST EQUIPMENT.
VAB - VERTICAL ASSEMBLY BUILDING
X-POP - A FLIGHT MODE CONSISTING OF THE STATION X-AXIS ORIENTED
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBITAL PLANE. X-POP MAY BE VISUALIZED AS
FLYING «PROADSIDE' (LONGITUDINAL AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBITAL
PLANE) AS OPPOSED TO FLIGHT LIKE AN ARROW.
X-POP INERTlAL - THE FLIGHT MODE WITH THE STATION X-AXIS 3ERPENDICULAR TO
THE ORBITAL PLANE AND ALL STATION AXES MA I N T A I N E D IN A FIXED
ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO THE ORBIT PLANE.
X-POP LEVEL - THE FLIGHT MODE WITH THE STATION X AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO
THE ORBITAL PLANE WITH THE STATION ROTATING AT ORBITAL RATE ABOUT
THE X-AXIS TO M A I N T A I N THE +Z-AXIS ORIENTED ALONG THE RADIUS VECTOR
AND POINTED TO THE GROUND.
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Y-POP - A FLIGHT MODE CONSISTING OF THE STATION Y-AX'S ORIENTED
PERPENDICULAR TO THE OPRITAL PLANE. Y-POP MAY BE VISUALIZED A$
FLYING:LIKE AN ARROW (LONGITUDINAL AXIS PARALLEL TO THE VELOCITY
VECTOR).
Y-POP INERTIAL - THE FLIGHT MODE WITH THE STAT ION Y-A X IS PERPENDICULAR
TO THE ORPITAL PLANE AMD ALL STATI ON AXES MA I NT A I NED IN A FIXED
ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO THE ORBIT PL*NE.
Y-POP LEVEL - THE FLIGHT MODE WITH THE STATION
 Y-AXIS PER°ENnICULAR TO THE
ORBITAL PLANE WITH THE STATION ROTATING AT ORBITAL RATE ABOUT THE
Y-AXIS TO M A I N T A I N THE +Z-AXIS ORIENTED ALONG THE RADIUS VECTOR AND
POINTED TO THE GROUND.
ZENITH - VECTOR DIRECTED ALONG THE LOCAL VERTICAL FROM THE STATION AWAY
F90M THE CENTER OF THE EARTH (SEE NADIR).
Z-POP - A FLIGHT MODE CONSISTING OF THE STATION Z-AXIS ORIENTED
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ORBITAL PLANE.
Z-POP 1NERTIAL - THE FLIGHT MODE WITH THE STATION Z-AXIS PERPENDICULAR
TO THE ORBITAL PLANE AND ALL STATION AXES M A I N T A I N E D IN A FIXED
ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO THE ORBIT PLANE.
Z-POP LEVEL - THE FLIGHT MODE WITH THE STATION Z-AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO
THE ORBITAL PLANE WITH THE STATION ROTATING AT ORBITAL RATE ABOUT
THE Z-AXIS.
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